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FOREWORD

Scientific lectures and discussions formed an integral part of sessions of the WMO
Commission for Instruments and Methods of Observations since the first WMO CIMO session
(Toronto, 1953). The growing interest in these lectures conducted CIMO-V (Versailles, 1969)
to recommend the organization of technical conferences on instruments and methods of
observation. Since 1970 some ten technical conferences have been organized by CIMo with
steadily increasing success showing the state of the art in meteorological measuring
technology.
The present CIMO technical conference, TECO-94, will take place during the
CIMO-XI session in Geneva, providing the opportunity for all CIMO delegates to participate in
the conference. It will further allow for the simultaneous interpretation of several presentations
into the six working languages as requested by delegates at CIMO-X (Brussels, 1989).
Moreover, this timing allows views and suggestions emanating therefrom t6 be considered by
CIMO-XI.
The International Organizing Committee, composed of Dr. A. Van Gysegem
(Scientific Director of TECO-94) and Mr. M. Rochas (France), has been responsible for
specifying the themes and contents of sessions and for selecting the papers.
The Conference reflects the diversity of CIMO activities and covers new directions
and operational experience in the field of surface, radiation, upper-air, radiation and
environmental measurements, remote sensing and quality assurance. A scan of presented
papers shows the progress in development and improvement of measuring capabilities as well
as the application of these capabilities to improve the quality and compatibility of
measurements and to better respond to the evolution in observational needs and requirements
of WMO Programmes and of National Meteorological and Hydrological Services.
This report contains the papers to be presented at the Conference and is being
issued prior to it, so as to enable the participants to study them beforehand. It will place the
papers on permanent record, making them available to a much wider audience than the
participants at the Conference. I hope that all readers of this report will find the contents useful
and informative and that the Conference will provide opportunities to discuss new ideas and
to learn from the experience of others.
I wish to express my deep gratitude to all authors of papers, the International and
Local WMO Organizing Committees and to the Secretary-General of WMO for all efforts and
resources devoted to planning and holding TECO-94.

Vice-president of CIMO
Scientific Director of TECO-94
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CONDITIONS, REQUIREMENTS AND NEEDS FOR OUTDOOR MEASUREMENTS
IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES:
THE CASE OF AGROMETEOROLOGY AND AGROCLIMATOLOGY

C.J. STIGTER
TRADITIONAL TECHNIQUES OF MICROCLIMATE IMPROVEMENT (TTMI)*>
PROJECT, CO-ORDINATED AT WAGENINGEN AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY,
THE NETHERLANDS
EXTENDED ABSTRACT

This will be a somewhat unusual keynote address for a Technical
Conferenc~ on Instruments and Methods of Observation. The starting
point is not equipment results, improvements, accuracies and a new
equipment progress strategy, but their virtual absence in the
developing non-industrialized world.
It is an accepted fact, also within WMO, that nowadays routine
measurements and observations have in many places in Africa, Latin
America and a number of Asian countries severely deteriorated.
National Weather Services can't cope with the necessary networks,
even new challenges apart, due to lack of funds for equipment
replacement for maintenance and repair,
for transport,
for
appropriate training, for increased salaries and status to be awarded
to equipment expertise and observers within their measurement
departments.
Data s~ts long enough to detect increased climate variability or
other changes in the local environment. are often non-existent, or
with large gaps, badly quality controlled or otherwise without the
necessary indications of the conditions under which they were
obtained. Requests for data from within the economically active parts
of society remain limited for many reasons. A group of reasons has
to do with non-availability of special data sets.
Agrometeorology jclimatology shares this malaise and for specific
agrometeorological measurements and observations even less money is
available. However, routin~ measurements and observations are of only
limited use without added value in derived products for agricUltural
applications. Due to the occurrence of new environmental hazards,
there are also needs in agricultural meteorology for additional
environmental data.

*)

The TTMI-Project has units at the Physics Department, University of Dar es Salaam, Tanzaniai the Department
of Meteorology, University of Nairobi, Kenyai the Department of Environmental Sciences and Natural
Resources, University of Gezira, Wad Medani, Sudani and the Department of Geography, Ahmadu Bello
University, Zaria, Nigeria. The TTMI-Project, bilaterally funded by the Environment Programme and the
Research Focal Programme of ·the Directorate General for International Coll?boration of the Netherlands
Government (DGIS)i has also many affiliations with national and· international agricultural research and
education organizations that operate in Africa and India.

L"

A matter of wrong priorities? Yes, but the problems are even
structural in other aspects, such as in an actually deteriorating
environment or economy or both. In the. sixties there was at least a
debate in the Western world on priority applications of scientific
efforts and their role in society. Can the developing nonindustrialized world afford such a debate at present?
Will UNCED be a turning point? Resources depending, that could be the
case. By all means another, partly complementary structure of
organizing environmental monitoring and impact assessment is
necessary. What could be a policy/strategy proposal for this
approach?
Let us limit ourselves here to agrometeorology/climatology. with
better definitions of the most urgent specific needs for routine and
derived data, such an initial approach could come from parts of a'
wider GCOS or GTOS system, with strong country based components. What
and who defines the additional data sets? How are they distributed? (
With a better tuning of initially the. simplest weather and
agrometeorological forecasting techniques to the most pressing needs
of different farming communities, such as in the West African pilot
protects (WMO/FAO) or in Moisture Availability Index technique
applications (FAO/WMO) or related to other priority environmental
risk factors (UNEP/TTMI), another more needed information pattern
would be covered.
From those needs and cost/benefit ratio
calculations, the actual need for the presently ailing routine and
derived data systems could be better determined and their collection'
and use better justified.
Finally, there is a high need for the. collection of location specific
problem oriented data sets. Obtainment· of the latter will be
illustrated from a more sophisticated instrumentation level down to
the level of development of specific low-cost equipment. Some
conditions and requirements will be given.
The above approaches cannot be implemented at each level through one
organization or via one source of funds.
It is here that
complementarity of WMO, FAO, UNEP, UNESCO, CGIAR-institutes, local
Research organizations and Uni versi ties and bilaterally sq.pported
programmes comes in,
as far. as such programmes deal with
environmental hazards and risk factors with agrometeorological
components, in the limitation adopted here.
Complementarity in programmes means, however, also common or at least
overlapping interests in the service to farming communities of all
levels of affordable and environment friendly inputs, in all kinds
of farming systems, in all parts of the developing world.
This paper wants to make the point that quantitative monitoring of
the environment has its well defined role in this context in
agrometeorology and agroclimatology. However, if present .trends
prevail, this will remain beyond reach in the actual world.

(
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HOMOGENEITY OF DATA AND THE CLIMATE RECORD
Dr. Kenneth D. Hadeen and Dr. Nathaniel B. Guttman
National Climatic Data Center
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Asheville, NC, USA

1.

INTRODUCTION

We live in an age of rapidly advancing technology. Inevitably, changes and
improvements in observing systems become part of maturing environmental programs.
These changes include variations in spatial and temporal sampling, processing
algorithms, quality assurance procedures, instrumentation, instrumental accuracy and
precision, and representativeness of measurements. Sometimes these changes can
seriously impact the·interpretation of data and products derived from the
measurements, particularly for trend analyses.
Climate researchers are being forced to focus more and more on the homogeneity
of data sets they are using tJ correctly quantify changes in the state of the environment.
It is not possible to quantify changes to the long-term reference data bases without
spending time to determine the potential biases in the data. As the environmental
science community starts to ·use data for climate uses from new observing instruments
like automated surface and remote observing systems, the potential problem of noncompatibility of data from the new observational systems with past observations gets
much worse•.
Reliable data with adequate quality to address the multitude of environmental
problems and issues are fundamental to the understanding of the earth system as well as
to the prediction of future events. Data collected in the past and present are used to
understand oceanographic and atmospheric processes, to develop prediction techniques,
to assess short- and long-term changes in the .environment, and to understand the effects
of human activities on the environment. Data collected in· the future will also be used
for these and other purposes. Homogeneity of data records is therefore critical.
2.

THE IDEAL WORLD
In an ideal world, the attributes of a successful monitoring system include the

delivery of timely and relevant data and information with adequate temporal and spatial
resolution. In addition, the data from the system will be of sufficient quality and would
also maintain. continuity with previous observations. The system would evolve with
changes in technology and focus such that there are minimal impacts on the data quality
and homogeneity of past, present and future measurements. A sound data management
system is necessary to fulfill these requirements.
Also, in tlte ideal world measurements of an environmental variable are made
with respect to a specific problem or goal of interest. The appropriate temporal and

- 4 spatial scales of the measurements, the accuracy, precision, continuity and overall
quality of the measurements are determined to meet the defined goals of the system.
Data bases are assembled over time, and because new observing systems are often
operated simultaneously with old systems, much is known about the calibration and
validation between new and old sensors.
Data are periodically reanalyzed to take advantage of new algorithms and/or new
understanding of science. Metadata, or information about data, are vital for linking old
measurements with new data into homogeneous data bases. Metadata relates to all the
information necessary to interpret measurements, including, but not limited to,
instrumental characteristics (e.g., calibration, sensor response, sensor sensitivity), sensor
location, site changes, observation times, processing procedures, data transmission
procedures, and data summarizationor averaging methodology.
Complete information about a data base allows the analyst to make the necessary
scientific and statistical adjustments to the measurements so that the old and new
..
observations can be linked with a high degree of confidence.
3.

(

THE REAL WORLD

In contrast with the ideal world, the real world is quite different. More often
than not, observational data are used to study phenomena and solve problems that have
very little connection with the purpose for which the data were originally collected,
processed or summarized. Proper scientific decisions and judgments pertaining to the
use of the data therefore heavily depend upon a precise knowledge of all the information
about the data; i.e., the metadata. Unfortunately, documentation about data often is .
lacking or incomplete.

Without adequate metadata, the analyst can only assume characteristics about the
sensors, instrument citing, processing methodologies, etc. Adjusting data to compensate
for biases, calibration errors, sensor moves, and other artificial changes so that
homogeneous data sets can be constructed can be imprecise and may lead to erroneous
analytical and scientific conclusions.
4.

EXAMPLES OF PRACTICAL PROBLEMS

In the late 1980's the National Weather Service replaced liquid-in-glass maximum
and minimum thermometers in wooden Cotton Region Shelters with thermistor-based
sensors housed in plastic shelters. Analyses by Quayle et at. (1991) showed that a mean
daily maximum temperature change of -OAC, (Figure la), a mean daily minimum
change of +0.3C, (Figure 1b), and a change in average temperature of -O.lC resulted
from the new instrumentation. The change of -0.7C, (Figure 1c), in daily temperature
range is particularly significant for climate change studies that use this element as an
independent variable. The artificial shift, however, can be adjusted to construct
homogeneous data bases since it appears as a sharp discontinuity on a time series graph
and also because there exists adequate documentation (metadata) about the instrument
changes.

(
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Figure 1. Estimated Bias Introduced by New Sensors in
NOAA's 6000-Station Cooperative Network

Another study by EasterIing et al. (1993) examined the effects on the climate
record of switching from an HOSO series hygrometer first to an H060 series and then to
an H083 series instrument. The average effect of the switch to the H060' series ~as to
slightly increase both the monthly maximum and minimum temperatures (Figure 2).
The switch to the H083 instrument, however, caused an increase in monthly maximum
.temperatures, but a decrease in the monthly minimum temperatures. The changes
were not as sharply delineated as those noted above by Quayle et al. (op. cit), so that
data adjustments are difficult to make with confidence.
Karl et al. (1986) showed the importance of standardizing the time of observation
of maximum and minimum temperatures. They found that when the observation
changes from late afternoon to near sunrise, biases greater than 2 degrees C. can occur.
From a data user's view, (Figure 3), spatial and temporal analyses of climate and
climate change must be concerned with adjusting the data for the time of observation
bias. The adjustments can only be made with a high degree of confidence if the
appropriate metadata are available to the analyst.
Continuity and gauging problems with precipitation measurements are well
known, especially for snow that often blows over or out of the gauge. According to
Golubev and Groisman (1992), precipitation undercatch caused by wind on unshielded
gages can be substantial, and when records from shielded gauges are combined with
records from unshielded gauges, the result is an inhomogeneous long-term precipitation
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Figure 2.. Effects of Changing Instruments from H060 Series to
H083 Series

time series. Use of these data by scientists studying climate change could be misleading.
Many different types of gauges are used throughout the world. The precipitation
homogeneity discontinuity caused by using different gauges over the last hundred years
is shown in Figure 4.
Monitoring of oceanic surface conditions was examined by Quayle (1974).
Suspecting that climatological studies derived from transient ship observations was
biased toward good weather conditions, he compared IIXed Ocean Weather Station
(OWS) site data with ship observations'. He found that wave heights, precipitation and
visibilities rep0l1ed by O\VSs were uniformly higher those from the transient ships,
indicating that the ship observations are biased. Quayle concluded that the bias is
probably relatively unimportant ~vhen dealing with routine climatological records, but
could be. important when concerried with extremes.
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Figure 3. Change in the Average March Temperatures (0C) Resulting
from Changing the Time of Observation from 5 P.M. to
7 A.M. Local Time.

The use of satellite data for monitoring environmental conditions poses a
different set of potential biases in the data. These vary from change in instruments with
each series of satellites, changes in orbital characteristics during the life cycle of the
satellite causing time and space changes in the observation during the day, to changes in
sensitivity of individual sensors and the algorithms used in deriving geophysical
parameters. External factors like change in aerosols in the space between the satellite
and the feature being observed can cause biases in the data. An example of the changes
in sea surface temperature before and after the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo is shown in
Figure 5.
5.

IMPACTS

The examples above are only a few of the hundreds that could be-given to show
the data problems that face the analyst. Homogeneity of data in time and space is
rarely inherent in the data used by researchers to advance the state of science, to assess
the effects of the environment on human endeavors, to assess the effects of human
endeavor on the environment, and to predict future environmental states. Coupled with
the lack of homogeneity is the often incomplete metadata about the measurements.
The result of this usual state of affairs is that the analyst must resort to making
many assumptions when using the data. Redundancy in measurements by dense station
networks and different observing systems and use of multiple variables to test climatic
hypotheses can be employed. For example, tropospheric temperatures can be monitored
by land stations, radiosondes and satellites. Oceanic temperatures from ships (day vs.
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night, sea vs. air, voluntary vs. oceanographic) and islands/coastal areas can
independently reinforce or briIig into question conclusions for one or more of the data
sets. In addition, the analyst must also use other sophisticated methodologies to arrive
at conclusions. Even with modern computer technology, extensive time and financial
resources are often needed to construct an adequate homogeneous record upon which to
base an analysis.
Two examples illustrate the situation. First, in the preparation of the D.S.
Historical Climate Network data base (Karl et al., 1990), hundreds of hours were spent
in examining both manually and 'by machine the station history records to identify nonclimatic factors that could compromise data homogeneity, and in developing adjustment
routines for knGwn and suspected (unverified because of inadequate metadata)
inhomogeneities. Second, for the preparation of a risk-based drought atlas for the D.S.
(Guttman, 1993; Guttman et al., 1993), extensive resources were committed to
developing statistical procedures and then to processing algorithms so that spatial
homogeneity of prec.ipitation data could be assumed with reasonable confidence.
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Figure 5. Global Ocean In-Situ and A VHRR-Derived Anomalies of SST
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6.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Responsibility for providing and using data is a shared responsibility between the
data collector and the researcher. Paraphrasing Karl et al. (1993) and Guttman (1991),
the current situation could be improved if:
a) Standard procedures were established for collecting overlapping measurements
for all significant changes made in instrumentation, observing practices, and sensor
citing;
b) Detailed documentation were made available of the procedures, rationale,
testing, assumptions, and known problems involved in the construction of the data set
from the measurements;
c) Routine assessments were made of ongoing calibration, maintenance, or
homogeneity problems for the purpose of taking corrective actio~ wben necessary; and
(

d) Open communication channels between the data collector and the researcher
were established to provide feedback mechanisms for recognizing data problems, the
correction or at least the documentation of problems, and the improvement of or
addition to documentation to meet initially unforeseen user requirements.
Recognizing that data are often used for purposes other than those for which the
data were collected, these four recommendations would have the effect of providing
enough metadata to a data user to enable manipulation, am.algamation and
summarization of the data with minimal assumptions regarding data quality and
homogeneity.
.
Improvements to the monitoring systems and data management systems must be
more than one nation's commitment. An international organization such as the WMO
should take the leadership position and build the cornerstones as recommended above
for projects such as Global Climate Change Detection, Global Climate Observing
System, and Global Oceanographic Observing System.
7.
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E. Elomaa, Finnish Meteorological Institute, Helsinki, Finland
V. Golubev, state Hydroiogical Institute, st. Petersberg, Russia
T. Gunther, Deutscher Wetterdienst, ZHEA Berlin, Germany
B. Sevruk, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, ETH, switzerland
INTRODUCTION

The WMO
Solid Precipitation Measurement Intercomparison was
initiated in 1985 after approval by CIMO-IX. The goal of the study
was to assess national methods of measuring solid precipitation
against methods whose accuracy and reliability were known,
including past and current procedures,
automated systems and new
methods of observation. countries which participated, operated the
reference standard and have submitted complete data summaries for
analysis were: Canada, China, Croatia (originally Yugoslavia),
Denmark, Finland, Germany (originally German DemOcratic Republic),
Japan, Norway, Russia (originally USSR), Sweden and the united
States. other countries collecting and submitting comparative data
for at least one winter ihcluded Bulgaria, India, Romania and
Slovakia (originally Czechoslovakia), and the united Kingdom.
The Intercomparison was designed to: determine
wind related
errors in national -methods of measuring solid precipitation,
including consideration of wetting and evap~rative losses; derive
standard methods _for correcting solid precipitation measurements;
and, introduce a reference method
of solid
precipitation
measurement for general use to calibrate any type of precipitation
gauge.
The experiment, conducted by Members at sites selected in
their own country, ran for the wi~ters of 1986/87 through 1992/93.
SUMMARY OF SYSTEMATIC ERRORS

for Snowfall Measurement:
After reviewing all
possible methods
(bush - shield,
double fence shield,
forest
clearing, snow boards, dual gauge approach) the octagonal vertical
double-fence shield (with manual -Tretyakov gauge) was designated as
the Intercomparison Reference (DFIR) ( WMO/CIMO, 1985; Goodlson et
al., 1989). An artificia+ shield was selected since natural bush
sheltering would not be available in all climatic regions.
The
DFIR is a secondary standard. Errors in measurement using the DFIR
and correction procedures are given in Golubev (1986) and WMO/CIMO
(1992). Initial results from the experiment are given in WMO/CIMO
(1992), Aaltonen et ala (1993), Gunther (1993) and Metcalfe and
Goodison (1993). Errors in solid precipitation measurement were
quantified for over 20 different gauge and shield combinations.

Reference Method

wetting and Evaporative Losses: Evaporation and wetting losses from

manual gauges contribute significantly to the undermeasurement of
solid precipitation.
Aaltonen et al. (1993) reported on the
comprehensive Finnish assessment of evaporation losses; average
daily losses varied by gauge type and time of year. Losses in April
of over 0.8 mm/day were measured in some gauges.
Average losses
for winter periods, ranging from 0.1-0.2mm/day, were much less than
during summer periods.

- 16 wetting loss varies by precipitation type, gauge type and the
number of times the gauge is emptied.
Average wetting loss can be
up to 0.2mm per observation.
At some Canadian synoptic stations,
wetting loss was calculated to be 15-20% of measured winter
precipitation (Metcalfeand Goodison, 1993).
Wind Speed:
For most precipitatlon gauges, wind speed is the most
important environmental factor contributing to the·undermeasurement
of solid precipitation.
Deviations from the DFIR measurement
varied by gauge type and precipitation type. All of the results
will be given in the final intercomparison report. Some results are
summarized below to emphasize the magnitude and variability
between gauge types (and shielding) and precipitation type in the
undermeasurement of solid precipitation..

Valdai, Russia was the only site where the DFIR was compared to
gauges sited in bushes (cut to gauge height), the latter deemed to
provide the best estimate of "ground true".
Table 1 compares
.precipitation totals for November 1991 to March 1992 for the DFIR,
the bush gauge and some of the other gauges operated at Valdai.
.

(
Table 1: Precipitation totals {rain and snow) measured by different
gauges at Valdai, Russia,November 1991-March ·1992 (WMO/CIMO, 1992)

Gauge type

Total Precip.(mm)

Tretyakov in bushes
DFIR (Tretyakov)
DFIR (Canadian Nipher)
Canadian Nipher shielded
Tretyakov
8" USA Alter shielded
8" USA unshielded

367

339
342
314

258
273

208

% of bush total
100
92
93
86
70
75
57

The measurements show the need to· correct the DFIR to the "ground
true" value of the bush gauge to account for the effect of wind and
other environmental factors (e.g. temperature). Methods to ·correct
the DFIR were developed and applied (WMO/CIMO, 1992; Yang et
al. ,1993) before comparing the catch· of national gauges to the
DFIR.
Finland conducted the most extensive comparison of gauge
. types and shielding at a single site (8 manual, 3 autogauge types) .
Table 2 shows the average percentage catch for selected gauges
(allowing for wetting loss) compared to the corrected DFIR. Gauge
catch decreased with increasing wind speed for .all gauges, with the
relationship varying by gauge type, shielding, .precipitation type
and, in some instances, air temperature.
Shielded gauges caught
more than their unshielded counterparts. As well, Table 3 shows the
results reported in WMO/CIMO (1992) and Gunther (1993) for the
unshielded German Hellmann gauge and the Tretyakov shielded gauge
compared to the DFIR, clearly showing an increasing loss with
increasing wind speed and, for the same wind speed, a higher
undermeasurement during snow than for rain or mixed precipitation.
Each country is preparing an analysis of the data fro~ its sites
for its national gauge. A comprehensive analysis of measurements
for the same gauge tested in different countries is also being
done.
Figure 1 shows the regression of gauge catch ratio
(gauge/DFIR) as a· function of wind speed for Hellmann gauge data
from Croatia, Finland, Germany and Russia. The combined results are
very similar to those in Table 3
and reported by Gunther, 1993.

(

- 17 Table 2: Average gauge catch (%) compared to DFIR (corrected to
bush value) for snowfall at Jokioinen, Finland, 1987-1993.
Gauge

Gauge

Catch(%)
100
82
74
46
69
66

DFIR
Canadian Nipher Shielded
Tretyakov(shielded)
Tretyakov (unshielded)
Swedish
Norwegian

Catch(%)

Danish Hellmann (unshielded)
Hungarian Hellmann (unshielded)
Geonor (weighing, Alter shield
Tipping Bucket (heated)
Wild (shielded)
wild (unshielded)

48
46
)62
62
57
40

Table 3: Gauge catch as a percent of DFIR as a function of wind
speed and precipitation type for Tretyakov and unshielded German
Hellmann gauges, Harzgerode, Germany, December-March 1986-1992.
Wind speed
mjs

TRETjDFIR(%)
snow mixed rain
86
71
49
49
33

1.1-2.0
2.1-3.0
3.1-4.0
4.1-5.0
5.1-20.0

85
76
62
52
56

HELLjDFIR(%)
snow mixed rain
68
56
42
26
22

92
91
90
88
83

80
69
57
46
50

94
91
89
86
87

Figure 1: Ratio of gauge catch to DFIR as a function of wind speed
.for the unshielded Hellmann gauge for snow only for all sites.
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CORRECTION PROCEDURES FOR PRECIPITATION GAUGE MEASUREMENTS
Archived data:
Procedures are now being tested to correct
historical national gauge measurements for wind, wetting and
evaporative losses. Wind speed at gauge height is required; it can
be measured or derived using a mean wind speed reduction procedure.
This is site dependent; estimation will require a good knowledge of
the station and gauge location, hence, a good metadata record.
wetting loss is cumulative and depending on the number of times the
gauge is emptied, it can become a very large value for the year.
Canada has conducted preliminary tests in applying correction
procedures on its digital,archive data.
Figure 2 shows the result
of correcting the Dease Lake synoptic station annual snowfall
precipitation as measured by the Canadian standard methods of
snowfall measurement· (ruler and Nipher gauge) and by 'the DFIR

- 18 operated at the site for 1987/88-1990/91. Average winds at this
station are less than 3ms- 1 i hence the Nipher gauge showed only a
5-10% undercatch compared to the DFIR, whereas ruler measurements,
using a density of 100kgm- 3 , overestimated precipitation by as much
as 20%.
Metcalfe and Goodison (1993) showed that by applying
corrections to gauge measurements for wind, wetting loss and trace
precipitation
(assigning
a
non-zero
value) ,
and
to
ruler
measurements for variations in regional fresh snowfall density, the
corrected values were within a few percent of the corrected DFIR
(CjDFIR).
Figure 3 shows initial results comparing corrected and
uncorrected Canadian Nipher gauge data for Resolute, NWT for 19631992, applying corrections for wind, wetting loss and trace
precipitation to archived data. For some years the corrected values
are double the measured, and pUblished, totals.
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Figure 2: Annual measured and
Figure 3: Archived and corrected
corrected snowfall precipitation
annual snowfall precipitation at
for Dease Lake, Canada for DFIR,
Resolute,Canada for Nipher gauge
Nipher(NAT) and ruler measurement.
precipitation Gauges: Correction curves for automatic
gauges for wind induced errors were derived. Additional problems
were identified, but the intercomparison was not designed to
resolve some of these.
Heated gauges, including heated tipping
bucket gauges were tested.
Finlarid.artd Germany reported a large
undercatch by unshielded heated gauges,
caused by wind and
evaporation of melting snow (Aaltonen et al., 1993; Gunther, 1993).
Aaltonen et al. (1993) reported that the performance of heated
tipping buckets was very poor and that they cannot be recommended (
for winter time. precipitation ~easurement in Finland.
Automatic

Weighing gauges were
assessed in Canada, Finland, and the USA.
Operational problems included wet snow or freezing rain sticking to
the inside of the orifice of the gauge and not falling into the
bucket to be weighed, until some time later (adversely affecting
accurate timing of the precipitation event), g~uges catching
blowing snow, differentiation of the type of precipitation and wind
induced oscillation of the weighing mechanism.
These problems
affect real-time interpretation and use of the data as well as the
application of an appropriate procedure to correct the measurement
for
systematic errors.
continuing assessment of automatic
precipitation
gauges,
their
performance
during
all
weather
conditions and refinement of correction procedures is required.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The goal and objectives of the experiment were successfully
achieved.
Data from all experiment sites confirm that solid
precipitation measurements must be correct~d for wetting loss (for

- 19 VOlumetric measurements), evaporation loss and undercatch due to
wind speed before one can estimate precipitation at ground level.
Recommendations on the measurement and correction of solid
precipitation submitted for consideration at CIMO-XI included:
* the DFIR be accepted as a secondary standard for solid
precipitation measurement; on-going assessment of it as a standard
is recommended;
*methods developed from this intercomparison for correcting
systematic errors in precipitation measurement that are available
for different types of gauges and for different types of
precipitation and various time intervals should be adopted and
applied to current and archived data;
.
*both measured and corrected precipitation data should be
reported and archived;
*trac~ precipitation should be treated as a non-zero event;
*gauges should be shielded either naturally (e.g., forest
clearing) or artificially (e.g., Alter; Canadian Nipher type,
Tretyakov) to minimize the adverse effect of wind speed;
*use of heated tipping-bucket gauges for winter precipitation
measurement should be carefully assessed; their usefulness is
severely limited in regions where temperatures fall below OOC for
prolonged periods of time; and,
*additional wind speed measurements be taken at the level of
the gauge orifice in order to correct for wind-induced errors.
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INTERCOMPARAISON OMM D'INSTRUMENTS DE MESURE DE VENT
par P.GREGOlRE et G.OUALID
METEO-FRANCE
SETIM BP 202 78195 Trappes CEDEX
FRANCE

1. INTRODUCTION:
Suite a la recommandation de la CIMO X, portant sur une Intercomparaison de capteurs de
mesure de vent, l'Institut Suisse de Meteorologie (ISM) et Meteo-France ont presente leurs
candidatures et propose un site de montagne afin de couvrir la plus large. gamme de vitesses de
vent et de conditions climatiques.
.
La station du Mont Aigoual (altitude 1567m) situee dans le massif des Cevennes (France) a ete
retenue comme site pour accueillir l'Intercomparaison OMM. Les conditions climatiques sont
telles qu'on y observe des vents pouvant atteindre 60 m/s et des givrages tres importants en
periode hivernale, en ete les conditions orageuses y sont tres frequentes.
Suite a I' appel a participation, douze pays ont mis a disposition des organisateurs 26 capteurs
bases sur des principes differents tels que: coupelles-drapeau, turbine-drapeau, helice-drapeau,
sonic, pression differentielle , film chaud. Parmi ces capteurs, seuls
L'intercomparaison qui a debute en juillet 1992s'est terminee en.septembre 1993

2. LES OBJECTIFS DE L'INTERCOMPARAISON:
Le Comite International d'Organisation definit les objectifs suivants :
- evaluer, dans un environnement de type montagne, lescaracteristiques dynamiques des capteurs
soumis a des conditions de vent fort et givrage important. Des periodes distinctes (ete,
hiver) sont envisagees afin de tenir compte des caracteristiques de capteurs retenus.
- determiner, en termes de fiabilite, les materiels adaptes a un environnement de type montagne
notamment en periode hivernale. .
- effectuer des propositions eventuelles pour des futurs developpements
- analyser et publier les resultats sous forme d'lin rapport OMM/CIMO.

3 L' ORGANISATION DE L'INTERCOMPARAISON
3.1 LE SITE:
La station meteorologique du Mont Aigoual, est equipee de deux tours orientees nord-sud, de 10
m de hauteur et separees d'environ 28 m. Elles ont ete amenagees pour recevoir de 16 (hiver) a
20 capteurs(ete).
Le Comite a confie l'organisation de cette intercomparaison a Meteo-France, avec l'Institut
Suisse de Meteorologie comme partenaire principal.
Meteo-France est chargee de toute l'infrastructure, assistance et mise en route operationnelle, de
plus elle assurera l'archivage et le traitement des donnees. L'I.S.M. se chargera de l'acquisition
des donnees primaires et des donnees meteorologiques (materiels et logiciels).

- 22 3.2. LES CAPTEURS :
Etant donne le nombre limite d'emplacements disponibles, le Comite International d'Organisation
a decide d'accueillir en priorite les instruments de mesure de vent utilises dans les reseaux
d'exploitation. Exceptionnellement et en fonction des places disponibles, d'autres capteurs
pourront etre acceptes.
Il a ete decide que les instruments seraient classes en deux groupes d'utilisation, un groupe "tout
an"(supportant tout type de temps y compris de severe givrage) et un groupe "ete" (sans givrage).
On trouvera en annexe la liste des Pays participant avec le type de materiel presente et son
principe de mesure. Les quatre principes de base pour les anemometres sontrepresentes
- coupelle, helice ou turbine
- ultrasonique .
- Pitot ( pression differentielle)
- film chaud
3.3 LES ANEMOMETRES DE "REFERENCE"
. Il n'existe pas a proprement parler de reference metrologique pour la mesure du vent en
exterieur. Suite a la reunion du CIO, rISM a propose d'installer deux anemometres soniques
commercialises par la societe MESA .
Comme reference de travail, l' Angleterre a fourni des anemometres, utilisant le principe de Pitot,
commercialises par la societe Smith Industrie qui ont pose quelques problemes. Ces capteurs ont
ete remplaces par deux anemometres, mis a notre disposition par l'ISM, utilisant le meme
principe et commercialises par la societe Campbell.
Il a ete admis que les deux tours equipant le site de mesure seront vtaisemblablement soumis a
des champs de vent de caracteristiques differentes. La tour sud serait soumis a des vents soumis a
des fluctuations dues a une vitesse de vent vertical turbulente. Il sera, donc, necessaire d' equiper
chacune des deux tours d'instruments "tout an" identiques .

{

4 L'INSTALLATION:
La reception des capteurs s'etale sur la periode de mai a juin 92. Les essais en soufflerie, prevus
fin mai sur 2 PITOTS et 3 ULTRASONICS , posent quelques problemes lors de I' Cic::quisition des
donnees. Ces resultats seront confirmes lors de.l'insta1lation des capteurs sur le site.
L'installation s'effectue tres laborieusement sur le site du MONT-AIGOUAL, la documentation
accompagnant certains capteurs etant tres succincte
L'ISM installe ses equipements :
.
L' acquisition des donnees issues des capteurs est effecttiee par des stations CAMPBELL CR 10
montees en reseau et pilotees par PC. Ces donnees brutes Is sont archivees et traitees pour
calculer des "valeurs moyennes' 10 mn" mnsi que differents parametres tels que V moy, V min, V
max, deviation standard, Vz etc....
Les donnees METEO sont egalement archivees sur le PC ISM.

METEO-FRANCE installe les capteurs et met en place son reseau PC Novell Netware 2.2
assurant la liaison entre les differents PC locaux (mesures, archivages, traitement ) et celui du
SETIM. Les donnees Is et IOmn sont archivees sur disques optiques numeriques. De plus chaque
jour, les fichiers IOmn sont transfere par modem vers le SETIM pour le suivi operationnel
journalier et stockes pour analyses et traitements. Les fichiers Is seront recuperes sur disques
optiques par expedition de courrier au SETIM.
Sur le site, un technicien assure le suivi de qualite des donnees des capteurs ainsi que la
maintenance eventuelle de l'ensemble de l'operation. Il alimente le carnet de bord journalier par
toute intervention d' assistance, de maintenance ou toute observation de phenomen~ particulier.
5. LES OBJECTIFS D'ANALYSES DES RESULTATS:
On peut definir les grandes lignes de l'analyse finale en supposant que l'on puisse utiliser "une
reference" ce qui n'est pas acquit a l'examen. des premiers resultats disponibles :

(
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6.2.Etude metrologique :
- evaluer I' erreur de capteur entre eux ou par rapport a une reference dans des conditions
"ideates" a savoir T > 0, pas de precipitation, pas de givrage,
- quantifier pour chaque capteur I' erreur par rapport a la reference selon des classees de types de
temps definis ainsi
Classe de vitesse FF ms- 1 :
0-4,4-8,
8-12,
12-18,
18-25,
25-50
Givrage :
absence,
presence
Precipitation :
absence , presence
- eventuellement, I' influence de la vitesse verticale du vent sur les capteurs a coupelles dans les
conditions "ideates",
- quantifier I' erreur des pointes maximales par rapport a la reference dans les conditions
"ideates" ,.
.
- evaluer l'erreur en direction par rapport a la reference dans le cas general, puis selon la force du
vent de "reference",
- reatiser une classification par type des capteurs,
6.2 Etude de la fiabilite :
- etude au cas par cas pour les pannes franches,
- etude en fonction des types de temps (capteur sonique et pluie, capteur

a coupelles et givrage).

Ces objectifs ne sont en aucun cas exhaustifs, et pourront etre reconsideres et/ou completes au fur
et a mesure de l'etude en cours.
6 LES PREMIERS RESULTATS :

A l'heure ou est redige cet article, on peut donner quelques resultats preliminaire de l'etude en
cours.
6.1 Periode HIVER :
En periode de fort givrage tous les capteurs ont givre exceptes le CAMPBELL, le SMITHS et le
LAUMONIER. Les capteurs THIES , FRIEDRICH, YOUNG, KRONEIS, continue de
fonctionner mais les. valeurs foumies tendent vers zero . Les capteurs sonic ou film chaud
IRDAM et MESA, foumissent des valeurs aberrantes. Tous les autres capteurs presents sont
bloques: LAMBRECHT, BELFORT, VALCOM, VAISALA.
L'etude de fiabilite est en cours.
L'etude metrologique des capteurs s'avere tres delicate etant donne le comportement des capteurs
en cette periode.
6.2. PERIODE ETE:
Nous avons choisi d'utiliser comme reference un capteur fictif foumissant des
donnees egales a la medi~e de celles des capteurs presents en eliminant certains capteurs qui
majorent manifestement le vent moyen ou qui foumissent trop de valeurs aberrantes .
PYLONE NORD:
L' etude des moyennes calculees sur la vitesse moyenne, vitesse maximale et ecart type de la
vitesse, fait apparaitre differents groupes:
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- Groupe 1:

MESA, KRONEIS, DEGREANE, KNMI, SHILTKNECHT, YOUNG, VECTOR,

- Groupe 2:

LAUMONIER, THIES, CAMPBELL,

- SMITH
- SOLENT (UK)
Le groupe 1 est globalement tres homogene. Neanmoins, le MESA et le VECTOR presentent des
moyennes de vent maximal plus grandes. Le groupe 2 est plus disperse. Les moyennes de vent
moyen et de vent maximal sont plus fortes que celles du groupe 1 . Par contre les moyennes
d'ecart-types sont comparables.
.
Le SMITH et le SOLENT sont tres differents des groupes 1 et 2.
Le SMITH presente des problemes de derive dans le temps et le SOLENT est influence par
humidite relative.
Les graphes de I'ecart-type en fonction du vent moyen et les histogrammes du vent moyen et
maximal donnent une idee (a confirmer) sur le seuil de demarrage des anemometres :
Une classification hierarchique effectuee sur .1es capteur du pylone nord confirme les groupes
cites ci-dessus avec le meilleur accord pour les vents moyens entre le KNMI et le DEGREANE

(

Vent moyen minimal detecte

0-0,5 m/s

0,5-1 m/s

DEGREAN E KNMI

1-1,5 m/s

1,5-2 m/s

THIES

SOLENT

KRONEIS

CAMPBELL

LAUMONIER

SCHILTK.

MESA

SMITH

YOUNG

VECTOR

PYLONESUD:
L'etude est en cours.

7. CONCLUSION:
L'Intercomparaison OMM de capteurs de mesure de vent au Mont Aigoual a suscite
l'interet de nombreux industriels et utilisateurs pour une connaissance plus approfondie du
comportement des capteur dans un environnement severe de type· montagne(vents forts,
conditions orageuses, givrage severe).
Meme si I' etude n' est pas terminee, on peut se faire une idee sur le comportement de chaque type
d' anemometres : par exemple, les capteurs a film chaud ont montre leurs limites de
fonctionnement dans un environnement perturbe. En periode de givrage, seuls les anemometres
con9us specifiquement pour cet environnement, fonctionnent correctement.
Par contre, cette comparaison a deja apporte quelques informations interessantes :
- au niveau des techniques d'interfa9age des capteurs. 11 semble urgent de normaliser le support
physique et les protocoles de dialogue avec les capteurs numeriques.
- au niveau des installations des capteurs. Certains, devront etre "durcis" pour une utilisation en
reseau, dans des conditions reelles d'exploitation.

(
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capteurs utilisant le principe de Pitot. I1 s'est avere, quand i1 est correctement realise,
parfaitement bien adapte pour les conditions severes de montagne : i1 realise des mesures precises
par vent fort et le fait qu'il soit compact permet d'effectuer aisement son degivrage.
Les organisateurs de cette intercomparaison esperent fortement que ce travail apportera de
nombreuses information utilisables.
ANNEXE : LES CAPTEURS :
Liste des capteurs ayant participe en partie ou en totalite
T .A

= TOUTE L' ANNEE

ET.

al'intercomparaison:

= ETE

PAYS

TYPE

CONSTRUCTEUR

PRINCIPE

ALLEMAGNE
AUTRICHE
CANADA
DANEMARK
FRANCE 2
KENYA
SUISSE.
SUISSE.1
SUISSE.3
SUISSE 4
SUISSE 6
U.K. REF
U.S.A.1
U.S.A.3
U.S.AA

SK565ISK566
263 PR
78D
4031 1 4121
MONTAGNE
WAD 21S
WNT-METEO
PTA1-1oo1
THERAN..
MT20 DHS
14512
ORTHOGONAL
M 2000 D.
05103 WIND
MODEL 8600

A.THIES
KRONEIS
VALCOM
FRIEDRICHS
LAUMONIER
VAISALA ..
MESA
CAMPBELL
COSSONAY
IRDAM
LAMBRECHT
SMITHS IND.
BELFORT
YOUNG COMP.
SUTRON CORP.

COUP/DRAP
COUP/DRAP
COUP/DRAP
COUP/DRAP
TURBINE
COUP/DRAP
ULTRASONIC
PITOT
FILMCHAUD
FILMCHAUD
COUP/DRAP
PITOT
COUP/DRAP
HEL/DRAP
FILMCHAUD

T.A
T.A
T.A
T.A
T.A
T.A
T.A
T.A
T.A
T.A
T.A
T.A
T.A
T.A
T.A

FRANCE 1
FRANCE 3
JAPON
PAYS BAS
SUISSE.2
SUISSE.5
U.K.1
U.K2

DEOLIA 92
ULTRASONIC
FF-8A
01-0021-003
566.2.52
ONZ
A1ooH/W2ooP
ULTRASONIC

DEGREANE
SOLENT .
KOSHIN DENKI
K.N.M.I.
SCHILTKNECHT
METEOLABOR
VECTOR.
SOLENT.

COUP/DRAP
SONIC
HELICE
COUP/DRAP
COUP/DRA
HELlDRAP
COUP/DRAP
SONIC

E.T.
E.T.
E.T
E.T.
ET.
E.T
E.T.
. E.T.

E.T.A/ET.

(

(

- 27 AN INTERCOMPARISON TO DETERMINE TIIE PERFORMANCE
CHARACTERISTICS OF SOME CURRENT WIND SENSORS

D B Hatton, D W Jones, A P Scott
Meteorological Office, United Kingdom

1. Introduction
In 1991 the UK Meteorological Office commenced a field trial of a selection of wind
sensors. Jones et al 1992 described the site layout and data collection for the
first two phases of the trial (1). The periods of data collection have subsequently
been extended through 1992/3 in order to increase the number of different makes and
models of instruments under investigation.
Brief detai Is of all the sensors used in the trials are shown in table 1.

TABLE 1
Manufacturer

Model

Output
-

Tower

Belfort Instrument

2000 rotating cup and vane

digital

Casella

speed - rotating cup
direction - vane

digital frequency
analogue potentiometer

13

Didcot

DWD 105 rotating cup
DWD 205 vane

digital frequency
analogue potentiometer

9

Gi 11 Instruments Ltd

Solent 3-axis met. logging
ultrasonic anemometer

analogue voltages

9

Gill Instruments Ltd

Solent 3-axis standard (4Hz)
ultrasonic anemometer

digital

-

12

Kaijo Denki

WA 200 3-axis ultrasonic
anemometer

analogue voltages

9

analogue voltages from
frequency to dc converte~.
syncro to dc converte:t;'

7

analogue vo ltage from
frequency to dc converter

7

R W Munro Ltd

·IM 206 (lightweight)
IM 204 ane~meter
IM 205 windvane

-

-

R W Munro Ltd

IM .146 anemometer

serial

serial

10

R W Munro Ltd

IM 2000 rotating cup

vane

digital

-

serial

11

Dbsermet

DYC 165 rotating cup &. vane

digital

-

serial

10

serial

9

Penny & Giles

a.

'WS 2000 aerodynamic
propeller and vane

digital

Qualimetrics

Model.2102 skyvane propeller
and vane

speed - analogue voltage
direction - potentiometer

8

Qual imetr ics

2031 micro anemometer
2020 micro vane

analogue dc voltage
analogue potentiometer

10

Thies Clima

4.3302.22.000 rotating cup
4.3121.22.000 vane

analogue current loops
from interface unit

11

Vaisala

WAAl5 rotating cup
WAVl5 vane

serial
digital from
WATl5 interface

Vector Instruments

AIOO rotating cup anemometer
W200P!M vane

analogue voltages

R M Young

05103 propeller & vane

analogue voltages from
05603 interface

-

12

7 to 13
8

Seven separate towers were used to support the sensors and each tower was fitted
with separate Vector Instruments (VI) A100.anemometers and W200P/M wind vanes.
These act as relative reference instruments to remove any spatial variability that
may occur at the site. They are relat ively small lightweight sensors with no
obvious shortcomings, and have some limited operational use within the
Meteorological Office. The sensors under test were exposed alongside these.

Il
i

!
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One of the difficulties of showing results from a mUlti-instrument trial of wind
sensors is how to present the data in a concise form.
Two instruments that are separated spatially on a tower will frequently indicate
different instantaneous measurements of wind speed. Various statistical analysis
methods are therefore necessary in order to demonstrate the instruments' overall
performance.
The main method of determining relative performance has been by comparing data from
a large sample of 10 minute mean winds, using scatter plot and linear regression
analysis. Similar comparison analysis has also been performed for the maximum 3
second gust in the 10 minute period, and scatter plots have been produced for each
instrument, comparing the 10 minute mean wind speed with the maximum 3 second gust
.in that period. Space precludes the inclusion of all in this paper, but examples
are given in figures 1 to 6. Due to the nature of the site, the upper range of mean
wind speeds is about 20 knots.
The lInear regression analysis has been performed on the data for each instrument
pair (Xi' yJ, and an equation for the best fit straight line through all the data
points has been calculated in the form y = fiX + c where m is the slope of the line.
In order to see how good the linear relationship is, it-is necessary to examine how
well the regression line fits the data points. For this the correlation coefficient
r, calculated from the relationship
r=

I

(

E (Xi - x) (Yi - y)
.J{[E (Xl - X) 3] [E (Yl - Y) 3] }

has been computed.
The value of r can lie between +1 and -1, dependin§ upon whether the correlation
is positive or negative, and high or low. r provides a coefficient of
determination to show how well the data fit the line. It can vary between 0 and +1,
where a low value shows a poor fit and a value close to 1 shows that the data
points fit the line well.
All of the comparative readings can be influenced by the fact that one or both
anemometers may have stopped measuring at low wind speeds, because they have finite
start speeds. This is clear from the scatter plots (see example at figure 1) and
so for the regression analysis in this paper, _the data have been selected for
periods-with a mean wind speed greater than 4 knots. It must be remembered that for
some instruments, although these data appear to be good,there may be anomalies in
_the sub 4 knot data. For example, one of the instruments which had a pulse output
was prone to occasional noise on the output which manifested itself as a low
windspeed value mainly less than 4-knots.
Table 2 provides a brief summary of the-results using data from-approximately 2000
ten minute periods, and I ists the instruments according to make and tower
identification. Against each pair of instruments are shown the values of r 2 and m
from the linear regression analyses for 10 minute mean speeds, 3 second gusts, and
gust ratios for each individual instrument. In order to demonstrate the statistical
agreement that can be expected between two identical instruments, the first line
of data in Table 2 shows two Vector Instruments anemometers side by side on tower
10.
3. Results
The operational units for measurement of wind speed in the United Kingdom is knots,
and the results have been analysed using these units, (1.943 knots is equal to 1
metre per second).
a) 10 minute mean wind speeds
The first two columns of data in table 2 show the results of comparing 10 minute
mean wind speeds recorded by two'instruments on the same tower. Nine instruments
have very good agreement with their VI anemometer, shown by values of r 2 = 0.99.
Values < 0.97 have been sha~ed as they show that there was considerable scatter in
the results.

(
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FF > 4 knots only

TABLE 2
speed
10 min. mean

gust
3 second

gust ratio
instrument

1':.1

m

1':.1

m

1''''

m

1':.1

Vector 10 vs Vector AI00

0.99

1. 00

0.99

1. 00

0.82

1. 90

0.82

1 .93

Vector 7 vs Munro IM 146 (Mk2)

0.97

1. 14

:i:~g~I~3!:;

1. 11

0.89

1. 63

0.90

1. 66

Vector 7 vs Munro IM 204 (Mk4) test 1

0.98

1. 08

;:':::'iiWgi;:~

0.98

0.86

1. 57

0.87

1 .70

Vector 7 vs Munro IM 204 (Mk4) test 2

l!9;'l§g:{f::

1. 21

;;'!:iH:a~:

1 17

0.84

1. 61

0.90

1. 66

Vector 8 vs Young's 05103 test 1

0.97

0.94

0.98

0.96

0.84

1. 85

0.86

1. 84

Vector 8 vs Young's 05103 test 2

0.99

1. 01

0.99

1. 03

0.87

1. 89

0.88

1. 87

$~~:§l'I:

0.97

0.97

0.97

0.85

1. 81

0.88

1. 87

Vector 9 vs' Gill . Inst. Solent analogue

0.99

0.95

0.96

0.96

0.84

2.01

0.86

1. 98

Vector 9 vs Kaijo Denki WA 200

0.99

0.94

0.97

0.96

0.84

2.02

0.86

1. 98

Vector 9 vs Penny & Gi 1es WS 2000

;EifJ.i.51!!':;;'

1 .01

0.58

1 .81

0.89

1. 92

~tffi!iK'(\ 1. 25

m:Q'~!i1'~ 0.92

Vector 9 vs Didcot DWD 105/205

'8Q'fi.aB

1. 16

0.80

2. 33

0.89

1. 92

Vector 8 vs Qualimetrics skyvane 2102

gust ratio
ref. Vector
m

Vector 10 vs Obsermet OMC 165

0.98

0.98

0'.98

1. 01

0.83

1. 81

0.78

1. 71

Vector 10 vs Qualimetrics micro-anemo

0.99

1. 01

0.99

0.99

0.88

1. 89

0.88

1. 92

Vector 10 vs Be1fort model 2000

0.99

0.98

0.97

1. 00

0.89

2.01

0.88

1. 92

Vector 11 vs Thies C1ima

0.99

1.08

::tii2!!¥!i

1 .02

0.84

1. 74

0.87

1. 81

Vector 11 vs Munro IM 2000

!!HNli.!tIW

0.99

0.96

1. 01

0.92

1. 84

0.91

1. 82

Vector 12 vs Vaisa1a WA 15

0.99

0.98

0.97

0.92

0.79

1. 75

0.78

1. 84

Vector 12 vs Gill Inst. Solent digital

0.97

0.94

Hlf.tf!!::

1. 01

0.91

2.03

0.92

1. 92

Vector 13 vs Casella

0.99

0.93

0.97

0.97

0.88

2.03

0.87

1. 93

Figure 2 shows the scatterplot of the Munro IM 204 (r 2 = 0.93) and its reference VI
anemometer and Figure 1 shows a scatterplot of the two VI A100 sensors (r 2 = 0.99),
to illustrate the differences in the scatter likely from two ident ical sensors.
All sensors were calibrated in a wind tunnel prior to deployment and the values
shown are corrected to within 2% where the wind tunnel calibration shows this to
be necessary. It will be noted that the values of m differ quite significantly from
1 in some instances. Where they correspond to a low (shaded) value for r 2 this can
be attributed to the poor fit of the line. However, for other occasions a different
explanation is necessary.
Take for example the Thies Clima anemometer which has a value of r 2 = 0.99 but a
value of m = 1.08. The scatterplot figure 3 shows that the instrument is tending
to read higher at increased speeds under dynamic conditions, possibly due to
overspeeding of the cups, relative to the VI A100. Conversely, the Gill Solent
(figure 4) and the,Kaijo Denki both have slopes less than 1. These instruments are
ultrasonic anemometers arid have no moving parts, implying that the VI A100 may
itself have some overspeeding of the cups under dynamic conditions. These effects
are not apparent during steady state wind tunnel calibrations.
The results from the three propeller anemometers (Youngs, Penny & Giles and
Qualimetrics) are not conclusive, since the only good fit (r 2 > 0.97) was obtained
with the Youngs 05103. Data from two periods of testing are shown, and one has a
value of m = 0.94, and the other m = 1.01. There is thus some evidence that the
propeller anemometer is less susceptible to overspeeding, but the fact that it may
have to change direction before it can fully respond to changes in wind speed may
cause it to under read anyway.
b) 3 second gusts
Data columns 3 and 4 in'table 2 show the values for r 2 and m for comparisons of the
measurement of the maximum 3 second gust in each 10 minute period. There is more
scatter than for the 10 minute mean data, and values of r 2 are noticeably lower. In
view of the values obtained by intercomparison with the ultrasonic anemometers,
r 2 > 0.95 has been considered acceptable, and lower values are shaded. The dynamic
response of the instrument would be expected to have more influence on the scatter
of the values for gust measurements and the table generally shows this to be true.
Values of m are broadly similar to the mean speed data.
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c) Gust ratios
The gust ratio of the instrument under test and the VI relative reference can be
calculated independently for each tower, and a linear regression curve of maximum
gust on 10 minute mean wind calculated for both. The slope m will give a value for
the gust ratio, and r 2 will again show how well the data fit the line over the
range of speeds. Table 2 data columns 5 to 8 show the results. The gust ratio data
will be much more variable than. the mean wind and gust correlations, as the gust
ratio will vary spatially, and with wind direction. The scatter plots shown in
figures 5 and 6 show the typical variability in the relationship. Generally, the
gust ratio derived from these plots is fairly constant when the mean wind speed
exceeds 4 knots. This may not necessarily hold true for mean wind speeds in excess
of 20 knots.
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- 31 Instrument gust ratios are not directly dependant upon comparison with another
instrument. In table 2 there is a large variat ion in gust ratio values for
different instruments on different towers, but in most cases where good
correlations have been shown for mean winds and gusts, the values of r 2 and m for
the instrument gust ratio and the corresponding Vector are also in good agreement
(within 5%).
4. Anemometer and wind vane features
When considering a wind system for long term operational use, many factors other
than purely dynamic response may affect the choice. These include the materials
used in construction and the susceptibility to corrosion of all parts including
fixing screws I the rating of bearings and frict ion effects, the mechanical
integrity, sealing and general robustness.
The weight wi 11 be important when considering the ease and arrangement of mounting,
and the selection of masts to support instrumentation.
The dimensions of the instrument will affect its ability to fit into a wind tunnel
and· therefore have direct affect on the cost and choice of calibrat ion facil i ty.
The moment of inertia of moving parts may affect dynamic performance.
Maintenance requirements, spares, serviCing, mechanical interchangeabi 1i ty and
conformity of calibrations will all contribute towards the overall cost of a
system.
Electrical requirements must also be considered. These include power at the mast,
electrical inputs and outputs, signal processing and conditioning, methods for
transmission of data to displays or loggers and isolation and protection against
lightning surge damage.
The ability of sensors to stand alone and support different output requirements,
or to integrate into existing data collection and/or display systems may be
important .
. The qual i ty of the data output wi 11 be affected by the speed and direct ion
resolution, (pulses per revolution, volts per knot, degrees per bit, ohm,volt,
etc). If the output data are processed after sampling, then details of the raw data
sampling period, filtering and smoothing must be considered. The algorithms used
to derive the raw and processed speed and direction values. must be known and
acceptable.
In order to faithfully measure gusts the ability to sample outputs frequently to
obtain a true 3 second (or other period) value is essential. It is beyond the scope
of this paper to analyse each instrument in this trial against all these factors.
5. Conclusions
Wind measuring instruments fall into two main groups,' those that make very simple
measurements, such as a pulse count, voltage or resistance change, and those with
electronic processing, often microprocessor controlled, to produce a scaled output.
The cost different ial can be considerable, and it is often not clear what
advantages a more expensive system 'offers in terms of the actual wind speed and
direction measurement. The instruments with electronic processing may be simpler
to interface to modern displays and loggers, but a more cost efficient path may
sometimes incorporate simple displays with a separate output interface unit.
The instruments used in the trials also group according to their measuring
performance. Many of them produce very similar measurements over the wind speed
range 0 to 20 knots, but a small number give cause for concern. The highlighted
boxes in table 2 show instruments for which the data are not consistent with the
majority.
The measurements in table 2 show that there is a need to test instruments under
dynamic conditions in order to establish their true performance characteristics.
For this, a windy site is not as important as a site with a high gust ratio, which
will amplify dynamic effects .
. Reference
1: D W Jones, D B Hatton, D A Jenkins and A P Scott; 'A Field Intercomparison of some Wind
Sensors'; WMO, Instrument and Observing Methods Report no. 49, TECO-92, May 1992.
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Michel Leroy
METEO-FRANCE/SETIM France
Roger· Van Cauwenberghe
Atmospheric Environment Service, Canada
1.

Introduction

The forty second session of the Executive Council approved in Resolution 6 a "WMO Comparison of
Automated Present Weather Sensors/Systems".
Canada and France were candidates for the organization of the intercomparison in Canada and in
France.

2.

The First Session of the International Organization Committee

During December 1992, the International Organizing Committee (IOC), made up of representatives
from the United Kingdom, United States, CAeM, Canada, France, Holland and WMO held its first session at
SETIM in Paris. They worked out the basis for the realization of this intercomparison and determined the
objectives.

2.1

Objectives of the Intercomparison

The IOC agreed that a clear statement of objectives should be prepared for the intercomparison.
Considering the wide range of capabilities of present weather sensors and the difficulties of reference
measurements, it was decided to limit the intercomparison to code groups 00 and 40-98 for Code 4680. Code
4680 is the new code for observations from automatic weather stations.
.
Code 00 is for no significant weather. Codes 40 to 98 represent precipitation in various forms including
thunderstorms. The code is designed to be used by automatic weather stations of different capabilities so that
there are code groups for presence or absence of precipitation, as well as types of precipitation-without a rate
or amount. The code also allows for the normal report from full capability automatic weather station.
The main objectives agreed to were:
To record the highest level output from each sensor or system;
To make and record visual estimates of present weather plus where possible, reference measurements,
precipitation intensity and other meteorological variables;
To analyze the data in order to investigate the performance of the instruments' ability to identify
different weather classes;
To assemble information on the operational aspects of the instruments entered into the
intercomparison;
To evaluate and publish the results of these analysis.
The OC recognised that many of the more sophisticated sensors provided diagnostic status information
within their output messages which when analyzed by the manufacturer in conjunction with the visual
and meteorological data should permit the manufacturer to improve the operational sensor algorithms.
It was therefore agreed that this data should also be recorded and made available to the manufacturer.
on request.
The OC agreed that these analyses would enable guidance to be given on the advantages and
disadvantages of the different physical principles used by the instruments under ·different conditions and
assist Members in developing and improving operational practises for the use of these types of instruments.

- 34 The inclusion of a statement on different factors in the final report, such as routine maintenance and
calibration, electrical and mechanical reliability, as well as the use of the different output messages and displays,
was considered important when choosing operational instruments.

2.2

Locations of Intercomparison
CANADA proposed the St. John's, Newfoundland site. This site offers unique severe conditions:

A large number of storms track through the area each year, bringing a variety of wind driven liquid,
freezing and frozen precipitation.
The means per year are:
217 days with precipitation occurance (~ .0.2 mm)
48 days with precipitation occurance (~ 10 mm)
38 days with freezing precipitation occurance
Total rain amount of 1157 mm.
Total snow amount of 359 mm.
Average wind speed of 24.3 km/hr.

(

FRANCE proposed the site of Trappes, located near Paris. This site was thought complementary to
St. John's, offering less extreme perturbations, representative of temperate climatic countries. The means per
year are:
170 days with precipitation occurrence (~ 0.1 mm)
113 days with daily precipitation amount higher than 1 mm
44 days with daily precipitation amount higher than 5 mm
15 days with daily precipitation amount higher than 10 mm
Total precipitation amount of 640. mm.
The mean precipitation rate is therefore quite low.
Snow events are scarce (mean of 18 days/year) and light.
The QC considered that these two complementary sites will allow to. cover a large range of
meteorological situations in different conditions.

2.2.1

Instruments

Selection of instruments:
Priority in the intercomparison was be given to
1)

Sensors/systems which classify precipitation in"liquid/freezing/frozen" and eventually subgroups
of those.

2)

Sensor/systems which make precipitation judgements
(yes/no).

3)

Sensors/systems which. measure Instantaneous rate of precipitation not using catchment.

4)

Sensors employing catchment techniques only would normally be considered in other
intercomparison tests.

(
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Comparison Reference

There is no comparison reference for present weather. It was agreed; therefore, that a human observer
should be given preference to deliver the reference data for the distinction of the present weather code figures
of the WMO Code 4680. In addition to the regular observation, both host countries will provide other observers
who will be able to deliver detailed high frequency reports during periods of interest of at least 5 hours per week
on average. These detailed observing periods can be "clinic observation," occurrence, nature and intensity of
hydrometeors being noted every minute. This observer will be equipped with aids of all types, including rods
for measuring ice thickness and a camera for recording unusual events, such as ice and snow on sensors.
In addition to the observer data, other instruments will be available to assist with measurements of
intensity of precipitation, and accumulation of precipitation. This would include a pit gauge in snow free periods,
as well as shielded snow gauges in the winter time.

2.2.3

Complementary Meteorological Data

In addition to the comparison reference data, a wide range of supplementary data will be available,
including air temperature, dew point temperature, snow depth, wind speed and direction at sensor height,
visibility and sunshine duration.

2.3

Organization of the Intercomparison

The intercomparison will be run at two different locations. The first part of the project will begin in
St. John's in December, 1993 and carry on for 12 months with a possible extension to 18 months. The second
phase will commence at SETIM in the alitumn of 1994 and carry on for at least six months.
The organization of the intercomparison will be shared by France and Canada, with each country being
responsible for there own site facilities. This includes the provision of mounting pads and towers, wiring, power,
reference sensors, reference observations, data acquisition equipment including software, communications and
archiving of data.

3.

The Intercomparison

3.1

.The Canadian Project

Following the announcement of" the intercomparison by the WMO, 7 countries proposed 11 types of
sensors following the priority selection criteria. Since some· manufacturers sent only one sensor, there are 17
sensors in the intercomparison. See table 1 for the list of sensors.
Access to the test site is difficult during severe weather events so that extra evidence of blockage of
sensors with ice and snow will be available via the use of a video camera with tilt, ·pan and zoom capability. The
system will also give extra confirmation of obstructions to vision and other conditions.
This is a unique opportunity given the broad array of sensors under test and the weather conditions at
St. John's (frequent storms with different types of precipitation, and often mixed precipitation, often with strong
winds). Canada will therefore make every attempt to maximize the reference measurements of precipitation type
and intensity, both by having the observer make extra measurements such as estimating particle size diameters
and by employing unconventional instrumentation such as the ASCME (Airborne Snow Concentration Measuring
Equipment). The ASCME is a snow sampling device on a rotating arm which provides a mass concentration
per cubic meter. (Ref 1.)
A personal computer with digital, analog, counter and communications option boards was programmed
to archive the data from the sensors under test for the intercomparison, as well as the reference data and the
other sensors and systems under test. There are more than 45 sensors and systems logged at the site. Data is
communicated daily to Toronto, a distance of 2000 km, where graphing of results and quality control is
immediately performed. Problems are noted and action is decided on a daily basis.

- - - - - - -
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3.2

The French Project

The French test site has the advantage of being directly located at the SETIM, the Service for
Meteorological Instrumentation of METEO-FRANCE.
An operational observing station (surface and upper-air) is also located at the same site.
All the facilities are therefore available on site: conventional instruments, operational observations, data
acquisition systems, computer for data analysis and staff. The instruments will be directly under visual control.
A small computer network will be used for data acquisition. Standard data acquisition system and
software will be used for sensors with analog output and fixed an~ simple digital output. Experience has·shown
that a system such as this has limits, especially concerning serial line management. In this case, specific software
will be written to handle specific output, the principle being to adapt the acquisition system to the sensors and
not the contrary.
All the data will be recorded on optical disks. Common format will be used, thus allowing exchange
of large amount of data between the two test sites.
It was agreed that the main part of data analysis will be conducted by the French team. This team has
just worked on the WMO wind intercomparison data analysis. The methods to be used will still have to be
discussed and adjusted in details with the OC.

3.3

(

Data Analysis

The primary output of the intercomparison of present weather sensors will be presented on contingency
tables and correlation matrices based on weather classes according to the Present Weather Code 4680. Past
national comparisons have shown that start and end of precipitation events are sometimes difficult to define, even
by a human observer, especially during light precipitations. Contingency matrices are therefore perturbated when
taking in account all one minute data. Specific analysis will have to be conducted with the notion of occurrence
of event on a period of time. There will also be classification of performance of sensors in different types of
conditions, such as wind, snow, ice accretion etc.
This will also be an opportunity to discover how non-catchment gauges perform in various conditions,
so that a large portion of the analysis will deal with this aspect of these sensors.

4.

Conclusions

(
Present weather sensors are only now coming into service in some countries. These sensors, while new,
are one of the key sensors to a complete and viable automation plan. This intercomparison will not only· define
the state of the art, but will provide valuable information to manufacturers so that they can develop improved
products.
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- 37 CANADA
1.

POSS, Andrew Canada Inc. (two sensors) Bistatic Microwave (lOGHz) Doppler Radar which
measures the fall velocity of precipitation particles. Classifies precipitation type and calculates
precipitation rate.

2.

CAPMON, Meteorological Instruments Co. (two sensors)
Precipitation conductivity grid.

FINLAND
1.

FD12P, Vaisala Oy (two sensors) Combination of optical (infra red) forward scatter sensor and
capacitive grid. Classifies precipitation type, measures visibility and calculates precipitation rate.

FRANCE
1.

SCHUBERT, SETIM (one sensor) Bistatic Microwave (35 GHZ) Doppler Radar which
measures the fall velocity of precipitation particles. Classifies precipitation type and calculates
precipitation rate.

GERMANY
1.

RS85, G.K. WaIter Eigenbrodt (two sensors) Precipitation conductivity grid.

2.

IRSS88, G.K. WaIter Eigenbrodt (two sensors) Optical (infra red) sensor to sense precipitation
occurrence, provides an estimate of precipitation intensity.

SWEDEN
1.

OPVD, Sten LOfving Optical Sensors (one sensor) Optical (infra red) backscatter sensor.
Measures visibility and raw information (does not cfassify) about precIpitation type and
intensity.

UNITED KINGDOM
1.

875C, Rosemount Ltd. (two sensors)
Latent heat sensor. Detects solid precipitation.

UNITED STATES
1.

OWI-240 LEDWI, Scientific Technology Inc. (two sensors) Optical (infra red) sensor.
Classifies precipitation type and measures precipitation rate.

2.

872El, Rosemount Aerospace Inc. (two sensors) Vibrating ice accretion detector. Detects
freezing precipitation occurrence, calculates accretion rate.

3.

PW 402B, HSS Inc. (two sensors) Optical (infra red) forwardscatter and backscatter sensor.
Classifies precipitation type, calculates precipitation rate and measures visibility.

TABLE 1

The sensors participating in the first phase of the intercomparison in St. John's,
Canada.

(
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WINTER 92/93 PRESENT WEATHER SENSOR FIELD TRIAL
A Stepek, D WJones and D B Hatton.
Meteorological Office, United Kingdom
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper will compare the measurements of seven Present Weather instruments with
professional observers' descriptions of precipitation (ie snow, rain or drizzle),
and the absence of precipitation. It will also compare liquid precipitation
intensity measurements from four of these instruments with data from a collection
gauge. An intercomparison of visibility measurements (available from two of the
optical devices) is also made.
The 7 instruments, and the abbreviations used to represent them in TABLE 1, are :1. NEl - Vaisala O.Y. Rain Detector DRD llA (northeasterly orientation)
2. SWl - Vaisala O.Y. Rain Detector DRD llA (southwesterly orientation)
3. SW2 - Vaisala O.Y. Precipitation Detector DPD 12A (southwesterly orientation) .
4. ORG - Scientific Technology Inc. Optical Rain Gauge ORG-700
5. HSS - HSS Inc .. Present Weather Sensor PW-402
6. LED - Scientific Technology Inc. LEDWI OWI-220 (enhanced sensitivity software)
7. VAIS - Vaisala O.Y. Present Weather Sensor FD 12P
The site for the trial was the Meteorological Office's Eskdalemulr Observatory
(W.M.O. Station Number 03162) in southern Scotland' (55 019'N, 03 012'W, 240m
A.M.S.L.). All the instruments, except the LEDWI, were installed on 13/12/92 and
the trial en~ed·on 1/4/93. The Ledwi was installed on 11/2/93.
2. PRECIPITATION
.
. TYPE IDENTIFICATION RESULTS
TABLE 1 compares the instruments with Meteorological Office staff's observations
of precipitation and dry weather. For this particular analysis, the instruments'
identification of the form of preclpitation was considered to be correct even if
the intensity classification did not match that reported by the observer.
HUMAN OBSERVATION
PPN TYPE
NO.
MINS
SNOW LIGHT
SNOW M/H

1047
144

RAIN LIGHT
RAIN M/H

782
1713

DRIZ LIGHT
DRIZ M/H

732
236

NO PPN

PRECIPITATION (PPN) DETECTED(%)
PPN DETECTORS OPTICAL SENSORS
NEl SWl SW2 ORG HSS LED VAIS
58
93

44
94

88 93
100 100
32
83

52
90

17030 ~0.5
TABLE 1

18
70

60
99

76 79
100 100
17
56

22
69

~ 0.1

71
98

PPN IDENTIFIED (\)
OPTICAL SENSORS
HSS
LED
VAIS

90 90
99 100

60
98

63
96

30
65

93 88 98
100 100 100

14
87

43
95

42
97

15
36

56
96

2
12

8
12

51
93

0.5 4.9 2.2

99

95

98

23
39

OBSERVATIONS OF PRECIPITATION T.YPE 12/2/93-31/3/93

y

- 40 The abbreviations used are :NO.MINS - Number of minutes of precipitation of ~hat type
LIGHT - Light precipitation intensity «0.5mm/h 'tor rain and snow)
M/H - Moderate and heavy precipitation intensities
DRIZ - Drizzle (liquid precipitation with drop d;~eters < 0.5mm).
3. DISCUSSION or PRECIPITATION typE IDEHTIrICATIOM RESULTS
The more recently developed Vaisala Rain DetectQis(DRD HA) are clearly an
improvement (17% more precipitation detected irrespectIve of type) on the DPD 12A
that they were designed to replace. Furthermore, they are at least as good at
detecting liquid-precipitation as the optical sensors and -therefore represent a
significant cost saving if detection of liquid precipitation is the sole
requirement. However, orientation affects their performance in all precipitation
except for moderate and heavy snow and rain. Furthermore, NE1 detects more light
snow than SW1, but less drizzle and light rain. For-85t of the time that light snow
was observed the 10 metre wind was either from the northeasterly sector of the
compass or less than 5 knots in strength. There is thus some evidence that the Rain
Detector performs better when the sloping sensing surface faces into the oncoming
wind.
-

(

Although the Vaisala Present Weather Sensor FD 12P detects precipitation more
frequently than any of the other sensors, it is often incorrect when identifying
snow. In addition to the optical sensor this instrument incorporates two DRD 11A
Rain Detectors, facing in opposite directions. This appears to provide a level of
performance in liquid precipitation better than that achieved by the other
instruments. However, it is sometimes oversensitive and may detect precipitation
when the observer does not.
All the instruments had problems with false alarms to varying_degrees, but since
Meteorological Office observers are not infallible, their "no precipitation"
- observations may include short periods of unnoticed light precipitation which the
instruments manage to detect. The rate of false-alarms from the instruments may
therefore be lower than TABLE 1 suggests. The operational Snowdon rain gauge and
tilting syphon rain recorder measurements gave no indication that the observers
were ever wrong, but wetting losses can account for that. Since the LEDWI and
the FD 12P had the highest false alarm rates, the times when - they detected
precipi tat ion simultaneously were examined - this represented 0 . 5% of the time that
the observers classified as "no precipitation". One would expect an observer to
have greatest difficulty during the hours of darkness. This is in fact borne out
by the data since 88% of the joint LEDWI/FD 12P precipitation reports occurred- in
-darkness (1900-0700 UTC). Ten suspect periods, with joint LEDWI/FD 12P
precipitat ion reports separated - by no more than two or three minutes, were
discovered. There was further evidence of precipitation from the other instruments
during seven of these suspect periods. The false alarm rates of TABLE 1 were
therefore reassessed accepting the uncertainty of the human observation during the
suspect periods. The precipitation detection rates for the NO PPN category fell by
0.3% for the HSS, by 0.5% for both the LEDWI and the FD 12P, and by less than 0.1%
for the other instruments.
The LEDWI was tested in an earlier (unreported) trial at Eskdalemuir during winter
91/92 and it detected none of the drizzle observed that winter. By February 1993
a software revision (Version 3.50 18/5/92) had been incorporated to increase
sensitivity by a factor of five. This has successfully improved drizzle detection
and identification rates without increasing the false alarm rate, but the LEDWI
still misses two-thirds of the drizzle that the observer sees. The LEDWI and the
HSS performance was very similar in snow identification, but the LEDWI detected 20\
-more light snow than- the HSS, and their snow identification performance was about
30% better than the FD -'!2P. In rain identification the LEDWI and the FD 12P

(

- 41 performance was similar for moderate and heavy rates! but the FD 12P detected 10%
more when the intensity was light.
Results from an earlier period of this trial (in December and January! before the
LEDWI was installed) indicated that the HSS correctly identified 57%, and the FD
12P 73%, of the light rain reported by the observers. For ,both instruments, the
apparent poorer precipitation identification performance reported in TABLE 1
corresponded to an increase in the frequency of dri~zle messages produced during
periods when the observer was reporting light rain. Furthermore, average
precipi tation rates and visibili ties were both lower in February and March
confirming the possibility that there was more drizzle, mixed in with the rain in
this period (shown in TABLE 1), than the observations of light rain indicate. Also
a higher proportion of the observations were made in darkness during this period.
The difficulties of observing light precipitation during the hours of darkness
might also explain the FD 12P's higher detection rate (94%)' for light drizzle in
the earlier period. In December and January 96% of the light drizzle observations
were made in the early morning (0000-0400 UTC), in contrast to 25' in February and
March. Confining the analysis of the February and March data to 0000-0400 UTC
improves the detection rate! bringing it into closer (within 10%) agreement with
the December and January rate. This is a specific example of a problem relevant to
both human observers and to instrument designers; the intensity thresholds for the
different types of precipitation, especially mixed precipitation, are often ill
defined and may vary internationally.
The earlier trials (described in reference 1) and the subsequent trial of winter
91/92 showed the LEDWI performance was consistently poor in drizzle. Furthermore,
the new model (OWI-220), first tested in 91/92, produced more false alarms than the
old one. Data from the two Rain Detectors (DRD llA) were used in conjunction with
the LEDWI (OWI-220) data to demonstrate how instrument performance can be improved
(retrospectively) in drizzle and no precipitation conditions. The resulting change
in performance reduces the false alarm rate to 0.5% and, improves the drizzle
detection (53% of light, 91% of moderate and heavy) and identification (46% and 67%
respectively) rates. Light rain detection was improved by 1%, but light snow was
detected 4% less often. Performance in moderate and heavy rain and snow was
unaffected. The algorithm applied to the data was :1. LEDWI messages of "no precipitation" were changed to drizzle if either of the
Rain Detectors detected precipitation.
2. LEDWI messages of any form of precipitation were changed to "no precipitation"
if both the rain detectors indicated "no precipitation"; provided that visibility

was better than 26km or air temperature was higher than 3°C! as measured by the
HSS.
This temperature condition preserves the LEDWI's light snow reports (90% of which
were correct) that would otherwise be changed to no precipitation. The requirement
for good visibility gives greater confidence in the "no precipitation"
classification and enables the correction of some of the low temperature LEDWI
false alarms. The performance of the HSS can also be improved with additional Rain
Detector information! but the problem of incorrectly identifying light rain as
drizzle would remain. The values of the temperature and visibility thresholds were
chosen to optimise the performance results for this particular dataset; applying
the algorithm to real time data may produce different results and further
refinement would almost certainly be required. However, this example does show the
potential benefit of combining multi sensor data in this way.

- 42 4. LIQUID PRECIPITATION INTENSITY RESULTS
The one minute average liquid precipitation rates from the four optical instruments
were compared with measurements from a Thies Clima Gmbh Ombrometer HP and best fit
straight line relationships were produced by the method of least squares. The
Ombrometer HP is a precipitation gauge that was installed in a Turf Wall Pit to
reduce wind induced errors. The precipitation collected by the Ombrometer passes
through a constricting nozzle which is designed to produce drops of equal volume
(equivalent to 0.005mm of water) that are counted as they fall through abeam of
light. The drops fall into a tipping bucket which produces an independent measure
of the precipitation amount. The linear relationships are summarised·in TABLE 2
where X represents the one minute average rates derived from the Ombrometer's drop
counter (resolution of 0'.3 mm/h). Ombrometer rates of 0.0 and 0.3 mm/h were not
considered because wetting losses are known to reduce the amount of precipitation
collected by gauges. The maximum rate considered was 6.3 mm/h and 995 one minute
averages were used in the analysis.
INSTRUMENT

EQUATION

LEDWI
HSS
ORG
FD 12P

Y
Y
Y
Y

=
=
=
=

1. 29X-0. 05
1. 05X-0. 05
1. OOX-O. 09

0.50X+0.45

CORRELATION
COEFFICIENT
0.936
0.896
0.962
0.799

STANDARD ERROR OF
Y ESTIMATE
0.50 mm/h
0.55 mm/h
0.30 mm/h
0.39 mm/h

TABLE 2 : PRECIPITATION INTENSITY RELATIONSHIPS (X=OMBROMETER)
Comparing the results in TABLE 2 with those from previous trials (see reference 1)
shows that the calibrations of the LEDWI and the HSS have remained substantially
the same, whilst the ORG has changed significantly. The FD 12P underestimates all
but the lightest intensities and'conforms less well toa linear relationship with
the Ombrometer HP, than the other optical instruments. The FD 12P tends to level
off in higher intensities, because the integral Rain Detector (DRD llA) surfaces
reach a limiting 'wetness' condition.
5. VISIBILITY RESULTS
An intercomparison of one minute mean visibility measurements, in low visibility
conditions, from the HSS and the Vaisala FD 12P was made and a scatter plot 1s
shown in FIGURE 1. A linear regression analysis was carried out for measurements
made when the mean was under 600 metres and there was no. indication of
precipi tat ion from any of the instruments or from the observer. The FD 12P
visibilities (Y, in metres) were related to those of the HSS (X, in metres) by the
following equation :Y = 1.106X + 46m
with a correlation coefficient of 0.90 and standard error of the Y estimate of 58
metres. The FD 12P was 25% higher than the HSS on average. At higher visibilities
the relationship was less clear and less reliable. Seven observations, made by
Meteorological Office staff, from 100 to 500 metres, were on average 270 metres
lower than the FD 12P's measurements and 200 metres lower than those of the HSS.
However, the observation could also be higher (by 400 metres) and lower (by 1000
metres) at times when the two instrument measurements were within 20 metres of each
other. Such large differences demonstrate the problem of the representativeness of
any assessment of visibility due to it's spatial variability.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
Overall, no one instrument performs well at all measurements. The Vaisala Rain
Detector DRD llA performance in liquid precipitation was at least as good as that
of the more expensive optical instruments. The Vaisala FD l2P is the most sensitive
of the instruments in the trial, with the highest rates of drizzle detection and
identification, but it's measurements of liquid precipitation rate are often lower
than those of the other optical instruments and are half those measured by windshielded collection gauges. The intercomparison of the visibility measurements,
below 600 metres, from the FD 12P and the HSS revealed th~t they were linearly
related and the FD 12P was consistently higher (25% on average). Neither showed
good agreement with the human observer, but the HSS was closer on average. Despite
new software, the LEDWI still misses much of the observed drizzle, but when it's
data are used in conjunction with data from two Vaisala Rain Detectors DRD liA, the
combination produces the best overall performance in correctly identifying snow,
rain, drizzle and no precipitation.
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A Comparison of two Present Weather Systems with Human Observations
Jitre P. van der Meulen
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute,
de Bilt, Netherlands
Abstract
In March 1993 an instrument comparison is started with two Present Weather sensors (HSS PW402B and Vaisala
FDI2P). Data output (in wawa or NWS-eode) is compared with the wwW1W 2 codes reported by operational
o\:>servers at the same location.
In this paper the results will be presented. Especially differences between the reported ww and wawa codes will-be
discussed.

1. Introduction.
In order to get experienced with automatic present weather observing systems KNMI has selected two systems
for test purposes:
1)

2)

HSS, model PW 402b, and
Vaisala, model FD 12P.

These instruments are selected because both type and amount of precipitation and visibility is reported. This feature
is relevant, since precipitation and visibility should be used selecting an appropriate present weather code.
At present however, there are no systems on the market which will report on the following items in
combination with type and amount of precipitation and visibility:
state of the sky; development of clouds
discrimination between smoke, dust, sand; water particles
thunderstorm/lightning
tornado.
Today, WMO has defined two types of present weather codes:
1)
2)

Group 7wwW 1W2, code tables 4677 (and 4561):
ww-present weather reported from manned weather station
Group 7wawaWalWa2' code tables 4680 (and 4531):
wawa-- present weather reported from an automatic weather station.

Although both code tables are largely comparable with regard to the structure, there are significant differences.
The present weather codes reported from marnied stations (table 4677) are typically split in a number of sections,
and with subsections:
No precipitation at the time of observation.
ww = 00-49:
ww = 00-19:
No precipitation, fog, dust/sandstorms, drifting or blowing snow, etc.
ww = 20-29:
Precipitation, fog, etc. during the preceding hour, but not at the time of observation.
ww = 30-39:
dust storm, sandstorm, drifting or blowing snow.
ww = 40-49:
Fog or ice fog !!! the time of observation.
ww = 50-99:
Precipitation at the station !!! the time of observation.
ww = 50 .. 59 : drizzle
ww = 60 .. 69 : rain
ww = 70 .. 79 : solid precipitation
ww = 80 .. 89 : showery precipitation.
The present weather codes reported from an automatic weather station (table 4680) are largely split into classes:
Many items, like "no significant weather", state of the sky, cloud forming/dissolving,
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WaWa
WaWa
WaWa
WaWa
wawa
wawa
wawa
wawa
WaWa

= 20 - 26:

= 27 - 29:

= 30 - 35:
= 40 - 48:
= 50 - 58:

=

60 - 68:

= 70 - 76:
= 80 - 87:

=

90 - 99:

haze or smoke, mist, diamond dust, etc. (Since low code numbers have low priority, this
codes are often overruled by codes with wawa> 19)
precipitation, fog thunderstorm during preceding hour but not at the time of observation
blowing or drifting snow or sand
fog
precipitation
drizzle
ram
snow and ice pellets
showers or intermittent precipitation
thunderstorm and tornado

An important issue for the wawa code is the fact choices can be made, depending an the quality or possibilities
of the techniques involved in the measurements system. For instance in cases with continuous' rain, moderate and
not freezing, a manned station may only report:.ww = 63. An automatic station may report:
wawa = 40: precipitation, or
wawa = 43: moderate liquid precipitation, or·
wawa = 60: rain, or,
wawa = 62: rain, not freezing, moderate.
In fact, the reported wawa code will depend on the capability of a system to discriminate between types of present
weather and in a detailness up to a certain extend.

Because of those typical differences it is difficult to compare the results from an automatic observing system
with the ww-reports from a manned station. Moreover one should omit comparisons with ww-reports in which
items .are incorporated like "state of the sky", "smoke/dust/sand", "thunderstorm/lightning" or "tornados" or issues
like "precipitation within sight, but not at the station" (present weather near to a station).
Another problem a present weather system is to discriminate between freezing and not-freezing precipitation:
Temperature (air and wet bulb) may offer some help to be able to indicate any "freezing" phenomenon, but the
accuracy is rather doubtful. Furthermore the wvi-codes discriminate between "continuous" and "intermittent" within
the ww = 50 - 79 group. Concerning the wawa code, intermittent rain or snow are possibilities with a code number
> 80 and mixed together with rain or snow showers. Consequently the sequence of priorities (higher code numbers
overrule lower numbers) is different for both code tables.
Moreover the number of reports from the present weather. syste~ as well as the quality control (and
calibration) are limited. For instance, the HSS provideS only the NWS present weather code (P +, L-, S, etc.)
together with Fog or Haze. To discriminate between "slight", "moderate" or "heavy" both system are capable to
measure the precipitation intensity. However, there are no objective procedures provided to.calibrate the systems.
One should take into account that phenomena without precipitation will result in wawa = 00 ("no significant
weather"), whereas the manned station may report any type of weather not related to precipitation.
In a previous paper [1] such type of analysis is done .already. In this paper the output of the HSS was compared with the NWS type reports, provided by the manned station on site. For this test only hourly reports of ww
codes are available. Therefore it is only useful to perform analysis of the acquired present weather data on a rather
. simple manner.

2. Station characteristics
To get a brief impression of ww codes reported by the station, a frequency distribution is shown by fig. 1. In
this figure the number of reported ww codes is presented, relative to the total amount of hourly reported ww codes
(inclusive ww = 'no significant weather'). Obviously, the range ww = 01 - 29 is very popular. Notice however
that this code is within the range reserved for "no precipitation !!! the time of observation ". Consequently, analysis
of wawa data is not very useful here: Although the discrimination between classes of precipitation intensity is
subject to discussion, it was found .that the data, received during the past hour both systems, did not give reason to

[1] van der Meulen, I.P. (1992): "Present Weather Observing Systems: One year of experience and comparison
with human observations", in: Instruments and Observing Methods Report No. 49 (WMOrrD - No. 462), pp.
300
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Fig. 1, frequency distribution of the reported ww-codes

any conflict at all with respect to such ww code.
Other popular ww codes are the tenfolds: ww = 50, ww = 60, ww = 80 (precipitation, not freezing if liquid,
intermittent and slight). It is clear that in most cases we have "slight/intermittent"; may be most of the weather
phenomena are accordingly, or the observer is not very sure and prefers a code, which looks most acceptable.
Furthermore the observer discriminates between "continuous" and "intermittent". This issue is relevant since ww is
reported once an hour only. Automatic observing systems, however, are capable to report once or several times
each minute. Data transmitted by these systems yield real time information about the current type and intensity of
precipitation. Of course, form the history of these data and a well defined algorithm it is possible to distinguish
"continuous" and "intermittent", but since "intermittent" is incorporated in group wawa = 80 :.89 ("showers and
intermittent precipitation", analysis by intercomparing ww and wawa is hazardous in cases when the observer
reports "intermittent precipitation".

3. data output of the automatic systems
Both tested systems have a rather different output format and protocol:
1)

HSS 4026:

+ visibility/extinction;
+ foglhaze/clear;
+ NWS code: NP, P, L, R, S (with intensity indicators "+"
distinguish from moderate)
- no wawawalwa2 code
+ data output: ASCII text, RS 422/RS232
+ instruments status control: yes;

= heavy or "-" = slight, to
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2)

Vaisala FDI2P:

+ visibility;
+ present weather (text format, related to wawa)
+ wawa code (limited set: non-observable parameters excluded)
+ NWS-eode: C, P, L, R, S, lP, H, IC, SG, SP, ZL, ZR (with intensity indicators
"+" = heavy or "-" = slight to distinguish from moderate)
+ data output: ASCII text, RS 422/RS232
+ instrument statuS control: yes

The most significant difference between both systems is the capability of the Vaisala system to produce wawa
code. Although this is a major benefit of a stand alone system, data acquiring and processing computer systems
connected to the present weather sensors may also produce wawa codes, based on real time data and history. As a
consequence analysis of data should focus on the basis of the weather phenomena:
(1) type of precipitation:
"(2) precipitation intensity:

"drizzle", "rain", "solid precipitation"
"slight", "moderate", "heavy".

Note that WMO has not expressed clear statements or definitions concerning "slight", "moderate" or "heavy" and it
is up to the local authorities to define the appropriate ranges (which will depend on the local climate).
Another feature of Vai~la's FDl2P is the capability to distinguish between several types of solid precipitation:
Snow, ice pellets/sleet, hail, ice crystals, snow grains, snow pellets; freezing drizzle and freezing rain. All those"
phenomena are reported by HSS simply by: "SO (solid precipitation). However, none of the systems have the
possibility to report "blowing snow" .

4. Data acquisition and analyses
Both present weather observing systems are installed at the meteorological station De Bilt, Netherlands (WMO,
no. 06 260). All data and status messages are collected within an 1 minute time interval. As a consequence it is
possible to compare every hour the ww code, reported by station 06 260 with 60 data outputs from both systems.
It is pointed out already, that only simple comparisons are useful (e.g discrimination between drizzle, rain, snow).
Reports with 'no precipitation' but with Fog (ww = 40 - 49), Mist (ww = 10) or Haze (ww == 05) are kept
outside the analysis since those depend on visibility measurements only. Regular calibrati~n of the visibility data
flUtput from both systems, performed according to procedures documented by the manufactures, have demonstrated
that both systems meet the accuracy requirements necessary for distinguishing fog, mist or hai.e.
"
From the beginning of the test until the writing of this paper (March - November 1993) there was only one hour
during with a substantial amount of snow has been" fallen (with positive results of both instruments). As a
consequence the analysis will be restricted to liquid precipitation only.
The following table will give a brief overview of the rel!ltive distribution of the reported ww-eode for the
different groups:
47%
ww = -, no significant weather:
39%
ww = ()() - 49, no precipitation at the station at the time of observation:
5%
ww = 50 - 59, drizzle:
7%
ww = 60 - 69, rain:
0%
ww = 70 - 71, solid precipitation
2%
ww = 80 - 99, showery precipitation, or precipitation with current or recent thunderstorm:
For the dataset with ww = 'no significant weather', both instruments reported in almost all cases: no precipitation
or clear:
99,6% (No Precipitation)
HSS PW402b :
99,5% (Clear)
Vaisala FDI2P:
For the dataset with ww = ()() - 49 both systems should report no precipitation at the time of observation.
We found:
HSS PW402b :
98,8 % (No Precipitation)
98,2 % (Clear)
Vaisala FD12P:

(
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However a significant decrease of correlation was found, in case we focused on the dataset with ww = 20 - 29
(precipitation during preceding hour):
HSS PW402b :
93,4% (No Precipitation)
Vaisala FD12P:
89,6%. (Clear)
It is expected that differences in sampling periods and response times between systems lUld observer will cause a

"deviation rate" of approximately 10%.
To analyze the dataset for which the observing systems should report any kind of precipitation (reported ww =
50 - 79) we had to restrict to a limited number (or. a range) of reported ww codes, i.e. which are reported
frequently enough (the number of 100 is token as a minimum).
Taken these constraints into account, the following sub-datasets are chosen, and with the following results:
1) ww = 50 - 59, drizzle; results:
no precipitation

drizzle
slight

drizzle
moderate

drizzle
heavy

precipit.
slight

precipit.
moderate

ram
slight

ram
moderate

rain
heavy

HSS PW 402b

64%

-

-

-

11%

1%

22%

2%

Vaisala FD12P

35%

23%

14%

0,5%

-

-

26%

1,5%

-

2) ww

=

60 - 61, rain - slight; results:
no precipitation

drizzle
slight

drizzle
moderate

drizzle
heavy

precipit.
slight

precipit.
moderate

ram
slight

rain
moderate

ram
heavy

HSS PW 402b

24%

-

-

-

15%

2%

51%

6%

1%

Vaisala FD12P

8%

11%

3%

-

1%

-

73%

5%

-

3) ww = 80 - 81, rain - showers (slight/moderate); results:
no precipitation

drizzle
slight

drizzle
moderate

drizzle
heavy

precipit.
slight

precipit.
moderate

ram
slight

ram
moderate

ram
heavy

HSS PW 402b

58%

-

-

-

8%

2%

26%

5%

1%

Vaisala FD12P

20%

6%

2%

-

-

-

67%

4%

1%

Because the number of occurrences of all other ww-eodes is too low (10 or less) it has no sense to evalUate datasets
related to these codes.
.

5. Conclusions
Since the start of the comparison only a few periods with snow are reported. Therefore these conclusions are
only based on liquid precipitation only.
Good correlation is found between ww-reports and automatic present weather observing systems if we restrict
us. to detection of precipitation only. However, a significant lower degree of correlation is found for cases when
drizzle or rain-slight is reported by the manned station. After intercomparing both instruments, the Vaisala FD12P
demonstrated a better performance for these types of precipitation.
The Vaisala FD12P has a much more extensive range of possibilities to report types of solid precipitation than
the HSS PW 4026 has. Moreover the Vaisala FD12P is the only system capable to transmit wawa-eodes.
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A PRESENT WEATHER SENSOR FIELD TEST
AND INTERCOMPARISON
Tage Andersson1 , Sreeko Bandalo1 , Esko Elomaa 2 , Ture Hovberg 1 and Pertti Valkovuore
1

Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute
2 Finnish Meteorological Institute

1. Introduction
The aim of the study was to test how present weather sensors (PW) perfonn under routine
operations in observing synoptic weather and in continuous weather monitoring in the climate of.
the Nordic Countries, where low temperatures and snow, including sticking snow at temperatures
close to 0 QC, are frequent. As to the manual synoptic observations, ww (present weather), W
(visibility) and RR (accumulated precipitation during 6 hours periods) are treated.
The test was run from February 10 to June 28, 1993, at the Meteorological Observatory in
Jokioinen, the south-western Finland (60 0 49'N, 23°30'E).
Three types of instruments were used:
1) The ScT! OWI-240 LEDWI (Light Emitting Diode Weather Identifier), manufactured by the
Scientific Technology Incorporated, Rockville, MD.
2) The HSS PW 402B-125, manufactured by the HSS, Bedford, Mass.
3) The weather sensor FD 12P, manufactured by the Vaisala Oy, Helsinki, Finland.
The LEDWI and HSS sensors were connected to a PC logging system, polling the sensors every
minute. Before storing the messages on the hard disc, a code conversion from the internal instrument
codes into WMO 4680-code and a METAR-like code was perfonned. The FD12P readings were
recorded at 15 sec intervals by a separate PC system, and the lVW infonnation was coded in a WMO
4680-like code.
Manual synoptic observations were made by experienced observers of the Observatory every 3rd
hour. Continuous weather monitoring was made with a time resolution of 5 minutes all day,
according to the WMO synoptic code for manual observations (WMO,1988). Precipitation was
compared to the reference gauge of the WMO Solid Precipitation Measurement Intercomparison,
a Tretyakov gauge, and to a Geonor gauge ill a Valdai double fence, corrected for losses due to the
wind. The weather conditions· during the test period were as follows:

-

hI')
~L.

Weather

Minutes

%

- no significant

146827

71

16342

8

3095

2

10 074

5

4019

2

24929

12

- mist/fog
- drizzle
- rain
- rain and snow (mixed)
- snow

-

2. Verification methods
The PW data were compared with both the 3-hourly manual synoptic observations and the
continuous ones. For the comparison with the 3-hourly synoptic observations an observation period
is defmed as the 10 minute preceding the synoptic hour. For these periods the arithmetic mean of
the visibility measurements and the most common of the ww codes from the automated observations
were extracted. These quantities were considered as the PW-sensor observations and compared to
the manual synoptic ones. The manual observations give 6 hours accumulated precipitation.
Therefore corresponding PW-sensor quantities were computed and compared with the manual
measurements.

(

3. Results and discussions
The results will be given in the form of contingency tables, giving frequencies of events under given
conditions, and certain statistics, mainly the coefficient of correlation.
. 3.1 Comparisons using 3-hourly synoptic observations
Table 1 shows the coefficient of correlation between the automatic and the manual observation. We
must note that these statistics depend upon the scaling of the parameters. For visibility, W, the
observations are scaled after the WMO code table 4377! the fine scale. For the 6-hours' accumulated
precipitation, RR, a logarithmic scale (mm) is used, and for the present weather, ww,a special scale,
see Bandalo et al (1993). A correlation figure must be interpreted with caution, especially when
there is no 'natural' scaling, as for the ww. Nevertheless, we feel that the correlation coefficient is
instructive here. Since we measure the same quantity at the Same spot and time, with two different
methods, a correlation coefficient close to 1.0·should emerge if both methods are good. Evidently,

Table 1. Coefficients of correlation between manual and
automatic observations. W = visibility, RR = 6 hours'
accumulated precipitation (logarithmic scale),
ww=present weather. Jokioinen, Feb. 10 - Jun. 28, 1993.
EVENT

LEDWI

HSS

FD 12P

W

-

0.89

0.90

RR

0.60

0.88

0.89

ww

0.62

0.65

0.73

t

- 53 only the visibility and the accumulated precipitation observations show correlation coefficients as
high as about 0.9. While this value perhaps may be regarded as satisfactory for the visibility, it is
low for the accumulated precipitation (also, remember that a logarithmic scale is used for the latter).
Table 2 shows that the HSS and the FD 12P underestimate the precipitation frequency, while the
LEDWI overestimates it considerably. We suspect that the latter is due to some fault in the LEDWI
individual used; for long periods it did monotonously give the same precipitation rate. Consequently
the LEDWI has the by far highest proportion of 'NOT DEFINED' precipitation. As to specified
precipitation, also the LEDWI shows lower frequencies than the manual observations. Since the HSS
and the FD 12P underestimate the precipitation frequencies, they overestimate the frequency of
'CLEAR'. With its large frequency of 'NOT DEFINED' the LEDWI has a much too low 'CLEAR'.

Table 2. Frequencies of weather observations, %. The column PR
gives all types of precipitation, including'NOT DEFINED'.
ND = not defined, SN = snow, RA = rain, DZ = drizzle, .
CL = clear, MANU = manual observation.
Jokioinen, Feb. 10 - Jun. 28, 1993.
MANU

LEDWI

HSS

FD 12P

PR

19

34

12

15

ND

..

25

3.6

3.4

SN

12

4.6

7.3

6.3

RA

5.7

4.0

1.3

3.9

DZ

1.5

0.2

0.1

0.9

CL

81

66

88

86

Tables 2 and 3 indicate remarkably low frequencies of detecting drizzle, but also fairly low ones
for detecting other kinds of precipitation, the maxi.rllum frequency hardly surpassing 60 %.

Table 3. Frequencies, %, of detecting a specified event that
occurred. Jokioinen, Feb. 10 - Jun.28 , 1993.
EVENT

LEDWI

HSS

FD 12P

SNOW

39

48

52

RAIN

59

17

61

DRIZZLE

6

6

18

CLEAR

76

99

99

As important as a high frequency of detecting an event is a low frequency of indicating an event
when it does not occur, i. e. a low false larm risk. Excluding the 'DRIZZLE' row in Table 4, the
'DRIZZLE' indications being very few, the FD 12P evidently has the lowest risks of false larms.

- .:4 Table 4. Risk for false larm, %, i. e. giving an event that did not
occur. NOT D. gives the risk that 'CLEAR' occurred when
the instrument recorded 'NOT DEFINED PRECIPITATION'.
Jokioinen, Feb. 10 - Jun. 28, 1993.

I

EVENT

LEDWI

HSS

FD 12P

NOTD.

73

8

14

SNOW

0

22

3

RAIN

16

29

10

DRIZZLE

SOl

02

70

CLEAR

7

8

6

2 observations,

2

1 observation

(
3.2 Comparisons using continuous observations
During the test period 'continuous' recordings were made at intervals as follows: FD12P 15 sec,
HSS and LEDWI 1 min, manual observations of present weather 5 min, Geonor accumulated
precipitation 10 min. For a closer examination of the nature of the precipitation events, percentiles
of precipitation rate are presented in Table 5. Noteworthy are the high frequencies of very low
rates. Thus, according to the Geonor, more than 15% of the rates were below 0.01 mrn/h. It also
seems obvious that the LEDWI overestimates the intensity values through the whole scale. .

Table 5. Percentiles of precipitation rate, mm/h, hourly means, during observed precipitation
events. REF = Geonor in Valdai double fence, corrected for losses with Golubev's
equation (WM0,1992). Jokioinen, Feb. 10 - Jun. 28, 1993.

15

30

45

60

75

90

REF

.00

.04

.11

.27

.50

.82

FD 12P

.02

.05

.11

.24

.49

.90

HSS

.01

.03

.06

.14

.32

.76

LEDWI

.10

.15

.28

.56

.98

1.97

When the PW precipitation type records were compared to the continuous manual observations,
results very similar to those of Tables 3 and 4 emerged. Most often the observer and the PW
disagreed when the precipitation rate was very low. This was very pronounced in some cases when
snowfall was observed for several hours by the observer, but the reference gauge did not accumulate
even 0.01 mm. Thus, also conventional precipitation gauges have their limitations. We therefore
sorted out the cases with precipitation rate greater than or equal to 0.01 mrn/h. The use of only these
values resulted in the frequencies of detection shown in Tqble 6. Compared to Table 3 this is a
substantial improvement. The rather bad 'RAIN' figures for the HSS are caused by some rain
showers in June, which were mostly reported as 'SNOW'.
Tables 7 and 8 give the accumulated precipitation. Although the FD 12P had a reasonably good
figure for the total, it grossly underestimated the solid precipitation.

(

- 55 Table 6. Frequencies of detecting a specified event that occurred (provided a precipitation rate
greater than or equal to 0.01 mmlhr according to the Geonor). E = same precipitation type,
D = another precipitation type, N = clear, n = number of cases. Jokioinen, Feb. 10 - Jun. 2R,
1993.
SNOW
E
D

N

E

RAIN
D

N

DRIZZLE
E
D

-

50

50

-

-

FD 12P

93

7

-

91

9

HSS

91

6

3

15

65

20

17

83

LEDWI

81

16

3

9

19

-

83

n

73

= 179

n

= 158

n

N

17

=6

Table 7. Accumulated precipitation (water equivalent), mm. REF. = Geonor in Valdai double
fence corrected with Golubev's eq., STAND. = Tretyakov gauge with wind shield. Jokioilien,
Feb. 10. - Jun. 28. 1993.

mm

REF.

STAND.

FD12P

HSS

148.20

130.50

132.15

94.07

. LEDWI·
417.23

Table 8. Accumulated precipitation in % of the reference values. Jokioinen, Feb. 10 - Jun. 28, 1993
SOliD

LIQUID

TOTAL

FD 12P

70

102

89

HSS

88

61

64

287

150

LEDWI

281

4. Conclusions
The two instruments gl\~ll1g visibility, the HSS and the FD 12P, produce visibilities which
correspond fairly well with those of manual observations. As to accumulated precipitation and
present weather, the instruments tested here show a definitely positive ability, though it is doubtful
if this is high enough to replace the traditional manual observations. It must be remembered that the
manual present weather observation; following a scheme that has been developed to suit a human
observer, must be extremely difficult to replace with quantitative measurements. As an example, the
observer and the PW often disagreed during very light precipitation. Also, it is obvious that several
ww figures will never be recorded with these instruments, as for instance distant events and thunder.
On the other hand, information from radars, satellites and lightning location systems will be used
together with automatic ground observations, and the total system will offer the meteorologists a
lot of new information.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Le rem placement quasi systematique des observateurs humains par des systemes
d'observation restreints lanuit ou dans des sites isoles est a I'origine d'un manque de donnees
pour certains aspects de la prevision et du renseignement aux usagers. En effet, les stations
automatiques ne sont pas capables d'effectuer le tour d'horizon a la place de I'observateur et en
particulier de determiner le temps present.
Pour palier aces manquements, la Direction de Meteo-France a decide de s'engager
dans la voie de I'automatisation totale de I'observation meteorologique de surface. Le projet
correspondant, qui est un objectif prioritaire de METEO-FRANCE, consiste a definir, realiser et
installer les capteurs et dispositifs permettant d'automatiser integralement le reseau franc;:ais.II a
ete appele SOLFEGE pour Systeme d'Observation Locale Favorisant l'Exploitation des parametres
. GEophysiques (Pilon, 1989). Le futur res eau devra fournir tous les parametres actuellement
observes automatiquement ou manuellement. Les premiers efforts porteront donc sur
I'automatisation du temps present, c'est-a-dire essentiellement I'identification du type
d'hydrometeore (pluie, neige, grele ... ).
.
Dans le cadre de ce projet, Meteo-France a engage plusieurs actions de recherche pour
I'etude de I'interaction des ondes electromagnetiques avec les hydr()meteores avec comme
objectif prioritaire d'aboutir a la realisation d'un instrument fiable pour la reconnaissance des
hydrometeores precipitants. Deux configurations ont
etudiees. Le premier prototype est
conc;:u a partir d'un radar monostatique du commerce. ·11 a permis de prouver la faisabilite de la
mesure et d'ebaucher les algorithmes de reconnaissance (Duvernoy et ai, 1992). La deuxieme
configuration a
realisee a la demande de Meteo-France par les laboratoires du CRPE
(Lavergnat et ai, 1993). Cette version bistatique ou diffusometre se rapproche du POSS
(Precipitation Occurrence Sensor System), capteur developpe au Canada par Sheppard (1990)
possedant des caracteristiques d ifferentes (Tableau 1).

ete

ete

n.

INSTRUMENTATION

A. Configuration

Source
35 GHz

Melangeur
Acquisilion
?----4;-4-1 & lrailemenll--I---'

. Figure 1 : Schema synoptique du radar
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Le synoptique de fonctionnement est presents dans la figure 1. Pour la realisation de la
premiere maquette de laboratoire, de plus grandes precautions ont ete prises. Ainsi I'emetteur est
constitue de plusieurs sous-parties qui sont :
* un oscillateur local de type diode Gunn verrouillee electroniquement en phase qui
fournit une frequence intermediaire tres stable de 17,5 GHz.
* un doubleur de frequence pour permettre I'emission a 35 GHz
* un separateur qui preleve la moitie de la puissance pour d'une part, alimenter
I'antenne d'emission et d'autre part, fournir I'onde utilisee par le melangeur.
Les deux antennes utilisees sont des cornets dont les dimensions ont ete calculees de
maniere assurer la formation d'un faisceau d'ouverture 20 degres.
Du fait de la frequence utilisee, les ondes emise et rec;:ue sont vehiculees entre les
antennes et les parties actives par des guides d'onde rigides pour les parties internes et semirigides pour les parties externes.
L'onde rec;:ue est melangee a la frequence d'emission. La combinaison des deux est
ensuite mise en forme par un amplificateur faible bruit.

a

B. Caracteristiques techniques

Caracteristiques
Frequence
Puissance
Distance antennes
Ouverture antenne
Angle d'elevation
Amplification
Bande passante

Diffusometre

POSS

35 GHz
9 dBm
1 m
20 0
45 0
40 dB
30 Hz <-> 3kHz

10,525GHz
20 dBm
0,45 m
52 0
70 0
84 dB
35 Hz <-> 1 kHz

(

Tableau 1 : Comparaison des caracteristiques des radars Doppler bistati~ues franc;:ais et
canadien."
"

Ill. METHODOLOGIE
A. Traitement du signal
La methode repose sur le phenomene de retrodiffusion des ondes electromagnetiques
sur les phases condensees de "eau. Le decalage en frequence dO a I'effet Doppler (Eq. 1) est
utilise pour determiner le spectre de vitesse d'une population de go\.lUes. Les precipitations
observees sont constituees d'un ensemble de particules de tailles et dQnc de vitesses diverses
qui peut etre considere comme une distribution continue. La "repartition de la puissance rec;:ue par
le radar depend directement de cette distribution en vitesse des diffuseurs contenus dans le
volume explore ainsi que de certaines caracteristiques du radar. Cette repartition en fonction de
la frequence s'appelle la puissance frequentielle ou plus communement le spectr"e de puissance.
La densite spectrale correspondante servira a determiner d'une part, la distribution des particules
d'hydromMeores et d'autre part, la nature de la precipitation.
2V

[1]
c
f o est la frequence d'emission
fd est le decalage Doppler

ou

a

Pour des vitesses de chute de precipitation jusqu' 30 m/s, I' acquisition des signaux
doit se faire
10kHz. Les donnees acquises sont ensuite ponc!erees par une fenetre de Hamming
avant d'etre transposees dans le plan des frequences par une Transformee de Fourier Discrete.

a
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- 59 Une sommation incoherente de 32 spectres de puissance permet d'ameliorer le rapport
signal sur bruit et foumit une meilleure estimation du spectre de vitesse des particules. (Figure
2).
Une transposition de I'echelle Iineaire en echelle logarithmique (dBm) est effeetuee avant
I'extraction des parametres utiles (puissance, vitesse moyenne et largeur de spectre).
D'apres des etudes radars precedemment menees (Atlas, 1973), la puissance diffusee
lateralement par les particL:!es d'hydrometeores est proportionneiie a 0 6 (ou 0 est le diametre de
la particule) et au nombre d'hydrometeores N(D) dans le volume diffusant.
La forme des spectres obtenus en fin de traitement est donc caracteristique de la
precipitation. La figure 2 presente 3 spectres correspondant a des situations meteorologiques
stables avec des observations de neige, bruine et pluie.
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Figure 2 : Spectres Doppler t'lpiques
pour des situations de neige, bruine et pluie.
B. Algorithme de reconnaissance
Le radar Doppler utilise fourriit une estimation de la distribution
hydrometeor'es par la mesure du decalage en frequence. Avec la relation de
(1949), certe mesure peut etre traduite en terme de diametre de particules ..
L'algorithme de reconnaissance a ete etabli apres une premiere periode
avec un premier jeu de donnees. Cel1es-ci ont permis de definir des seuils qui
testes en grandeur nature lors d'une campagne d'essais.
Les criteres retenus sont resumes dans le tableau 2 suivant :

Cri teres

I
I

(m/s)

II

Largeur

9,15 < V

I

I

- -' -

v

< 9,15

/

~emps

d'apprentissage
ont ensuite ete

present

I

Vitesse V

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

de vitesse des
Gunn et Kinzer

L

L < 0,56

V < 9,15

I

0,56 < L < 0,85

V < 9,15

!

0,85 < L

Grele
Neige
Bruine
Pluie

Tableau 2 : Criteres de reconnaissance
Le critere de detection est assure par un test de niveau du rapport signal sur bruit. En
eftet celui-ci augmente conslderablement Jors de la presence d'une precipitation.
Apres differentes recherches. le meilleur critere pour la reconnaissance s'est avers etre
la largeur spectrale, estimee par le calcul de I'ecart-type. Ceci est visible sur la figure 2 qui
montre des spectres typiques.
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IV. COMPARAISONS DES OBSERVATiONS DE TEMPS PRESENT

11

'I

:1

A. Conditions experimentales

I

Une campagne d'evaluation a ete menee pendant I'hiver 92 pour determiner la capacite
des radars a detecter et identifier le type de temps present par rapport a un observateur humain
servant de reference.
Lors de cette experimentation, deux types de comparaisons ont ete effectues. Le
premier concerne les donnees brutes, c'est a dire les spectres de vitesse des particules. Ces
spectres de vitesse ont ete compares
ceux fournis par un spectropluviometre optique (Hauser,
1981) figure 3. Le deuxieme type de comparaison parte sur les messages de temps present, ou
donnees elaborees. Pour assurer un synchronisme entre les differents systemes, toutes les
donnees elaborees transitent par un concentrateur de donnees.

I

a

B. Spectres de vitesse
Lors d'une campagne d'evaluation, les deux radars ant pu etre compares au
spectropluviometre optique. Les distributions obtenues avec le spectropluviometre ont ete
traitees de maniere a etre rapprochees a celles obtenues par les radars.
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Figure 3 : Comparaisons entre les spectres de'vitesse des radars mono et bistatique, et les
donnees du spectropluviometre lors d'un episode pluvieux.
C. Messages de temps present
Les messages de temps present, delivres chaque minute, ant ete compares
"observation humaine. Les resultats sont resumes dans le tableau 3 suivant :

Radars
Observateur
humain

Clair

Bruine

bi

(80mn)

99

99

1

0

0

1

0

0

Bruine (165mn)

7

0

2

0

39

16

52

84

Pluie

(609mn)

1

0

3

0

96

96

0

5

Neige

(689mn)

1

0

5

0

20

5

74

95

bi

mono

Neige

mono
Clair

mono

Pluie
bi

mono

bi

Tableau 3 : Scores (exprimes en %) obtenus en comparant les radars mono- et bistatique avec
un observateur humain (1543 minutes)
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- 61 Les resultats obtenus par les deux radars en presence de pluie ou de neige sont
excellents et tout a fait comparables. Le leger avantage de la version bistatique semble lie au fait
que celui-ci est moins sensible aux variations de son environnement immediat (arbre, passage du
personnel de maintenance ... ), et qu'il beneficie d'un volume d'echantillonnage constant.
Par contre I'observation de la bruine pose probleme quant a son identification.
V. CONCLUSION
Au vu des resultats, il est possible d'affirmer que la faisabilite d'un nouveau capteur de
temps present a partir d'un radar Doppler est demontree. L'avantage de cette technique reside
dans sa grande sensibilite et sa capacite a travailler aussi bien le jour que la nuit et meme par
brouillard.
Le taux de non detection, tous hydrometeores "confondus, pour le radar bistatique est
inferieur a 0,2 % ce qui en fait le capteur le plus sensible. Cet excellent score est "conforte par le
taux de fausses alarmes qui est inferieur a 1 %.
De meme, son aptitude a la caracterisation est excellente en ce qui concerne la
separation entre phase liquide (bruine et pluie) et solide (neige). La reconnaissance de la bruine
est mal apprehendee. Cela peut s'expliquer par le fait que les cas de bruine" ont ete peu
nombreux et que la frontiere entre les" parametres Doppler pour la bruine et la pluie faible est
souvent assez floue. Meme un observateur humain experimente doit parfois utiliser d' autres
parametres tels que le type de nuage pour caracteriser veritablement la bruine.
Enfin, il fa ut noter que les brouillards, pour lesquels la vitesse de sedimentation est de
quelques centimetres par seconde, ne sont pas detectables.
Au regard des performances obtenus, METEO-FRANCE a decide en Juillet 93 de retenir
cet instrument pour son futur reseau d'observation automatique. Son industrialisation est
engagee et les premiers prototypes industriels seront disponibles au cours de I' annee 1994.
De plus, le prototype de laboratoire participera a I'intercomparaison de capteurs de
temps present organisee par I'OMM, qui se deroulera a Terre-Neuve au Canada puis a Trappes en
France en 1994-95.
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SANDS
A STATE OF THE ART OBSERVING SYSTEM
D W Jones, A M Wright, B A Whiten
Meteorological Office, United Kingdoa

1. INTRODUCTION

The Meteorological Office's Semi Automatic Meteorological Observing System, SAMOS,
is a computer aided system designed to automate the measurements from conventional
sensors and allow an observer to interact and expand on the data in real time and
use his or her judgement to complete an observation. The encoding and transmission
of meteorological messages is also automated. In the absence of an observer a
reduced report containing only automatic data is transmitted.
2. BACKGROUND
There is no doubt that the rapid development in microprocessor technology has had
a significant effect on meteorological sensor and observing system design. However
the basic architecture around which these observing. systems are built has for the
large part changed very little. They are frequently still based on central,
dedicated data acquisition and processing units collecting raw data and
distributing processed data via multiple dedicated ports arranged in a star
configuration. Painting (1985) listed the· following drawbacks to such system
design:
i.
ii.
Hi.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

Difficult to accommodate changes in sensor types, sensor processing
requirements or additional sensors.
Complex software requirement to accommodate redundant sensors or other
duplicate components, usually resulting in severely limited capability
in this respect.
Software changes are often not possible to implement without specialist
equipment.
High cost overhead if used at a fraction of design capability.
Complex fault diagnosis and difficult field repair since often there
is much interaction between software/ hardware modules.
Complex cable and connector systems - a serious reliability problem.
Limited output capabjlity.

Despite some improvement due to more widespread use of software controlled systems
many of these disadvantages are still present in today's systems. Painting (1985)
also describes a new observing system based on a series of independent modules.
These wel'e made up of a series of integrated intelligent. sensors, 'standard'
commercially available data processing and display units and local area networks
for data collection and dissemination. One of the ideas behind this proposed system
was that any of the modules could be replaced, changed or upgraded without
impacting on the rest of the system. The design could develop gradually and was not
linked totally to anyone manufacturer. Since the inception of the project, SAMOS
has followed this modular design philosophy.
3. SAMOS DEVELOPMENT
Sparks and Wright (1991) have described the initial design of SAMOS. A schematic
of this is shown in Fig 1, and as of December 1993 there are 38 such systems in
full operational use within the Meteorological Office's observing network.
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Figure 1 SAMOS 1 SchematiC Diagram
It is clear from Fig. 1 that this system readily breaks down into three functional

modules:
3.i
3.ii

Central processor.
Data acquisition.
Data dissemination.

3. iii

(

3.i The central processor - the heart of SAMOS - was selected to be an IBM
or compatible PC-AT with a minimum specification (see Sparks and Wright). The major
functions performed by this computer are shown in Figure 2, where it will be seen
that this also serves as the observer's display and system interaction interface.
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Figure2 SAMOS Data Processing Software
The effectiveness of this interface has the greatest impact on the operational
meteorologist; the software must be user friendly and robust if he is to have
confidence in the system overall. Considerable attention has therefore been given
to the design of the individual· software modules and to system testing before
introduction into operational use. Although Fig. 2 shows SAMOS configured for
networked intelligent sensors on the data input side, the computer and its
functions are in fact identical with those described by Sparks and Wright and
fully interchangeable; the SAMOS central processor is independent of the data
source. Data are received in sensible units (e.g. deg. celsius) and given a unique
channel number to identify the data type. The list of data types is extensive and
includes variables likely to be automated in the future. It also allows for sensor
duplication.
3.ii The data acquisition system selected for the design given in Fig. 1 was
the CRiD data logger produced by Campbell Scientific. This is an intelligent unit,
with all data capture being under software control. It has the advantage that it
can accept a number of analogue and simple digital signal inputs and perform raw

- 65 data conversion into scientific values; it is also able to do some data processing
and compute period averages, extremes and totals, for example. However, as with
most dedicated logging systems the number of inputs is limited and some sensors may
still require additional interfaces. Also it is not easily interfaced with modern
sensors, such as laser ceilometers, which produce serial digital data. The use of
this logger module did, however, permit the rapid development of a basic SAMOS,
wi th the main development effort being channeled into the processing software
described in 3.i above.
3. iii Data dissemination is currently through a proprietary multiplexer, with
data routeing being controlled by the central SAMOS software.
4. SAMOS 2 DEVELOPMENT
The reader will have seen that the data acquisition function for the SAMOS
uescribed in Fig 1 is still essentially a 'starred', dedicated system, with most
of the disadvantages discussed by Painting. To overcome' these limitations and
extend the scope and number of sensors that can be used, the SAMOS 2 is based on
a series of intelligent sensors and a Meteorological Sensor Network. A schematic
for this is shown in Figure 4.
4. i
Meteorological Sensor Network (MSN).
Many designs of Local. Area
Networks (LAN's) already exist (cf Ethernet, IBM Token Ring, Localnet ••• ). These
permit easy connection between two or more system users, or enable multiple users
to use common shared facilities. They are, however, mostly designed for high speed,
high volume, high reliability data transmission. To implement them it is necessary
to follow their predefined architecture and protocols, with consequential penalties
of high cost due to over specification, in most cases. The transmission
requirements for meteorological data are rarely very demanding; most data are
averaged, update rates are relatively low and 100% data collection is unlikely to
be a requirement for most variables. Provided critical key data can be identified
if. corrupt,and retransmitted or retrieved on demand, it is acceptable if, for
example, an occasional 1 minute temperature value is missed. Ahigher data rate is
required for some sensors,e.g. wind, but even here 4Hz samples of. speed and
direction transmitted once per second are adequate for most applications, .and the
data volume on a network will still be low.
The design of Meteorological Sensor Network (MSN) implemented in SAMOS 2, see
Figure 3, is based on widely available, inexpensive, RS485 devices. Data
transmission over distances up to 1Km are easily achieved using low cost twisted
pair cable.

..····B!JS2J2
.......
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:
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Figure 3 SAMOS 2 Schematic Diagram

Figure 4 ISU Schematic Diagram

The majority of data on the MSN are 'unsolicited', i.e. they are transmitted by
each individual device without being requested. All data packets are available to,
and readily decoded and used by, any device on the network. A multiple access
protocol has been developed which has a low software overhead but gives good
reliability and acceptable transmission latency (timeliness). Each device monitors

- 66 the network for a random period before transmitting, and will only transmit if it
remains clear for that period. Although a 'multidrop' standard, RS485 does not
readily allow collision detection by transmitting devices. The protocol that has
been developed allows any device to detect corrupt data and request a repeat
transmission. All recently sent packets will then be retransmi tted. No transmission
order is imposed on the MSN, even on initial power up; the devices determine their
own transmission sequence without a separate network controller.
There is also provision in the protocol for requesting data. This is used when
diagnostic information is required and can be used to enhance transmission
reliabili ty by requesting any missing data if these are critical. Data can be
requested by channel (i.e. data type) without reference to the source device or
sensor(s). This increases flexibility, allowing the exchange of an intelligent
sensor unit for a different type with the fact of the exchange being transparent
to the rest of the system. Data may also be requested from a specific intelligent
sensor unit.
Data packets on the network are readable ASCII characters. Each is labelled with
the source sensor and its unique data 'channel' indicator (e.g. time,air
temperature, rainfall in past hour, .• ); the data is in sensible units (e.g. deg.
celsius). The protocol is symmetric so failure of one unit will not affect the
network operation. A degree of data loss is acceptable for most variables (e.g. an
occasional single sample), so long as the data are reliably identified as corrupt.
The protocol uses a 16 bit cyclic redundancy check on each short package to ensure
a high level of reliability. In practice less than 1% of data packets are lost,
even with a heavily loaded system.

(

4. ii Intelligent Sensor Unit, (ISU).
A schematic of an ISU is shown in
figure 4 and Table 1 lists the ISU's which have been designed to date, together
with the sensors used and the derived or processed data that are generated.

I

ISU TYPE

I

VARIABLE
DRY BULB TEMPERATURE

GEIlERAL
PURPOSE,
CONFlGURED AS
SCREEN ISU

I

SENSOR USED
PLATllIOH RESIS~CE
THERMOMETERS

ISU GEIlERATED DATA

VAI8ALA BMP35A OR
RO'l'RONIC MP340

GRASS TEMPERATURE
GEIlERAL
PURPOSE,
CONFlGURED AS
SOIL AND
SURFACE ISU

1 MINUTE KEAIl VALUES FOR ALL VARIABLES.
CONCRETE TEMPERATURE
100CM SOIL TEMPERATURE

PLATllIOH RESIS~CE
THERMOMETERS

THE MIIlIMUM VALUE FOR GRASS AND COIICRETE
TEMPERATURE BETlfEEIi 21-09 UTC.

30CH SOIL TEMPERATURE
lOCH SOIL TEMPERATURE

1 MINUTE MEAII VALUE.

GEIlERAL
PURPOSE:
CONFIGURED AS
SOIL AND
RAINFALL ISU

RAINFALL

TIPPIBG BUCKET
(0.2 MM PER TIP)

PRESURE ISU

PRESSURE

SOLATROIi VIBRATlliG
CYLINDER TYPE 78S1

WIND DlRECTIOIi
WIND ISU

TOTAL RAIO'ALL THIS BOUR
PERIOD TOTALS: 06-12,06-18,18-24
18-06,09-21,21-09 , 09-09 UTC.
1 MINUTE MEAII AS READ PRESSURE.
3 , 24 HOUR PRESSURE CHARGE.
3 BOUR PRESSURE TBMDEliCY CHARACTERISTIC.
MASTER REAL TIME CLOCK.

MUITRD Mk4
WIND SYSTEM
DIRn.

WIND SPEED

SPEED
GEIlERAL
PURPOSE:
CONFlGURED AS
WIND ISU
CLOUD ISU

VISIBILITY
ISU

WIND DIRECTION
WIND SPEED
CLOUD

VISIBILITY

I

1 MINUTE MEAII VALUES FOR ALL VARIABLES.
MAXIMUM AIR TEMP 06-18,09-21,21-09 UTC.
MINIMUM AIR TEMP 00-06,09-21,21-09 UTC.

WET BULB TEMPERATURE
HUMIDITY

I

VECTOR IliSTRUMEliTS
WIND SYSTEM
(A1000B / W200)

TRANSTECHIiOLOGY
MODEL 7013C
BELFORT

MODEL 6210

Table 1

GUST

4 Bz RAW DATA TRANSMITTED
ONCE PER SECOND.
2,10 , 60 MlliUTE PERIOD
VALUES.
MAXIMUM GUST III LAST 10
MlllU'l'ES
AIm LAST HOUR.
TIME OF MAXIMUM GUST lli LAST
BOUR.

HEIGHT AND AMOUNT OF UP TO 5 CLOUD
LAYERS.
1 MlliDTE MEAII VALUE.
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- 67 Most ISU's contain two Printed Circuit Boards; all have an identical processor PCB
based on an NEC V25 microcontroller. This emulates a PC and is programmed in Turbo
Pascal. The processor PCB also contains the RS485 and RS 232 interfaces and is the
power source for the second PCB, the dedicated sensor interface.
It would have been possible to design SAMOS 2 around an individual ISU for each
separate sensor. Howeve~, most meteorological observing enclosures have clusters
of identical or, at least similar, sensors. (e.g. a Stevenson radiation screen will
contain dry and wet bulb thermometers and a solid state hygrometer, and soil
thermometers are usually grouped in one small area. It was therefore decided to
design a general purpose interface that can be easily configured using links and/or
software selection. This ISU can accept up to four inputs, configured individually
either to measure resistance or analogue voltage. It also has a pulse counting or
frequency measuring capability. The individual configurations and current
applications for this ISU are given in table 1. Specific interfaces have been
developed for the Munro wind instruments currently in operational use in the
Meteorological Office, and the Solartron vibrating cylinder pressure transducer;
this interface also provides a time standard for the other ISU's ont~e network.
The cloud and visibility ISU's use only the processor PCB's. They take the RS 232
data output directly from the ceilometer or visiometer, process these data further
and then retransmit via the RS 485 MSN.
Since the processor PCB is built to emulate a PC, software development skills are
readily available and standard or existing software modules can be easily adapted
or imported. This minimises learning curves and simplifies software development and
maintenance overheads. A standard set of serial drivers have been written allowing
new ISU software to be developed quickly.
5. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

One development which will be implemented will be a LAN·for data dissemination.
Tliis will significantly increase flexibility over the multiplexer currently in use.
Although each sensor has access to and is capable of interpreting data from other
sensors there is minimal use of this facility at present. It does, however, offer
considerable scope for improving the performance of sensors which are themselves
affected by the weather (e.g. ceilometers in rain, fog, snow), and the development
df present weather algorithms based on data from multiple sensors. Also when
introducing new sensors or other devices to the observing network it will be
possible to evaluate them in a live situation, and compare them with existing
practices, before introducing them operationally.
.
This design of observing system also lends i tsen to a high degree of remote
monitoring for engineering maintenance.
By the use of an MSN interface and
standard telephone modems an engineer can monitor data without recourse to, or
affecting the local observer or other user. He can access detailed ISU diagnostic
information and flag a suspect or defective device, or select a 'hot' spare.
The SAMOS 2 design has overcome the restrictions on system expansion described in
section 2; the possibilities for future application and expansion are extensive.
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THE APPLICATION AND TEST OF THE VIBRATING CYLINDER BAROMETER
Yao Bin, Zhu Lekun
China Meteorological Administration
1. General

Vibrating cylinder barometers have been used widely for ~asuring
atmospheric pressure in automatic weather stations. But it is the first
ti~ to take pressure caliberation as a standard instead of the double
tube mercurial manometer by using precise vibrating cylinderbarameter.
We have done same studies and have made progress.
All kinds of the vibrat ing cylinder baraneterfl" inc luding high accuracy vibrating cylinder baraneter, standard vibrating cylinder barometer and common vibrating cylinder barometer could be manufactured in
China. We determined the Model XEY02 which is more econamical with accuracy O. 3 hPa for testing sample. In this paper, the application and
test of the vibrating cylinder barometer are introduced as follows.
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In order to find out whether the Model XEY02 vibrating cylinder barometers could meet the requirement of caliberation, we tested three
sets of them numbered separately as No. 032, No. 034 and No. 035. Moreover
we se lee ted two sets of other vibrat ing cylinder bar.aneters with high
accuracy (+0. 1 hP~ as standard instruments which standard indication
had been set up. The testing items include: CD Caliberation of the indication and linear analysis; G0 Imitative teat for altitude; ~ Test
of temperature-affected; QD Statistics for annual change of indication;
(Q) Comparison of the vibrating cylinder baraneters with double tube
mercurial manometer. We also examined the affection by humidit~
CD. Caliberation of the indication and linear analysis
The test was conducted in the range 1050hPa to 600hPa In order to adjust
pressure freel~ two precise vibrating cylinder baraneters were connected with

L
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three sets of tested vibrating cylinder barometers. Pressure points
were caliberated at interval of50hPa. Each point was taken reciprocating
caliberation for three times and its average value was evaluated. The
dev iat ions at all test ing po ints were leBs than O. 13 hPa, and the Max.
difference of deviation for each tested baraneter was alBo within 0.2 hPa.
p~

Shown in fig. 1.
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~Imitative

test for altitude

In order to find out the change of indication at different pressure
points, we compared the indication of the XEY02 vibrating cylinder barometers inside and outside the pressure chamber ranging 1060 to 660 hPa
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at interval of lOOhPa. The testing results were same inside and outside,
most of deviations were less than O.lhPa. Shown in fi~ 2. With a vie~'
confirming the results, the vibrating cylinder baraneters and a standard
mercurial manometer were compared at the plateau with an elevation of
1500 and 2300 meters. The deviations were still within 0.1 . . . . 0.2 hPa.
(Remarks: We used the formula recommended by WMO to calculate the station pressure.)
QD. Test of temperature-affected
Before the vibrating cylinder barometers are delivered to user,
they were made te~erature correct to reduce the temperature affection
but it is not canp leted According to the test ing resul t, the tempera. ture affection are still kept. Shown in fig. 3. (No. 32 baraneter was
not tested in this time). So the vibrating cylinder barometers should
better be uesed in the same temperature condition as caliberation.
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Statistics of annual change of indication
The indications were re-caliberated after one year. We compared
with the indications in the different tUne to find out the deviations
at all pressure points. Shown in fig 4. The No. 32 barometer had little
deviations, the Max. deviation was only 0.05 hPa, and the No. 34 and
No. 35 barometer had same systematical deviations with average value of
0,22hPa, but the systematica} deviations could be deleted by revising.
~.
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Comparison between the vibrating cylinder barometers and

double tube mercurial manometer
We compared the vibrating cylinder barometers and the.douDle tube
mercurail manometer as a standard in the range 1060 to 600hPaMost of
the devations were wi thin 0, 1 lIPa·, only one or two of deviations was
0,16 lIPa ( including. the reading error of the double tube mercurial
manometer). Shown in fig, 5.
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In addition we also conducted a test of humidity-affected. The
high humidity could affect the indication, but it was difficult to calculate quantitatively. So it was nessesary to install a reducing moisture
device on the vibrating cylinder barometers.
After test mentioned above, we thought the vibrating cylinder barometers as an ideal instrument with high accuracy, good linear, high
sensitivity and its deviations were systematical, easy to revise. It
can be used for replacing the double tube ~rcurial manometer.
I

I

__ ~~ ~P-Et~~~~_~~~ __
Because the satisfied result is in keeping with using the "double
tube mercurial manometer, the vibrating cylinder barometers can be
used for pressure caliberation as a standard
It is not only convenient, but also easy to operate. It has many
features with the reduction of the reading and adjusting error, improvement of the calculation accuracy and no mercurial polution.
By using a computer and RS-232 interface, The vibrating cylinder
barometer can compose an auto-control system for caliberating the anel'iod baraneter (or barogragh ). Shown the new pressure cal iberation
equipment in fig. 6.

Fig. 6 A New Pressure Caliberation Equipment

.I
- 74 Besieds, we are going to use the vibrating cylinder baraneters to
rep lace

single tube mercurial baraneter for caliberat ing the pressure

sensor of radiosonde. At the present time, the test are underway.

Using the vibrating cylinder barometers to ~asure pressure in meteorological stations will have a good future.

(
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- 75 TRANSDUCERS AND SENSORS FOR TEMPERATURE
HUMIDITY, RAINFALL, WIND,PRESSURE AND
LEAF WETNESS MEASUREMENTS
G. M.'

MUCHEMI

KENYA
1.0

INTRODUCTION

A transducer is a device that converts a measured variable to an
electrical signal that varies with the changes 'in measured variable or
quantity being measured.
The transducer output signal can be
indicated directly by an electrical measuring instrument or can be
transmitted to a distant indicating instrument or recorder.
The
measured variable is said to be telemetered.
The telemetering means
can be a pair of wires or a radio link, ora satellite link.
2.0

TYPES OF TRANSDUCERS AVAILABLE

_ 2.1.0
Transducers for measurement of Temperature, Humidity, Wind,
pressure and leaf wetness fall under. any of the following types.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Movable contact transducers
Capacitive transducers
Inductive transducers
Resistive transducers
Photo electric transducers
Piezo electric transducers

2.1.1
Movable contact transducers consist of a resistive element
and a movable contact.
The displacement of the contact by the
measured variable causes changes in resistance between terminals of
the element. A Potentiometer is a good example. A voltage or current
proportional to the changes in the variable is generated.
2.1.2.
Capacitive transducers change the capacitance of a variable
capacitor either directly or indirectly.
Changes in capacitance may
be due to changes in dlstance between plates or due to change in
dielectric composition or dU~ to change in area of the plates.
Pressure and humidity are tran"auced through these types of devices.
Capacitive transducers have vet-y short lead wires and are connected
via an A.C. bridge, or an oscillator to indicating meters.
2.1.3
Inductive transducers are either self-generating or passive.
The self-generating types generate a voltage or current due to cutting
Of magnetic flux, while passive types require an external source of
power.
The cup-generator wind speed sensor and $y.nchromo:tor. for
direction sensor are good examples of these types of _-- -transducers.
Also
in
pressure
measurement
a
linear
variable- . differential
transformer (LVDT) (passive type) is being used to convert capsule
variations to an electrical signal .
Resistive transducers change their ohmic resistance to an
. 2.1.4
electrical current with the measured variable.
In this category
Resistance thermometers and thermistors are used for monitoring
termperature changes. Humidity sensors using lithium chloride and the
sulphonated polystyrene rod fall under this category. An alternating
current is used to avoid polarization of ions.
The Guide (reference

- 76 1) recommended the use of Resistance thermometers and thE=rmistor.
Their principles of operation are explained in paragraph 4.3.0.
2.1. 5

Photoelectric transducers fall into three categories:

(a)

The photo voltaic effect transducers cause the generation of a
potential between two electrodes when one of them is illuminated.

(b)

The
photo
conductive
effect
transducers
cause
electrical
resistance of a material to change in response to variations in
illumination.

(c)

The photoemissive transducers cause emission of charged particles
in form of light from a material when subjected to illumination.
A current is generated.

Vaisala Wind Sensor utilise photo-conductive transducers to generate a
grey code in the case of direction sensor and a frequency in the case
of speed sensor.
2.1.6
Piezoelectric
tranducers
utilize
the
piezoelectric
characteristics of crystalline material and ceramic materials to
generate an electric signal with varying frequency proportional to' the
force acting on the material.
Crystalline' material used are quartz
and tourmaline. Ceramic type are made from polarized polycrystalline
barium
titanate.
Pressure
can
be measured with piezoelectric
transducers directly.
3.0

(

MEASUREMENT

.3.1
Temperature is measured with resistance thermometers' and
thermistors.
The resistance of pure metals increases proportionally
with the temperature changes as shown in equation (I)
RT

= Ra

Where

(1 + aT + bT2 + CT3 +

)

(I)

Ra

=

Resistance of reference temperature aoc ohms.

RT

=

Resistance ~t temperature T, ohms

a
b, and c

temperature coefficient of resistance ohm/ohm
·at around aoc.
.

=

temperature coe£ficients calculated on the bases of
two or more known temperature points.

The Guide ref. 1, allows the equation
three terms, that is:

=

Ra

(I)

to be limited to ·the first

(1 + aT + bT2)

The resistance temperature relationship in thermistor thermometer is:

Where

RT

=

R

O

=

R,.

=

1
1
6.
T
Ta
resistance value at reference temperature, ~,
ohms.

Ra

Exp. B

(

resistance at temperature T ohms.

(
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=

constant
over
temperature
range
dependent
on
Manufacturing
process and construction characteristics given as:

B

=

E/K where E

=

Electron volt energy level

K

=

Boltzmann's constant
~5

(8.625 x 10

eV/K)

The temperature coefficient a, of thermistor is given by:a

.3.2

=

1

dR .

R
O

dT O

o

- b/T2

HUMIDITY

Relative Humidity sensors include the Vaisala humicap, the lambrecht
hair and potentiometer system, the Dunmore and the. pope sensors.
Dunmore sensor consist of bifilar wouAd inert wire grid on an
insulator coated with lithium chloride. This type of sensor cannot go
full scale, but can be used at a limited interval.
The pope Sensor utilizes sulphonated polystyrene rod. A bifilar wire
grid is wound on to the rod.
The sensor has a range of 15% to 99%
relative humidity.
The sulphonation of the longer polystyrene molecules with concentrated
sulphuric acid results in highly mobile sulphate radical (S04)-'-2 in
presence of hydrogen ions. The mobility of SO;2 ions which migrate to
take on hydrogen ions from the vapour molecules change the resistivity
of the sensor as function of relative humidity.
3.3.

RAINFALL MEASUREMENT

The most widespread rainfall transducer is the tipping bucket.
A
metal container divided into 2 compartments is balanced in unstable
equilibrium about the horizontal axis along the dividing line.
In
normal operation the bucket rests on a stop preventing it from
complete tip. The water collected in upper bucket makes its centre of
mass to move outward so that at some calibrated amount it overcomes
the moments due to lower bucket and eventually tips over.
The axis
carries with it a magnet which operates a proximity switch each time a
tip occurs, resulting into an electrical pulse.
This pulse controls
ei ther a relay to actuate recording system or an electronic circuit
driving
a
electro-maechanical
counter,
or
transmitter
or
microprocessor.
3.4.1.

WIND SPEED

Conventional cup or propeller anemometers produce analogue signal with
a limited number producing frequency.
The analogue signal can be
converted to digital through analogue to digital converters. However
due to losses involved frequency generating types such as that of
Vaisala Ward 21 speed sensor is very ideal for Automatic Station.
3.4.2.

WIND DIRECTION

Similarly Vaisala Ward 21 direction Sensor which uses shaft or grey
code to produce a direction indicating code for all 360 0 at interval
50 should be recommended for us in automatic stations.
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PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS

4.3.5.1.
The capsule continues to be the most suitable sensing
element for pressure changes.
A variety of possible transducers for
pressure are now available.
Lambrecht use pressure capsule to vary a
resistive transducers while cascella uses piezo electric pressure
sensor directly.
Linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) can
also be used with the capsule.
Capacitive pressure transducers have
also been reported where the capacitance is varied with capsule
variations with pressure.
The best zero calibration of pressure
transducers shall continue to be 1000 hpa.
Table shows comparative
accuracy.

TRANSDUCER

ACCURACY/
SENSITIVITY

SENSOR

LINEARITY

Capacitive

0.2

hpa~

Capsule

Non-linear

Piezoelectric

0.2

hpa.

Crystal

Non-liner

Linear variable
Differential
Transformer
(LVDT)

0.002 hpa

Capsule

Linear

Frequency Change

0.05

Resonant
Crystal

Non-Linear

Capsule or
Diaphragm

Linear

Strain Gauge

0.2

hpa
hpa.

The accuracy rating in this table include Linearity,
repeatability. All sensors are robust.

hysteresis and

Non-linearity in these transducers' and temperature dependency if any
ar~
overcome
through
use
of micro- processors incooperated in
transmitting unit.
3.6.0

LEAF WETNESS SENSORS

Humidity sensors can also be used to detect leaf wetness, because
under leavy conditions there is more water molecules in form of vapour
than in free air way.
One sensor that can easily be adapted for this
purpose uses resistive principle.
A two thin foil grid stamped on plastic forma to form an interlaced
pattern but without actual contact between them and coated with a
hygroscopic salt such as lithium chloride is used.
Lithium chloride
absorb moisture causing a electrical conduction.between grids.
The readout units will normally indicate either

dr~wet

or very wet . .

4.0
WMO Accuracy requirement for Automatic Weather Stations for
Synoptic meteorology.
Air Temperature
Sea Temperature

(

(

- 79 Humidity

not given

Atmospheric Pressure

± 1.0 hpa over lahd
± 2.0 hpa over sea

Wind Direction
Wind Speed

± 2M/S below 2M/S
± 20% above 20M/S

Rainfall

± .5mm below 5mm overland
± 10% above 5mm overland.
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- 81 LOW-DRIFT THERMISTORS FOR MEASURING AIR TEMPERATURE
Bert Heusinkveld, Rushdi M. M. EI-kilani, Willy Hillen, Teun Jansen, Dick Welgraven.
Wageningen Agricultural University, Department of Meteorology, Duivendaal 2, NL-6701 AP Wageningen,
The Netherlands.
INTRODUCTION
In micrometeorological studies at the earth's surface, temperature gradients can be used to gain knowledge
about the energy balance terms. For these measurements, it is important to measure temperature differences
within 0.02°C. Recently, new thermistor types have been introduced. These new types have a glass or an
epoxy coating which improves long term stability.
Both thermistor types have been evaluated. In this paper, we will use stability as a criteria for selecting glass
coated thermistors for our measurements. We will also suggest a measuring procedure to enhance the signal
to noise ratio and show a set up in the field designed to reduce radiation errors.
CALIBRATION AND SELECTION
Three glass and three epoxy coated thermistors were calibrated by comparison with a standard platinum
resistance thermometer. The calibration equipmcnt has an absolutc accuracy of O.04K. The calibration was
done twice with a period of 2 month in between. This to check the stability in time of the thermistor. At
present, the Steinhart Hart relationship (eq. 1), has wide industry acceptance as the most useful equation for
precise thermistor R-T computation. The Steinhart-Hart equation is an empirical third degree polynomial
expression.

1

(1)

_=A +B'[n(R) +C'(ln(R)? .

T

Where T temperature (K), R resistancc of thermistor in n, A,S and C arc calibration coefficienL~. The
exactness of the lit is excellent from -30 to +70°C. Only at the temperature extremes, there is a deviation of
less than 20 mK. Thc' thermistors used hcre, are more sensitive than PTIOO temperature sensors (more than
10 times better), this can improve signal to noise ratio. The caUbrated thermistors, glass coated and epoxy
coated, have a typical resistance of 10xl03 Ohm at 25°C (33x10 3 Ohm at O°C). The glass coated thermistor
has a diameter of 1.4 mm while the epoxy coated one has a diameter of 2.4 mm. Figure 1 and 2 show the
difference between the first and second calibration for glass coated and epoxy coated respectively. .
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Drift of Thermistors (epoxy)
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Figure 2 Stability of epoxy coated thennislors

Comparison of these two figures shows that the stability of glass coated thermistors is much better. There
were no change of the temperature measured with the glass coated thermistor compared to deviation range of
more than O.02..-0.08°K for the epoxy coated thermistor. There were also no dispersion of the measuring
error for the three glass coated ones. It seems to us that the glass coated thermistors arc much better to use
since they have much better time stability and a minimal standard deviation.
EXCESS TEMPERATURE AND TIME CONSTANT OF THERMISTORS
To use a thermistor in measuring temperature, an excitation current must be applied to measure iL~ resistance.
This current would itself heat the thermistor, thus producing what is' called self heat. The resulting increase
in temperature is called excess temperature. The maximum allowable energy dissipation (I 2R) is calculated
by using the energy equation of the sensor (eq. 2).

dT

. +J2R-p alrcp mr' aCTs -Tair,)A h
P c V_oI'
dt =xQA'Tadrauon
S

(2)

S

Where: rhos Cs is the volumetric heat capacity of the sensor in ] m,3 k,l, V is the volume of the sensor in
m,3, x is the radiation absorbtion coefficient of the sensor (-), Q is the incident radiation in W m,2, A,.d;alion is
the sensor area effective for radiation exchange, I is the measurement current (Ampere), R resisiance of
thermistor (n), Ts temperature of sensor, rhoa ;, cp aa is the volumetric heat capacity of the air (constant
pressure) in ] m,3 K- ' , Ta;, temperature, A h sensor area effective for heat transfer and ex in m S,I is the
boundary layer conductance given by equation 3.

D,tJusselt
a= _ _-,--_
d

(3)

Where: DH thermal diffusivity (m\-l), d is characteristic dimension (m).
Nusselt number is a function of Reynolds number, shape of the sensor and the convection regime (forced or
free). A complete list of these functions are given in Montcith 1990.
Assuming a steady state solution, a maximum allowahle excess temperature of 0.01 K ami a ventilation rate
of 4 m/s would allow us a maximum dissipation ofl6pW. At this low dissipation, a constant in time applied
current would become very low with corresponding low signal to noise ratio. A varying in time application

(

- 83 of the measuring signal would allow us to apply a much higher current during a short interval of time (the
measuring time), while keeping the average power dissipation the same. The whole measuring cycle will
include an application period which is dependant on the datalogger used and a relaxation period in which we
apply no current at all. In our case, an application period of 0.1 second and a relaxation period of 0.9
seconds was used. This leads to one hertz frequency of measurement. Increasing the frequency of measurement by two while keeping the average power dissipation constant would lead to a decrease of f by half.
This would lead to a decrease in the signal to noise ratio by a ,fY2 while we will have a double number of
measurements. This would improve our estimations of the mean temperature gradients. An application of a 12
higher than the maximum averaged 12 would lead to a higher signal to noise ratio. If the period of application
is much less than the time constant of the sensor, there would be no problem. The time constant of the
sensor (c) is given by eq. (4).
't

= PsensorcsensorV./ ume

(4)

VD

AhP atr. Calr. ex
Four m/s ventilation speed gives a time constant of two seconds for the glass coated thermistor. A numerical
solution of this problem is shown in figure 3.
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Figure 3 Self heat of thermistor, ventilated at 4 m/s, measurement time is 0.1 seconds, measurement frequency is I Hz. for a varied in
time current with a maximum excess temperature of O.OIK.

This last figure shows that excess temperature is less than O.OlK while the applied 12 was 10 times higher
than the current allowed for maximum power dissipation in the case of continuous application. This would
increase the signal to noise ratio by a factor ,flO while keeping the average power dissipation within our
determined limit. It is to be notiCed that there are some dispersion of the temperature of the sensor around 1
Hertz frequency. The datalogger averages the signal during the time of application, in this case 0.1 second,
so it averages during each positive slope of this curve, this removes the peaks in figure 3.
LAY-OUT IN THE FIELD
In eq. 2, the first term on the right represenL<; the effect of radiation interception by the sensor on its
temperature. Radiation can cause high (T,-Ta ) differences. Suppose Q is 100 W m· 2 on a glass coated
thermistor with an absorbtion coefficient x of 0.5, ventilated at V=4 m S'l, this will give an excess temperature of O.l2K. This difference is much higher than our allowable 0.01 K limit. To reduce our radiation error,
the set up in the field must give as good protection as possible from radiation.
Active ventilation usually removes any remaining error to a level accepted by WMO accuracy. Figure 3
shows a design which is well protected from radiation. The effect of Q on T,-T a is dependant on ventilation
rate of the sensor. The isolation foam at the bottom or this design has to be cut away, this prevents air
entering the tube from pre heating.
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Figure 3 Active ventilated radiation shielded thermistor

One could think that placing a radiation shield bclow the entrance of the tube would reduce radiation
intercepted by the sensor, but this does not work, because the shield is heated by radiation absorbtion and
raises Ta before entering the tube. In a configuration to measure gradients, a bottom plate would also make
Ts-Ta dependant on windspeed (causing overestimation of the gradient). The radiation load can be quite high
especially above bare soil (high albedo). For the set-up shown in figure 3, T,-Ta, is dependant on ventilation
speed, it is therefore important to keep the ventilation speed equal for all sensors in a gradient measurement.

(
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- 85 METEOROLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS IN EXTREME CONDITIONS

Kai Inha, Vaisala Oy, Finland

INTRODUCTION
Instrumentation used in the Meteorological Services today must meet
demanding specifications while instrumentation spreads to unmanned sites,
ships, lighthouses, masts and isolated areas. Yet resources and budgets
typically stay the same or decrease. Life Cycle Cost becomes very important. It
is totally different a situation,if one has to maihtain and monitor couple of
station, versus a nationwide network based on tens or even hundreds of
installation sites. When this becomes a reality, questions like: What software
version was at that site?; Has that station failed, or has it just run out of battery
power?; Should someone go there, or can we update the system software via a
modem connection? - become important.
Many of these stations are installed to sites where it is possible to visit only
. couple times per year, if weather is favourable. Again, overall reli.ability
becomes a key question. The automatic data collection system may be alive,
but the configuration, that was loaded into it, fails to run. Why and when? Then
we have EMI, ESD, vibrations and corrosion.

HOW TO SOLVE THESE QUESTIONS .
Vaisala has faced these questions, when we operate globally having various
installations from surface ships to Antarctica and deserts. Keeping all the
mentioned questions in our mind, Vaisala came with a new generation Weather
Station, the MILOS 500. We listened our customers and collected information
during one year before we started to create the product. Let me explain phase
by phase the most important properties of this product, specifications that make
it reliable and cost effective system from laboratory to oceans away.

MILOS 500 AUTOMATIC WEATHER STATION
POWER SUPPLY SECTION
One of the basic demands is the ability to accept directly a set of solar panels
or a convenient wind generator without the need of having an external battery
charger or voltage regulator. Eliminating this part extends· the system efficiency
and reliability. MILOS 500 power supply section, which is totally floating,
accepts anything from 10.5V DC to 80V DC. You may have two different
sources connected simultaneously and external battery setups, if needed. All
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these run under the software control in MILOS 500. If You have a remote
connection, it is possible to read the battery net current, temperature, remaining
capacity, external currents and voltages. There is one independent real-time
process, that handles only the power system. All the mentioned parameters can
be found from the MILOS 500 database. For what purpose?
When the system is installed days or even months away from maintenance
people, it extremely important to have local intelligence, that may, per Your
configuration, shut off power consuming sensors, cut heaters, reduce
transmission rates and create special message based on power supply
conditions. Having this information appended to the received messages, You
can correctly plan the possible maintenance actions, and save.
Life cycle of the system batteries may be a huge problem. It is extremely
important to treat the batteries correctly, or the usable life-time may drop from
years to months, even weeks in extreme conditions. MILOS 500 hardware and
software make no compromises. Under software control the station performs all
the required phases, namely:
.

(

* Start Charging: Find the optimum current and voltage combination from the

solar panel or generator for example.
* Bulk charge: Charge at full power, if battery's temperature is within limits.
* Over Charge: Go up to 120%, depending on·programmed battery capacity and
temperature.
* Float Charge: Adjust the battery set net current to zero and adjust the float
voltage as propriety to the battery type and capacity.
* As programmed, periodically stop from charging,. calculate the battery capacity
based on the disharge slope and report. the remaining capacity. Start from
beginning.
Does it have to be that complicated? YES. At remote site, where system must
survive in freezing conditions, where sun may not show up for weeks, it is worth
of big money to maximize the power system reliability.
Could You do this all with a low-cost data logger? How about a PC-based
system? Hardly. In MILOS 500 s"ystem it becomes as standard without extra
cost.

HOUSING AND MECHANICS
Housing is very important part of the installation. Standard MILOS500 outdoor
enclosure is of stainless steel. It is not the only choice. It can also be of glass
fib er or even plastics, if required. What is important, is that the housing is not a
fixed part of the data collection system.

SHOCK AND VIBRATION RESISTANCE
One of the extreme installation sites is an icebreaker deck on the Baltic sea.
Temperature is low but shocks and vibration levels are tremendous. You may
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continuous vibration hits the installation. To jump away from the Meteorological
Field, how about mounting a station onto a huge marine diesel engine. MILOS
500 is used in all these applications successfully. What makes the difference?
The difference lies in the printed circuit design and mechanics. All the printed
circuit boards are relatively small in size. They slide into their slots, and are
fixed with captive screws. All screws on the boards have been glued in or
otherwise captive.
MILOS 500 printed circuit boards are extremely compact and dense. These
multilayer boards have high density surface mounted components, that use no
sockets. Jumpers are not used, nor high profile components. Finally, almost all
the boards are dip coated, which glues all the components firmly. System
withstands corrosion and is able to run even if moisture is found over the
boards.

MAINTENANCE
It is important to have a system, where all the key elements can be replaced in
couple of minutes without a need of reconnecting cable ends or removing
shadowing objects. In MILOS 500 system, all the boards having active
electronics, can be replaced literally in seconds. You may even have powers
connected. All cables have removable connectors that withstand severe
vibration.
FLASH memories are modern way of storing data, allow for secure
configuration and convenient software update.. All the· memory devices
containing calibration values, board serial numbers and customer
configurations, are kept in a non-volatile memory system. Even if You have to
pull all the boards out and replace all the batteries, you do not lose Your setups
or configurations. Even the data can be logged and saved into the PCMCIA
standard FLASH memories. This is a very rare and reliable concept.

EMI, ESD AND TRANSIENT PROTECTION
One of the most important objectives of the MILOS 500 system design has been
tight EMI (ElecroMagnetic Interference) and EMC (ElectroMagnetic
Compability) specifications. Because the station can be mounted onto a same
mast with some radio transmitting antennas, where sensors may be in the EMI
field, it· is not exaggeration to demand meeting of some MIL- and SISPRstandards. A low cost data logger, which has little or no internal shielding, may
influence with other systems, or show wrong values in strong EMI- field. This
means external shielding components, bigger boxes and lot of on-site testing.
Most of the PC board- and data logger manufacturers do not specify EMI levels
for their systems. For safety, it is important to ask for EMI, ESD (ElectroStatic
Discharge) and Transient Burst test reports for the systems used outdoors
. close to any antenna or sensitive system. Failing to do this, may become a
nightmare.
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MILOS500 printed circuit boards consume as :little power as possible, typically
around one watt for the whole station. Multilayer (4 to 8) printed circuit boards
have a solid ground layer, which effectively reduce the transmitted noise.
Finally metal rack for surface mounted circuit boards with on-board filters make
the unit both immune to ambient EMI, as well as quiet. Third party test data is
also available for several setups.
MILOS 500 systems with Power Supply board, CPU board, Sensor Interface
board and Mother board make the minimum system. Figure 1. show the
emission levels, when measured per MIL-STD-461/462. Sensors and power
cables were connected. No· ambient case was on. System was operating
normally.
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Figure 1. MILOS 500 test plot. Radiated Emission tests, narrow-band MIL-STD-461 C part 4 & 7.

SELF DIAGNOSTIC
Self diagnostic and remote diagnostic features are valuable part of MILOS 500
system. All the station modules have their own EEPROM memory for possibl.e
fail information. If the system software detects something being wrong in some
of the modules, it writes the FAIL code with time and date stamp onto the board
memory. It is then possible to detect the cause of failure more easily.
All the serial numbers, calibration data and fail-codes may be read remotely, if
a two-way communication link exists. Software also includes a SERVICE
program, which can be switched active remotely. The whole system setup can
be checked using this feature.

REAL TIME DIAGNOSTICS PROGRAM
There is one valuable feature, which typically is missing from the previous
Automatic Weather Stations of this size. It is the real-time diagnostic program
module, which can be activated to any of the four serial ports. Using this tool,
user may look at the operations of the real-time database. All the incoming
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- 89 results from the sensors, values used by the mathematics module, results,
messages, status's can be monitored in real time without slowing down the
system. All the database items can be monitored. Formats may be of BYTE,
REAL, STRING or UNFORMATIED /BINARY.
This software also allows for starting and blocking any of the some 30 individual
processes that run in the MILOS 500. If mathematics module does not operate
properly, it can be blocked, tested and released, while all the other operations
still continue. It is possible to see how serial messages come in, how variables
are isolated, how data is passed via the module and stored into the database
and how SYNOP code is transmitted to the satellite transmitter, for example.

CONFIGURATION OF THE STATION
MILOS 500 can be used for variety of applications. The YourWay configuration
program, that runs on a PC, is used to define the configuration. Then it is
loaded into the MILOS station using a direct connection or a MILOS500 internal
modem. New parameter files may be loaded into FLASH memory system as
parameter files. They can be then activated or just stored for future use.
Loading operation does not disturb normal operations of the station. Many of
the new program features can even be started without need of resetting or
stopping of the on going measurements.
When new software modules are loaded in, the diagnostic system monitors the
behavior of the new modules loaded. If some problem occur, six last error
codes along with a time stamp are stored into the system memory. If new
parameters create a bad problem, the diagnostic·s system blocks the faulty
modules, and rest of the system continues normally, if only possible. -

CONCLUTION
MILOS 500 with all the mentioned properties is a new generation system for
demanding applications. It consumes little power, being ideal for remote sites
that rely on batteries and solar panels. However it has extremely flexible
software system having some 500 kBytes of compiled C-code and a true realtime-operating system. Lot of intelligence is put on power supply section, which
is vital. Lightning and EMC issues are covered. Mechanics is made to
withstand conditions no man could take. MTBF calculations are available.
Vaisala believes, that it is time for reliable automation. There is lot to do with
more accurate and more intelligent sensors, and we work hard on that, too.
MILOS 500 is ready for those future sensors, Vaisala's and others. MILOS 500
is step towards open system architecture and offers tools for customizing.

(
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Mobile Measuring Equipment (MME)

Josef Lutmayr
Instrumentenamt Munchen (Instrument Office Munich)
Deutscher Wetterdienst (German Meteorological Service), Germany

Introduction

There is a long tradition for mobile environmental measuring in Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD). The
first trucks for these measurements were installed in the mid-seventies. Meanwhile there are four
Mobile Measurement Units (MMU) who use the Mobile Measuring Equipment (MME). These MMUs are
spread over Germany.
During the last about two years, a new MMU was established and therefore a new MME was built up.
In this paper I want to show the task of the MMUs, the resulting requirements for MME and the
realization of it. Especially we pay attention on two vehicles and on the so-called 'temporary stations',
which have been build up in Instrumentenamt Munchen (lAM), see the pictures at the end of this
paper. Finally I will point out further possibilities of development.

Origin and tasks of MMU

According to the growing sense for environmental problems, it has arisen considerable legislation,
which caused many tasks for DWD as a federal institution and as a neutral testifier. In it, there are a
variety of tasks for the MMUs. The main categories will be shown here:
- Country and regional planning
e. g. State and changes of the climate
- Planning and testification of sites
· industry
· power stations
· waste disposal sites
· sewage plants
- Planning of traffic
· roads
· airports
· railways
· Water-channels
- Planning of towns and buildings
· land utilization
· redevelopment (Sanierung)
- Smog-warning service
- Science
· International campaigns, e.g. UNESCO: 'Man and Biosphere'
· cooperation with research institutions, universities and foreign meteorologic services
- Public-relations
To show the work to public and to potential customers
- Additional tasks
· substitution for cases of breakdowns,
e. g. aerological station
· comparing measurings of different systems
· support of special measuring-networks, health resortclimatology(Kurort-Klimatologie)
From these categories come out many tasks that induce a lot of requirements to the MME.
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Under response of the Central Office (CO) and in collaboration with the users and the builders a
conception of MMUs was developed which contents a nominal conception of the MME,
First I will show this conception and afterwards I will present the resulting requirements.
The main-task of the MME is the collection of meteorological, climatological measuring data of
relevance. Such as horizontal and vertical profiles of the parameters temperature (T), relative humidity
(rh), air-pressure (p) and wind. The horizontal profiles are from special interest at the near earth.
These tasks should often be done outside at special places and should be sometimes combined with
further parameters like precipitation, special weak winds, radiation or temperatures in the earth. The
duration of measurings is very different. They can last some hours and sometimes some years.
To fulfill these tasks, some work had to be done, such as figuring out the measuring equipment with
possibilities of its installation and transportation, the accommodation and transportation of staff, the
keeping and transportation of required materials and tools. A set of vehicles, each of them with
special tasks, has been defined. Contrary to earlier realisations, in which big trucks did keep the
measurement equipment, now smaller vehicles have been suggested because of their higher agility.
In detail the suggested vehicles have been:
Profil"Bus
(PB)
Multipurpose-Bus (MB)
Mobile windfinder-radar
Car
Camping-trailer
Trailer for transportations
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Requirements in Detail
Preliminary remark:
During the phases of design and realization of the MME, the requirements have been refined and
extended. Therefore, changes in the schedule had been necessary. Apart of technical requirements it
was necessary to finish the work in shortest possible time and with a good economic result under
conditions of public service.
Profile-Bus (PB)
The so-called PB was destined for getting horizontal profiles of the parameters T, rh, and p. The
ranges of the parameters had to meet the meteorological circumstances in Germany. A multitude of
requirements had to be fulfilled, from which I will present the most important here:
Continuous acquisition and storage of the parameters T, rh and p at the near earth, half metre
to 2 metres
coordination of measuring-data ,with the position
easy and ergonomic possibilities of configuration the system
a reliable, cheap and commonly used storage medium
good data-monitoring
a working place for a person
using of DWD-standards in instrumentation and sensors, as far as possible
installation of a reliable power-supply
telephone, extra heating and refrigerator-box
warning facility for measuring at public roads and licence for doing it
free space for transportation of external used sensor
equipment, portable instruments, tools and power generator
occasional use as a receiver station for aerological ascents
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The MS was mainly destined for being a carrier of an aerological ground-station, a basis for balloon
ascents included. It should be possible to get vertical profiles of the parameters T, rh, p and the wind.
For exact measurings of balloon-positions, the radar-equipment had been suggested.
Here I will show the most important requirements to MS:
The commonly in DWD used aerological system should be used
as far as possible
installation of an additional working place
installation of a reliable power-supply
telephone, extra heating and refrigerator-box
free space for transportation of all equipment for balloon ascents, some materials like balloons,
gas, radiosondes, radar-reflectors and additional tools
use for transportation of additional staff-members
occasional transportation of some TS
Equipment for temporary, stationary measuring (TS)
The TS are destined for temporary limited measuring, which normally last from some hours to some
years. Generally such measurings have to be done at sites where no connections to public powersupply are possible. Necessarily the need of maintanance for TS should be a minimum. Therefore·the
handling should be easy and they should have many possibilities of configurations. The ·most
interesting physical parameters are:

T
rh
wind (speed, direction; Scalar and vectorial averaging),
special weakwind measuring
Further parameters should be included if necessary, like precipitation, radiation or air-pressure.
The common height of measuring is 2 metres and for wind also 10 metres. Actually there is growing'
interest in measuring the gradients of T and rh. Therefore, the additional heights of 1/2 metre and 10
metres are required for these parameters.

Realisations
Profil-Bus
All requirements have been regarded for realisation and they have been mostly fulfilled.
Essential details now will be reported.
The basis of all installations is a bus-vehicle of the typ VW T4 Kombi.
The sensor-equipment for T are electrical platinum resistors of the typ Pt 100. They are also used in
two electrical psychrometers that serve for measuring rh. Additionally a capacitive hygrometer-sensor
is installed for purposes of control and of quicker response. The parameter p is destined with the aid
of an electrical pressure metre.
The data acquisition and storage will be done by a comfortable datalogger-system, which is controlled
by a ruggidized industry-Iaptop-PC. The storage medium are 3 1/2" floppy disks. They have the
advantage of being readable at nearly all PC-computers and so the data-transfer for further utilizations
is easy. The laptop-PC is of the same type as the PC of the aerological station, which is installed at
MS. In cases of a breakdown they could be exchanged. Some facts produce comfort in data-aquisition.
Such things are: Easy possibilities of configuration the system in dialogue, checking the measuringdata to plausibility-limits or the graphical display of data on demand.
The datalogger is able for acquisition of a rich variety of digital and analog signals and it could be
extended to a maximum of 64 channels.
The localisation of measuring data happens with the aid of a tachometer-pulse-system, which turned
out as economical and practical. The use of a GP-system was discussed. As a high resolution « ±
10 m ) was required, only a differential-GP-system was thought to be able to fulfill these requirements.
The relation of advantage and costs was not convincing.
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on board-generator, a portable generator for 230 volts and the possibility of a connection to the public
power supply.
For an occasional use as a receiver station for radiosondes, an adequate antenna was installed. After
exchanging the PC-systems of PM and MS or after extension the laptop-PC such a use is possible.

Multipurpose-Bus
The requirements have found a far degree of realization.
The basis of the installations is a bus of the typ Mercedes 310 D, which turned out as an economic
solution with good logistical infrastructure. The MS was formed to fulfill the requirements of
measuring and also these of transportation people and materials. Beside of the driver, there are three
additional places for persons and also possibilities of transportation some TS. The main equipment for
measuring vertical profiles, is a PC ground station that consists of a portable industrial laptop-PC
including an integrated UHF-receiver, a so-called SPU-card and a softwaresystem. Additionally a
reading facility for punched paper tapes, an external omnidirectional antenna and a ground check set
for recalibration the sensors (T, rh) of radiosondes is necessary. The laptop is installed in a drawer of
a 19" rack and can be activated easily. For the purpose of balloon ascents, there are integrated things
like filling facility, metre for gasvolumina, the gas helium and some balloons, 'radiosondes and radarreflectors.
The measuring of balloon position in the free atmosphere can be done with the radar equipment, an
additional vehicle of MME, or with the aid of two optical theodolites.
Balloon ascents in series, which can last for many hours, cause high demands to the power supply.
The power supply of MB consists of three circuits and is based on 12 volts dc. One of it is selectable
for measuring purposes only. The sources of this board net are: The light-dynamo, a photovoltaic
facility with its collectors on the roof of the MB, connection to extemal 230 V power supply and a
portable emergency generator.
There are some further remarkable installations, like extra heating, refrigerator box, two additional
working tables, and a portable telephone.
The transportation capacity· for TS includes places for installation tools. Further there is a case with an
emergency set of nonelectric instruments consisting of a thermometer, a mechanical anemometer and
a sling psychrometer.
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Temporary Stations
In the centre of data acquisition is a datalogger (DL) with five channels. The storage medium is a
magnetic card. The DL normally works on 12 V accumulators for a typical time of one month. It is
configurable in dialogue and it can fulfill the requirements mostly. It is possible to select many different
intervals of measuring and everaging and you can choose different sets of sensors. For example it is
feasible to measure vectorial'and scalar wind and also the parameters T and rh. Alternatively the use
of. instruments for measuring precipitation and air pressure is possible and also' the measurfng of
gradients of maximum 5 temperatures. If required the number of channels could be extended.
Restrictions exist at low temperatures. Because of the capacity of battery, the heating of sensors
(wind, precipitation) is not possible and has to be installed separately if required.
What sensors do we use?
For measuring rh we use a capacitive sensor and for temperature we have -resistor-thermometers
of typ Pt 100. These sensors are installed in radiation protective shelters. Windspeed is gotten by an
cup anemometer and the wind direction is measured by an windvane with potentiometer scan.
There are some strained ten-metre telescopic masts in use and some two-metre poles.

Future Possibilities
New technical possibilities, changes in requirements and economic facts will influence the MME. I will
hint some points of interest:
For TS: Support of power supply by photovoltaic facilities
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- 95 Required improvements for PM:
. Sensors with low time constants could enable faster driving-speed.
E.g. optical rh measurements (Lyman Alpha, photoacoustical methods, ... ), thermistors,
. Better accuracy for rh at low temperatures.
E.g. optical methods and dewpoint hygrometers together
. extended tasks like measuring the state of road surfaces
e.g. IR-measurings
Further requirements can result from environmental measurings
like pollution gases or dusts in stationary or mobile way.
The use of radio-theodolites instead of radar seems to be cheaper if not too many balloon rises are
necessary.
Measuring of vertical wind- and air-temperature profiles with SODAR or L1DAR

Profil-Bus

Data-Acquisition
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- 97·NEW SHIP RAIN GAGE
L. Hasse, M. GroiSklaus and K. Uhlig
Institut fur Meereskunde, Kiel, Germany

Introduction
Measurements of precipitation at sea are an important part of the WCRP and
GAW. Life on earth crucially despends on water supply. The hydrological cycle is
intimately linked with almost all aspects of climatic change. Precipitation at sea forms
by far the strongest branch of the hydrological cycle. Yet, undisturbed precipitation
measurements at sea, except from a few stations at small islands, are practically not
existent. We hope that in future numerical weather forecast models and satellite
remote sensing methods will provide improved precipitation e~timates for the world
oceans. However, precipitation estimates from weather forecast models and satellite
remote sensing algorithms urgently need ground truth at sea, as do ground based
remote sensing methods, e.g. seaward looking radars.
The present note deals with a specialised mechanical ship rain gage that was
developed at Institut fur Meereskunde·Kiel in order to overcome the difficulties for
rain measurements at sea from moving ships. Our contribution today is an update of
earlier reports that we have delivered at other WMO meetings. We believe that now,
after a number of years of tests and improvements and after two years of routine use,
the ship rain gage reliably can be used at other ships. To my opinion, the time has
come to introduce ship rain gages at voluntary observing ships.
Conventional rain collecting instruments fail when used at buoys or ships. The
problem stems from the rather high flow velocities around rain gages at ships, that
may result from addition of wind and ship velocities. This yields to two sources of
biases:
(i) The flow around the ships superstructure may ·induce spurios vertical velocities
and enhanced or reduced speeds at the location of the equipment, leading to
under- or overcatch.
(ii) The flow around the raingage for most conventional types of raingages tends to
carry the rain above the orifice of the gage, leading to a wind speed dependent
undercatch.
Of these two sources of error the first one is easier to deal with. The effect of flow
distortion from the ships superstructure can be alleviateq somewhat by suitable siting
of the instrument, say above the flying bridge, where the flow might be expected to be
nearly horizontal (Austin and Geotis, 1980). Also, the measurement technique could
make the instrument less susceptible to high speeds and to local up-/ or downdrafts.

Basic principle
Our ship rain gage is designed to enable rain fall measurements from moving ship
where relative wind speeds of 10 to 20 m/sec are not uncommon. The high relative
flow velocities may carry the rain almost horizontally over the ship. We have
therefore fitted the instrument with a lateral collecting surface. By measUJing the
amount of water collected at the side, a correction for the wind speed effect is possible.
It is evident that the local relative wind speed at the site of the instrument needs to be
measured simultaneously.
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The lateral collecting surface measures liquid water content in the volume of air that
is formed by the cross-section of the gage and the local relative windspeed. From the
liquid water content of the air, the rainfall rate can be estimated by assuming a
raindrop size distribuion. The horizontal orifice measures rainfall like any landbased
conventional raingage. We have taken care to reduce the wind induced errors by an
improved aerodynamic design. From the informations of the two collecting surfaces,
considering local flow velocity, the rain fall rate can be determined.

Technical realisation
In our design, the horizontal orifice of a conventional raingage has been supplemented by a cylindrical lateral collecting surface (figure 1) . The water amount from
both surfaces is collected separately, and measured by forming and counting drops of
calibrated size. The aerodynamic shape of the instrument was designed to reduce the
undercatch resulting from flow distortion by the gage itself. Specially, the upper part,
that forms the horizontal orifice, roughly corresponds to the champagne bowl design
recommended by Folland (1988) but has a more slender shape and less wind resistance.

(
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100mm

100mm

Figure 1 Side view and vertical cross-section of the ship rain gage
Rain is collected at the horizontal orifice (arrows) and at the lateral collector (shaded).
There are 5 vertical T-bars at the circumference of the lateral collector that hinder rain
water to wander around the cylinder and be blown off in lee (not shown in the
diagram). Horizontal sampling area is 200 cm 2, and lateral sampling cross-section 106.6
cm 2 . Total length is 48.5 cm and weight 4.0 kg
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The calibration of the ship rain gage depends on the flow around the instrument.
Even with the improved aerodynamic shape, some wind influence on the catch with
the horizontal collector is expected (Sevruk, 1989), and an empirical calibration is necessary. The catch of the liquid water content at the side also depends on the aerodynamics of flow around the cylinder. Its effective cross-sectional area needs not equal
the geometric cross-section. Hence, we calibrate the ship raingage in the field in
natural rain. Calibration is obtained in situ by simultaneous measurements with an
optical disdrometer by steaming the ship in the wind. An example of such
measurements is given in figure 2. The correlation appears to be rather good. There is
some unevitable scatter due to different sampling characteristics: According to our
experience, the scatter is mainly due to the sampling variability of the optical
disdrometer: Its active cross-section is by a factor of four smaller than that of the ship
rain gage. When we assume that the unexplained error variance is distributed 4:1
between disdrometer and ship raingage, we arrive at an sampling error of roughly 7%
for short term averages (8 minutes). Hourly or daily totals wiU be considerably more
stable. The in field calibration also allowed to check the performance of the upper and
sideward collection separately. It was found that at low wind speeds the measurements by the upper orifice are more accurate, while at higher relative wind speeds the
lateral collection performs better. Hence, we use one or the other collecting surface
according to wind speed with a linear transition between 9 m/sand 11 m/s. It may be
mentioned that the drop forming devices are rather linear and agree with each other
up to a rain intensity of about 60 mm/h. For higher rain rates calibration is possible,
but behaviour of individual drop formers differs.
Results
Comparisons of the ship rain gage have been conducted both at sea against ship
borne optical disdrometers and at land against standard meteorological rain gages. The
intercomparison at land has been made at the test site of the Deutscher Wetterdienst at
Harzgerode. There the ship raingage was· mounted such that the horizontal orifice was
at 1 m height above the ground. The same height was used with the standard
Hellmann type recording rain gage of the weather service. Additionally, a Hellmann
rain gage in a pit, with its orifice level with the surrounding ground, was used.
Hellmann
rain gage

ship rain
gage

pit rain
gage
ground level

1m

1m

459 mm

494 mm

498 mm

99.2 %

100 %

92.2 %

Table 1: Comparison of rain gages at the precipitation test site of Deutscher Wetterdienst Harzgerode, January through November 1993. The intercomparison is
based on daily averages, cases with solid precipitation are excluded. Since the
mean wind speeds measured at 1 m height rarely exceeded 5 m/ s, only the
measurements from the upper, horizontal orifice are considered.
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Our design of the upper part of the instrument is very similar to the shape of a
precipitation gage, that independently has been developed by Wiesinger (1993) for
alpine use. Hence, our results are perhaps somewhat more gerneral than expected
from the title of this lecture. With regard to, the deployment of the gage at a ship it is
worth noting that the measurement of the liquid water content at the side is
independent of local up- or downdrafts. The catch by the horizontal orifice can be influenced by local up- / or downdrafts, depending on the drop-size distribution. This requires to place the instrument above the superstructure of the ship in order to minimize influence of local ship induced velocities. In order to deal with ship roll motions
in a seastate, the instrument is suspended to swing freely around an axis parallel to the
ship's long axis.
The instrument output provides counts of calibrated drops from the top and from
the side. Typically, these are recorded together with the counts of a cup anemometer
(and auxiliary data like date, time, position of ship) on a Pc. Basic recording time unit
is 2 minutes. For this time, rainfall rates are calculated for the top and the side separa, telyand a corrected rain fall rate is obtained as a wind speed dependent weighted
'
average.
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Optical disdrometer
For calibration of the ship raingage we use optical disdrometers that have been built
at our laboratory. The principle of operation is light extinction. Each drop passing
through the active volume results in a ~eduction of light proportional to its crosssectional area. Minimal detectable size of droplets is 0.32 mm. Each drop is measured
separately and recorded with a resolution of 0.05 mm diameter to form a droplet size
spectrum. The rain rate is determined from the droplet spectra by assuming terminal
fall velocity of the drops according to their size. Our optical disdrometer uses a cylindric active volume, that is hold perpendicular to the local flow direction by 'aid of a
wind vane. The cylindrical form makes the measurement independent of the
incidence angle of the rain drops. Hence, local up- and downdrafts do not influence
the measurements. The sensitivity of the optical volume can be calibrated quite accu-'
rately, hence the disdrometer can be used to calibrate the ship rain gage under natural
conditions.
8.---.....-------......----.,----,

R = 0.978
Figure 2: Calibration of ship rain gage
against optical disdrometer from a
cruise with R.V. ALKOR.
Time interval is 8 minutes. The scatter is mainly due to sampling
characteristics of the optical disdrometer and reduces with longer
averaging times.
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- 101 It is anticipated that under windy conditions the standing Hellmann will experience

some undercatch as a result of flow distortion, and that the measurements in the pit
can be used as a reference. The results of the intercomparison of the earlier version of
the ship raingage were given in Hasse et al (1993), they showed a surprisingly good
agreement of our instrument with the pit raingage. The intercomparisons obtained
during 1993 at Harzgerode are given in table 1. Unfortunately, situations of higher
wind speeds with rain are rare, even at the exposed site of Harzgerode (in the Harz
mountains, station height about 440 m). It shows that the ship rain gage compares well
with the pit measured rain amount, better than the standard "Hellmann" does.
Because of the moderate wind speeds, the comparison pertains to the upper, horizontal collector only.

Conclusion
We have shown the feasibility to measure rain at moving ship with a specialised
ship rain gage. Calibration is obtained by use of optical disdroineter in natural rain. An
intercomparison at land showed improved performanc~ of the ship rain gage
compared to standard rain gages, due to improved aerodynamic design.
Our ship rain gage has now successfully operated at RV. METEOR for two years. We
feel assured that we can recommend this ship rain gage to WMO for introduction to
operational use at ships.
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A STREAMLINED COLLECTOR FOR PRECIPITATION (ASCOP)
Thomas WIESINGER and Wemer KRONEIS
KRONEIS, manufacturer of meteorological equipment
Iglaseegasse 30-32, A-1190 Vienna, Austria

Introduction
Conventional precipitation gages with a cylindrical shape are a barrier in the wind field and cause the
air flow to separate from the rim, to alter its direction and to accelerate as it passes over the opening
(Sevruk et aI., 1989). The consequence of this aerodynamic blockage is a deficiency in catch,
because the trajectories of hydrometeors are deflected away from the opening. The problem
increases in severity as windspeed increases and as the falling speed of the precipitation decreases.
Thus, undercollection is greatest at high windspeeds, and for snow and fine rain as opposed to larger
sized raindrops.
The aerodynamic performance of exposed precipitation' collectors depends on their relative
depth, the ratio of depth to radius (aspect ratio), the size and shape of the rim (Sevruk et aI., 1989)
and upon other details of their shape. Reducing the depth of the collector reduces the displacement
and acceleration of th~ flow over the opening, by reducing the aerodynamic blockage caused by the
collector (Hall et aI., 1992). If a precipitation collector is to make use of reduced depth in order to
improve the flow characteristics over the opening, it must be quite shallow. The aspect ratio would
need to be below 0.25 and preferably below 0.1 (meaning: for a 20 cm diameter collector, the depth
should be below 10 cm, preferably below 4 cm). The aspect ratio of ASCOP is 0.66, compared to
3.79 of the Austrian standard gage (Paar AP 23).
The precipitation collectors presented here are instruments for the measurement of all forms
of precipitation with collector and container separated in order to reduce the aerodynamic blockage
of the collector. By applying the principles of an airfoil or wing design, it is possible to redistribute
the disturbance between the upper and lower surfaces of the collector, thus minimizing those over
the opening. Acceleration takes place under the collector (there must be an acceleration associated
with the barrier in the airflow) and the flow field remains almost unaffected above the opening. The
goal is that the trajectories of snowflakes above the opening are not altered by the existence of the
gage.

Materials and Methods
The design of a perfect precipitation collector must consider several criteria. It must be capable of
collecting and storing snow at least until it has melted. The orifice opening must be a defined,
effective size and must have special aerodynamic characteristics, these being small vertical
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displacement and acceleration of the wind flow over the opening. The separation of the boundary
layer on the collector surface should be horizontal across the opening. A wind~driven circulating flow
in the collector must be eliminated and the collector must be as shallow as possible.
The last design feature is based upon aerodynamic considerations and is associated with
practical difficulties (e.g. ineffective drainage and limited storage capacity). Thus, deeper collectors
are preferred for practical reasons although their aerodynamic performance is not as good.
The design of the collectors was based upon flow simulation of ideal inviscid flow over a
Karman - Treffiz airfoil profile (Wiesinger 1993a). In any real fluid, viscosity is present which
produces boundary layers, turbulence and separation. Often, however, in the majority of the flow
field, viscous effects are small and the flow can be modelled as inviscid, assuming ideal flow.' For
shapes such as airfoils which are rounded and not too thick, inviscid analysis typically yields very
accurate predictions of the velocity field and surface pressure.

(
The design of ASCOP is also based on investigations and experiences made with similar
prototypes (Wiesinger 1993a,b) in Japan. Improvements were made with the installation of. the
heating device, the use of other materials such as carbon fibre and aluminum instead of polyacetal
and wood. Moreover the orifice area has been reduced to 200 cm2 , because experiences from field
testing in Japan did not reveal any significant differences in performance between collectors with
sizes between 250 and 750cm2 .
ASCOP is being manufactured as both, a heated winter version with overflow drainage
system that keeps a heated water bath with a constant level inside the collector, as well as a summer
version without water bath which drains via a funnel and tube into a container. The two versions can
be exchanged very simply. The water bath inside the container improves the aerodynamic
performance, prevents collected snow of being blown out and reduces evaporation which usually
occurs when funnels are heated. This evaporation amount can be in the order of 20% of collected
snow. A thin layer of oil prevents evaporation of the collected precipitation. We use LVISM 1036
(manufactured by. the Austrian OMV) which is a synthetic ester with a density of 0.83 glml (at

+15°C), a point of congelation of -60°C and viscosities of 130 and 600 centistokes at O°C and -20°C,
respectively. 600 centistokes (at -20°C) corresponds to the state of a standard transmission oil at
room temperature.
As can be seen from the figures (1 and 2) the ratio of collector height to its .radius has a
considerable effect on the flow field. With deeper collectors, the velocity above the collector is
lower than the free-stream and the velocity gradients around the collector are larger as opposed to a
shallower collector. With decelerated flow over the orifice the collector might actually collect more
snow per area than is actually accumulating. Likewise the angle of attack influences the distribution
offlow speeds. For a collector which has a ratio of height I radius equal 0.510 the flow speed above
the center of the orfice is 0.8 when the angle of attack is zero (horizontal flow). It is 0.61 when the
flow comes from 10 degrees below the horizontal and 0.97 when it comes 10 degrees from above
the horizontal plane (Wiesinger 1993b).

(
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Fig. I and 2: Velocity distribution of the airflow along 2 Kannan Treffiz aiIfoil profiles which have a
similar shape as the ASCOP. The simulation is made for ideal inviscid flow. The angle of attack is
zero (horizontal flow) and the velocity of the free stream is 1.0. HIR is the collector height / radius of
collector. The hatched areas show different classes of flow speed, where darker areas stand for faster
flow and light areas for decelerated flow. The collector itself is drawn as a black bowl.
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Fig.3: Cross sectional view of ASCOP-winter. The collector is filled with water which is protected
against evaporation by a thin layer of oil. The overflow-heater unit in its center prevents oil from
flowing down and prevents the drainage system from obstruction by contamination, and it heats the
liquid when the temperature gets close to freezing, A Teflon tube drains liquid from the collector
when precipitation is added. The liquid is collected in.a container which rests on electronic weighing
scales.

Results
Streamlined precipitation collectors are less' affected by wind than. gages with a cylindrical shape.
They show a catch much closer to that of the references which are protected against wind than
common gages of cylindrical'shape,
The predecessor model of. ASCOP-winter showed 98% of the catch (mostly snowfall) as
compared to the Double Fence International Reference gage, whereas the Japanese standard gage for
winter operation (shielded Yokogawa B-071) measured only 78%. The ASCOP-summer (a model
with 250 cm2 orifice area) ~as set up at 3.5 m elevation and was compared to a ground level gage
(reference, collected 100%) and to the Japanese standard gage for summer operation (Yokogawa B
011). The latter measured 87% whereas the ASCOP measured 98%, although being installed in a
layer with significantly higher windspeeds (Wiesinger 1993a).
The overflow-heater unit (see Fig.3) is capable of keeping the water bath liquid down to 25°C at a windspeed of 4 m/s with relatively low power consumption.
The evaporation protecting oil

CLV/SM 1036) does not evaporate by itself and prevents

evaporation of water over 100 days at room temperatures between 30'and 50°C completely.

(
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The gages of aerodynamical superior performance (ASCOP) can be automated and combined with
any system of measurement, but only accurate and reliable systems are appropriate. The simplest way
is the collection of water in a sealed container that is weighed. With this method evaporation losses
are very small and the instrumentation for the collection of rain is comparatively cheap. Thus, this
"low tech" instrument is useful for studies on the aerial distribution of rainfall where many accurate
gages at a low cost are required. The use of high performance weighing scales appears to be the
most reliable method, if a continous data set is needed.
The ASCOP-winter is not as simple as the ASCOP-summer

sin~e

it needs a power line for

the melting of the snow. If electricity is available, the instrument serves well as a collector of rain and
snow, even at windy sites. However, the careful selection of a site for precipitation measurement,
which is representative and not extremely wind exposed, is still required.

Perspectives for the near Future
We are going to set up three test- and evaluation sites in the Austrian Alps. The sites are sheltered,
open and extremely wind exposed, respectively. The performance of ASCOP will be compared to the
Austrian standard gage (Paar, AP 23, 500 cm2 orifice area) as well as to snow water equivalent
measurements from the snow board and other prototypes (including a version of ASCOP-winter that
does not require power line).
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- 109 EXPERIENCE WITH AUTOMATED METEOROLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS
IN SLOVAKIA
Branislav Gajar, Elena Nieplova,
Dusan Jakubik, Jan Dane
Slovak Hydrometeorological Institute,
Bratislava, Slovakia

1. Introduction
Growing requirements for exact, high-quality and frequent
meteorological information and requirements for information
from unsettled
locations led to . development of many
automatic weather systems (AWS).The development of its own
automatic system started in the Slovak Hydrometeorological
Institute in the 1980s. This system is still in operation
for continual measurement of solar radiation. The main
deficiency of this period was.
the fact that due to the
isolation of our country s economy the advanced technologies
could not be utilized in the development. Adaptation of the
AHS (automatic hydrological
system) for meteorological
purposes was a further attempt done in this field.
Almost independent from the measuring systems the process
of checking, processing, coding and storing of data has been
automated.
At the beginning of the 1990s the work has been started on
the connection of both systems and on the creation of
automatic system for data measurement, checking, reports
preparation,
telecommunication,
data
presentation and
storing.
2. Architecture of System
Automatic measurement system, which at present is in the
experimental operation in the Slovak Hydrometeorological
Institute s network, allows automatic measurement of some
meteorological parameters and additional data not currently
observed by the AWS can be entered via PC keyboard.
The system consists of the data logger (ESC 8800E), which is
also equipped with software for mathematical and statistical
processing of measured parameters. The data are transmitted
from the data logger to PC at observer s work-station
through the RS 232 serial port. Sensor of atmospheric
pressure is connected with PC also through a serial port.
Data logger has 16 differential analog programmable ports,
the raingauge entry, 8 digital ports, the 32 kB RAM, the 64
kB ROM, the battery backup
of clock and memory and two
RS323 ports.
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The following sensors of meteorological parameters are
connected to the datalogger:
a) air temperature, soil temperature the NTC linear
thermistors, extent of measuremnt -40 o C - +60 o C,
accuracy O.l o C
b) relative air-humidity - capacity sensor, extent of
measurement 0 - 100%, accuracy ± 2%
c) precipitation - tipping bucket raingauge, heated
orifice 500 m2 , resolution 0.1 mm
d) wind speed and direction - extent of measurement:
wind speed 0-60 m/s, direction 0-360°
e) sunshine duration - based on photoelectric principle,
heated, output parameter TTL, sensitivity threshold
120 w/m 2
.
f) measurement
of the
height of
water level in
evaporation pan, resolution 0.3 mm, extent 142 mm
g) air-pressure
extent
500-1060 hPa, accuracy ±
0.3 hPa
All element~ have the same sa~pling program o£ 2 s. The
parameters of sensors and both ·the sampling and data
processing programs have· been made to comply with the.
requirements for AWS [1]. Measured data are processed by PC
software at the observer s work-station at various time
levels:

(

A) 1-minute processing and calculations
mean values - air temperature, relative air humidity,
water
vapor
pressure,
dew-point
temperature,
air
pressure,
soil
temperature at depths of 5,10,20,50 cm
sums·- precipitation
B) 10-minute processing and calculations·
mean values - wind speed arithmetic and vector average
- wind direction vector average
extreme values - maximum and minimum value of gusty wind
direction
- limit values of variable wind direction
for the last 10 minutes
C) hourly processing and calculations
mean values - air and ·soil temperatures, relative air
humidity
.
sums - precipitation, sunshine duration, evaporation from
water level
extreme values - maximum wind gust for the last hour
D) further processing
- maximum wind gust for the last 6 hours and for the
period 07-07 of local mean time
- extreme values of minute averages of air and soil
temperatures for the periods 06-18 UTC, 18-06 UTC,
07-21 and 21-07 local mean time
- sunshine duration per day

(
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- sum of precipitation for the periods 06-18 UTC,
18-06 UTC, 07-07 of local mean time
- evaporation from water level for 07-07 of local mean
time
3. Data Control and Processing
Primarily the limits check of input data is carried out:
- air-temperature within the range from -45 0 C to + 45 0 C
- relative humidity within the range from 0 to 100%
- wind direction from 0 to 360 0
wind speed:
gust not exceeding 80m/s
2-minute average not exceeding 70m/s
10-minute average not exceeding 60 m/s
- air pressure within the range from (950-0.125H)hPa to
(1060-0.125H) hPa, H is elevation of barometer in m
- evaporation within the range 0-20 mm
- precipitation - sums for above mentioned periods not
exceeding 350 mm
- soil temperature:
at 5 cm depth from -20.0 0 C to + 45 0 C
at 10 cm depth from -15.0 0 C to + 35 0 C
at 20 cm depth from -l~.OoC to + 30 0 C
at 50 cm depth from -7.0 0 C to + 25 0 C
Further quality control is carried out during reports and
tables making - tests of identification and completeness,
internal consistency tests, tolerance tests.
Data files of minute and hourly values created from measured
and processed data are stored at observer s work-station PC.
In weekly intervals they are transferred on a floppy disk
and in
monthly intervals they are
sent for further
processing into central SHMI data bank.
From the data-measured and prqcessed by automatic system and
also from data manually
observed and keying into PC
meteorological. reports SYNOP,
INTER (internal weather
reports),
CLIMAT,
METAR
conforming
to international
guidelines are created. After consistency control and/or
correction of report it is transmitted to NTC.
4. Operation of Meteorological stations
At present 8 AWS are in operation. Their installation at
manned meteorological stations allows to add data not
measured by AWS (cloudiness, visibility etc.). In case of
failure automatic measuring can be replaced by manual
measurement. Simultaneous comparison of measurements can be
done too. The site for AWS was chosen so as to provide
minimum vegetation and building s influence on sensors.
Comparison measurements
located
in
different

are carried
orographic

out at 2 stations
conditions.
Manual

- 112 measurements are done simultaneously with measurements at
automatic station in climatological terms:
- extreme air temperatures at 21 and 07 local mean time
- air humidity, air pressure, wind speed and direction,
soil temperatures at 07, 14 and 21 local mean time
- precipitation and evaporation
for the last day
(07-07 local mean time)
Simultaneously with comparison measurements reliability and
failure rate of system is being" monitored. Preliminary
results have not been evaluated for meantime.
At present SHMI experts develop new software for integrated
obs~rver s work-station with the following main functions:
- management of automated meteorological and other
environmental quality data systems measurement
measurements,
processing,
quality
control,
decision-making and meteorological reports coding
- manual measurements processing - communication with
NTC and other measuring points
- presentation of information including graphics
- distribution of received information

(

5. Conclusion
Automatic measurement arid data processing systems "have
contributed
to
the
extension
of
information
from
meteorological stations and improved quality of reports from
the
stations.
With
configurat~on
designing, station
installation, software designing, sensors testing, failures
removing and measurement comparison, technical and science
workers of our Institute obtained unique experience and
knowledge, which can be used at present and also in the
future with measurement network automation.
"

"
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- 115 COMPARISON OF POTENTL4.L REFERENCE RADIOSONDE OBSERVATIONS
-RESULTS FROMPREFRS -92
J.NASH
Meteorological Office, Bracknell, Berks, u.K.
1.
Introduction
TIle PREFRS 92 radiosonde test was hosted by the U.K. Meteorological Office, at Crawley (WMO Station
No. 03774) for three weeks from 16 Februaty until 6 March 1992. The test was perfonned under an agreed
memorandum of understanding between the U.K. Meteorological Office, NASA, GSFC (USA) and the
Swiss Meteorological Institute, Payeme. Fieldwork teams were headed by F. Schmidlin (NASA) and B.
Hoegger (Payeme). V.Antikainen (Finland) checked that Vaisala radiosondes were being deployed to the
standards expected by the manufacturer. G.Iley (Met. Office) managed the practical aspects bfthe test.
S. Kurnosenko , Central Aerological Observatory, Russia developed the data checking and processing
software. TIlls paper presents a very brief overview ofthe temperature comparison results from PREFRS 92
The purpose ofPREFRS was to compare measurements by four radiosonde systems that have good
potential as "working" temperature reference radiosondes. Here, a "working" temperature reference will be
taken as a radiosonde cheap enough to be used regularly in routine operations, as well as for comparisons
and development tests: Experience in radiosonde development, suggests that common operational use is
extremely useful, ifnot essential, to ensure that the radiosondes work reliably in as wide as possible range of
weather conditions. The associated ground system should be small and portable, so that the reference can be'
deployed within a national network or in any region around the world, as required. Ideally, the" working
reference" should measure temperature at all pressures from the surface to at least 10 hPa with a
Q
reproducibility of better than 0.1 QC (1 s.d.) and with systematic errors less than 0.3 C, stable to O.1°C in all
conditions for groups of 10 flights or more. If different types of "working" reference radiosonde were flown
together in radiosonde comparisons, measurements might not agree to ± 0.1 QC , but systematic differences
should be stable from one group of 10 tests flights to the next, to better than 0.2 QC.

2.
Potential Reference Radiosondes
The Crawley site was chosen for the PREFRS' test so that measurements could be compared with those by
. the U.K. RS3 radiosonde [helical tungsten wire temperature sensor, wire diameter 13 J.I.I11 ]. RS3 observations
were designated MK3 in Figs. 1 to 3. The four potential "working " reference radiosondes exanlined in
PREFRS 92 were:the Vaisala RS-80 radiosonde[aluininised thermocapacitative temperature sensor]. TIlls was
operated using the operational PC-CORA ground system at Crawley. All radiosondes were subjected to preflight ground checks as recommended by Vaisala. RS80 data were designated MK4 for standard output using
the V86 radiation correction scheme and RAW(MK4) when the temperatures were processed without any
radiation corrections.
the Meteolabor SRS-400 from Switzerland [1], [Cu-Const. thermocouple temperature sensors , 0.05
mm diameter]. No radiation corrections were applied to daytime or night-time observations. Following
PREFRS, the relationship between observed emf and temperature difference in the SRS-400 thermocouple
channels was modified to take account ofstray' micro voltages . TIlls new relationship was based on
laboratory investigations by Meteolabor completed later in 1992,. The data from the SRS-400 were
subsequently reprocessed to produce the SWI3 data set used here.
two versions of "three thermistor" technique radiosondes implemented by NASA [3] [VIZ rod
thermistor temperature sensors ( size used operationally in the USA) with coatings applied by NASA staff]. In
one version, the thermistors were flown on a modified AIR Intellisonde, operating at 1680 MHz, and in the
other, the thermistors were flown on a modified VIZ Mierosonde II body. White rod thermistor
measurements, similar to those used in operational VIZ observations were designated ARl and VZl for AIR
and VIZ respectively, with corrected "three thermistor" measurements designated AR2 and VZ2 respectively.

3.
Test Procedures and data processing
The test flights (77 in total) were performed in similar fashion to the WMO Radiosonde Comparisons. All
systems had automated ground stations, but software deficiencies corrupted the sample timings in some
systems. Times were checked by matching significant structure in temperature and relative humidity profiles
at 2s resolution, see Fig 1(a). Samples at 1 minute intervals, see Fig. 1(b) and (c), were then edited and
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temperature differences presented in Figs. 2 and 3 were then computed from the remaining data.

4.

OveraU results

Average temperature differences from "3 thennistor" measurements and associated standard deviations are
shown in Fig. 2 for pressure layers from 900 hPa to 7 hPa.
At night AR2 and VZ2 agreed within 0.1 ')c , and MKJ and MK4 did not differ by more than ± 0.3 QC from
the average of AR2 and VZ2 at all pressures. The standard deviations were compatible with "working
reference" performance for AR2, VZ2, MK3 and MK4. [Note:- Following the PREFRS test, the design of the
connecting wires to the SRS-400 sensor was modified to reduce spurious micro voltages. After this
modification, tests in Switzerland in late 1992 found night-time SRS-400 temperatures were offset relative to
RS80 measurements by about -0.5 QC at 100 hPa, similar to those of the MK3 in PREFRS. ]
. However, AR2 and VZ2 measurements in the day differed by more than 0.1 QC at pressures lower than 40
hPa with standard deviations also becoming larger than ideal at about the same pressure. Further work is
required to optirnise the three thermistor technique during the day. AR2 was chosen as the preferred
reference for daytime conditions. It was judged that heat conduction to the VIZ temperature sensor from
the plastic outrigger used (uncorrected by the three thermistor technique) was probably larger than the heat
conduction from the metal outrigger to the AIR sensor. Use of AR2 as a reference produces a plausible linear
Q
increase in SWI3 solar heating error with height, namely from about 0.2 Cat 500 hPa to about 1 QC at 14 hPa.

(

Stratospheric temperature showed little variation throughout PREFRS, but the upper cloud conditions varied
considerably from day to day and produced significant variation in the upwelling infrared flux. The influence
of cloud cover on night-time VZ1 and AR1
on all daytime measurements can be judged from Fig. 3 .
The average temperature differences for different daytime cloud categories are summarised in Table 1. Nighttime 3 thermistor measurements were only made in clear conditions on one flight. The bias ofARl and VZ1
relative to the other data was similar to that for the medium /low cloud category in Fig.. 2. Thick cirrus
Q
produced substantial cooling of AR1 and VZl, at least O.4 C on average at night, at pressures lower than 300
hPa. Details of an individual flight are shown in Fig. 1(c), where ARl and VZl measurements cooled by
about 0.5 QC relative to the other radiosondes, starting at about a temperature of -40°C in the cloud (minute
Q
24). Cirrus also roduced cooling of at least O.3 C in AR1 and VZl da rtime observations at the same levels.
Night
Layer
Day,
Day,
Radiosonde
Day,
type
All
medium level
cirrus
clear
AT (K)
hPa
~T (K)
AT (K)
~T (K)

and

100·30
100-30
100-30
100-30
100-30
30-10
30-10
30-10
30-10
30-10

MK4-AR2
SWI-AR2
VZ2-AR2
VZ1-VZ2
AR1-AR2
MK4-AR2
SWI-AR2
VZ2-AR2
VZI-VZ2
AR1-AR2

0.11
0.92
0.13
0.59
0.64
0.25
1.22
0.30
0.76
0.81

r-

0.32
1.13
0.06
0.49
0.60
0.65
1.56
0.31
0.47
0.69

0.28
1.05
0.11
0.22
0.30
0.35
1.23
0.21
0.27
0.27

0.24
0.31
0.03
-0.22
-0.12
0.29
0.41
0.05
-0.47
-0.22

Table 1 Temperature diffel'ences with respect to "3 thermistor" temperature nieasurements,
categOlised according to daytime cloud cover:- cleal', medium level cloud, or cirrus.
5.

Conclusions

It is concluded that PREFRS provided useful insights into the performance of several potential reference
ractiosondes and into the influence of clouds on radiation errors. Improvements to some radiosonde systems
have already been implemented. Several radiosonde types have good potential as "working references" at
night, but further \vork is required to improve the compatibility of daytime references.
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- 121 THE DIFFERENCE IN OBSERVED TEMPERATURES FROl\1
RADIOSONDES SUSPENDED tOM & 40M BENEATH A 1400G BALLOON.
J B Ebns, J Nash, G Williams
Meteorolocical Office Bracknell
1.

Introduction.

In order to improve the quality ofradiosonde observations and their impact on numerical weather forecasts and
climatological studies, major trials were conducted in the last decade to define the systematic biases between
simultaneous measurements of temperature and geopotential heights. [1,2]. The results of such Trials have enabled
corrections to be applied either to the radiosonde design, radiosonde calibration procedure or ground station software.
Advice has also been provided to users on the characteristic observation differences between the various systems.
Differences in radiosonde station practices may also provide further variations in systematic errorS from one national
network to another even when the same type ofradiosonde is used in routine operations. One operational practice- that
IIJay be critical is the amount of suspension used between the balloon and the radiosonde .WMO guidance in the CIMO
Guide [3] suggests that the radiosondes should be suspended 40m below the balloon. The tests on which this
recommendation was based have not been identified. However, in many national networks suspensions as short as 5 or
lOm are in common use, or were used in the past. Previous irivestigations into the balloon wake effect by Vaisala in
1964/65 (refs. [4] & [5]), suggested that even with radiosondes suspended 40 or 60m below the balloon, heating from the
balloon wake was significant at pressures lower than 70 hPa. Vaisala's measurements were produced using a single .
radiosonde with operational and reference sensor, with the radiosonde suspended at different lengths below the balloon
on different days. The method was strongly dependent on the reference sensor and a knowledge ofits radiation errors
in daylight conditions. The method also relied on evaluating day/night differences from individual soundings made over
several weeks. Vaisala's results were not particularly consistent, even at pressures higher than 30 hPa where the
radiosondes tested at 25 and 45 m illlder the balloon identified less balloon wake heating on average than radiosondes
tested at 15 and 65 m under the balloon.
Thus, in order that future CIMO guidance on radiosonde suspension length should be supported by test results, it was
- decided to identifY the differences in temperature observed by two radiosondes ofsimilar type , one suspended close to
the balloon and the other at the recommended 40m below the balloon. The U.K. Meteorological Office Upper Air Trials
Team initiated these experiments in 1991 at Crawley (WMO No. 03 774 ), using two Vaisala RS80 radiosondes
suspended at different heights from the same rig. The tests were subsequently moved to Hemsby (WMO No. 03 496) in
1993, following closure of Crawley towards the end of 1992.

2.
Test Flight Procedures
Vaisala Loran RS80-15L radiosondes were used for the tests as this enabled operational winds to be recorded without
using a radar reflector which may have disturbed the balloon wake. The top radiosonde was suspended either 5 or IOm
below a l400g TOTEX CR balloon. A small parachute with hoop spreader was also a~ched to the balloon. A
measured length ofstring ensured that the lower radiosonde was deployed at 40m below the balloon. The tests were
performed on days when the surface winds were relatively calm. This enabled the rig to be launched with the required
suspension length without endangering the deployment ofthe lower radiosonde.
The Vaisala radiosonde signals were processed by independent PC-CORA systems using exactly the Same software.
Raw pressure, temperature and humidity measurements were used to produce edited data archives at 2s intervals from
which operational messages were derived.. Both raw and edited data were archived for further analysis off-line. Pre flight
ground checks were performed using the same ground check set and mercury in glass thermometer. The two systems
were connected to the same start button at the balloon shed. This was pressed to initialise the flight at the moment the
lower radiosonde left the ground.
After burst the 2 radiosondes were monitored on descent to obtain comparison data until signal fade near the surface.

4.
Elimination of temperature differences other than those from the balloon wake
4.1
.Radiosonde signal quality
The radiosonde signal reception was usually very good during ascent and only a few small sections of data had to be
flagged as unusable. On some occasions, psychrometric cooling of the temperature sensors occurred when the
radiosondes emerged into dry air after wetting or icing in cloud .The data from these parts ofthe flights were excluded.
The quality of the radiosonde data during descent varied a great deal, since this depended to a large extent on the time
taken for effective deployment of the parachute. On a limited number of occasions, radiosondes were damaged during

- 122 balloon burst, on others the parachute failed to deploy effectively in the lower stratosphere and it was clear that the
radiosondes were falling in a different orientation relative to the sun than during the radiosonde ascent at the same level.
The procedure for detennining balloon wake heating as recommended in the ClMO guide is to compute the difference
between temperatures immediately before and after burst.This would have given wrong values for balloon wake
heating,since in daylight the temperatures measured by Vaisala radiosondes increased on average following burst,
probably due to an increase in the effective solar heating cross section ofthe sensor and outrigger as the radiosonde
tumbled following burst.
4.2
DJfferences in radiosonde caUbratlon.
The WMO Radiosonde Comparisons have demonstrated that the reproducibility of temperature measurements by the
Vaisala RS80 radiosonde is better than or equal to 0.2 °C at all but the lowest pressure levels (standard deviation) [1, 2].
Under normal circumstances it is relatively unusual for' pairs ofVaisala RS80 radiosondes flown together at the same
height to consistently indicate temperatures differing by more than 0.4 0c, However, in some ofthe early tests at Crawley
a limited number ofradiosondes were flown from a delivery with batch calibration errors. These radiosondes produced
differences larger than 0.4 °C when compared with standard radiosondes in some Crawley flights. The original plan had
been to identify calibration differences by comparing the temperatures measured by the two radiosondes during
descent. However, this did not prove very successful because the parachute only deployed sufficiently to reduce the
rate of descent to about 8 m.s- 1 at pressures higher than about 200 hPa. Without adequate deployment ofthe parachute
the motion ofthe radiosondes during descent was unstable and temperature differences between the radiosondes at the
same height fluctuated with much larger amplitude than during ascent.

(

When the test was moved to Hemsby in 1993, the Vaisala Loran radiosonde pairs were always chosen from the same
cartons of 10 radiosondes and it was checked that the radiosondes had been calibrated during the same calibration run at
the factofy. Consequently, the standard deviation ofthe temperature differences between pairs ofradiosondes in the
troposphere where balloon wake effects were expected to be small was reduced from about 0.23° C for a mixture ofday
and night flights at Crawley to 0.17° C for a similar number ofdaytime flights at Hemsby.
4.3
DJfferences in timing of the measurements at a given height.
The statistical processing software package used required that observations at a given height should have identical times.
.AF, both flights were initiated at the same time, the lower radiosonde had later times into flight for a given height than the
upper radiosonde. The rates of ascent ofthe flight rig were computed for 1 minute time intervals updated at 2s intervals
through the flight. The rate of ascent was then used to reduce the times ofthe data samples of the lower radiosonde so
that the times into flight to a given height were as close as possible for both radiosondes.. Values for the lower
radiosonde were then interpolated linearly in time to produce a set of observations with the same times as the upper
radiosonde.

Plots oOs data samples for daytime and nighttime flights after timing has been adjusted can be seen in Figs. 1 and 2.
4.4
The orientation of the radiosondes relative to the sun
In daytime observations, the radiosondes rotate relative to the sun during ascent. As the Vaisala temperature sensor is
deployed to one side of the axis ofrotation of the radiosonde, the cross section of solar absorption ofthe sensor and its
support varies as the radiosonde rotates. This produces short term variations in comparisons between two daytime
Vaisala RS80 observations that are absent from comparisons in night-time conditions, as seen in Fig. 1 and 2 and also
found in earlier tests in the U.K. with both radiosondes flown at the same level.
In order to reduce the impact of the variations due to rotation ofthe radiosondes, comparisons between the upper and
lower radiosondes were based on one minute averages oftemperature differences (i.e. averages oBO differences at 2s
intervals).

5.
Statistical Analysis.
75 twin flights were flown altogether ofwhich seven were not included in the statistics due to problems with one or
other ofthe radiosonde systems. Average temperature differences and pressures were computed for each minute of the
test flights. The statistical software package, provided by S. Kurnosenko of the Central Aerological Observatory, Russia
for the WMO Radiosonde Comparison tests [2], was then used to produce mean temperature differences and associated
standard deviations for data samples grouped in the predetermined pressure layers used for the WMO Comparisons.

The ascents made with the upper radiosonde suspended 10 m below the balloon were categorised according to mean
solar elevations as follows ("sunset" = 0 to 15 degrees, "medium" = 15 to 40 degrees, "high" = above 40 degrees) .

(
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Results

Mean temperature difference (lower radiosonde (4Om ) minus upper radiosonde (1 Om)) and associated standard
deviations for respective pressure levels are presented in Fig. 3 for dark conditions and in Figs 4 to 6 for the three
daytime categories. Results from a further set of ascents at "high" and "medium" elevations with the upper radiosonde
suspended only Srn below the balloon are superimposed as dashed lines on Figs. 4 and 5. The plots show that:. Mean temperature differences between the 2 radiosondes were close to zero at the surface. 'This confirmed the
adequacy ofthe pre-flight radiosonde ground checks.
.At night , there was no significant evidence of cooling of the upper radiosonde from the balloon wake, Fig. 3.
In daytime, positive trends in the upper radiosonde observations were found in all 3 categories at pressures
lower than 30 hPa. This is considered to be caused by heating ofthe upper radiosonde by the balloon wake. The
magnitude ofthe differences at pressures lower than 20 hPa does not show a strong dependence on solar elevation, but
the number of test flights reaching these levels was too small to reach definitive conclusions at this time .
. The positive trend in the upper radiosonde observations appeared to start at 50 hPa for the sunset flights
whereas it did not commence until about 30hPa for the higher solar elevations..
The standard deviations of the results from each of the categories was generally 0.2 QC or less, except in the
"medium" and "sunset" categories where the values increased to 0.4 QC at pressures lower than 30 hPa.
With the upper radiosonde at 5m below the balloon, the positive trend in upper radiosonde temperatures
appeared to start between 70 hPa and 50 hPa, rather than at 30 hPa for the 10m radiosondes. The positive bias in the
upper radiosonde was higher than for the 10m radiosondes at pressures less than 20 hPa with magnitude increasing to
approximately 1QC at 10 hPa, but again the data set at upper levels is currently too small to draw strong conclusions.

7.

Conclusions

7.1
These tests have demonstrated that using Vaisala RS80 radiosondes the temperatures obtained with a
radiosonde on a 10 m suspension and a 40m suspension at night will not differ significantly. TIlis might not be the case if
a radiosonde was used with a temperature sensor with high emissivity in the infrared, since the balloon might influence
the infrared heat exchange ofthe upper radiosonde. Here, the balloon diameter expanded from about 1.5m on launch to
about 7m at 10 hPa. The circumference of the balloon at 10 hPa would then subtend an angles of about 45 degrees
relative to the suspension fora Srn sonde ,about 28 degrees for a 10m sonde and about 9 degrees for a 4Omsonde.
7.2
In daytime test flights, the balloon wake did not cause a significant difference in temperature (> 0.2 QC)
between radiosondes at IOm and 40 m until pressures lower than 20 hPa .With the upper radiosonde at 5m below the
balloon significant temperature differences were again only found below 30 to 20 hPa.
7.3
The results from these tests suggest that the temperature bias between the upper and lower radiosondes was
similar or slightly lower at high solar elevations than at low or medium elevations. An analysis of operational day/night
temperature differences for various stratospheric pressure levels before and after balloon suspension length was changed
from 7 to 15 metres in Japan [6] inferred a gradual increase in balloon wake heating as solar elevation decreased from
Q
about 60 to 20. Currently, we have insufficient measurements at lowpressures to detect this trend.

8.

Recommendation

Suspension lengths ofless than lOm should be avoided ifbest quality radiosonde temperature observations are required
at pressures lower than 50 hPa. A suspension length·of 40m is probably longer than necessary for most routine
operational radiosonde observations. Additional tests need to be performed to decide whether a suspension length of20
to 30m is most suitable for good quality temperature observations to pressures as·low as 10 hPa.
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- 127 EFFECTS OF CHANGES IN RADIOSONDE INSTRUMENTS AND PRACTICES
ON CLIMATOLOGICAL UPPER-AIR TEMPERATURE RECORDS
Dian J. Gaffen
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Air Resources Laboratory
1315 East West Hwy., Silver Spring, Maryland USA

1.

INTRODUCTION

Climate models predict that increases in atmospheric greenhouse gases will cause tropospheric
wanning and stratospheric cooling. To detect these changes, we require long-term measurements
of upper-air temperature. Although satellite measurements are beginning to be used to create such
datasets, currently the only multi-decadal upper-air temperature dataset is the global radiosonde
archive. However, over the past half century, radiosonde technology and observing practices have
changed, and if the data are to be used for climate change detection, we should know to what extent
they are affected by the changes.
During the intercessional period since CIMO-X, a study was undertaken to ascertain what
changes have been made in radiosonde instruments and observing practices in WMO member
nations since about the late 1950's (Gaffen 1993). This paper combines the historical infonnation
collected in that study with monthly mean ("Climat Temp") radiosonde reports from the National
Center for Atmospheric Research, to detennine whether the changes in instruments and practices
had a noticeable effect on the climatological temperature data..
Examples are shown of the effects of (1) instrument changes, (2) changes in radiation
corrections, and (3) changes in the length of the cord between the balloon and radiosonde.
Examples are also shown of temperature data discbntinuities whose causes are not known. The
general approach is to compare the historical infonnation with time series of monthly mean upperair temperature. If a large, abrupt data discontinuity is coincident with a radiosonde change, if no
other explanation is found, and, where applicable, if similar discontinuities are found at stations
with similar radiosonde changes, the discontinuity is attributed to the radiosonde change.
2.

CHANGES IN RADIOSONDE TYPE

Hong Kong 200 mb temperature anomalies (deviations of montWy mean temperatures from
long-tenn monthly means) for 1950-90 (Fig. 1) seem to be affected by at least two major changes
in radiosonde type. A chronology of sonde types used at the Royal Observatory Hong Kong is:
1949-69 British Kew Mark lIB, 1969-74 Finnish Vftisalft model RSI3, 1975-80 VftisftHl RSI8,
1981-83 Vftisftlft RS21, 1984-present Vftisftlft RS80. With the 1969 switch from Kew to Vftisftlft
sondes, simultaneous abrupt temperature increases were recorded at all pressure levels, and the
magnitude increases with altitude. At 200 mb, temperature anomalies increased l.O°C (Fig. 1).
. These changes are consistent with the results of direct comparisons of the two radiosondes
(Apps 1971) made by flying them together on the same balloon in a series of tests during 1969.
The Vftisalft sonde gave higher temperature readings than the Kew; the difference at 200 hPa was
1°C, with larger differences at higher altitude and smaller ones at lower altitude. The agreement
of the test results with the climatological data analysis is testament to the value of direct
comparisons in assessing the likely effects of an instrument change.
The 1980 change from the VftisftHi. RSI8,. with a bimetal ring temperature sensor, to the RS21,
with a similar sensor but mounted in a duct (Huovila and Tuominen 1990), is associated with an
O. rc 200 mb temperature drop (Fig. 1). The changes in the Vftisftlft sondes are not unique to

- 128 Hong Kong; VfiisfiHi. sondes are now used at a majority of stations in Africa, Australia, Europe,
and South America (Parker and Cox, unpublished manuscript). Over time, improvements in
Vfiisfilfi temperature sensor time lags (Fig. 2a), among other things, have probably influenced the
" data.
To determine the potential effect of improvements in sensor response time, a finite difference
numerical simulation of each Vfiisfilfi sonde type ascending through the U.S. Standard atmosphere
was made, assuming a constant 6.6 m S-l ascent rate. The simulated errors, the differences between
the simulated and Standard Atmosphere temperature profiles (Fig. 2b), are positive in the
troposphere and negative in the stratosphere. Most important, the bias decreases with each
successive sonde model.
The implied trend in 500 mb temperature is a 0.5°C cooling, no change in the tropopause
layer (because the temperature profile changes slowly), and 0.04°C, and 0.44°C wamlings at 50
and 10 mb, r~spectively. It should be emphasized that these sensor changes did not occur in
isolation; rather, they were generally accompanied by other design and data reduction changes.
"3.

CHANGES IN RADIATION CORRECTIONS

(
Solar and infrared radiation can cause errors in radiosonde temperature measurements. Since
the 1950's many nations have made corrections for solar radiation effects in their data. Changes
in radiation correction usually accompany changes in sonde types, and the effects of the two
changes are not easily separated. Sometimes, radiation corrections have been improved for a given
sonde type, as was recently done for the Vfiisfilfi RS80 radiosonde. Modifications in correction
schemes are usually small and therefore difficult to detect in data records.
On the other hand, the initial introduction of radiation corrections can have a dramatic effect.
A good example is the Scrase (1956) corrections for British Kew radiosondes.
These were
implemented at Hong Kong in 1956, and seemed tohave had the effect of reducing mean 200 mb
temperature by about 1.7°C (Figs. 1 and 3). The effect is smaller at lower altitude, consistent with
the increase in the magnitude of the corrections with decreasing pressure (Scrase 1956).
Comparable temperature drops are evident in the data from Valentia, Ireland (Fig. 3), where Kew
.. sondes were also u s e d . "
4.

CHANGES IN WAKE EFFECTS

Radiosonde balloons l~ave a wake of perturbed air below them as they ascend. If the
instrument package is in the wake, measurements will not represent ambient conditions. In Japan,
in 1968, recommended radiosonde train length was increased from 7 to 15 m. The result was a
drop in monthly mean temperature of a few tenths of a degree (Fig. 4), probably due to a decrease
in daytime values (Suzuki and Asahi 1978).
5.

DISCONTINUITIES WITH UNKNOWN CAUSES

Unfortunately, historical information is not available for all countries operating radiosonde
stations. Nevertheless, it is likely that some changes have been made at almost all stations that
have been operating for several decades. Some temperature time series show abrupt discontinuities
that suggest the sort of changes in instruments· and practices shown above. Two examples are
Tahiti, Society Islands, and Niamey, Niger (Fig. 5). Both stations exhibit 100 mb temperature
drops of a few degrees in 1976, and there is another larger drop at Niamey in. 1965. It seems
possible that both stations used the same observing systems, which might explain the coincidence
of the 1976 discontinuities.

(
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CONCLUSION

The examples given above show the type of data discontinuities found in the global radiosonde
data archive. In generaL the discontinuities increase with altitude, partly because early difficulties
associated with sensor time lag and radiation error, which are most problematic at high altitude,
have been partially rectified in modem radiosondes. In most cases, these effects are such as to
suggest a spurious cooling of the upper troposphere and stratosphere. Because interannual
variability in temperature increases with latitude, data discontinuities are more easily detected in
the tropics.
Radiosonde data have been used by Angell (1988), Hense et al. (1988), and Oort and Liu
(1993) to estimate temperature trends. In general, these investigators have found stratospheric
cooling and tropospheric warming trends with magnitudes on the order of 0.1 QC per decade.
However,. we have seen that some of the archived data contain discontinuities associated with
changes in instmments and observing practices of between several tenths and several degrees
Celsius. It is quite probable that temperature trends computed using radiosonde data from the past
several decades are influenced by data inhomogeneities. For example, of the 63 stations in
Angell's (1988) global network, 43 % of them have obvious discontinuities in stratospheric
temperature records since 1958, the start of his analyses. Since most of these suggest a spurious
temperature drop, it is likely that estimates of stratospheric cooling are too high. This problem
seems to be most pronounced in the tropical and Southern Hemisphere stations in the network.
As time goes on, more changes will be made to the global upper-air observing network.
Ensuring the long-term continuity and homogeneity of the data is not, in general, among the
priority goals of national weather services' upper-air programs. At the very least, however, the
changes made in radiosondes and observing practices must be recorded, centrally compiled, and
made public if upper-air data are to be of any value in detecting climate change.
7.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A number of systems utilizing the track of balloon-borne sensors for measurements of upper-air
atmospheric parameters have recently been developed. With the introduction of these systems, it has
become necessary to determine experimentally the capabilities of measurement precision and vertical
resolution, relative to one another. Detailed wind profiles are required in assessing the performance of
rocket vehicles. They are also important in determining the transport and diffusion of airborne materials,
as well as in other areas of atmospheric research studies. This paper addresses the issue of wind
measurement capability of various upper-air systems. The study highlighted the method of spectral analysis
used to evaluate the performance of upper-air wind sensors [Olsen and Chintawongvanich, 1990]. The
evaluation was made by analyzing and comparing sets· of wind data obtained from field tests conducted at
White Sands Missile Range (WSMR), New MexiGo,and at Cape Ganaveral, Florida. Wind data from a
series of upper-air sounding involving four ground station radio direction finding (RDF) tracking systems
were used for the study.
2. INSTRUMENTATION
Four ground station RDF tracking systems were deployed for the study. These upper-air systems are:
(1) ground based radio theodolite, (2) WF-100 radar, (3) FPS-16 radar/Jimsphere system, and (4) MPS-39
radar/Jimsphere system.
The radio theodolite uses a 1680 MHz balloon-borne radiosonde and is tracked automatically by a
phased array antenna. Wind data are sampled at a maximum rate of 0.5 samples per second. The WF-100
is a moderate precision X-band monopulse tracking radar, capable of measuring balloon's position
coordinates at 1.5 s intervals from near the surface to about 10 km. Data reduction process converts the
measurements from spherical to Cartesian coordinates and performs a lO-point non-overlapped low-pass
filtering. In this study, the WF-100 radar tracked the balloon which carried the radiosonde.. Thus, a
comparison of wind profiles between the theodolite and WF-100 systems can be made directly. The FPS-16
is a high-precision C-band monopulse. tracking radar with a loop gain of 221 dB. It is·designed to measure
balloon positions at 0.1 s intervals from near the surface to about 20 km. Finally, the MPS-39 is a
high-precision C-band phased array radar designed to track up to 10 t(\rgets simultaileously. The MPS-39
has a loop gain of 237 dB. It is capable of measuring multiple balloon positions, each at 0.1 s intervals
from near the surface to an altitude of 30 km. Data reduction for both the FPS-16 and MPS-39 are
performed by a processing unit that edits the O.l-second radar measurements for wild points and smoothes
the data over 6-second non-overlapping intervals resulting in an output data rate of 1/6 samples per second.
The FPS-16 and MPS-39 radars track a common 2-m diameter Jimsphere balloon, a rigid roughened sphere
constructed of 0.5 mil aluminized mylar. The rigidity is provided by maintaining an internal overpressure
of 5 mb, controlled by two pressure relief valves. There are 398 conical roughness elements on the balloon
surface to control vortex shedding, thereby reducing the amplitude and spectral bandwidth of
aerodynamically induced balloon motions.
3. EXPERIMENTATION
The experiment was carried out in two parts. For each part, a series of 12 balloon flights were made
resulting in a total of 24 sets of vertical wind speed profiles. Part one was conducted during
October-December, 1991 at the U.S. Army Research Laboratory (ARL), WSMR. The radio theodolite and

- 132 WF- l ?O radar. v:'ere deployed for the test. Part two of the experiment involves a comparisonbetween the
two high-precIsIOn radars, the FPS-16 and MPS-39. Upper-air wind speed profiles obtained from the
:patrick AFB research facility, Cape Canaveral during September 1992-May 1993 were utilized for the
study.
There are several factors affecting the quality of upper-air wind measurements. For example, the
azimuth and elevation angles become increasingly difficult to resolve as the balloon drifted further upward
resulting in lower signal40-noise ratio (SIN), and the pressure sensor becomes non-linear over low pressure
r~ges making high-altitude m~asuren:e~ts unreliable. In order to isolate these factors from the comparison,
wmd data used for the analySIS are lImIted to three height ranges as follows: (a) 0 to 6 km, (b) 6 to 12
km, and (c) 12 to 18 km. For part one of the experiment, the comparison is limited to those measurements
in the 0 to 6 km height range, since both the theodolite and WF-100 radar systems have an operating range
of just below 10 km. In part two, which involves the high-power, high-precision FPS-16 and MPS-39
radars, wind measurements from all three·height ranges are included in the comparison..
4. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Vertical wind speed profiles from all 24 comparison flights were used for the analyses. Wind profiles
depicted in Fig. 1 are typical of the radio theodolite and WF-100 comparison (part one), which compares
wind speed at three averaging intervals: (a) IS-second, (b} 30-second, and (c) 60-second. For an averaged
rise rate of 5 m/s, these averaging intervals are equivalent to vertical resolutions of 75, 150, and 300 m.
Root-mean-square (RMS) of wind speed differences between the two systems over the 6 km range are: 2:6,
2.0, and 1.5 m/s for the 15-, 30-, and 6O-secon:ct data, respectively. Figure 2 shows a sample of wind
. profiles of the FPS-16 and MPS-39 comparison (part two) at the three height ranges: (a) 0-6, (b) 6-12, and
(c) 12-18 km. The oscillations observed at lower altitude, with an averaged wavelength of 90 m, are
aerodynamically induced motions that trend to reduce the accuracy of sensing the true wind [Susko,
1987]. Values of the RMS of wind speed differences between the two systems are: 0.4, 0.5, and 0.4 m/s
for the height ranges 0-6, 6-12, and 12-18 km, respectively.
Time-domain analysis is often useful in comparing differences in the measurements between the
systems under investigation to that of a reference system. However, in the situation where the ground truth
is not available, results of the comparison would merely be a measure of the differences among themselves.
In this study, a method of spectral analysis in frequency domain is used to evaluate the performance of the
sensors in absolute terms. Information about noise component and other characteristics response of the
sensors are determined. Conversion of the reference frame from spatial coordinates to frequency scales
was made using Taylor's hypothesis, lC - 2rr;,j/R. Here lC is wave number, f is sampling frequency, and R
is the averaged balloon rise rate. Figure 3 shows the resulting auto-spectra' of the theodolite (solid line)
and WF-100 (dotted line), and the co-spectrum (heavy dotted line) of the comparison. These spectra were
determined from averaging individual spectra over the 12 comparison flights in part one. Similarly, the
averages of 12 comparison flights in part two yielded the auto- and co:-spectra for the three height ranges.
Figure 4 shows the·spectra of the FPS-16 (solid line) and MPS-39 (dotted line) for the 6-12 km range.
Wind measurements obtained from all upper-air systems are mainly composed of wind signal and
incoherent noise. In light of this· analysis, using the superposition theory, the auto-spectrum of wind
measurements from each system converges ·the spectrum of actual wind plus incoherent noise. The
co-spectrum, however, converges to the averaged wind signals presented in the .systems under testing. This
is because the incoherent noise in one system is uncorrelated to that of the other. The noise spectrum in
the co-spectral estimates is thus cancelled to zero. The departure of the auto-spectra from the co-spectrum,
observed in Figs. 3 and 4, represents the errors of the measurements. The absolute RMS of measurement
errors, error(lC), at·a specific wave number (i.e., wavelength or vertical resolution) of interest is obtained
from the following expression:
error(lC) = [(spec(lC) - cospec(lC)) *lC]l/2
where spec(lC) and cospec(lC) are the auto- and co-spectral densities at wave number

(1)
1C.

Coherency defines a ratio of the co-spectrum squared to the product of the auto-spectra. When the
noise levels in the two systems are similar, the coherency can be approXimated by the ratio of signal to
signal plus noise squared. This analysis is given in the following equations:
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Table 1. RMS of measurement errors of the theodolite and WF-I00
RMS error (m/s)
SIN
Vertical resolution (m)
1.8
150
< 0.1
1.7
< 0.1
150
- 1
- 1
>2
>2

300
300
600
600

1.5
1.4
1.3
0.8

Table 2. RMS of measurement errors of FPS-16 and MPS-39
RMS error (m/s)
Vertical
SIN
0-6 km
6-12 km 12-18 km
6-12 km 12-18 km
resolution (m) 0-6 km
60
60
150
150
300
300

1
1
5
5
30
30

1
1
14
14
60'
60

2
2
lO
10
30
30

0.40
0.36
0.21
0.20.
0.07
0.05

0.46
0.50
0.19
0.18
0.10
0.10

0.30
0.30
0.20
0.21
0.17
0.20·
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=

cospec(K)2
Specl(K) * Spe C2(K)
[signal 12(K)]2
[signal l (K) + noised * [signaI2(K) + noise2]

assuming: noisel::: noise2, signall(K)::: signah(K) ", signal12(K),
sIgna
K
.
l()
coherency(K) ::: [ -s""'-ig-n-a-l(-K"--)-+-n-o-is-e(-K-)
U

]2

(2)

(3)

Equation (3) provides a mean to quantify coherency of the measurements in terms of SIN, thereby making
it possible to express measurement errors as a function SIN. For example, using Eq. (3), a SIN ratio of
1:1 corresponds to a coherency of 0.25.
Using the criteria developed above, the RMS errors of wind speed measurements were computed.
The results are tabulated in Table 1 for the radio theodolite and WF-lOO comparison (part one) and in Table
2 for the FPS-16 and MPS-39 comparison (part two). At a vertical resolution of 150 m, measurements of
the theodolite and WF-lOO are mostly noise (SIN < 0.1) and the RMS of measurement errors are relatively
large: 1.8 m/s (theodolite) and 1.7 m/s (WF-lOO). At a vertical resolution of 600 m, however, the
signal-to-noise ratio is significantly higher (SIN> 2) and the RMS errors are lower: 1.3 m/s (theodolite)
and 0.8 m/s (WF-lOO). For the comparison of the two high-resolution radars, the RMS errors for the three
height ranges span from approximately 0.5 m/s at a vertical resolution of 60 m to about 0.1 m/s at a vertical
resolution of 300 m. The performance of the two high-precision radars is also indicated by the quality of
signal-to-noise ratio, which in all cases ranges from a low of 1 to a high of greater than 10.
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
" A method of spectral analysis has been successfully deployed to evaluate the four upper-air systems:
the theodolite, WF-lOO, FPS-16, and MPS-39. Results of the study show that the WF-lOO performs slightly
better than the theodolite. However, reliable measurements from both systems cannot be expected for"
wavelengths smaller than 300 m where the signal-to-noise ratio drops below unity. The FPS-16 and
MPS-39 systems, on the other hand, are far superior in measurement precision and range" capabilities. These
high resolution radars are shown to have a measurement precision of better than 0.5 m/s at a vertical
resolution of 60 m over the 0 to 18 km range.
The advantage of the spectral method lies in the use of co-spectrum for referencing, because the noise
components in the co-spectral estimates are incoherently cancelled to zero." The co-spectrum thus represents
averaged wind signals detected by the sensors under testing. This feature greatly facilitates the onset
identification of noise components in the auto-spectrum. The RMS of measurement error, at a wavelength
of interest, is simply deterrilined from the difference in the energy levels between the auto- and co-spectrum.
In addition, spectral characteristics of wind turbulence in the inertial subrange is known to follow the -5/3
law [Kaimal, 1988]. This property provides a natural reference for checking on the co-spectrum itself. In
this study, the -5/3 slope is found over the region with wavelengths smaller than about 1000 m,
corresponding to sizes of the turbulence typically found in the troposphere.
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STUDIES ON IMPROVING HUMIDITY MEASUREMENT
IN RADIOSONDES
Veijo Antikainen and Ari Paukkunen
Vaisala Oy, UAD, Box 26, 00421 Helsinki, Finland

1. Introduction
Although the requirements and needs for the accuracy of humidity measurement in radiosonde are not
relatively as demanding as the ones for the other sensors, the design and construction of humidity sensor that
guarantees error free and good performance in all conditions can be much more challenging than is the case
with other sensors. There exist several conflicting requirements. Protection of the sensor against rain and solar
radiation is needed. This has often been solved by using a duct or cap in current radiosonde designs. The use
of the duct can produce harmful effects caused by wetness in the duct originated from residual water of
rain.The use of a cup can produce poor ventilation under the cup and increase the lag of the sensor and the
relatively massive size of the sensor can produce thermal lag.The conduction of heat from the body of the
radiosonde or the sensor boom can cause a difference between the sensor and the ambient temperature. Water
condensation or ice formation can take place on the surface or the close surroundings of the sensor.
The other group of unfavorable effects can originate from the properties of the sensor itself. Such as long
term stability, hysteresis, short term drift and temperature dependence belong to this category.
TIle improvement of design and construction of the humidity sensor of Vaisala Radiosonde has been continued
in order to eliminate or minimize the unfavorable effects mentioned above. Vaisala HUMICAP humidity
sensor is a capacitive thin :film sensor. The change of the thin :film material (H-polymer) has improved both
long- and short term stability of the sensor and thereby improved accuracy is achieved. The size of the sensor
has been reduced to a third of the current one (0.4 mm x 1.5 mm x 4 mm ) in order to minimize the thermal
effects. This gives also a possibility for the elimination of the rain cap and at the same time for the
improvement of the ventilation and lag. The pulse heating of the sensor or some kind of external heating
seems to be solution to the icing problems.(pat. pend.).
2. Sources of unfavorable effects in humidity measurements

2.1 Direct rain.
Sensors must be protected by some way against clirect exposure to rain. This is generally qlade in most
existing radiosondes by using a duct or cup. Vaisala has made successfully tests with the sensor treated
specially to make it water repellent.(l). All sensors used in current Vaisala radiosondes are treated this way.
2.2 Solar radiation and long wave radiation.
The same protection as used for rain protection is generally used to eliminate radiation effects.· In Vaisala
radiosonde a highly reflecting aluminized cap is used. Aluminium has also good properties as to the iong wave
radiation properties. (Low emission for infrared.) However, as already mentioned both duct and cup has some
undesirable properties: residual water In the duct and reduced ventilation in the cup. Therefore the ideal sensor
for humidity is the one that does not need any radiation shield. That means that the sensor must be so small as
possible. Vaisala has made tests with the sensor, which is only 0.2 mm x·1 mm x 4 mm. The error without cup
in troposphere due to solar radiation seems to be less than 2 % RH.
2.3 Long term stability and drift in high humidity.
This is the property of the material used to sense (generally to absorb) humidity. Vaisala has developed a new
polymer (H-polymer) which has excellent long term stability and extremely low drift also in high humidity The
sensor has been tested in NIST (The National Institution of Standards and Technology) in U.S.A. The results
are presented in table 1.
2.4 Calibration error and temperature dependence.
Each sensor of Vaisala radiosondes is individually calibrated against internationally traceable references. The
temperature dependence has been determined for the sensor design and correction coefficients are delivered
together with individual calibration coefficients. The temperature dependence correction calculations are made
by the software of the ground equipment.

- 138 2.5 Humidity Jag.
This is the property of both the sensing material as well as the principle of the sensor. Vaisala has traditionally
used a capacitive measuring principle. The humidity sensor is a capacitive thin film on a glass substratc
(Humicap). The relative humidity dependent dielectric between the capacitance plates is a polymer. Humidity
penetrates through the porous surface electrode to the polymer. The polymer characteristics are the most
important factors affecting the sensor behavior, such as stability, hysteresis, humidity time response, and
temperature dependence.The thickness of polymer layer is the dominating factor of the time response up to
certain thickness. After that the dominating factor is porosity of the surface electrode. The mechanical size of
the sensor and the capacitance limitations of measuring electronics gives a certain limit for the thickness of the
polymer fIlm.The thickness of the film in the new sensor is now only 0.5 micron. In addition Vaisala has
developed a special (patent appl.) method for the vacuum deposition of the thin film surface electrode so that
the time response can have been minimized. At 1000 hPa and 20°C with ventilation 6 m/s humidity time
response is less than 1 sec(fig .1)
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TABLE 1 : H-HUMICAP TEST RESULTS
AT NIST

FIGURE 1 : HUMIDITY TIME RESPONSE OF
H-POLYMER HUMICAP

2.6 Thermal Jag.
To minimize thermallag, the small size of the sensor is again very welcome. Also heat conduction from the
sensor boom or radiosonde body should be minimized. The small size of the new Vaisala humidity sensor
improves essentially these factors. Thermal time response is presented in figure 4.
2.7 Water condensation and icing on the surface of the sensor or surfaces nearby.
Together with The University of Helsinki theoretical and experimental research was made to clarify the nature
of the condensation and ice formation on the sensor and surrounding nearby. (2)
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The ·occurrence frequency of these phenomena is highly dependent on the weather type. It happens mainly in
heavy clouds. Rain promotes its occurrence. It is clearly indicated by high humidity readings well above
tropopause. Formation of ice on the sensor may happen when super cooled water drops hit the sensor or
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- 139 when water vapor condensates on a smface. Condensation of ice is a minor phenomena (2,3). TIle amount of
super saturation and number of active CCN (cloud condensation nuclei) mainly defme the variation of drop
diameters. The number of droplets depends greatly on cloud type (20..... 1100 pcs/ccm). Droplet diameter
range is 10... 100 !lm. At temperatures below 0 DC formation of ice starts to happen. Generally super cooled
and liquid water is still present down to -30 DC. Impaction directly perpendicularly to the surface of the sensor
and to the boom was applied (2,4,5) for approximation of impaction distance. Finally the tllickness of fanned
water fIlm on sensors was estimated taking the water fIlm to be a function of cloud thickness. Above the cloud
ice and water begin to evaporate. Evaporating time was estimated (fig 2). Ooud having height more tlmn 400
meters may produce so much of water and ice (fig 3), that the sensor does not have time enough to recover
during the rest of the sounding. According to the impaction theory all surfaces are also good traps for
droplets. Small surfaces as such accelerates the evaporation and prevents formation of ice and water fIlm.
Again the small size of the sensor is a great advantage.
The already mentioned water repellent treatment helps in these phenomena but in some extreme conditions it
does not alw.ays have the desired effect.
May be the only way to solve the problem is to have some kind of heating of tlle sensor. One way is to heat
the sensor and then measure the temperature of the sensor and thereafter to make the correction calculations
needed. Another way is to heat the sensor for a moment and then let it recover from the heating, make a
measurement and then heat again and so on: We have in Vaisala made several kinds of experiments and tests
with heated sensors. The most attractive and most promising is the method where sensor is heated with very
short electric pulse of only a few milliseconds (0.3 ... 5 fis) just after tlle humidity measurement has been done.
1.3
After having waited for the time when other sensors and references are being measured, Le. about
seconds the humidity is again measured and just after this a heating pulse is again sent to the humidity sensor.
The heating element has been integrated on the same small glass substrate as the sensor itself by using the
same thin fIlm technology (fig. 4 and 5). The small size of the sensor again heips the heating and recovering of
the sensor system. Unfortunately, as the theory shows, sometimes the thickness of the ice layer can be so
thick that the energy of the heating pulse will not be sufficient to evaporate the ice.
Therefore we have made tests using two separate sensors in the same radiosonde. While one sensor is being
heated and is recovering another (already recovered) sensor is connected to the measuring electronics. (fig. 8)

3 Sensor heating engineering.
In order to optimize the heating parameters and methods to be used and the construction of the integrated
heated sensor the heating phenomena were studied carefully before a sensor for heating was specified. A
model for the heat transfer characteristics .was developed using the following formulas.

Heat transfer equation (6,7) for this case is
m c dT/dt = hcAg(Ta-T) + Qr + QJ1 + Qc ,where
m = body mass, c = specific heat of the sensor T = temperature of the sensor ,t= time, h c = convective heat
transfer coefficient ,As = surface area, Ta= ambient air temperature, QJ1 = electrical heating in sensor
Qr= ER + "IS - OEAg-r4 , radiative heat flux, where
.
R= infrared radiation power, E = emissivity for infrareQ radiation, "I = solar absorptivity, S = solar radiation
power, 0 = Stefan-Bo1zman constant. Qc = a. Ac (Ta-T) = conductive heat flux ,where a. = heat conduction,
and Ac area perpendicular to heath flux,
Thermal time constant "t can be expressed
till
"t = pVc / hcAs , where p = density of the sensor, c = specific
heat of the sensor, m = mass of the sensor,
V = volume of
10
the sensor, As = surface area, hc = convective heat transfer
coefficient = Nu k / d, Nu = Nusselt number, d = width of the
sensor,
Depending on geometry and boundary conditions hc can be
calculated (6,7).
Ol l------L...LLL
For the humidity sensor
10
1
lffi
KID
Nu = 0.66 R e l/2 p r l/3
Reynolds number (Re) is a function of pressure and Prandtl
number (pr) is a function of temperature.
FIGURE:.4 1ERMAL TIME RESPONSE OF
Re = v d /v
PULSE HEA1ED SENSOR
v = kinematic viscosity of air, v = flow rate of air,
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- 140 Pressure dependence of thermal time response can be calculated. For the sensor having characteristic
dimension.I.5 mm , the dependence is shown in figure 4. In nOlmal use humidity time response dominate. If
heat pulses are fast and heat remains only on the surface until it is removed by convection, the dominant time
constant would be thermal.Temperature profile in sensor body can be determined after some simplifications.
This leads typically to very small heating areas, heating times below I ms and power below 5 W.
Vaisala INTERCAP construction is favorable for integration of a heating element. Electrical disturbances are
minimized. Surface electrode in figure 6 is also a heating element. In another version (fig.6) a heating resistor
is placed on the substrate covering as large area as possible of it. Size of the sensor was minimized from
4x4xOA mm to 1.5x4xOA mm . A heated protection cap is shown as an example of continuous external
heating arrangements (fig. 7). Temperature measurement of humidity sensor is needed.
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4. Test soundings
In spite of all laboratory testing and engineering, the most effective way to test sensors is to carry out real
soundings. This is especially true if condensation phenomena are discussed. More than 100 twin flights have
been done using different kind of constructions of the sensor and heating parameters. The lack of suitable
weather conditions have has delayed the schedule of the research work.
All solutions are technically working, but there are large differences in accuracy and in preventing
. condensation problem. The main problem is to get a fast sensor, which can be used with high heating power.
In figure 8. there is an example of a sounding where two heated sensors are used. While one is being heated
and waiting for recovery, another is used for measurement. The .time constant of the sensor system can be
calculated from soundings, and it can be used to determine proper timings between heating periods.
In figure 9 is an example of sounding with a pulse heated H-humicap sensor. Some soundingshave been done
with.heating resistance integrated with the protecting cap of the sensor. Also with this arrangement positive
results were achieved. An additional temperature measurement is needed for humidity sensor when heating is
on all the time. This solution is very sensitive to' ventilation of the sensor and temperature measurements may
still cause problems.
The major reason for slow recovery after heating is the humidity lag . It is obvious that thermal lag may be
fast, but polymer recovery after heating depends on the humidity lag constant. This is very true in cold, and
will limit heating frequency to a great extent. Heating frequency or heating power must be controlled by
temperature. This makes it possible to heat as much as needed in clouds and then reduce heating to avoid
errors caused by a slow time constant in cold.
5. Discussions and conclusions.
The small size of the sensor, new H-polymer, increased ventilation and heating of the sensor seem to reduce
remarkably the unfavorable phenomena in humidity measurements in radiosondes.
According to the developed model for icing of the sensor a cloud of thickness of 2 km may generate such a
thick ice layer that the recovery by free evaporation will not be possible. Therefore heating'is needed and even
then the icing may take place in very bad weather conditions.
Some heating applications seems to prevent condensation. Many more soundings in various weather conditions
must be done to verify the final solution. At the same time much attention must be paid to the complete sensor
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- 141 boom design to avoid heat conduction problems. Radiation errors must be minimized and defmed . TIlel1nal
lag is planed to become sufficiently low. TIle condensation problem can be avoided, but sensors lags and
tolerance of high heating power will guide fue direction of tlle solution. Excellent stability of fue H-Humicap
sensor makes it possible to carry out accurate and reproducible measurements.
The research work still continues for fue construction of fue sensor and fue boom and fue determination of
parameters.
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THERMISTOR CORRECTIONS: THE NASA MODEL
VS MULTI-THERMISTOR CORRECTIONS

F. J. Schmidlin
NASNGSFC/Wallops Flight Facility
Wallops' Island, Virginia 23337 USA

It has been known for sometime that radiosonde measurements made using the white-coated rod

thermistor flown in· the United States does not provide a representative value of the ambient
temperature. Daniels (1968) suggested a method of resolving a better temperature using coatings
having different emissivity values. Talbot (1972) reported that the long-wave emission from this
thermistor resulted in measurements that were too cold at night and also largely compensated the
daytime effect of solar heating. Hemispheric chart analysts realized that the US radiosonde
provided widely differing day/night values of temperature and geopotential. McInturff, et al
(1979) reported on the day/night differences and,.using a significant number of radiosonde reports
provided tables that were used to adjust daytime values to nighttime values. Although not a
correction. This study did provide adjustments that enabled consistent hemispheric upper-air chart'
analysis.
In spite of the known effects of radiation on the rod thermistor little has been done to produce
suitable thermistor corrections. Temperatures retrieved from satellites and other studies requiring
radiosonde temperature data prompted NASA to review the question of radiosonde accuracy
(Schmidlin, et ai, 1986). Using a combination of white, aluminum, and black thermistor coatings
it looked feasible to obtain the needed correction. Daytime radiosonde flights require all three
thermistors while nighttime flights require two (white and aluminum). The values of the
thermistors' emissivities and absorptivities were obtained from laboratory measurements. The
correction is then obtained using these values and thethermistors' measured temperatures to solve
three heat transfer equations solved simultaneously.
Figure la contains an example of the three thermistor profiles obtained from Crawley, England,
on 21 February 1992 at 1116UTC. The separation of the temperature profiles is obvious, the
black thermistor being warmest and the white coldest. These profiles were obtained on an
cloudless day. The calculated correction for the white-coated thermistor, shown as temperature
error, is seen in Figure lb. The magnitude of the error grows until it reaches 1.1 QC near 27 km
(~15 hPa); it decreases above this level. This same temperature error-profile shape was found in
the measurements acquired at all of the observation locations.

- 144.The three thermistor radiosonde approach has been found to be effective in accurately estimating
corrections for the US radiosonde. Once the radiosonde temperature measurements have been
corrected the resulting data can be effectively used to derived errors measured by other
radiosonde types. Ideally, the process can be adopted at operational observing stations to provide
correct temperature reports for use by the meteorological and climatological communities.
Alternatively, it was considered that the thermistor error could also be obtained using a model
(Luers, 1990; McMillin, et ai, 1992). Information consisting of atmospheric radiances and
transmission coupled with knowledge of environmental parameters such as ozone, water vapor,
carbon dioxide, along with other observables such as clouds, skin temperature, etc. are used.
Combining this information with the standard (white) thermistor's geometry, temperature,
emissivity and absorptivity can provide an reasonably good estimate of the thermistor error.
Once measurement and NASA model methods provide corrections that coincide each must be
examined for its potential as an operational procedure. We discuss three thermistor data for
Wallops Island and Crawley, UK in concert with model results of the same radiosonde
observations. Because the measurement method has been used to obtai~ data over a range of
environmental conditions it is instructive to perturb the model's inputs to estimate the effect of
various environmental conditions.

(

Figure la shows the temperature measurements of white, aluminum, and black thermistors on
February 21, 1992 at 1116 UTC. The test flight was made at Crawley, England, as part of test
flights conducted to evaluate potential reference radiosondes. The temperature of the dewpoint
indicates high relative humidity up to about 2 km height, but no clouds were present. The
separation between the white and black thermistors is a nominal value and is seen to increase
with altitude. Figure 1b gives the temperature error of the white thermistor derived from solving
three heat transfer equations simultaneously (solid line). At about 33 km the· error becomes
negative. This characteristic, to a larger or smaller degree, is found in all profiles of this type.
The temperature error of the thermistor calculated by the model approach is also shown (dashed
line). The agreement between the model and measurements are good. The model also predicts
that the temperature error becomes negative near 33 km.
Figure 2a shows measurements made during night at Wallops Island, Va. during September 2,
1992. White and aluminum thermistors were used. As can be seen the temperature measurements
are nearly identical up to near 23 km after which the qaluminum thermistor reads warmer than
the white. The dewpoint curve indicates that a number of moisture levels, if not clouds, were
present. A cirrus overcast was present with a base near 8 km. The solid line in Figure 2b is a
representation of the error determine~ from the two thermistors. The dashed line is the model
prediction, and as is evident the two curves, once again, agree. The negative temperature error
at night is believed to come from the large emissivity of the white coating used on the rod
thermistor.
Not shown in this paper are the occassions when the model and measurements disagree.
Normally, this comes about from some factor not being included in the model, mostly a true
representation of cirrus clouds because of a low overcast. Cirrus overcast when very thick tend
to cause a very large negative error. There are examples when the error reaches as musch as 4°C.

(

- 145 The presentation covers more examples.
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- 147 DEVELOPMENT OF A REFERENCE RADIOSONDE
Waiter F. Dabberdt
National Center for Atmospheric Research *
Boulder, Colorado 80307-3000 U.S.A.

Abstract. Significant errors can occur in vertical profiles obtained by in situ
radiosonde measurements, including both upsondes and dropsondes. Presently
there is not a capability available to assess both the absolute performance of
particular radiosondes and specific sensors. Work currently underway is aimed at
the development of a "reference radiosonde," a reusable device incorporating highly
accurate, redundant wind and thermodynamic sensors. The reference radiosonde
will significantly enhance the characterization of radiosonde- and sensorperformance, and will facilitate the assessment and improvement of existing
devices and development of new sensors (in situ and remote sensors).

1.

The Reference Radiosonde Concept"

The radiosonde may be the single most important instrument for measurement of atmospheric
variables required for determination of thermodynamic profiles and subsequent diagnostic" and
prognostic applications. It also provides benchmark data for determining the accuracy of various
indirect and satellite-based measurements. As newer technologies are introduced which
complement and may eventually replace the radiosonde, the absolute accuracy of current sonde
measurements comes increasingly in question.
A reference radiosonde can provide the atmospheric science community with an accepted"
standard of accuracy that will serve the requirements for evaluation of "operational radiosondes
as well as other in situ (e.g. aircraft) and active and passive remote sensing techniques (e.g.
DIAL and Raman lidar, and microwave radiometry and infrared interferometry). Such a reference
system" will be capable of extending the present consensus radiosonde intercomparison
technique by providing an accepted ambient transfer standard. It can be used as a reference for
the performance of new sensing systems, and also serve as a standard for benchmark global
climate stations.
2. Examples of Measurement Uncertainties
To illustrate some of the measurement uncertainties and variations of operational radiosondes,
examples are given of temperature and" humidity errors introduced at launch as well as
limitations in height-resolved wind structure due to the characteristics of the wind processing
software algorithm and radiosonde tracking system. Both types of uncertainties can be
resolved, although conventional operational practices do not. Systematic intercomparisons of
various commercial radiosondeshave been conducted by the World Meteorological Organization,
yielding absolute uncertainties of wind measurements and relative uncertainties of
thermodynamic variables.
Errors in low-level thermudynamic measurements obtained during the recent TOGA Coupled
Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experiment (CO ARE) were presented by Cole (1 994) along with
a procedure to retrieve the true ambient profile. The problem arises due to the difference at
launch between the indicated sonde temperature and relative humidity and the true ambient
values. These differences arise either from ambient radiational heating of the sensors or the
effects of air-conditioned (or heated) balloon inflation and launch shelters. Cole adjusted the
indicated low-level thermodynamic profile to account for various surface launch ambiguities by
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difference in the indicated surface values and the surface reference value, he determined the
amount of heat associated with either the warming or cooling of the sonde sensor arm and then
transferred the excess heat between the sonde and the ambient air (or vice versa) through
consideration of the sensor ventilation rate after launch and the thermal properties of the sensor
mount. The 06Z (16LT), 8 February 1993, sounding at Kavieng, New Ireland,Papua New Guinea
(Lat 02°34'S, Lo 150 039'E) is an illustrative case. At launch, the indicated sonde temperature
and relative humidity are 32.7C and 59.0%, while the actual ambient surface values are 30.1 C
- and 72.2%, respectively. The sonde values equate to an indicated surface mixing ratio of 15.1
g kg-', while the actual surface value is 19.0 g kg-I.
Williams, Wade and Morel (WWM, 1993) have explored the implications of the windfinding
techniques used with the National Weather Service's Micro computer-based Automatic Radio
Theodolite (Micro-ART) system with those used in the NAVAID-based CLASS sounding system
developed at NCAR. Uncertainties associated with Micro-ART winds are the result of limitations
in the radio theodolite tracking system and in the algorithms used to compute wind speed and
direction. The accuracy of CLASS-derived winds is a function of the number, location and signal
strength of time-of-arrival LORAN (or Omega) signals received and translated by the sonde.
WWM compared standard Micro-ART and CLASS winds along with refined, non-standard MicroART winds for 30 co-located soundings made in the contiguous U.S. CLASS winds were
computed at 6-s intervals using TOA data smoothed over 60-s periods. Standard Micro-ART
winds are computed using the difference in the averages of three successive 6-s elevation (A)
and azimuth (a) angles obtained at 60-s intervals. Refined (6-s) Micro-ART winds were obtained
in a similar but continuous manner. In neither case are outlier angles identified or removed.
Lastly, WWM computed so-called STORM winds from Micr6-ART observations using a three-step
procedure. First, successive 6-s radiosonde positions (elevation and azimuth, pressure-altitude)
were calculated using standard techniques. Second, outliers _in position data were removed
using a least-squares p91ynomial fit over a time interval determined by elevation angle (1 min for
A > 150 increasing to 4 min as A -+ 00). Third, position data were smoothed using a polynomial
fit after removal of outlier data in step two.
Vertical profiles of wind speed using the four methods were compared by WWM for a high windspeed sounding from 12Z, 17 June 1992, taken at Salt Lake City, Utah. The overall structure
of the standard Micro-ART sounding is very consistent with -the inherel1tly higher resolution
CLASS sounding. The refined 6-c Micro-ART sounding indicates additional structure though less
than the CLASS sounding. The edited STORM sounding has additional structure very consistent
with CLASS. The dropouts in all Micro-ART-based soundings result from exceedances of
elevation criteria for the radio theodolite. While the two Micro-ART soundings are likely
adequate for synoptic and prognost.ic applications, the CLASS and STORM soundings may be
important to various mesoscale studies.
Schmidlin (1988) presents the results of the second phase of the WMO international radiosonde
intercomparison conducted February-March 1985, at Wallops Island, Virginia. Five commercial
radiosondes were flown simultaneously on each of 100 balloon flights tracked by FPQ-6 C-band
radar. Wind estimates by GMD were found to be good at heights below 10 km, but large errors
were reported at long ranges and low elevation angles. Daytime differences in temperature at
standard pressure levels were < 0.5°K, while the range of mean nighttime temperatures was
-1.0 0K. However, lapse rates indicated on exiting cloud tops frequently were superadiabatic
for the rod thermistors and inversion for the capacitive sensor (note that the latter sensor has
been superseded by an improved sensor). The indicated temperature differences at given
pressure levels reflect both the performance of the temperature and pressure t.ransducers. The
study determined that all relative humidity measurements (carbon, lithium, and capacitance thinfilm sensors) were in good agreement «2%) below the first cloud layer. At higher levels, the
agreement was poor. Subsequent WMO intercomparisons provide additional insight into the
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- 149 relative performance of various radiosondes, and indicate differences in performance as a result
of sensor changes.
3.

Initial Design of the Reference Radiosonde

The NCAR reference radiosonde system consists of a ground station, reference sonde data
acquisition and telemetry platform (the 'sonde'), and atmospheric sensors. The initial design is
based on a microprocessor-controlled digital sonde with a suite of high-quality sensors and
redundant, lower-cost alternative sensors. The sonde is designed to be capable of using sensors
with capacitive, resistive, voltage and frequency outputs, and to provide power and reference
inputs to the sensors. The ground station is a modified version of the NCAR dropwindsonde
data system. (Lally et ai, 1989).. Laboratory calibration facilities includ~: Two computercontrolled temperature/pressure cham bers covering·a range of -40 0 to + 60 0 C and 20 to 1100
hPa; a portable humidity chamber capable of humidities over 10 to 95% RH; a "two pressure"
humidity/temperature chamber with a range of 10 to 95% RH and -20 0 to + 50 °C; and an open
loop wind tunnel with a maximum speed of 25 ms·'. In addition, primary standards, traceable
tothe National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), are used to calibrate the reference
standards used in the systems described above. Dynamic pTH chambers are coming into use
in Germany and Russia, and collaborative efforts are being explored.
Sonde. The sonde gondola is an insulated box 15x20x30 cm, containing the sonde electronic
systems, a GPS engine, pressure sensor, lithium batteries and a duct for housing humidity
sensors. Wands for holding temperature sensors are mounted on opposite corners of the
gondola with lightweight booms extending from the other two corners to hold additional sensors
or complete sondes. Total mass will vary from 800 to 1500 g depending on the mass of add-on
sensors. A GPS antenna is mounted on the top of the sonde with a 400-MHz telemetry antenna
on the bottom. Figure 1 illustrates the mechanical configuration of the prototype sonde.
Sensor Requirements. Sensors are being identified and evaluated in terms of their ability to meet
the. performance specifications as well as in consideration of their size, weight, availability, and
cost. Performance specifications have been proposed, but are in the process of being refined
through interaction with modelers, researchers, and operational groups. Accordingly, the sensor
requirements found in Table 1 should· be viewed as preliminary.
Candidate Pressure Sensors. Pressure is both measured and computed. The primary candidate
is an oven-controlled temperature-compensated piezoresistive sensor. Oven-control facilitates
calibration of the sensor with improved accuracy and reduced overall costs. Hypsometers
provide improved accuracy at the lower pressure ranges, but this accuracy is not required since
pressures can be computed from GPS derived altitude, and virtual temperature. At the lower
pressures, pressure can be computed usin.g the hydrostatic equation to accuracies of better than
0.1 hPa.
Candidate Temperature Sensors. Four types of temperature sensors are under consideration:
a small (- 10 mill aluminized bead thermistor; a triad of moderate-sized (- 35 mil) flake
thermistors each with different radiative characteristics; a thin platinum wire; and a very small
thermocouple with a thermally insulated reference junction.
Candidate Humidity Sensors. Humidity is the most difficult of the atmospheric variables to be
measured. Candidate sensors include: dew/frost-point hygrometer (e.g. Oltmans, 1985); thinfilm capacitance sensor (possibly heated); and a heated carbon hygristor.
Candidate Wind Sensors. Windfinding will be based on the Global Positioning System (GPS).
A number of techniques are under development to provide a low-cost GPS radiosonde. AIR Inc.
(Boulder, CO) has demonstrated a codeless receiver technique that requires minimum bandwidth
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developing a digital translation approach (TIDGET) that balances bandwidth and sampling rate.
Vaisala Oy (Helsinki, Finland) has announced that it will have an operational GPS radiosonde in
1994.
It is essential that an accepted reference standard be available to determine the performance of
these competing low-cost technologies, as well as other systems relying on the LORAN and
OMEGA navigation-aids. Fortunately complete five- and six-channel GPS engines are now
available at costs which are acceptable for an expendable reference radiosonde. When these
proven commercial engines are combined with a ground-based receiver operating in the
differential mode, wind accuracies of 0.1 ms- 1 for 1-s averages are obtainable. Differential
operation also provides absolute altitude accuracy of 5 m at all altitudes, permitting referencequality pressure calculations using the hydrostatic equation.

4.

Summary

The reference radiosonde serves a dual role. First, it is an instrumentation device that provides
reference-quality in situ transfer standards, as well as a platform that 'can be used to test and
evaluate the performance of various operational in situ sensors. Second, it can serve the
international community as part of an ongoing collaborative program to assess and develop new
radiosonde sensors or sensor configurations. Initial flight tests of the prototype reference
radiosonde will be conducted early 1994.
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- 151 Table 1. Preliminary Reference Radiosonde Specifications
Variable

Range

Accuracy

Precision

• Pressure

1060 - 10 hPa

<0.5 hPa

-0.1 hPa

• Temperature

185 - 320 K

0.15 K

0.1 K

• Humidity, Td

210-320K

Ta

>

273 K:
0.2 K

1.0 K

Ta

0- 150 m/s

• Vector winds

=

210 K:

2.0 K

0.5 K

0.5 m/s

0.1 m/s

(10-s or 50-m
ave.)

To 100 Meter De-reeler
and Balloon
GPS Antenna
Sensor Duct Inlet
(Black Color)

Sonde/Wand
Suspension
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Figure 1. Reference Radiosonde: External view (left) and section view (right)
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- 153 WINDFINDING IN RADIOSONDE USING GPS
K. Kaisti, T. Saarnimo and V. Karttunen
Vaisala Oy, Upper Air Division

Box 26, 00421 Helsinki, Finland

1. Introduction

The accuracy of traditional windfmding solutions (Omega, Loran etc) is not sufficient for all
meteorological applications. There is also lack of global windfmding coverage with current
navigational networks. The existing navaids are also susceptible to' atmospheric electrical
interference due to the long antenna required in radiosonde. Vaisala is therefore developing a new.
windfmding solution based on GPS that will improve the accuracy and give a global 24h coverage.
The vertical resolution of windfmding will also greatly improve since no long integration times are
needed. Table 1 summarises the accuracy of current navaid solutions and the accuracy of differential
GPS as well.
Windfrnding
Wind vector
Height
[m]
network
[m/s]
.Loran-C
0.5
Omega
1.0
0.1
Diff. GPS
10
Table 1. Companson of different wrndfmding solutions.

GPS (Global Positioning System) is a satellite navigational system designed for extreme accuracy
and world-wide coverage. The present satellite constellation consists of 25 working satellites. The
satellites transmit a digitally modulated spread spectrum signal on carrier frequencies of 1.226 GHz
and 1.575 GHz with a power level of -130 dBm i.e. well below thermal background noise. The 1.575
GHz carrier is modulated by a satellite specific pseudo random noise (PRN) code (C/A-code) with a
chipping rate of 1.023 MHz. This spreads the spectrum effectively to 2 MHz. A satellite can be
identified and tracked based on the PRN code that it u·ses. This is done by generating a local replica
of the PRN code and using a correlation technique to lock onto the satellites. Four satellites are
required for accurate 3-dimensional positioning.

2. Differential GPS

Since the radiosonde is a one time product the cost of the GPS receiver in sonde has to be kept as
low a possible. The GPS windfmding system for the radiosonde is therefore based on differential
GPS. The idea is to use two GPS receivers and a communication network between them. The
dataprocessing of the GPS-signal is left to minimum in the radiosonde and the actual calculation of
the wind solution is done at the ground station and thus a very low cost GPS sonde can be achieved.
The low cost GPS receiver in the radiosonde tracks four satellites and extracts the pseudo ranges to
these satellites by using a code correlation technique. This technique removes the spread spectrum
modulation of the GPS-signal and thus a narrow band signal results. The narrow band signal (1200
baud) that contains the pseudo range data can then be transmitted to the ground station by using the
403 MHz FM-transmitter in the radiosonde. The basic view of differential GPS for radiosonde use is
presented in figure 1.

- 154 The ground station receives the
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corrections to them. The windfinding
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calculation is done at the ground
station based on the corrected
- ,- ~ 't Radiosonde GPS- pseudo ranges. The accuracy is even
receiver GPSll
better th an a comp1ete GPS receIver
.
can achieve since many of the errors
are common to the receivers and thus
403 MHz FM link
7-10 kHz PTU+
a mathematical compensation can be
1200 baud FSK
made.
GPS data

---_-''¥
--_

-

Calculated sonde
wind solution

Figure 1. Implementation of differential GPS

The GPS signal is 2 MHz wide which means that the sonde receiver cannot relay the signal as it is to
the base station since this would occupy too much transmitting bandwidth. This means that the
spread spectrum signal has to be removed in some way before the GPS signal can be sent to the base
station using existing narrow band telemetry channels.

(

There are basically four ways of 'de spreading' the GPs. signal:
1
using a code correlation technique
2
using a squaring receiver topology
3
using a code phase receiver topology
4
using a translator
2.1 Code correlation
Each satellite has its own unique Pseudo Random Noise (PRN) code that spreads the spectrum
and makes a CDMA technique possible. A satellite can be acquired and tracked based on its
PRN code it uses. This is done by creating a local copy of the satellite code and correlating the
two signals. The code correlation technique gives the pseudo range to the satellite in question.
For 3-dimensional navigation we need the pseudo ranges to four satellites to eliminate clock
errors etc. The pseudo ranges differ slightly from true ranges since there are some small errors
due to incorrect clocks, propagation delays; SA etc. The errors can, however, be
mathematically compensated by using differential GPS since they are common to the receivers.
This improves the accuracy of GPS to 10 meters in relative positioning and 0.1 rn/s in relative
speed. The benefits from a code .correlating approach are that the pseudo ranges are eventually
unambiguous and that the re acquisition of the satellite is fast if the satellite. signal is lost. The
pseudo ranges can be sent to the base station using a very narrow bandwidth (1200 baud). This
is an important aspect in radiosonde use.
.
2.2 Squaring
"The GPS signal can be received by using a squaring approach as well. Here the BPSK
modulated GPS signal is squared (multiplied by itself). This generates a DC component plus a
signal twice the frequency of the original signal. The BPSK modulated satellite code is lost in
the squaring operation. The squared signal is, however, quite narrow banded (approximately 8
kHz) since it contains basically only the Doppler shifts (±4 kHz) of all the satellites in view due
to their motion. To track the satellites the receiver has to know the Doppler shifts and
directions of the satellites because the tracking filters have to be very narrow (-10Hz) in order
to find the satellite signals buried in the noise. The squaring approach requires some degree of
'intelligence' in order to find the satellite quickly. if the signal is lost. Otherwise the re-
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- 155 acquisition takes a considerable amount of time since the tracking filterS are very narrow. Since
the GPS signal has a power level of -130 dBm i.e. 20 dB below thermal noise there is a
negative SIN-ratio. The power level of the signal drops to lA with the squaring operation which
means that there is an conversion loss of 9 dB in the system. The negative SIN-ratio is also
doubled. There is even a patent for' a squaring GPS receiver for radiosonde use [Pat. U.S.
1988, p. 1] but no real products with this approach exist, however, for radiosonde use. The
base station can calculate the sonde movements based on the Doppler shifts when the elevation
angels to the satellites are known with respect to time.
2.3 Code phase receiver
The code phase receiver is the second type of codeless GPS receiver. The basic idea is to delay
the received GPS signal with exactly half a CIA-code chip i.e. 487 ns and to cross correlate the
delayed and the direct signal [Wells et. aI, 1986, p. 7-10]. This method doesn't require
knowledge of the code itself only its chipping rate. When the cross correlated signal is filtered
the phase of the code sequence can be solved. This receiver suffers from code phase ambiguity
whereas the squaring receiver suffers from carrier phase ~biguity. The code phase
infonnation contains the Doppler shifts of the satellites since all GPS signals are derived from
the same GPS clock (=10.23 MHz) and are thus coherent. The BPSK modulated satellite
signal is lost as well.
2.4 Translator
The true translator approach that relays the GPS spread spectrum signal to the base station is
not feasible in radiosonde use because it occupies too much bandwidth. [Nordwall 1993, p. 71]
presents, however, .an approach where the 2 MHz GPS signal is digitized and compressed
reducing the bandwidth to approx. 100 kHz. This is not a true low bandwidth solution and the
accuracy of this differential GPS solution (0.2 rn/s) is not as good as with code correlation.
approach.

3. Radiosonde GPS receiver GPSll
Vaisala's approach to the GPS receiver in radiosonde is based on the code correlation technique.
This results in a low cost receiver and the complexity being in the base station unit.
The radiosonde GPS receiver GPS 11 consists of the following building blocks (figure 2):
• GPS antenna
.. Low Noise Amplifier (LNA)
• GPS radio
• Correlator
1575,42MHz
-130dBm

GPS radio

0[>
G=35dB
NF=2dB

Figure 2. Block diagram of GPS 11

IF
Correlator

Pseudo ranges
to 4 satellites
1200 baud FSK

The antenna has a gain pattern
such that the pendulum effect (30 0
maximum) of the sonde doesn't
loose the satellites. This means
that there is antenna gain below
horizon as well. The antenna has
to maintain the right hand
circularly polarized GPS signal on
the total antenna beam as well.
The Noise Figure (NF) of the
receiver has to be kept as low as
possible «3dB). This is done by
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The GPS radio down converts the 1.5 GHz spread spectrum signal to a much lower Intermediate
. Frequency (IF) using direct conversion. It provides also more gain (100 db overall) to bring the noise
signal to a more manageable level. The LNA and the radio are built on the same low cost 2-sided
board to keep the cost down. The size of the radio is 70x80 mm 2 and it is screened to prevent
interference.
The correlator acquires and tracks four satellites in order to make the continuous pseudo range
measurements. New pseudo ranges to four satellites are sent to ground every second by using 1200
baud FSK modulation. The FSK si~nal can directly mod.ulate the 400 MHz transmitter in the
radiosonde resulting in a very cheap interface to the existing hardware. The size of the correlator
module is nearly the same as the radio (70x70 mm 2) and it is a two layer board for cost reasons. In
this way the two boards can be mounted on top of each other and thereby making a compact
receiver, approximately 40 mm high. The GPS 11 module is an add-on module to the existing
.radiosonde.

(
4. Base station GPS receiver
The existing ground equipment (DigiCora/Marwin) routes the detected 403 MHz FM-signal to the
base station GPS receiver where the FSK signal is demodulated and the radiosonde wind solution is
calculated. The GPS receiver will be available as an add-on-module to existing Vaisala ground
equipment. The base station GPS receiver is a complete receiver that can handle differential GPS as
well. The general view of the receiver is shown in figure 3.
403 MHz
'" /

LNA

'"

·1200 baud GPS FSK
+rawPTU

1575.42 MHz
-130dBm
1200 baud
Base station GPS receiver
GPS data
from sonde
GPS
~
radio

GPS.
engine

DigiCora/
Marwin
·Radiosonde
GPSwtnds

/

The GPS antenna and
the LNA ~an be e.g. a
patch
commercial
antenna with· adequate
gain and a low NF. The
gain of the antenna must
exceed the coax cable
losses if the antenna is
mounted. far from the
receiver.

Figure 3. Base station GPS receiver.

The GPS signal is down converted and amplified before it is passed to the GPS engine for further
processing. The GPS engine performs data downloading from the satellites and local pseudo range
measurements. The base station GPS receiver tracks the same four satellites as the sonde in order to
get two sets of pseudo ranges that are used for differential positioning. The pseudo ranges from
sonde are differentially corrected and the sonde. wind solution is calculated based on the corrected
pseudo ranges to give the accuracy listed in Table I.
The calculated radiosonde wind solution is re-routed back to DigiCora/Marwin where it is combined
with the normal meteorological data.
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- 157 5. Preliminary test results

Thorough ground tests are being done at Vaisala at the moment. Preliminary test results on ground
show that the theoretical accuracy of differential GPS can be achieved.
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- 159 A NEW GPS RAWINSONDE SYSTEM
David B. Call
Atmospheric Instrumentation Research, Inc.
8401 Baseline Road
Boulder, Colorado 80303 U.S.A.

INTRODUCTION
A new rawinsonde system, the GPS-700, measures atmospheric pressure; temperature,
humidity (MET data) and wind velocity. The GPSondetID(radiosonde) uses translated GPS
(Global Positioning System) signals to produce wind velocity. The application of GPS
technology to a low cost radiosonde is unique. This system provides the operator with a fully
automatic, operational, upper air rawin station.

GPS TECHNOLOGY
The Global Positioning System constellation consists of 24 satellites, orbiting once every
twelve (12) hours at an altitude of 20,000 kilometers. The orbital track of the satellites is such
that four to eight appear above the horizon at all times. Each satellite contains a very stable
rubidium frequency standard that is used to precisely synchronize the transmission of a uniquely
coded signal. The signals are transmitted simultaneously at the same frequency using digital
spread spectrum technology. By comparing the time of arrival of signals from 3 or more
satellites, the position and velocity of a GPS receiver can accurately be determined.
Commercial GPS re~eivers contain sophisticated digital signal processing circuitry that "codecorrelates" or synchronizes with each satellite's unique "CIA" (Course Acquisition) code. The
complexity and cost of even the simplest code-correlating rec~iver is prohibitive when
considered for expendable radiosonde use.

THE GPSsonde
The GPSsonde (Figure 1) utilizes unique signal compression technology to reduce the
cost, bandwidth and power of the disposable radiosonde receiver. The sonde receiver (Figure
2) compresses and combines the signals from all GPS satellites above the horizon and strong
enough to be detected into a narrow frequency bandwidth (less than 500 Hz). The compressed
GPS signal is then combined with sensor data from the digital MET Data Encoder and applied
to the Frequency Modulation (FM) input of a transmitter tuned to 400-406 MHz and
transmitted to the ground station for further processing. Since the GPS receiver's position and
velocity are computed in the ground station, the cost of the radiosonde remains low. The GPS
receiver power requirement is about one-tenth the power required for commercial CIA
receivers. Table 1 lists GPS sonde receiver performance specifications.
The accuracy, response time, and resolution of the pressure, temperature, and relative
humidity sensors approaches that of high quality laboratory instruments. Pressure is measured
by a patented, dual diaphragm aneroid capacitance transducer. The pressure sensor's small
temperature dependance is compensated for by a temperature- sensitive capacitor mounted
near the sensor. The pressure sensor is insensitive to shock, vibration, acceleration, and
orientation.

- 1:<;0
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A small NTC (Negative Temperature Coefficient) bead thermistor is uSed for
temperature measurement providing high sensitivity, fast response, and long-term stability. The
sensor is coated with a water-proof, reflective material which reduces the effects of solar
radiation.
Relative humidity is measured by AIR, Inc.'s, patented HUMAIR tm capacitive sensor
with an accuracy of better than 3% over the range 0 to 100% RH. Hysteresis and linearity are
less than 1% and exposure to 100% RH for long periods has little effect on stability. It
provides accurate measurements in clouds, as well as above the troposphere where the
atmosphere is very cold and dry. HUMAIR has a unique construction. The sensing polymer
is 2 microns thick and is exposed to air flow on both surfaces. This thinness makes the
HUMAIR time constant response to- humidity fluctuations typically less than 1 second. Figure
3 depicts the relationship of sensor capacitance to relative humidity in ten percent (10%) steps
from 5% to 95%. GPSonde sensor performance specifications are given in Table 2.
A microprocessor within the GPSonde measures pressure, temperature, and relative
humidity(PTH) each second using RC oscillators-and frequency counting circuitry. PTH sensor
calibration coefficients are stored in the sonde's memory and transmitted along with measured
sensor data, identification number, and CRC error detection code in serial "Manchester"
format. Manchester encoded data and a sophisticated detection system at the ground station
- allows error-free telemetry reception even with very noisy signals. The sonde identification
number insures that interfering radiosonde signals are not decoded in error. Automatic
transmission of all sensor calibration coefficients eliminates the need for punched paper tape
or manual entry of calibration data.

(

The crystal-controlled, narrow band, 400-406 MHz, GPSonde transmitter has frequency
stability of better than + 5KHz, and when used with the Model IS-5A-RCR receiver provides
a range of 160 Km. The combined GPS and MET signal bandwidth (less than 10 KHz) easily
fits within the 20 KHz channel spacing limitation imposed in some European countries.
The GPSonde is housed in a thermally insulated, light weight, small volume, styrofoam
package. All printed circuit boards utilizeSMD technology. It is powered by two (2) standard,
9 volt batteries which provide sufficient energy for a two (2) to three (3) hour flight. An easily
accessible external switch activates the power. Temperature and HUMAIR sensors are
mounted on an external boom with a protective rain shroud.

GPS-700 GROUND STATION
The ground station, Model GPS-700, consists of three major subsystems: UHF
receiverIPTH processor, GPS winds processor, and an IBM-compatible 486 personal computer.
The UHF FM receiver was specifically designed for radiosonde telemetry reception.
The receiver may be controlled through either an RS-232 port or the front panel keypad. The
remote control feature enables the ground station computer to scan the meteorological
frequency band and warn an operator of potentially interfering signals within the band. The
receiver's digitally synthesized tuning range is 395 to 410 MHz and the APC feature
automatically adjusts the receiver tuning for best signal reception. Receiver IF bandwidth is
30 KHz and synthesizer step size is 2.5 KHz.

(

- 161 The ·PTH processor within the UHF receiver has two (2) microcomputers that receive
and process telemetry data continuously. One (68HCll) converts the Manchester-encoded
telemetry signal into standard binary data. The second (80186) calculates pressure,
temperature, relative humidity and elapsed time in standard scientific units. The PTH
processor is a data concentrator and coordinates serial communication between several RS-232
ports. One port supports remote control of the UHF receiver. A second port provides an
interface to the winds processor. Receiver specifications are summarized in Table 3.
The GPS winds processor, Model 70, utilizes a dedicated 486 microcomputer, as well
as custom circuitry for digital signal processing. It contains a commercial CIA code correlating
GPS receiver that is used to derive UTC time, geodetic position, and the GPS constellation
almanac.
A GPS receiver, essentially identical to that on the GPSonde, is installed in the Model
70 GPS Windfinder.
The digital processing circuitry was designed with hardware. capacity to process up to
four separate GPS signal inputs simultaneously. One input is used to process the translated
GpS signals from the radiosonde. A second input processes base reference signals from cl GPS
receiver. Selective Availability/Anti-Spoof (SNAS) are modifications made to GPS signals by
the U.S. Department of Defense in order to degrade their performance so an unauthorized
user cannot achieve GPS precision gUIdance capability. The apparent velocity of the ground
station caused by SNAS is subtracted, "differenced", to calculate the true GPSonde velocity.
Using differential GPS tracking, sonde velocity can be measured to an accuracy of 0.25 m/so
If the base station is moving at an unknown velocity, the system will use only the

GPSonde signal for wind calculations. Under these conditions, the effects of SNAS degrade
performance to about 1 m/s wind accuracy.
.
The PC used with the system is a standard 486 personal computer with internal hard
drive, 3.5 inch floppy, mouse, and super VGA color monitor. Table 4 provides Ground station
specifications.

SYSTEM SOFTWARE
The operating system is IBM OS-2. Development of application software under OS-2
is significantly more challenging than Microsoft Inc.'s Windows running under DOS, but
provides the reliability and capability to handle real time processes involving multipleinterrupts
and multi-tasking. Its reliability and "crash resistance" are important in scientific and
operational applications. OS-2 is a multi-windowed operating environment that is powerful,
flexible, and easy to learn. Multi-tasking capabilities of OS-2 are utilized in a number of ways
in real time. Sounding data is presented in tabular and graphical format during the flight. All
raw data is stored on hard disk.
WMO mandatory and significant levels, as well as the WMO messages, are automatically
produced. Editing capability is provided to allow the operator to modify significant point
selections and regenerate the message. The message can be sent automatically.

~
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FLIGHT COMPARISONS
A.I.R., Inc., has tested the performance of GPS windfinding by simultaneously tracking,
using separate ground stations, two radiosondes that are carried aloft on the same balloon.
Figure 4 shows dual flight data comparing the Model GPS-700 to the A.I.R., Inc., Model IS-4CMET NAVAIR System using cross chain LORAN. This data shows both the very good
agreement between two totally unrelated windfinding techniques, and ·also the structure and
detail that is not normally seen with conventional systems that heavily smooth wind data.
Figure 5 is a plot of GPSonde data available in real time with the OS-2 windowed operating
system.

CONCLUSIONS
The GPS-700 Rawinsonde System is the first practical, commercial application of the
Global Positioning System for an upper air windfinding system. Worldwide availability of GPS
.and the small, compact size of the ground station make the GPS-700 a universal upper air
sounding system.
Table 1
GPS SONDE RECEIVER SPECIFICATIONS

Lt (1575.42 MHz)
GPS Signal
1/4 Wave RHCP Volute
Antenna
1.5 dB
Noise Figure
Velocity Accuracy 0.25 m/s

Table 2
SENSOR PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
PRESSURE SENSOR
Type

Pressure Range
Accuracy
Resolution
Response time

Aneroid capacitance
1050 to 5 hPa
1 hPa
0.1 hPa
< 0.1 second

Table 3
TELEMETRY PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
. TRANSMITTER
Power Output
Frequency Range
Modulation
Antenna
Frequency Stability
Deviation
Range
SIGNAL FORMAT
MET Data
MET Sample Rate
Error Detection
GPS Signal

lOO mW
400 to 406 MHZ (Crystal selected)
FM
1/4 wave monopole
+/- 5 KHz
5 KHz
160 km

Manchester, 1000 baud (Typ.)
1 Hz
32 bit CRC
500 Hz bandwidth

Table 4
GROUND STATION SPECIFICATION

TEMPERATURE SENSOR
Bead thermistor
Temperature Range _900 to 500 C
Accuracy
0.30 C
0.01 0 C
Resolution
Coating
White
Nominal Resistance 10 K Ohm @ 25 0 C
Response time
< 1 second
Type

HUMIDITY SENSOR
Type

Humidity Range
Accuracy
Hysteresis
Resolution
Response time

Capacitance Polymer

o to 100% RH

3% RH
<1% RH (0 to 100% RH)
0.1% RH
< 1 second

{

COMPUTER
mM Compatible PC
RAM
Hard Disc
Floppy Disc
Display

80486
16MB
210MB
3.5",1.44 MB
VGA

UHF RECEIVER/PTH PROCESSOR
IF bandwidth
30 KHz
Detection
FM
AFC
Automatic
Preamp NF
1.0 dB
Sensitivity
0.5 microvolts
2.5 KHz steps
Synthesizer
Antenna
1/4 monopole
PTI-I Processor·
400 to 2200 baud
PTI-I input
50 mV to 1.0 Vpp
PTI-loutput
RS.232,'ASCII or Binary
ATMOSPHERIC DATA PROCESSOR, MODEL 70
Input Channels
Processor

4

80486 SLC

(
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Figure 2: GPS Receiver Circuit Card
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TEST OF AN AUTOMATIC BALLOON FILLING AND LAUNCHING
SYSTEM IN AN OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
Ture Hovberg
Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute, Sweden

1

Introduction

SMHI has tested a prototype of an automatic ballon fIlling and launching system in an operational
environment at the Radiosonde Station at Sundsvall/Hamosand Airport (62°31N, 17°26E). The
service at this radiosonde station is an integrated part of the meteorological routines at the Regional
Meteorological Office at the airport. Nonnally, 3300 hours per year is used for the upper-air service
at this station. Ten persons are educated in sonde operations.
The purpose of this test was to get a better basis for strategic planning of the future radiosonde
stations network, in order to make further cost reduction. Of a special interest is the possibility to
make the launchings automatized at the sonde stations, and remotely controlled from a common
manned central. Another purpose of the test was to evaluate the utility of automatic balloon filling
and launching technoiogy, especially during winter conditions.
During the test period from February 18 to April 22 1993,252 remotely controlled soundings was
perfonned. Upper-air infomation from the test period was used operationally. A manual back-up
routine was organized in order to guarantee the data availability. Notes concemmg weather
conditions, technical function etc was made during the test. The system was nonnally loaded with
six radio sondes and balloons during the test.

2

Test object

The test object was an early prototype of an Autosonde System from Vaisala, designed for loading
of maximum six balloons and sondes..
At the test site an Vaisala Marwin Radisonde System is used for routine upper-air operations. The
Marwin System has Loran-C and Omega equipment for wind measurement.
The test equipment was not connected to the Marwin equipment during the test, and there was no
control computer connected to the Autosonde and Marwin systems. A remote control for the
Autosonde was situated indoors at the Radiosonde Station, close to the Marwin equipment. The keypad of the remote control made it possible for the operator to initiate hydrogene filling and balloon
launching remotely.
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Test performance

.The test was integrated in the routine service. Ten persons from the staff got one day of education
in Autosonde handling, and four of them further one day of education in corrective maintenance.
During the test four daily soundings were made wind soundings at 0600 and 1800 UTC, and wind-,
temperature- and humidity soundings at 0000 and 1800 UTC.
As the test system not included a control computer, a special routine was developed for manual
handling of sound data tapes between groundcheck and launching. The sonde groundcheck and
calibration as well as the Autosonde. loading was made daytime. The launching was remotely
controlled from the Marwin room in the office building. Manual launching was· made only when
the automatic launching failed, or if the Autosonde equipment was out of order. Notes concerning
weather conditions, technical function etc during the test was made in a log book.

4

Weather during the test period

(

Some climate data from Sundsvall Airport during the test:
Monthly mean temperature: February -2.8°C, Mars -0.6°C and April +2.9°C
Lowest minimum temperature during the test: -18.0°C February 24
Monthly precipitation amount: February 13.7 mm, Mars 7.8 mm and April 6.0 mm
Maximum daily precipitation amount during the test: 8.6 mm February 18
Maximum snow depth during the test: 11 cm February 20
Maximum wind speed during the test ( 10 minutes average): 12 rn/s Mars 9, 1800 UTe. At
that moment wind gusts of 20 rn/s was registered.

5

Result and discussion

Th information in the log book is analysed. All soundings from February 18. 1800 UTC are
included, and have been divided into six classes. The result is given in Table 1.

Tabell1: Autosonde statistics. Sundsvall, Febr. 18.- April 21, 1993.

I

I Number I

%

240

95,2

2 Ballon burst

1

0,4

3 Sonde fail

3

1,2

4 Autosonde failure

1

0,4

5 Operator fail

4

1,6

6 Autosonde not used

3

1,2

Class
1 Sounding accepted

SUM

I

252

I

100

I

I

(

- 167 The event with balloon burst took place at February 9, 1800 UTC, when wind gusts of 20 rn/s was
registered. The broken balloon blocked the Autosonde mechanism, and made it impossible to step
forward to a new sonde, and manual launching had to be used. Manual sounding had to be used also
at 0000 and 0600, as no operator with education in corrective maintenace was avaliable at that
moment. The reason of the balloon burst is not quite clear, but it could have been caused by the
relatively high wind gusts at the moment.
The three occasions with sonde fail has not been able to analyse in detail. One occasion could have
been caused by the operator in the loading procedure, and the two other could have been damages
of the sonde in the launching moment, caused by wind.
The Autosonde failure occurred Mars 9,0000 UTC. At that event no answer from the Autosonde
appeared when the launching was initiated, and manual sounding had to be used.Manual sounding
had to be used also 0600, as no operator with education in corrective maintenace was avaliable at
that moment. After manual reset in the Autosonde cabinet the equipment was working again.
The. four cases that have been classified as operator fail are due to the manual routine for handling
of sound data tapes between groundcheck and launching, and could probably have been avoided if
an automatic routine in a control computer have been used.
When studying the log book it is easy to see, that the frequency of failure events has decreased in
the later part of the test, when the routines have been more practiced
During the test, time studies have been performed. The result is given in Table 2.

Tabell2: Time study. Sundsvall, Febr. 18 - April 21, 1993.

I

6

Working moment

I

Time in minutes

Groundcheck and calibration of 4 sondes and 4
balloons

34

Loading of 4 sondes and banoons ID Autosonde

25

Preparation of 1 sonde for Autosonde

10

Supplementary work, hiunching etc

3

Average time for 1 sounding .

28

I

Conclusion

The test has shown, that the average working time will be maximum two hour per day at a sounding
frequency of four soundings per day, provided that the launchings are remotely controlled from a
manned control central. The two hours work can be made daytime.
The Autosonde operators need no qualified technical education. Normal education for sounding
operators, completed with an education in Autosonde operations is probably enough.
The weather during the test period has not offered extreme winds and temperatures or heavy
snowfall. With reservation for the events of balloon burst and sonde damage, wich possibly was
caused by strong wind, the Autosonde has worked very well.

- 1.62 -

The test has produced good basic infonnation for specification of functions for remote control of
Autosonde operation.
The test has produced good basic data for cost/benefit analysis. The level of costs for operator time
and other management will make it easy to prove profitability for Autosonde.
The Autosonde operators' experience is very good. The tasks are much simplier, and there is no
need of nighttime work outdoors. The automated hydrogene balloon filling is a substantial safety
factor.
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NEXT GENERATION NAVAID WINDFINDING
Juhana Jaatinen
Vaisala Oy, Upper Air Division
Box 26, 00421 Helsinki, Finland

Abstract
This paper describes a new generation of precision NAVAID windfmding systems. The proposed
system introduces both technical improvements and new concepts in windfinding. The power and
versatility is ~chieved by using state-of-the-art Digital Signal Processing (DSP) techniques.
Several new features characterize the new system. Firstly, temporal resolution is one second instead
of the previously common ten seconds. This isa decisive step towards fine vertical resolution in the
order of 100 meters. The first layer is simultaneously lowered from the usual 500 - 600 meters to
about 50 - 100 meters.
Secondly, the use of multifrequency composite NAVAID windfmding in the VLF frequency band
gives practically complete coverage of the globe. This makes the system fairly immune to the loss of
one or more transmitters, and expands the system life time especially in the case, that some Omega
or other transmitters would be phased out. The overwhelming redundancy in the number of received
stations also improves the possibility to detect and correct signal path propagation errors, which
leads to better accuracy compared to the previous systems.
The new· system provides improved windfmding performance with all NAVAID windfmding options
on a single, small, multiprocessor subsystem. This includes the present three station and the new five
station Alpha, and differential cross-chain Loran-C with the same hardware. The user can select
windfinding mode simply by selecting radiosonde, either VLF-sonde or Loran-C sonde.

1.

Introduction

NAVAID systems are designed to be used for navigational purposes, that is, determining the receiver
absolute position. However, the accuracy of absolute position does not directly reflect the accuracy
achieved in windfinding. More accurate wind estimate can be obtained by determining relative
movement of the radiosonde compared to the transmitting NAVAID stations.
NAVAID windfinding systems are based on the reception of navigational signals by a radiosonde and
processing these signals on a ground-based station. Determining wind velocity (speed and direction)
contains the following steps:
- Signal detection and phase (time difference for Loran-C) component determination for each
transmitter.
- Solving the wind vector from an overdetermined set of equations.
- Filtering noise from the wind profile (smoothing).

- 170 1.1. History
Vaisala was among the first companies to introduce NAVAID based windfinding systems in the early
70.'s. In these first generation systems position fix was done using signals of only three different
stations, which the operator had to select prior to the balloon launch. Only o,ne frequency of Omega,
13.6 kHz, was used. This three-station-method, as used in Vaisala's CORA, was not very successful,
but gave encouraging results in good conditions.
A study on mathematical methods and programming algorithms combined with a new sounding
computer, lead to a considerably improved product: the MicroCORA. The major advances in the
second generation were: all eight Omega transmitters were used, a quality factor for each signal was
computed, this factor was used for weighting when composing the wind vector, and the operator
had the possibility to exclude bad stations instead of having to select the three supposedly best ones.
MicroCORA uses polar correlator to determine the wind vector from one Omega frequency.
Further improvements were introduced in the new DigiCORA/Marwin -family in 1984. In the third
generation sounding equipment the sounding prQcess was automated, and several Omega frequencies
were used together with one Alpha (Russian VLF) frequency making a total of eleven transmitters.
All available signals contributed to the wind computation with automatic consistency checking,
providing computed winds at 10 second intervals.

(

The DigiCORA/Marwin -family was upgraded with cross-chain Loran-C in 1987, and in 1991 with
an option for six Communications VLF transmitters simultaneously with Omega and Alpha making a
total of 17 available transmitters. Today the present DigiCORA/Marwin is widely accepted within
the meteorological community.

2.

Problem Definition

Several major improvements are expected from the new fourth generation sounding equipment. This
paper focuses on the windfinding subsystem, the Navaid Processor, that handles signal detection and
wind phase determination. The design goal is a' Digital Signal Processing (DSP) based
multiprocessor system in a single unit, that would replace all existing Vaisala NAVAID boards,
including analog fIlter boards.
To improve windfinding performance there are,several topics that should be taken into account in the
proposed new system: all of the available dynamic range of the incoming signal should be used,
steeper fIlters for improved noise rejection, more stations for better coverage, the new Alpha five
station regime, differential calculation for all NAVAID options, and improved time (vertical)
resolution.
System flexibility is also an important factor that should be taken into account in all phases of the
design; not only for the Navaid Processor, but for the whole fourth generation sounding system.

(
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Omega
10.2 -13.6 kHz
SW = 3.4 kHz
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Figure 1. NAVAID frequency ranges
The large variety of NAVAID signals and frequency ranges, see Fig. 2, combined with the expected
performance level leads to the use of state-of-the-art Digital Signal Processing (DSP) techniques.
3.

Next Generation NAVAID Windfinding

Basis of the next generation NAVAID windfmding is the Navaid Processor subsystem, that handles
signal detection and phase component determination. This data is then used for solving the wind
vector and wind profile.
The Navaid Processor will be an integral part of future fourth generation Vaisala Sounding systems,
but an option for connecting it to existing systems will be developed. A single Navaid Processor will
implement Loran-C, Omega, Alpha, and Communications VLF sounding options.

Local Antenna .....
~

FMin

NAVAl 0
PROCESSOR

HOST
PROCESSOR

LOCAL AREA NETWORK

Remote Antenn~

RADIO
UNIT

LAN
NODE

~

Figure 2. Next generation sounding system
In the next generation sounding system all units are connected with a Local Area Network (LAN) ,
that serves as a communication path for sounding data and commands, and as a means for
downloading program upgrades. This setup provides great flexibility in process load sharing in the
multitasking multiprocessor system. A serial communication path will be used for connecting the
Navaid Processor to existing systems with adequate processing capability.

1-

- 172 3.1. Sounding Modes
Navaid Processor will implement cross-chain Loran-C, all Omega frequencies,. the present
multifrequency three station Alpha, the new multifrequency five station Alpha, and Communications
VLF sounding options. There are two sounding modes:
- VLF NAVAID: Omega, Alpha, and Communications VLF simultaneously, and
- Cross-chain Loran-C.
Both sounding modes are implemented with a single Navaid Processor subsystem. Any combination
of the VLF NAVAID mode can be used, and all stations contribute to a single one-second wind
vector value.

3.2. Improved Wind Velocity Data

(
Since the system is designed for sounding purposes, dedicated algorithms can be used to improve
wind vector accuracy. Output of the sounding system is wind velocity (speed and direction), not the
absolute geographical position, although this can be computed from the wind velocity. Improved
performance is expected from the new system because of advances in the algorithms, software and
hardware.
Powerful Digital Signal Processing allows the generation of dense measurement data, once per
second wind vectors, for all stations and for all frequencies. This has a considerable effect on vertical
resolution of the wind profile, and the size of fine details that can be detected. There are ten times as
many measurement points as before, which leads to smoothing fIlter lengths of Ys or even Mo of the
present ones.
High resolution, high speed, analog to digital conversion can use the whole dynamic range available
from the radio. Ultimate performance in poor conditions is to be expected, limited only by physical
realities.
Differential phase calculation will be available for all NAVAID options, also for cross-chain LoranC. This operation eliminates climatic disturbance in the signal propagation path, and local oscillator
induced frequency drift from the resulting wind components.
Digital fIlters used in the preprocessing stages provide exact characteristics, steep roll-of rates, and
very high stopband attenuation that is hard or impossible to match with their analog counterparts.
Floating-point numbers are used in all calculations. The better resolution and dynamic range
guarantees, that there will be practically no over- or underflows in the digital signal processing and
wind component determination.

3.3. Improved Tolerance for Absent Stations
The Navaid Processor uses more NAVAID stations and frequencies simultaneously than the existing
systems. This includes the new Alpha multifrequency five station regime, and the use of all Omega
frequencies. Hence, practically total windfinding coverage of the globe with improved station
geometry will be available. One the other hand, the large number of VLF NAVAID stations used
makes the system fairly immune to the loss of one or more transmitters.

(

- 173 3.4. Benefits of Digital Signal Processing
The proposed Navaid Processor implements all signal processing and fIltering with a Digital Signal
Processor, except the compulsory analog anti-aliasing fIlters. This technology brings several
advantages compared to analog signal processing. The expected performance level and small size
would not be feasible with conventional analog signal processing.
Digital Signal Processing brings several advantages compared to analog implementation. Since there
are no tolerance problems of analog components, reliable system performance is achieved as stated in
the specilications. Performance is stable also in the long run, because aging of digital components
does not change their processing parameters.
Filters with exact characteristics, steeper roll-of rates, and very high stopband attenuation can be
designed, with the only limiting factor being the available processing power. All analog fIlters have a
digital implementation, but there are also digital filters that have no analog counterparts.

3.5. System Flexibility
All signal processing algorithms can be expressed mathematically. These can be implemented either
with fIxed hardware or software. Both approaches have their benefIts and application fIelds.
If the analog-to-digital sampling rate allows the use of software implementation, this is the correct
approach. Software implementation allows major modilications being made in the processing
algorithms, which would not be possible with aJixed hardware implementation.

3.6. System Upgrading
Basically all programs will be downloaded to the Navaid Processor and other units of the new
sounding system via Local
Area Network, and stored into permanent
FLASH-memory. System
.
.
upgrade is a matter of inserting a storage media (3.5" disk, FLASH-card, etc.) to the system and
.performing program downl~ad.

3.7. Multiprocessor System
The proposed fourth generation sounding system is a true multitasking multiprocessor system. The
Navaid Processor subsystem uses a floating-point Digital Signal Processor (DSP) for signal
processing and a general purpose processor for communicating with the rest of the system.

4.

Summary

A new and revolutionary NAVAID based sounding equipment generation is proposed. Windfinding
performance is improved in several fIelds. Some of the benefIts are one-second wind vectors, an
improvement by one order of magnitude, practically total NAVAID coverage of the globe, and
improved performance in ·poor conditions. Heart of the windfInding system is a new Digital Signal
Processing (DSP) based Navaid Processor subsystem.

(
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A SURFACE-BASED HYBRID UPPER-AIR SOUNDING SYSTEM
Antti A. Lange
Finnish Meteorological Institute (FM!)
P. O. Box 503, 00101 Helsinki 10, Finland
ABSTRACT
The selection of upper-air observing systems for a cost-effective upperair sounding network of a national meteorological service (FMI) depends on the
configuration, operating characteristics, capital and all running costs of
equipment. Advancing microprocessor technology and effective computational
methods make it possible to visualize and combine data in an optimal way from
the various sources: weather balloons, radiosondes and the remote sensing
systems like Doppler sodars, wind profilers, Radio-Acoustic Sounders (RASS) ,
Doppler weather radars, lidars and microwave/infrared radiometers.
It _is straightforward how the NAV AID-based upper-air windfinding can make
use of the newest findings in Navigation Technology where so-called "hybrid"
navigation is used for improved reliability and accuracy. These sophisticated
computations are known as Kalman Filter. It also constitutes the theoretical
(Optimal Control Theory) basis for integration of all sorts of observations.
However, a conventional Kalman Filter of the Global Observing System calls for
computational speeds of a thousand Crays (see "Report of the Critical Review
Panel - Lower Tropospheric Profiling Symposium: Needs and Technologies" ,
1990). Recent developments in Meteorology are known as the 3- or 4-dimensional
variational data assimilation (Thepaut arid Courtier, 1991) and the real-time
Optimum Calibration by Kalman Filtering (Lange, 1990).
Prospects for a procurement of the national hybrid network are reported
with an emphasize on the quality assurance- aspects.

1.

Introduction

A national "hybrid" observing system network will be assembled. The newly
purchased new-generation upper-air sounding systems will be integrated into
the Finnish weather radar network and the satellite receiving and processing
systems (METEOSAT and NOAA). The processing network Will include a number of
data visualization terminals based on low-cost microcomputers for the use of
meteorologists, technicians, supervisory staff and customers. The objectives
of the integrated network are as follows:
1) to provide synoptic TEMP andlor PILOT and other asynoptic"
upper-air observations and CLIMAT TEMP reports as well as
ground weather radar observations from Finland for
the national and international uses as specified
in the WMO Manual on the Global Observing System;
2) to improve short-term weather forecasting,
particularly for periods- of up to 12 hours ahead,
by rapidly obtaining and displaying remotely sensed
data from possible wind profI1ers, acoustic- and
radio-acoustic sounders, microwave and infrared
radiometers, sferics receivers, lidars, etc.;
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3)
4)
5)

2.

to collect and display data from environmental upper-air
observing instruments for monitoring radio-activity,
aerosols and chemical constituents of the atmosphere;
to accumulate climatological information for provision to FMI,
WMO and other interested users; and,
to collect and assimilate data for research into
the meteorological processes of national scale and
advanced applications of satellite, weather radar and
other remote sensing data in combination with in situ
measurements.
.

The Meteorological Work Station (MWS)

The MWS workstation has been designed and programmed in-house at FM!. It
will play a significant role in the advanced visualization of all observations
and derived products. The data is currently available 24 hours backwards and
numerical forecasts 10 days onwards. For trajectory calculation, forecasts for
the last 10 days are also stored. The screen is automatically updated when new
data arrive. The full data base will include: '.
- surface SYNOP and AWS observations
- upper-air soundings, also predicted ones from ECMWF and FMI's HIRLAM
- METEOSAT and NOAA images
- weather radar images from the NORDRAD radar stations
- numerical forecasts from ECMWF, Bracknell, Offenbach, Washington, and
HIRLAM (FMI's own High Resolution Limited Area Model)
- interpreted 'products (cloudiness, significant weather, etc).
The integrated system will' also incorporate the SMS (Supervisor Monitor
Scheduler) that was developed at ECMWF. It will allow an automatic control of
the national observing network and the dissemination of all weather d~ta and
forecast products to individual workstations at FMI and customer locations.
The MWS application software is now being made independent of hardware by
using Object Oriented Programming so that a variety of low-cost workstations
based on UNIX, Windows NT, etc. can be supported.

3.

The quality assurance

The planned integration will be based on the general principles of Kalman
Filtering because of the following five reasons:
1)
Kalman Filter is the. only way of specifying the prediction and
data assimilation problem that is mathematically rigorous;
It provides the objective accuracy estimates of weather analysis
2)
and forecasting;
3)
Consequently, an optimum allocation of resources can be performed
between computing power and observing instruments;
4)
Control Theory provides the observability and controllability
conditions for the feedback stability of a Kalman Filter system; and
5)

The Kalman Filter system can be made to adapt to new circumstances
Le. the processing system learns from the mistakes it makes.

(

(
.
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4.

The integration

4.1

Upper-air winds
The main deficiency of the Omega/VLF-based windfinding has been a poor
vertical resolution near the earth's surface. This problem is now being solved
by adding an automatic radio-theodolite to the windfinding system so that it
becomes a "hybrid" one. For the best possible results as regards accuracy and
operational reliability, the data from the different sources will be combined
at signal level Le. the NAVAID phases, direction-finding angles and, possibly
later, distance measurements obtained by some transponder means. The required
Kalman Filter technology is from standard navigation literature.
4.2

The thermodynamic and. other parameters
The prospt;ctive integration of observing instruments that are alffilng at
measuring such atmospheric parameters as .pressure, temperature, humidity (PTU)
and up- or downwelling infrared radiation, etc. .. calls for much more complex
Kalman Filtering than that for NAVAID windfinding. This is because, firstly,
their physical relationships in the atmosphere are governed by a complicated
Partial Differential Equation (PDE) system instead of an ordinary simple one.
Secondly, the conventional way of solving Kalman Filters has been the famous
Kalman Recursions and they call for an immense computational capacity when the
number of incoming signals is as large as it is in a practical atmospheric or
environmental application.

5.

Concluding remark

The fast ways of solving Kalman Filters and new-breed microprocessors
like Pentium will make it· possible to combine data reliably and visualize it
effectively from windfinding devices, radiosondes as well as from surface- and
satellite-based remote sensing systems.
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- 179 ACCURATE AND COST EFFECTIVE DESIGN OF RADIOSONDE WITH RESPECT OF
CALIBRATION

Huang Bingxun

Zhang Yongkuan

Chinese Academy of Meteorological Sciences (CAMS) , China
1. Introduction

The weather analysis, especially- the research of climate
variance requires more accurate upper-air observing data. On the
other hand, due to the rising of the consumable cost, the observing
times and even the number of the stations of the upper-air network
are decreasing recent years. The GaS is facing a critical situation.
Therefore, how to reduce the cost as well as to improve the accuracy
of -the radiosonde is a vital problem to which close attention be paid
by many meteorological services on the world.
It is clear that the radiosonde calibration accuracy is a
important part of the radiosonde observation accuracy. Usually the
achivement of high accuracy and long-tern stable calibration results
in high cost of the sonde. Fortunately, now we have achieved a great
step forward on the accurate and cost effective design of the
radiosonde with respect of calibration. This article is intended to
introduce some useful experiences in this matter.
2. Developing or using Sensing Elements with simple and Very Stable
Calibration
Temperat~re element calibration is one of the main expense in
the sonde production. For example, in order to obtain- a accurate
temperature calibration more than-6 calibration points are required
for the old Chinese radiosonde. However, the effective period of the
calibration is only one year and one year later, the sonde has to be
recalibrated again. So to reduce the -calibration points implies to
reduce the production cost and to improve the long-tern stability of
the calibration implies to decrease the operation cost of the upperair stations.

Now we have developed a new ceramic thermistor temperature
element with a diameter of -0 . 5mm[I]. According to the tests by us ing
a high performance calibration system with an accuracy of +0.02°C,
this thermistor obeys very exactly a rather simple calIbration
function:

(1)
where R is resistance and T is temperature of the thermistor and
a,b,c are constants. This function seems not as simple as a second
order polynomial, but it also has only three constants. So only three
accurate calibration points (e.g. 40°C,-20oC,-80°C) are required to
obtain the values of a,b,c. The tests indicated that at any other
temperature, the biases between interpolated and calibrated values
are within +0.1 QC.
However, in practice, it is difficult to directly calculate T
from R-by using (1). Therefore, when once we have determined the
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values of a,b,c for each thermistor, we calculate 6 pairs oof T,R
values which uniformly distribute in the range of 50C - -100 e with
a increment of 30°C. By using these values then we can calculate the
coefficients A,B,C,D,E of a fifth polynomial:
(2)

The calculating tests indicated that calibration (2) is equivalent
to (1) within
+0.01 QC. Due to the using of computer all the
calculations mentioned are very easy. In this way, we have achieved
an accuracy temperature calibration for the thermistor by using only
three accurate calibration points.
The second feature of the thermistor developed by CAMS is the
good long ....term stability o~ the calibration. Laboratory tests by
using the method of water triple state point have shown that the
resistance value of the thermistor at the temperature of water triple
state point is very stable. The annual drift of the equivalent
temperature is about O.Ol°C. That is to say, the recalibration in the
meteorological services is unnecessary for the thermistor even 3-5
years later.

(

Therefore, developing or using a sensing element with a simple
and very stable calibration is very effective to achieve both
accuracy and cost improvements.
3. De~igning a Solid Measuring Circuit with High Linear Calibration
and two reference channels

Any kinds of output of the sensing elements must be changed into
a parameter which is suitable to be transmitted to the ground
receiver. In the case of the new Chinese sonde, for example, the
output of the measuring circuit is r~peated period of the transmitted
pulse series. Any devi.ces used in the circuit sUbject to the effects
. of the surrounding temperature and the fed voltages and these effects
result in a large drift of the calibration of the measuring circuit.
Some times, the equivalent temperature drift may reach to several
degrees.
In order to maintain the sonde in a low cost, any sophisticated
methods of temperature and voltage stabilization are not acceptable .
. However, if we can develop a measuring circuit with high linear
calibration and this performance is kept regardless of the large
drift of the calibration, 'we will achieve both accuracy and cost
effective goal by use of two reference channels of high accurate
resistances. That means any calibration drift of the circuit can be
corrected by the outputs of two reference channels as follows:
(3 )

where t, tit t 2 are the repeated period outputs of the sensing element
and reference resistances R, RI' R2 separately.
By use of. solid devices, we do have developed a measuring
circuit with high linear calibration. The laboratory and flight tests

(
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temperature and humidity elements indicated that the transformation
accuracy of the measuring circuit is within +O.l°C.
Due to the using of solid devices, the circuit of the radiosonde
is very sturdy. Usually the circuit of the reclaimed sonde is in good
condition. So after checking, the circuit can be used again.

4. Separately using of the Calibrations of Elements and Measuring
Circuit
Traditionally, especially in the manual or semi-automate system,
the radiosonde factory provides only a composite calibration in a
graph form for each element. For example, the temperature calibration
is in a following overall form:
T=f(t)

(4)

Although we can directly obtain T from t, usually this is a complex
function of t and more than 6 calibration points are required to
reach high accuracy. However, it is difficult to "reach a accuracy of
±O.l°C in the case of graphic form.
Now computer is widely used in the upper-air observation system.
So we decided to maintain the formulas (3) and (2) and successively
use them to calculate T from t. The advantage of this measure is very
clear. When any sensing element is damaged, we need not to scrap the
whole sonde like usually did for the old sonde. The only thing that
should be done is to replace the element by new one and input the new
coefficients of (2). Furthermore, due to the sturdiness of the solid
circuit, when a released sonde is reclaimed, we can release the sonde
again after replacing the elements and battery and checking" the
circuit. According to our experience, about 40% released radiosondes
can be collected and used again. Therefore, the separately using of
the calibrations of the elements and circuit is very useful for
cutting down the operation cost of the upper-air observation network.

5, Conclusion
In order to improve the accuracy and reduce the cost of the
radiosonde and its operational expense in the aspect of calibration,
our useful experiences are: developing or using sensing elements with
simple and very stable calibration; designing a sturdy solid
measuring circuit with high linear calibration feature and two
reference channels; separately using of the element calibrations and
the measuring circuit calibration. In this way, "the new designed
Chinese radiosonde has the features of both high accuracy and low
producing and operational cost.
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AN EXAMINATION OF NEW TECHNIQUE FOR TEMPERATURE AND
HUMIDITY MEASUREMENTS CORRECTION EVALUATION USING
DZHAMBOOL RADIOSONDE INTERCOMPARlSON DATA

A.M. Balagurov J M.B. fridzan, A.P. Kats

Central Aerological Observatory
DolgoprudnYJ Moscow Reg.,Russia
The conventional radiation correction scheme for the Russian
radiosondes MARZ-2 and MRZ-3 presented in [1] was obtained by
analysing the differences between dayand
nighttime
measurements. Besides neglecting diurnal temperature variations,
this method does not take into account some important factors,
such as: infrared radiation, emissivity of the sensor, heat
exchange, etc' J which noticeable affect the measurements. This
.results in a certain over-estimation of the corrections; of an
order of night-time radiation error.
A new method [2] of radiation corrections estimation has
been developed in Russia, ·based on the solution of the radiation
balance equation. It takes into consideration both external and
internal sources of heat, which determine the difference between
the temperature. of the sensor in a radiation balance state and
that of the ambient air. The .influencing f.actors are direct and
reflected solar radiation J heat radiation of .the Earth and atmosphere J emissivity of the sensor itself, heat transfer to/from
lead wires and electrical heating by the measurement current. The
resulting radiation error can be written as follow:
Qrh - exoo><Ts 4
U2
(1)
~Tr=Ts-Ta= - - - - ' - - - ---- +
as
RsxSsXO:s
+

2xnxk
.
(.
Or1
]
V2XA1xr:i.3x(a1+4><e1x6oXTa3) (Ts-Ta ) . 3
SsXO:s
.
nx(a1+4xc1XOoXTa )

Here, Ta is the ·actual air temperature; as - is the
coefficient of convective heat exchange of the thermistor;
Qrh=Fs*(1-Ad)*~df+[Fre*(1-Are)+Fle*(1-Ale)+Fla*(1-Ala)]*'la is
the radiation heat flow absorbed by a unit surface of the
thermistor; Fs , Fre , FleJFl a are J respectively, the flows of
direct solar radiation J radiation reflected from the underlying
surface, and long-wave radiation of the Earth and atmosphere;
Ad,AreJAl e and Ala are respectively the integral albedo of the
thermistor surface for direct and reflected solar radiation and
long wave radiation of the Earth and atmosphere; ~df and ~la are
the coefficients of irradiation of the thermistor; c is the
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emissivity of the thermistor;

oc

is Stefan-Boltzmann constant;

u

is the voltage of the measuring electrical current in the
thermistor, Ss is the electrical resistance of the thermistor;
ri, Ai, cr1 and cir are, respectively, the radius,coefficients of
heat oonductivity, convective heat exchange and emissivity of the
1.-..-.,...,J ........ ~."..,,-_.
n . . . _ .... \..,._ ....... -~ ... - ....... _ .... "'"'.-.-+ 4-'1,...,,,.... _k_,..., ....... 'L-"..:..~
hy a . unl"t
.l.t'cu VYl.l t'.::J;
l..::J 1.11t' J. dU.Ld.l.l.Ull llt'd.l. 1. l.UW d.l.I.::JUl Llt'U
L
surface of the lead wires of the thermistor. similar to Orh.
The thermophysical and optical parameters of the thermistor
were determined experimentally; atmospheric parameters were taken
from thermodynamic and radiation atmospheric models.
The
r&jiation errors for the temperature sensor MMT-1· used in
radiosondes lJRZ and MARZ, oalculated from equation (1) for
average atmospheric conditions are presented in Fig. 1. This
figure shows also the experimental estimates of radiation errors
obtained with a thin-wire platinum thermometer (for sun elevation
about 50 0), and "day minus night" operational radiation
corrections,
taken with reverse sign' (for the same sun
elevation). Also presented are the extreme values of radiation
errors, calculated for ~warm~ and ~cold~ atmospheres.
The differences
between
.the conventional radiation
correction scheme and the one 'calculated from formula (1) were
tabulated versus pressure, sun elevation and measured temperature
proper as one of the major environmental parameter influencing on
radiation errors. These tables were applied to Dzhambool
Radiosonde Intercomparisons' [1] MRZ data. First, temperature and
pressure from simultaneous data set were recalculated and then
data for constant pressure levels .were obtained. Several-results
had been supplied to Dr. J.Nash, as project coordinator,
immediately in Dzhambool.
Figures 2.a and 2.b present the mean differences of
simultaneous temperature measurements relative to FIN at
nighttime (18 GMT)' and day-time (06 GMT) conditions. The new MRZ
data are marked as RRZ; other sondes are indicated as in [1]. It
can be seen that in the daytime, RRZ deviation from FIN is small
and, for all levels, it does not exceed 1°C: At nighttime, RRZ
data at upper levels show much better agreement with FIN,
comparing with other radiosondes.
The relative humidity measurements~ compatibility for the
Russian radiosondes MRZ and MARZ [1] reveals its strong
degradation at upper levels caused by the temperature influence
and lag errors. The gold-beater skin sensors used in those
radiosondes were comprehensively investigated in the 80's, using
a wide spectrum of reference equipment. The estimates for.
temperature influence and response time were derived as follows:
~rl

(
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Here Ua , Urn are the actual and measured relative humidities
in %RH, t is ambient temperature in °c.
(3)

As=E4.99+170x(lu1.25_0.451)3]x(8.3195xe-O.0885t+3.5)x

X(0.1567xVP+0.045)X(10.67/~ -1.084)/125.5
(3)

Ad=E4.99+220x(lu1.25_0.411)4]x(8.3195xe-O.0885t+3.5)x

X(0.1567xVP+0.045)x(10.67/~ -1.084)/125.5
Here AS,Ad are the time constants for sorption and
desorption, U is humidity in %RH, P is pressure in hPa, v is the
ventilation speed in m/s, t is ambient temperature in °c.
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- 189 UN IMPROVEMENT OF TEMPERATURE UNO HUMIDITY MEUSUREMENTS
UCCURACY ON THE RUSSIUN UEROLOGICUL NETWORK

A.M. Balagurov, M.B. Fridzon, S.P. Yessiak
Central Aerological Observatory
Dolgoprudny, Russia
In the
80~s
the Soviet radiosounding system has been
re-equipped with the new solid-state,
small-sized radiosondes
MARZ
(with
the radar station "l'leteorite")
and 1'1RZ (with
computerized radar system AVK-l).
At the same time obsolete
temperature and humidity serisors were used in these radiosondes.
As it is shown in [1], the major contribution to the total errors
of" radiosounding temperature and humidity measurements is made by
sensors.
Thus,
the old Soviet temperature sensor MMT-l has
r~jiation
and dynamic errors f"rom 2 to 3 times larger than those
of" temperature sensors of the best world radiosondes
(e.g.,
of
the USA an~ Finland). Old Soviet humidity gold-bitter skin sensor
is inferior to modern sensors in accuracy,
temperature interval,
andd~namic parameters.
Recentl y the development of modern temperature and humidi ty
sensors has been completedl in Russia.
In 1890-81 based on these
sensors a new radiosonde, MRZ-6, was created, to match the ground
system AVK-l.
SE,lnsors.

The sensitive element in th~ type ADTV71 temperature sensor
of MRZ-6 radiosonde
is a
thin nickel
foil
strip,
made by
fotolithografy m~thod on a
thin non-conducting film.
It
is
constructed as a cylinder of twisted f"ilm, 1,5 mm in diameter and
10 mm in length~ with rigid leads fixed on the f"rame. This sensor
has passed the State approval
tests and is included in the
Gosstandart list of" certif"ied measuring instruments. The sensor~s
maximum error is within + 0.5 GC in temperature interval f"rom -80
to 60 ~C,
with 0 and 150 pc .calibration points.
Calibration
function is given by the 4-th order pOlynomial.
The sensitivity to temperature changes is def"ined by the
ratio of" sensor resistances at 100 and 0 DC temperatures and is
about 1.620. The sensor is covered with antiradiative enamel,
similar to MRZ and MARZ.
The nominal response time of" the sensor
is 5 s under normal conditions (pressure of 1000 hPa and blowing
vel oci ty of !5 m/s).
The DVR type humidity sensor of" the radiosonde
MRZ-6
consists of a sensitive element,
similar in construction to
Vaisala sensor"
and capacity-to-frequency
transf"ormer.
The
sensitive element is a capacitor with 3 electrodes,
two of" which
(lower) are arranged on a dielectric plate 'and the third,
water-leaking electrode is placed over the humidity sensing
layer, above the others two and is not connected with them. It is
designed as a 8 x 6 x 0.6 mm plate installed on semi-rigid leads,
connected with the lower electrodes.
The capacity of"
the
sensitive element changes within a 160 to 210 pF range,
the mean
sensitivity being 0.35 pF/·I.RH.
The
sensitive
element
is
incorporated
in
a
30
x
40
mm
plate
on which the
capacity-to-frequency transformer is assembled.
The DVR :sensor has
passed the State approval tests and is
included in the Gossta.ndart
I ist
of
certified
measuring
instruments. The sensor~"s ma::dmum error· of 20°C is within + 5
%RH in 0 to 100 %RH humidity interval from with 33 and 78 %RH
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order polynomial.
The DVR
response
time
under
normal
conditions and
ventilation of 5 m/s does not exceed 3 s; the maximum error under
operational
conditions ( temperature within -60 to 50 9 C) is not
more than 10 %RH (temperature in~luence on sensor readings is
practically absent).
Block Diagram and operational Principles.
810ck diagram o~ MRZ-6 is presented in Pig. 1.
The basic
radiosonde parts are:
- a temperature sensor (TS) providing trans~ormation o~ the
ambient air temperature· Q~ -90 to 60 ~~ to electrical resistance
varying in the range f'rom 250 to 700 Ohm;
- a,
humidity
sensor
(transducer)
(HT)
providing
transf'ormation of' the ambient air relative humidity of' 0 to 100
'i.RH to electr'ieal pulse f'epetition period of' 5 to 15 ms;
- a radioblock providing trans~ormation o~ the temperature
sensor j""esistance as well as the re~erence and calibration
resistance to electrical
pulse repetition
period;
f'orming
telemetry channels
(includi~~
h8midity channel);
transmitting
telemetry signals by a radio-~requency carrier o~ 1780 MHz to the
ground station;
providing of' distance echo-signal in response to
the
ground
station
interrogation,
transmitted
by
a
radio-f'requency carrier of' 1780 MHz;
- water-activated battery for power supply with voltages of
9.5 and 28 V.
The main elements of" the radioblock are:
- a
measuring transducer (MT) providing the transf'ormation
of the temperature sensor resi'stance and a
pos5i bi l i ty of a
transforming error~s correction, through employing the re~erence
and calibration channels;
the
transducer
consists
of' a
calibration circuit
(CC),
two analogue keys (AK),
a measuring
ci rcui t (MC),
a "vol tage-·to-:-~requency" converter
(VPC~
and a
logical element (LE);
- a
multiple::<or switch
(MS)
providing the coupl ing of
measuring
transducer and .humidity sensor outputs with the
modulating input of the transponder;
- telemetry
signals
former cif control
signals ~or a
successive cycle of" telemetry signals transmission;
- a
superregen~rative
transponder (ST) consisting o~ a 800
kHz quenching oscillator
(QO),
a
1780
MHz
VHP
master
sel~oscillator
(VHP SO),
a
voltage stabilizer
(VS)
and a
stabilizer ~f DC component of VHP current (CS};
- an antenna system (An) providing emission and reception of
1780 MHz signals.
In~ot~matiol1 on
air temper'ature and hLlmidity is transmitted
by MRZ-S as frequency signals,
consecutively,
through four
telemetry
channels:
temperature,
humidity,
re~erence
and
calibration.
The last two ones are introduced to minimize errors
of' temperature sensor resi stance transformat ion.
An output in~ormative parameter ~or temperature
is the so
called V-parameter:
Tt - To
Y

= -----.-.-.-.

le - To
peri od of'
pulse 'repetition ~or the
het'e Tt
is
-the
temperature:: channel; To is the peri od o~ pulse repetition ~or the
re~erenee
channel;
Te is the· period c·f pulse 'r'epetition f'or the

(

(

- 191 calibration channel.
The absolute value o~ the pulse repetition period ~or the
humidity channel is a measure o~ air humidity.
To avoid the loss
o~ in~ormation~
the radiosonde MRZ-S employs a tWinned telemetry
cycle with the transmission o~ the re~erence channel
dL\ring the
~irst
semi-cycle and the calibration channel during the second
one. In~ormation on temperature and humidity is transmitted twice
and once ~respectively~ during each semi-cycle.
The duration o~ channels transmission is 5.1-5.4 s.
Por the
channel s··
separat i on~
the peri od o~ the re~erence channel pul se
repetition is shorter and that o·f the cal ibration channel
is
longer than the other channels~ by more than 200 mks. on-o~~ time
ratio o~ all the channels is within 1.8 to 2.2 and doesn~t depend
on their repetition period.
Construction.
The 'radioblock is arranged in rectangular
pol"~oam
.
_
:r
Laslng
together
with
the battery e.onsuring the necessary thermal
conditions during the fligh~. The casing consists o~ a ~rame a.nd
a cover matched together in the vertical plane~ the dimension o~
the casing being 110 x 110 x 225 mm.
The radioblock is assembled
on a single-ended printed-circuit card. The antenna. system o~ the
radiosonde is made as '=\uarter wave whip aerial with a. 'flat s,=\uare
counterpoise~ placed normal to the radioblock plate. The humidity
sensor is situated in the upper part of the radiosonde casing so
that the sensitive element is in the centre o~ the air inlet. The
temperature sensor is positioned on connecting rods arranged on
the, external
holder~
placed at 45~ to the radiosonde vertical
a~<is so that the sensitive element is by more than
95 mm aside
~rom
and 45 mm above the radi osonde casi ng.
The radi osonde i s '
atta.ched to suspensi on by a
ribbon~
~asteni ng
the radi osonde
frame to the cover over the generatrix and providing their
reliable ~ixture.
Tri al
resul ts,.
Complex trials were carried ou~ involving radiosonde MRZ-S~
which included both separate tests o~ the sensors and radioblock~
and trials o~ the whole radiosonde under laboratory and ~ield
conditions.
As it is impossible to comprehensively simulate in
the the whole complex o~ physical ~actors~ a~~ecting radiosonde
measurements under real flight conditions~ a combined theoretic
and experimental approach o~ measurement error investigation was
used.
So~
the in~luence o~ some ~actors was evaluated primarily
by means of theory and then coe~~icients o~ the theoretic~l
dependences were expe~imentally tested in Several points o~ the
variability
interval
o~
a given ~actor. Por example~ by this
method~ the estimates of radiation and dynamic measurement errors
~or temperature and humidity have been received.
Pigure 2 illustrates the results o~ launching the radiosonde
MRZ-S on a special aerostat~ also carrying temperature (TR) and
humidit~ (HR)
re~erence gauges [1].
One can see~ that the ADTV-l
results
practically coincide with the ones o~ temperature
re~erence.
Deviati'ons from humidity reference ~or DVR as well as
~or
the gold-beater skin sensor(
OHS)
are insigni~icant at
heights up to S km.
However~
the latter beco'me essential
at
temperatures below -20 DC~
while DVR readings are still close to
re~erence and slightly
di~fer' from
it due to the di~~erent
response time.
The radiosonde has passed the State approval
tests and is

- 192included
in
the
Gosstandart list of cer'tified ffiE'asuring
instruments.
The approval test has revealed the temperature and
humidity ma::dmum error of is 0.7 0 C and 10 ·I.RH respectively.
Since 1992,
MRZ-S has underwent field test at Dolgoprudny
upper--air station.
PiQure3 presents the results of an 1'1R2-6
ascent between two operational ascents of 1"1RZ-3. A good agreement
of measured temperatures can be seen. The differences observed may
be accounted for by the atmospheric variability.
The humidities
are compatible up to B km,
but at upper levels, MRZ-S shows much
lower humidity than MR2-3.
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- 195 VERIFICATION TECHNIQUE FOR AUTOMATED RADIOSOUNDINB SYSTEM
A.M.

Yu.V. Neiman~ S.G. Osipova
Central Aerological Observatory
Dolgoprudny~ Russia

Balagurov~

A.P.Kats~

The wide introduction of the automated radiosounding system
during the last decade highly improved the quality of upper-air
measurements.
Monitoring of upper-air data quality~ carried out by
NWP centres [1]~ has demonstrated this improvement for constant
pressure level
data.
~ecent
series
of
the
WMO
radiosonde
intercomparisons
[2~3]
have
shown
better
compatibility in
simultaneous data~ too. However~ for many users and applications of
upper-air information it is the full
profile of
the vertical
distribution oftemperature~ humidity and wind (usually vs pressu~e)
that is considered as the main radiosounding result.
Due to GTS
restrictions~
this information is distributed in a reduced form via
so called "significant points"
best representing the underlying
profile.
The selection criteria establi~hed in the Manual on Codes
are poorly formalized and intended primarily for manual processing.
So~
they are applied in automated radiosounding systems differently
and~
possibly~
inconsistently.
Therefore~
proper coding of
aerological messages is one of the main problems in the development
and testing of these systems.
For those that utilize mini-computers
with standard 110 devices or PC, this task is not very compli~ated it
may be solved by creating raw~data files with arbitrary
distY-ibutions and then runni~g the corresponding softwar~ for flight
simulation.
This is not th~ case for ground
systems
equipp~d
with
mini-computers using firmware ~lgorithms•. Such algorithmic errors
are possible that may show under a specific complex of weather
conditions.
Therefore~ a sufficiently long period of time is needed
for the field tests to detect these errors.
That is why for solving this and other problems of ensuring high
data quality a hard- and software complex is under development in
Russia for testing of the Russian radiosounding system AVK through
simulating ascents with controlled profiles of
meteorological
variables.
The main objective of this complex is to provide on-line
reproducing~
with controlled
properties~
the
telemetry
and
radiotracking measuring signals,
received by AVK during ascents
under real conditions.
An experimental model of the proposed device
is available and in current use,
making it possible to che~k the
automatic selection of temperature and humidity significant levels
under different conditions.
The model
consists of personal
comput~r
equipped
with
a
programmable controller,
plugged into a standard expansion slot~
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which simulates the operation of radiosonde measuring generator and
is able to produce~ for a given period,
rectangular pulses with
controlled frequency and duration.
The output of the controller is
connected
with
the
modulator of the VHF generator of the
conventional radiosonde MRZ (or MARZ for Meteorite-OKTAVA system
testing;
in principle,
the controller may be used with any analog
radiosonde after necessary adjustment of electrical parameters). The
sonde runs of stationary power supply and generates VHF signals in
conventional way.
Available softwar-e makes it possible to simulat.e
telemetry
signals
for arbitrary profiles of temperature and
~umidity.
Conventional AVK facilities permit us to set the slant
range increasing with a constant increment,
and also constant
elevation and azimuth,
and thus simulate balloon flight with a
constant ascent rate.
Data processing is fulfilled automatically by
AVK mini-computer as during conventional radiosond~ ascent.
The
results of d~ta processing are available for constant pressure
levels and significant points from TEMP message and standard
printout, and may be compared with predefined profile.
Fig. 1 presents the results of AVK processing for temperature
and humidity profile simulated from flight 26 DigiCORA - RS-80
minute data of Dzhambool
Radiosonde Intercomparisons
(original
DigiCORA selection of significant points is not presented due to
incompatibility in vertical
ascent rate).
It shows a certain
peculiarity of
AVK-l
algorithms,
consisting in the selection of
significant points at ~einhts mUltiple of 200 m below 3 km,
400 m
within 3 to 6 km layer,
500 m within 6 to 10 layer,
and 1 km above
10 km level.
The device
described
was
utilised
for
AVK-l
firmware
examination,
software development for processing data from the new
Russian radiosonde MRZ-6,
other research tasks,
e.g.
for the
determination of the timing delay o~ AVK-l printout to eliminate
timing errors in Dzhambool Radiosonde Intercomparisons MRZ data set.
At the moment, a full version of this compl~x is being. developed
which will also allow the simulation of co-ordinate measurements as
well as the introduction of perturbations to measuring signals,
their scale corresponding to real
noise and measurement errors.
Direct input into AVK mini-computer is being designed too.
It is
planned to utilize several complexes of the kind for AVK verifying
under real operational conditions on the Russian upper-air network.
References.
1. M.Kitchen,1989~WMO Instruments and Obs. Methods,Report No.36.
2. J.Nash and F.J. Shmidlin,1987,WMO Instruments and Obs.Methods,
Report No.30.
3. A.A.lvanov.1989.,WMO Instruments and Obs. Methods,Report No.40.
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- 201 Quality Assurance of Aerosol Optical Thickness Monitoring for the Lindenberg
Sunphotometer Types BAS and ABAS
U. Leiterer; M. Weller; J. Urban; T. Naebert
Deutscher Wetterdienst, Meteorologisches Observatorium,
15864 Lindenberg, Germany

1. Introduction
The main problems of the spectral aerosol optical thickness monitoring (0,38-1,1 /1Ill) are the stability of the
sensitivity and the evaluation of the voltages generated by the extraterrestrial irradiance in the spectral channels at
the top of the atmosphere. It will be..reported on a new method of calibration and recalibration of sunphotometers
used in Lindenberg. The main idea is to transfer the known extraterrestrial spectral solar radiometric scala to
radiance- and irradiance etalons in a laboratory and to control the stability of the sunphotometers in the laboratory
afterwards.
One essential feature of the Lindenberg sunphotometer objectives is the known effective solid angle ID which will
be used to transfer the irradiances of the solar disk to radiances of a white etalon in the laboratory. The Lindenberg
sunphotometer types distinguish from the WMO recommended sunphotometers by
0
- small viewing angle of about 1 ,
- the use of an objective with a focus of about 80 mm,
- a high dynamic range of about 106 ; 6 sensitivity ranges and a resolution of 104 •
Some results will be shown of radiance- and irradiance comparisons with substandards based on calibration of the
Meteorological Observatory Lindenberg (MOL), Labs & Neckel-data (L&N), National Institute of Standards and
Technology USA (NIST), Labsphere INC. USA (LAB) and Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt FRG (PTB).
2. The radiometric transfer
Scheme 1 shows the method to find the extraterrestrial voltages U op for each wavelength of the sun-photometer.
U op is the fundamental quantity to compute the aerosol optical thickness BA" The physical basis is the BougerLambert'law
(1)

Up = U OP e .oT·

ID

with Up : photometer signal
BT : total optical thickness
m : air mass
Unfortunately the preconditions for the application of the Bouger-Lambert'law are not fulfilled under real
atmospheric conditions and for filter-half-widths between 8 - 16 nm (as we used for the MOL-sunphotometer BAS
11). The application of the Bouger-Lambert'law is only a compromise, for 22 of the 33 used wavelengths. Here
we get the extraterrestrial voltages U 0 within ± 7 % accuracy. For the other 11 wavelengths there are higher
deviations caused by Fraunhofer lines, atmospheric water vapour and oxygen lines and by some optical problems
of the sunphotometer. Therfore one should provide the Bouger-Lambert'law with a correction function 9 (m) in the
form

with Uop(pre) •

91
= Uop
9 2(m) --> 1

for m = 0
for m --> 0

Uop(pre) : preliminary result of the Langley-Plot
91
: constant part of the correction function 9 (m)
9 zCm) : variable part of the correction function 9 (m)
The procedure to determine the constant and variable part of the correction function 9 (m) is described in [1].
The right side of scheme 1 illustrates the way of the extraterrestrial irradiance transfer to irradiance and radiance
calibration factors and their applications to a irradiance - and radiance etalon in the laboratory. More details about
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- 203 this method to transfer a known radiometric scale of the extraterrestrial solar spectrum [3] to a radiance- and
irradiance etalon in the laboratory are published in [2].
The fundamental quantities are the
extraterrestrial irradiances Eo [L & N] related to 1abs and Neckel and the
of the sunphotometers of the Meteorological Qbservatory 1indenberg
extraterrestrial voltages U op [MOL]
We used the sunphotometer BAS 11 with 33 spectral channels, half-widths 8 - 16 urn for the transfer and neglected
the correction-function 9 (m); see eq. (1). The result are more or less accurate calibration factors for radiances and
irradiances. The deviations of the "correct" calibration factors of standards [LAB, NIST, PTB, MOL] to the
calibration factors on the basis of the extraterrestrial irradiances Eo or voltages U op are reflected in the correctionfunction 9 (m); see eq. (2).

In the result of the radiometric transfer procedure (right side of scheme 1) one gets the derived
labor radiances
}
of irradiance-radiance etalon [MOL, L& N]
labor irradiances
labor spectral reflectance
From this

irradian~e-radiance

etalon [MOL, L & N] the fundamental quantity U op can be computed by

U wp (MOL, L & N)

(3)

U op

1

= --------------------------- • ------Lwp (MOL, L & N)

Eo (MOL, L & N)

ro·d

and may be used for laboratory control and quality assurance of U op of the sunphotometers.
Of course the radiometric basis of Labs & Neckel data can be replaced also by standards on the basis of NIST,
LABSPHERE-NIST and PTB. The main point and main difficulty is to use only one type of standard for Eo and
Lwp. That means one has to create new extraterrestrial Eo irradiances also if one uses radiances Lwp in the
laboratory which are not related to Eo [MOL, L & N].

3. Results of radiance- and irradiance comparisons
Fig. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 show comparisons between different irradiance- and radiance substandards offered by
different companies. All these substandards are for sale and use for everybody. The comparisons won't to say
anything about the absolute accuracy of there basis calibrations of the bureau of standards. We have also to taken
into account some uncertainties of our transferradiometer (sunphotometer BAS 11).
Fig. 1 shows the relative deviations of the irradiance calibration factors KE • The curve PTB/NIST represents the
differences of KE based on the same FEL-lOOO W quartz-halogen- lamp type traceable to PTB [4] or NIST [5].
The deviations are small (2-5 %). The curve MOLlNIST describes the deviations of KE based on the Lindenberg
method [2, 3] to the NIST-standard related calibration factors.
Fig. 2 presents the relative deviations of the radiance calibration factors Kv The NIST related radiance calibration
factors KL(NIST) have been computed by applying the known reflectance calibration standard Q(SPEC) [7] and the
NIST related irradiance E(NIST) of the known FEL-lamp [5]:
E(NIST) • 1t
(4)

L(NIST)

= ----------------Q(SPEC)

L(NIST)
with KL(NIST = ------------Up
Up : photometer signal
Q(SPEC) = 0.988 in the region 400... 1100 urn

The radiance calibration factors KL(LAB) are derived by means of the integrating (Ulbricht) sphere of
LABSPHERE INC. [6]. The calibration factors of MOL and LAB are 8 to 15 % higher than the "NIST related"
factors. A better correspondence has been found for the MOL and LAB calibration factors within ± 7 % for 22 of
33 wavelengths.· Therefore the LABSPHERE radiance data could be included in the procedure of quality assurance
of the MOL-sunphotometers.
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- 2{)5Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the irradiances E and the radiances L of the MOL-etalon (halogen emitter-triple combined
with the BaS04 -white disk, see scheme 1) computed with different calibration factors:
MOL irradiance
radiance
LAB radiance
LAB irradiance

- by the Lindenberg method, scheme 1, [2, 3]
- by means of integrating (Ulbricht) sphere of LABSPHERE, [6]
- by use of the known spectral reflectance Q(MOL) of the MOL-Reflectance-Standard (Fig.
6 and scheme 1) and the eq. (5)
KL(LAB) • Uwp • 1t

L(LAB) • 1t
E(LAB) = -----..:--------------------- = ----------------Q(MOL)
Q(MOL)

(5)

and Uwp : photometer signal
NIST radiance
NIST irradiance
PTB irradiance

- by use of the known spectral reflectance Q(SPEC) of the LABSPHERE white target [7]
and E(NIST) according to eq. (4)
- by use of the NIST related calibration factors [5].
- by use of the PTB related calibration factors [4].

Fig. 5 illustrates the irradiance E of the NIST related FEL 1000 W quartz-halogen-Iamp No. 211 from EG & G,
GAMMA SCIENTIFIC, compared with MOL - and PTB related calibration factors. A similar but not the same
behavior is obvious as shown in Fig. 3 for the MOL - and PTB curves.
Fig. 6 shows the spectral hemispherical reflectance Q of the white disk type "MOL-BaS04 ". The light-incident
angles of the 3 halogen lamps of the emitter-triple are 26° with respect to the normal through the center of the
white disk. The curve Q(MOL) is related to the Lindenberg method as described in scheme 1 using the
extraterrestrial irradiance data of Neckel & Labs [3] and the effective solid angle for each wavelength. It is a
proven fact that the spectral reflectance Q(MOL) is very stable over many years (> 10).
The curve Q(LAB/PTB) demonstrates the effect occuring when the radiance calibration factors of LABSPHERE
INC. [6] and irradiance calibration factors related to a PTB-standard lamp [4] are used. We see that Q(LAB/PTB)
coincides with Q(MOL) near 400 and 1000 urn but in the range 550 to 800 urn the LAB/PTB related calibration
factors are 5...7 % higher. The reasons are unclear up to now.
4. Conclusions
The best results for maintenance and estimation of the extraterrestrial values U o in the laboratory can be achieved
by use of the more than 10 year old reflectance standard "MOL-BaSO/ (Fig. 7b). We have found the best
coincidence between the extraterrestrial irradiance of -the Labs & Neckel-data [3] and the radiance of the
LABSPHERE INC.-data [6] in order of±7 %. Applying irradiance substandards related to PTB and NIST 1000
W-lamps the results are more contradictory especially in the spectral region between 550 and 800 urn. Therefore
we use the irradiance and radiance data of the MOL-standard as shown in Fig. 7a also in the future .
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Results of an Absorption Corrected Aerosol Optical Thickness Monitoring

M. Weller and U.LeitererlDeutscher Wetterdienst
Meteorologisches Observatorium 15864 Lindenberg

METHODS

Multi-channel VIS/NIR sunphotometers developed by the authors [1] and calibrated with regard to the
WMO recommended irradiance standard [2] are used for ilerosol Qptical thickness (AOT) monitoring in the
polar regions (background) and in Central Europe at the Meteorological Observatory Lindenberg (52 0 N;
14 0 E). The radiometric constancy of the devices is continually checked with regard to the Lindenberg
laboratory standard. The procedures relating to this are given in the preceding paper and are based on the
work represented in the TECO-report [3]. To derive the AOT, the spectral transmission T of the atmosphere
has to be measured. This is the reduction in solar intensity due to scattering and absorption. T can be
estimated using the Beer-Lambert law accordingly
(1)

In (1) Uo (A) is the spectrometer output for the extraterrestrial light intensity at a given wavelength incident
at the top of the atmosphere, U CA) is the intensity of the light transmitted to the earth's surface; m is the
air mass defined as the length of path of direct solar radiation through the atmosphere as compared to the
length of the vertical path through the atmosphere.
OT (A), the so-called optical thickness represents a combination of light scattering and absorption by gases
and particles (aerosols).
Bearing in mind the spectrometer filter's half-width of 8 - 16 nm, 0 (A) is actually the sum of 6 provable
components:
the optical thickness due to light scattering by
molecules (Rayleigh scattering) given by the WMO
recommended formula (2)

(2)

0RAY

(A)

= P/1013,25 x 0.00838 A-(3.9164 + 0.074}, + 0.5/>-')

A in p.m; p in hPa

the O2 caused light attenuation of approximately 760 nm
the optical thickness caused by 0 3 absorption in the Chappius band
the N02 caused absorption (maximum approximately 390 nm, extending to the VIS
and overlapping with the 03-Chappius band)
the absorption due to water vapour predominantly occurring in the QUT-band and
the light extinction (mainly by scattering) due to particles, the so-called AOT

- '20a- Since the absorption coefficients of 0 3 and N02 are reasonably well established a variant of the Beer~·"
Lambert law can be applied to determine how much of the solar light is absorbed by these gases if their
concentrations are known.
The more or less narrow-banded unknown O2 and H 2 0 (Dr absorption can be eliminated:..fitting the AOT
values with the help of the absorption free channels outside these bands:·
So the determination of reliable 0 3 and N02 concentrations remains (beside the mentioned radiometric
problems) to separate the AOT measured at a rural site. Here the low N02 concentration was neglected until
now. Concerning 0 3 the Potsdam Dobson ozon values are used, which have been established 80 km from
the AOT monitoring site. Nowadays a Brewer Mark 4 at the Lindenberg observatory allows the N02 and
0 3 determination to be undertaken at the same site. So OAf> (A) can finally be deduced from (1).

RESULTS
Beginning in February 1986 AOT has been derived in about 35 channels between 0.38 and 1.1 J-tm in the
morning at sun heights between 10° and 15° (stable boundary layer conditions).
(
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- 209 Fig. 1 represents the temporal behaviour of the AOT for 0,4; 0,55 and 1,0 pm within the period of Feb.
1986 to August 1993. The AOT within the volcanic undisturbed period of Feb. 1986 to the end of July 1991
can be characterized as a postvolcanic one. A decrease of AOT occurred in all VIS and NIR channels. This
is due to the dying-down of the EI-Chicon perturbation in April 1982. The higher AOT-values in
Feb.lMarch 1992 seem to be caused by the transport of soot to Central Europe possibly from the Golf
region and/or an accumulation of dust from the Sahara.
Numbering the days of monitoring with n (0 :s;; n :s;; 1996) the temporal behaviour of the AOT spectra for
0.4; 0.55 and 1.0 pm can be expressed by equations la to 1c.

(la)
(lb)
(lc)

0A (0.4 p,m)
0A (0.55 p,m)
0A (1,0 p,m)

= 0.426 - 3.336 . 10-5 n
= 0.291 - 2.058 . 10-5 n
= 0.145 -7.150.10- n
6

The perturbation to the stratospheric aerosol by the eruptions of the Pinatubo stands out against this level
and is clearly seen as a strong AOT increase from August 1991 to February 1992. This increase expressed
by the equations 2a to 2c (0 :s;; n :s;; 213) was traced through the troposphere and differs significantly
(Wilcoxon test) from the ground-based measurements of volcanic undisturbed monthly means for the period
Nov. 1991 to July 1992.

(2a)
(2b)
(2c)

=
=

0A (0.4 p,m)
0A (0.55 p,m)
0A (1.0 p,m)

=

0.359
0.250
0.131

+ 4.770 . 10-4 n
+ 5.600 . 10-4 n
+ 5.690 . 10-4 n

After attaining the highest level, the AOT decrease is constantly similar to the dying-down of the EI-Chicon
perturbation 10 years ago. For the temporal behaviour from March 1992 to November 1993 (0 :s;; n :s;;
610) the following equations apply:

(3a)
(3b)
(3 c)

0A (0.4 p,m)
0A (0.55 p,m)
0A (1.0 p,m)

=

=
=

0.460- 1.21 . 10-4 n
0.369 - 1.40 . 10-4 n
0.252 - 1.46 . 10-4 n

The 0 3 , H 20(D) and recently N02 corrected spectra of AOT obeying Angstroms potential law
(4)

= {3}t..-";

A: wavelength in p,m
{3

= 0A (1.0 p,m)

are classified with regard to the six most common air mass types.
Tab. 1 shows the mean values of the corresponding coefficients a and {3 together with the mean height of
the homogeneous dust layer H D •
In Tab. 2 those air mass types differing significantly from each other in a, {3 and H D are marked.

- 210 Table 1
air mass type

Of.

{3

Ho

arctic
subpolar
warmed subpolar
middle latitudes
subtropic
frontal mixing air

1.04
1.11
1.16
1.20
1.18
1.02

0.107
0.122
0.144
0.159
0.197
0.133

3.0
2.6
2.5
2.5
3.6
2.9

Table 2
air mass types to· be compared

arctic/subpolar
arctic/warmed subpolar
arctic/middle latitudes
arctic/subtropic
arctic/frontal
subpolar/warmed subpolar
subpolar/middle latitudes
subpolar/subtropic
subpolar/frontal
warmed subpolar/middle latidudes
warmed subpolar/subtropic
warmed subpolar/frontal
middle latitudes/subtropic
middle latitudes/frontal
subtropic/frontal

-

no

x

yes

With our instruments handed over to the Russian Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute the AOT monitoring at the Antarctic Mirny station was continued. This allowed us to compare evaluated changes in
retlectances R and transmittances T (global radiation) of the earth-atmosphere system and of the atmospheric
absorption a all three of which are dependent on stratospheric volcanic aerosols over Antarctica and Central
Europe. Above the Antarctic plateau with its high surface albedo the volcanic caused increase of the AOT
leads to a decreasing albedo R of the earth-atmosphere system in the VIS and NIR. The Pinatubo/CerroHudson aerosol acts over the adjacent "black"· south polar ocean in the opposite direction. Here the system
albedo R generally increases. Just as over the ocean the Pinatubo aerosol also causes an increase of R in
Central Europe although this effect is not so pronounced because the spectral surface albedo exceeds'the
albedo of ocean water.
The consequences for the radiation absorbed by the earth's surface are almost the exact opposite of R.
According to the balance equation
(5)

R(A)

+

[1 - A (A)] T (A)

+

a (A)

=

1

- 211 (A CA) stands for the surface albedo) the first two summands of (5) changes in an exactly opposite way if
a CA) remains constant. This is not completely true because even aged volcanic aerosols increase the atmospheric absorption. So especially in the Antarctic the entrainment of volcanic aerosol increases the absorption rate, and the surface can not absorb the total quantity of the reduced radiation reflected into space.
In detail R, T, A and a depend on the assumed models, wavelengths and sun heights.
Some recent papers [4] [5] [6] deal with the influence of natural and anthropogenic aerosols on climate
change.
We restrict ourselves here to layer related heating rates resulting from radiative transfer calculations for
diff~rent scenes of natural aerosol changes in a mid latitude winter. The natural climate forcings that seem
to be most significant, based on systematic comparison of radiative effects, are changes of stratospheric
aerosols owing to large volcanic eruptions. Comparisons of heating rates for 1) an aerosol-unburdened
atmoshere (contr.), 2) a clean continental atmosphere (cc) and 3) a clean continental atmosphere influenced
by stratospheric volcanic aerosol with different absorption properties (cc+volc) were made in association
with the Max-Planck-Institute of Meteorology in Hamburg. It is obvious that the volcanic aerosols increase
stratospheric heating rates [kid] dependent on its absorbing components at the expense of the tropospheric
heating caused by clean continental aerosols [Fig. 2a - 2 cl.
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c: "cc-atmosphere" compared with a "cc-atmosphere" influenced by absorbing volcanic aerosols
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THE USE OF PRIMARY AND TRANSFER STANDARDS IN CALIBRATING
MONITORS OF AIR POLLUTION
W. Rudolf, Federal Environmental Agency, Pilotstation Frankfurt/M

INTRODUCTION
Air Pollution is nowadays worldwide regarded to be one of the most important dangers to the total ecosystem of our world. National and international networks are
operated to observe levels and .trends of those components which are considered to
act as guide substances for the quality of the atmosphere.
Within the member countries of the European Communities air pollutions such as sulphur dixide, nitrogen dioxide, carbon monoxide, ozone and suspended particulates
have to be measured on a regular base. The measured values have to be reported to
the Commission and, if the defined threshoulds are exceeded, measures to reduce
these imissions have to be taken./1 ,2,3/
Because of the consequences which may be caused by those measurements, quality
assurance programmes must confirm correct and true or at least harmonized and therefore comparable measurements.
Quality and comparability is given by a set of parameters, which at least consists of:
siting
quality of instruments
composition of the air under investigation
calibration
service
data acquisition
data managment
Each of these issues contains such an amount of philosophical and practical aspects,
that it is not possible to discuss them within the frame of that paper, which restricts
itself mainly to the issue "calibration".
But one has to bare in mind, that each issue of those mentioned above contributes to
the total quality of monitoring. Therefore it is not worthwhile to undertake sophisticated work into only some of them while leaving out the others.
Nevertheless one of the most important tasks in the quality assurarance chain for air
pollutions is the necessity to trace the measurements back to true values.
Because nobody realy knows the truth, only accepted practices to relate measurements to a save base can be described here.

REFERENCE MEASURING METHODS;
PRIMARY STANDARDS AND TRANSFER STANDARDS
The most important tools to do quality assurance are primary calibration gases, reference measuring methods and the combination of both.
The German guideline named "Definition of Reference Methods, the Choice of Equivalence Methods and the Application of Calibration Procedures /4/ defines as follows If:
Reference Method:
A reference method consists of a reference measuring method and it's calibration
with a primary standard.

- 214 Reference Measuring Method:
Methods whith which the complete determination of immissions is possible. Sophisticated experiences for years and widespread use of that method is a further necessity.
Primary Standards (primary calibration gases):
Primary Standards (primary calibration gases) are substances ore mixtures of substances with known properties (concentrations). These properties are determined
(calculated) by basic physical or chemical measurements (length, mass, time) and
those which can be calculated out of these basic measurements (molecular weight,
molvolume)
The best known reference measuring methods are:
For
For
For
For

S02 : TCM-method
N0 2 : Saltzman-method
KJ-Method
03
CO : Measurement by the Non-Dispersive Infra-Red-Method and calibration by (.
calibration gases tracable back to primary gases.

The best known procedures for the preparation of primary calibration gases are.
- gravimetric determination
- permeation with regulare scaling
- volumetric dynamic mixing
- volumetric static mixing
These methods are described- together with others in VDI- and ISO guidelines.
The main problem of the reference measuring methods when only internally
"calibrated" by substances as disulfite, nitrite and iodide is, that the. sampling line is
not included and the substances taken for calibration are not identical with the substances to be measured.
The problem with primary calibration gases is, that the blending process may be in
line with the accepted definition described above, but that quality may be lost with
time.
In discussing these pro and cons within Germany, the chairmen of the appropriate (
groups of VDI decided, that the method a measurement has to be traced back to
should be the primary standard, if there is one.
With respect to S02 comparisons between the TCM-method and primary S02-calibration gases-, as an example blended by permeation devices or the static volumetric
method, show differences which not exceed ± 3% when exercised technicians are
involved in the experiment.
Comparisons between the Saltzman method and primary N0 2-calibration gases produced by the permeation method or the oxidation of primary NO-calibration gases by
gas phase titration show larger differences between 0 and about 10%.
An explanation for that differences and the variations of them may be given by possible impurities of the permeation systems
Therfore some German scientists tend to the statement. "up to now no N0 2 -calibration gases excist". On the other hand experiments within the Joint Research Centre
of CEC, comparing N0 2-calibration gases prepared by permeation and static injection
found a good agreement between these two methods. Additional infrared spetroscopic analyses of the used "pure" NO and N0 2 showed only neglectable inpurities.
In 1994 VDI working groups will, in close cooperation with CEC, reinvestigate that
phenomena by sophisticated comparisons of the Saltzman method, primary NO-and
N0 2-calibration gases, the KJ-method and UV-basic method (for ozone) via gas
phase titration.

- 215 Whatever the result of that study may be, the determination of the purity of the used
substances both for the preparation of calibration gases and the chemicals for the internal calibration of the above mentioned reference measuring methods must be
brought to a saver base.

REFERENCE METHODS AND TRANSFER STANDARDS APPLIED IN GERMANY
In accordance to German and European legislation up to now 15 networks for the
measurement of air pollutions are operated in Germany by the Federal Envoronmental
Agency, Umweltbundesamt (UBA) and the German Sundeslander.
The standard equipment consists of continously working instruments for S02 NO,
N0 2, particulates and ozone. In some traffic related stations instruments fdr the
measurement of CO, benzene and soot are added.
Calibration, or more precisely, the check of the calibration curves of the instruments
are carried out by:
- calibration gases stored in pressure cylinders (immission range or premixtures in the
ppm range with appropriate dilution systems)
- permeation systems
- foil for the simulation of particulate concentrations
- ozone generators
These systems produce as a rule secondary standards. The concentrations are determined in· the laboratory at the beginning and later on by regular comparison
against a transfer standard.
"Secondary standard" doesn't mean "minor quality" but that the concentrations
can't or arn't calculated directly and therefor have to be determined by parallel
measurements against a transfer standard.
Transfer standards are more or less the same as mentioned above as secondary
standards. In addition wet chemical methods as TCM, Saltzman, and the KJ-method
are used.
For ozone it is recommended to use a transportable UV-instrument being calibrated
against the reference UV-instrument in the laboratory, or to take the KJ-method.
The use of normal monitors as transfer standards is also possible for S02' N0 2 and
CO if these monitors are selected especially for sufficient and well known stability.
In table 1 the results of a questionnaire send to the German networks are presented.
It was asked, which reference, which transfer and which secondary standards for
calibration purposes are used on a routine base.
Looking into the table it is obvious that reference methods in the strict sence of the
definition mentioned obove is not obeyed in each laboratory and for each component, but that high attention is given to quality assurance, using reference measuring
methods or primary standards. The combination of both is carried out on a regular
base (about every 2 years) by ring analyses at Landesanstalt fur Immissionsschutz in
North Rhine Westfalia, or at USA, Pilotstation in Frankfurt/M.
At USA Pilotstation the static volumetric method for the preparation of primary standards is used for years. More recently Warren Spring Laboratory, UK, and the Joint
Research Centre of CEC in Ispra confirmed that method as to be easy to handle and
as to be of high accuracy and precision (± 1 % can be achieved)
The main advantage is given by going down from 100 % S02 or NO into the sub ppm - range (immission range) by a simple one step dilution.
Because this can be done with a transportable 1001 glas vessel and a stability better
1 % is given for days, this is a method to blend a primary standard directly at the
measuring station, avoiding the addition of errors as it occurs when using transfer
standards.
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COOPERATION WITH CEC
Round robins in Germany as described above are mostly carried out in closecooperation with CEC. The Joint Research Centre is now carriing out the third QA-programme for S02 and N0 2 While during the first and second ones mainly calibration
gases were send around,' the programme which has been started in 1993 exemplarely in Switzerland, France and Germany is designed to include the whole measuring p.lace (sampling line, monitor and data acquisition) by the use of a calibration gas
generator with high air flow capacity at randomly chosen measuring sites.
This is a very important step to get a better imagination of the total error which may
occur in practicing air pollution measurements on a routine base.
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Table 1
HEnrOD OF REFERENCE (HEmOD MID/OR STAlIDARD):

Suamary of ansuers (10 German netuorks)

SO",

NO
NO",
CO
O:a

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

TSP
HC
remarks:

1

2

Sp, rCM
Sp
Sp
Sp

Sp, rCM
Sp
Sp
Sp
UV

UV

3

-

G
Sp
abbr~viations

-Sp-TCM-

primary standard
rCM
-uv- UV-absorption. basic procedure
-GP!- gas phase titration
no declaration

Pg
Pg(NO",)
Pg
Ss
KJ
F

Pg C:aH.

4

5

6

7

8

rCM
Sal
Sal
Sp
KJ. UV
G
Sp CH..

rCM, Sp
Sp
Sal
Ss
KJ

rCM
Sal
Sal
Ss
GPr, UV

reM, Ss'
Sal
Sal
Ss
KJ
FIP
Ss

rCM
Sal/Pg(NO",)
Sal/pg
Sp
KJ/UV
G

F

F

Sp

Ss

-KJ- .

gravimetric
-G-Pg- gravimetric determination of the
permeation rate
-5s- secundary standard'.
-rsp- total suspended particulaces

-F-

:-Sal-P-HC-

9

-

rCM/Perm

-

Sal/Perm
Ss
KJ+Ss
G

-

i'\l
rCM
Sal
Sal
Ss
GPr·
G
Ss

KaliumJodid-method
foil
5altzrnan-rnethod
pin
hydrocarbons
!',)

TRANSFER OF STANDARDS FROH LABORATORY INTO FIELD (PERHEATION. SECOND INSTUMENT. IHHISSION CYLINDER. DILUTION):

Sumaary of
1
SO",

:

NO
NO",
CO
O:a
TSP
HC

:

:
:
:

:
:

ans~ers

2

Ss
Ss
. Ss
Ss
Ss, Conv Ss, Konv
Ss
Gen
Gen
F

TlL

-

-

(10 German
3

Perm
Per/HR
Perm
Ss
Hg
F'

Perm

net~orks)

4

5

0, Perm
0

0, Perm
0

Ss
Ss
Gen ext

D, Perm
Ss
Gen

F

-

6

7

8

9

10

'Perm
Ss
Perm
Ss
Gen

0
0

D
Ss
Gen

Ss
Ss'
Ss
Ss

F

F

F

Ss

Ss

Ss, Perm
Ss
Ss
Ss, Perm
. Ss, Conv Ss, Perm
Ss
Ss
Gen, KJ
I
F

F

Perm

-

remarks, abbreviation
-Ss-Conv-F-Perm+R-0-

secundary standard
control of converter efficiency
fo:l for particulate density simulation
N02-permeation and reduction to
NO with ext converter
delution of pure mixtures

-TiL-Gen-i-

-KJ-

transport of instrument into laboratory
O:a-generator
instrument
Kaliumjodid
no measure of component

,
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ADD-ON ENVIRONMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
AT SYNOPTIC STATIONS

Kai Torp, PPM Systems Oy, Finland
Hannu Kokko and Mats Wiljander, Vaisala Oy, Finland

1. INTRODUCTION
The Meteorological Services are facing the requirements
for increased
automations, cost efficiency, revenue earning, improved end-user products etc.
One solution for these and future measuring needs is a versatile and flexible
multipurpose data collection, processing and reporting device like the MILOS
500. The MILOS 500 can be connected to a wide range of different types of
sensors, analysers and communication networks and be configured to meet a
wide variety of existing and future measuring and reporting needs. An example
of this kind of solution is combined automatic air quality and meteorological
observations at synoptic stations.
The creation and implementation of such multipurpose measuring stations and
networks will offer significant cost savings, both during the implementation
phase as well as during the whole life time by reducing operation,
telecommunication and maintenance costs of such a network. Therefore,
organisations planning the implementation of new synoptical stations should
also take into consideration their future measuring needs when deciding what
instruments and measuring devices to use.
The MILOS 500 system can be interfaced with almost any kind of sensor or
analyser. The user specific calculations and reports can be generated in realtime or on demand basis. The data distribution can be arranged so that it
serves the individual end-user groups' requirements, supplying only the
necessary data sets. Data services can be sold for example via direct phone
lines or by providing the required reports or data sets.

2. TOMORROW'S MEASURING SYSTEMS ARE ALREADY IN USE TODAY
Tomorrow's measuring and reporting needs can already be solved today by
choosing the right instruments. The MILOS 500 offers hardware and software
flexibility, modern Si-directional digital communication, high processing
capacity, operation in extreme environmental conditions and low power
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consumption. With the MILOS 500 it· is possible to avoid measuring and
reporting solutions which will be obsolete within the next 2 - 3 years.
The following are some examples of existing air~quality measuring systems
comprising modern digital technology and Bi-directional communication.
3. BUILDING UP A MODERN AMBIENT-AIR MONITORING STATION

a

Let us imagine that we have on our desk a PC and mouse. There are a few
graphs on the display. First, without touching anything, we can check that there
are no faults in the measurement system nor in the telephone lines. The curves
in the graphs are not broken and they look similar to yesterday's curves. The
rush hours have raised the CO- and NOx concentrations, at midnight there has
been a peak of S02-emission in the neighboring factory.
Also the status window is empty - there are no computer detected' problems. By
clicking the mouse button we can see from the event-log that there has been a
three hours' break of telephone-lines, but no loss of data. Just now there is
another S02-peak in the measurement station which is far from the factory.
With these wind direction and wind speed conditions this is unusual ! By
clicking the mouse button twice we can check the condition of the S02analyser; temperatures are normal such as the flows. It must be a true S02concentration. How about a wind direction history of all measurement stations?
A little look at the graphs and it is clear - the wind has carried the same
emission to the other stations, too.

(

The above mentioned introduction is not science-fiction. In about 25 towns in
Finland it is an everyday job for the authorities. And most of them have used
less than 100 000 USD to build up the whole system network.
MONITORING NETWORK

A typical Ambient Air Monitoring Network consists of:
* Measurement stations at selected locations
* Central PC with DILTA acquisition, collecting and reporting software
* Monitoring PCs or printers for the interested official authorities
(or their customers)
* A data transmission network, typically a public telephone network with
modems

(

dial~up

MEASUREMENT STATION

A modern measurement station includes:
* Meteorological sensors; wind direction and speed, temperature and humidity
which are the minimum requirement for air quality measurements.
* S02 and NOx analysers
* In some cases CO and I or 03 analysers
* Dust analysers
Sensors and analysers are connected to the MILOS 500 data collection and
processing unit. The analysers are connected to the MILOS 500 via Bi-
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datalogger or as a multiplexer. This enables the central computer to
communicate directly with the analysers.
Meteorological sensors

At least one station has to be equipped with meteorological sensors, typically
wind direction and wind speed, temperature and humidity. If there is a
possibility that meteorological conditions vary significantly from one measuring
station to another, every station should be equipped with basic meteorological
sensors. These sensors can be connected directly to the MILOS 500.
In addition, the whole range of sensors required for coding SYNOP messages
and for collecting the climatological archives may be used. These include for
example pressure, radiation, Present Weather, precipitation and ground
temperature sensors at several levels.
Analysers

The most common air-quality analysers are S02, NOx, 03, CO and TRS (Total
Reduced Sulphur). Modern S02 analysers use the UVfluorescence method. A
zero-check is typically performed once a day and a span check once per month.
NOx analysers use chemilumenence method and also a zero check is
performed once a day, with a N02-span check once per month. 03 analysis is
performed by UV-absorption and does not need frequent calibration. CO
analysers use IR absorption method and a once a day zeroing is typically done.
For TRS-measuring there is a thermal converter with 802 scrubber and S02
analyser. There is a possibility to use the same S02 analyser for both TRS and
S02 analysis by switching sampling techniques. Dust is measured by Beta
absorption method and it needs a manual calibration only after changing the
collector belt.
Calibration

Calibration is done by internal filters and permeation tubes. Modern analysers
do the calibration independently at predetermined intervals. The older versions
without a microprocessor need external relay contacts and a timing system. It is
important to distinguish the calibration data from measured data and it is very
useful to transfer the calibration results to the central computer.
Sampling

Analysers need a stable, not too humid sample flow. This is done using a probe
with a heated inlet filter and usually a bypass flow pump which guarantees a
stable flow. The analyser's inlets are connected to the probe. Humidity does not
effect the measurements as long as the temperature remains above dewpoint
temperature. A bypass flow pump is necessary when there are over four
analysers at the station.
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There are also demands concerning the cabin. It should be easily
transportable, electricity must be well designed to avoid electrical disturbances.
Air-conditioning is definitely necessary. If telephone lines are a problem, then
the use of cellular telephones and networks could be reasonable solutions.
Computers at Central Data Gathering Station

Central PC is 386sx or 486sc including;
* 4MB RAM, 100.,200MB hard-disk, 14 20 sVGA display and mouse
* serial port and parallel port
* Windows 3.x
* OILTA acquisition software
11

11

-

Also there is a need for a proper modem and a printer.

(

Monitoring PC is typically a 386sx with 2 - 4 MB RAM, 40 - 200MB hard disk,
8VGA display, a mouse, Windows 3.x and OILTA monitor software.
The central PC communicates with measurement stations via R8-232. This lets
us choose the transmission techniques from a wide variety of communication
means, such as:
* direct leased lines with or without modems
* public telephone networks with up to 9600 baud dial-up modems
* cellular telephone networks such as NMT, G8M
* private VHF or UHF radio links I networks
Graphs

To see the latest results in one sight on the display of the central PC, the user
typically creates a graph window for each type of component. One for wind
directions, another for 802, etc. We can put two different scales to one graph,
for example both 802 and N02 to same graph with different scales in order to
be able to compare these two easily. There are ten screens where we can
create different layouts where the first ones could be of general type, with more
accurate graphs in the following screens.
Calibrations

The meteorological components are easy to measure and save, but the airquality components are a little more complicated because the analysers need
regular calibration. Modern analysers can calibrate themselves automatically
and with OILTA software we can easily control how the analyser calibration is
performed. After each calibration the results are gathered by OILTA and will
help us to ensure the quality of measurement results.

(
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Analysers communicate with OILTA via serial line, this means that commands
can be given from OILTA for:
* changing settings of analysers
* perform diagnostics concerning sample flow, temperatures, etc..
The analysers can of course control themselves, and if a fault is detected,
OILTA would get a warning via the MILOS 500.
OILTA also keeps a log of such events like connection problems, analyser
warnings, unreasonable res\llts, etc..
Handling of data

Especially with older types of analysers there is a need to edit the measured
data. Sometimes a piece of data must be flagged as discarded, because of
malfunction, test-conditions or some other reasons. Sometimes, depending on
the calibration, the measured values must be increased or decreased. For
these kind of purposes there is in 01 LTA an Archive handling application which
allows us to do the prementioned actions very easily.
Reporting

OILTA calculates and prints out in the table form or in the graphical form all the
common statistical values that are used in air-quality reports. It is possible to
order more facilities to the report application or transfer the data to some other
statistical applications.
While gathering the necessary data for air quality applications for OILTA
system, the MILOS 500 can be simultaneously used for coding hourly or 3hourly SYNOP messages, which are them automatically sent to the users. The
data transmission can occur together with air quality data to reduce
telecommunication costs. Also SPECI messages can be initiated to report and
warn of some special weather phenomena.
Climatological as well as air quality data can be stored at the MILOS 500
station where it can be collected via serial or modem line or by using a
PCMCIAlJEIOA standard memory cards.
OILTA software and the MILOS 500 data collection system offer flexibility in
connecting the existing analysers and meteorological sensors for building a
compact and cost-effective environmental station to serve multiple purposes.

(

(
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MEASUREMENTS OF VERT ICAL OZONE PROF ILES
WITH ECC-CAO SONDES DEVELOPED IN RUSSIA
A. M. Zvyagintsev
Central Aerological Observatory (CAD),
Pervomayskaya. 3, Dolgoprudny, Moscow Reg. 141700, Russia
J

Brewer-Mast,
There are various ozonesonde types (ECC,
Indian, Japanese et al.) that are currently in operational use in
the WMO Global Ozone Observing Syste~ Their qualities can be
estimated from the analysis of routine measurements (e.g.,
publ ished in WUY s "Ozone Data for the World") , some spec ial
publications, and international ozonesonde intercomparisons [1].
It may be conoluded from all these souroes that now Komhyr's
electroohemical concentration oe11 (ECC) ozonesonde is the most
prevalent one. Its advantages are as follows: 1) yielding
absolute ozone concentration, which provides high accuracy in the
10-25 km region and 2) enabling an unskilled operator to achieve
good results after a short training. The most important
characteristic of the ozonesonde is the total ozone normalization
factor, K, - the ratio of spectrophotometer (usually Dobson or
Brewer) total ozone to ozonesonde one. In the recent balloon
ozone intercoll1)arison campaign [1]. the average normalization
factors for ECC ozonesonde and their standard deviation obtained
by different operators were from 0.96 to 1.01 and about 0.032,
respectively. For routine measurements these values are much
larger: e.g., in 1983-1987 for NASA station in Natal, Brasil,
they_make about 1.02 and 0.11, respeotively [2]. The shortcomings
of ECC sondes are: 1) a relatively high cost (specifically, for
us) and 2) general shortoomings that are inherent in electrochemical ozonesondes, namely: a) the relatively long timeresponse
(about 30 s near the surface and more during ascent); b) sharp
and . non-controlled drop in precision above a 25-km level
(measurement resu1 ts are doubtful for he iihts more than 32 km) ;
c) inoonvenience due to using of 'wet chemistry" during
pre-flight preparation. In an attempt to eliminate some of these
CAD undertook the development of its own
shortcomings,
ozonesonde.
An experimental electrochemical (ECC-CAO) ozonesonde has
been developed and manufactured at CAD, using its own materials
and teohnolol'Y. In its main features, the ECC-CAO sonde is
similar to the well-known ECC-5a sonde. but ohe8Qer. Using CAO
sondes together With modified commeroial MARZ or MRZ type
radiosondes (which are combined with the Russian C-radar
"Meteorit" or AVK, respectively) we obtain informa.tion about
temperature, humidity and ozone concentration during ascent.
Also. we have developed a ohemiluminescent (CL-CAD) ozonesonde
Which has some advantages over ECC-CAO one (a time-response, a
possibility to measure at any height, and an simple pre-flight
preparation). However, ECC-CAO sonde has an advantage in
precision beoause of the simplicity of its calibration and
stability of its sensor during the flight.
The first tests of ECC-CAO ozonesondes were carried out at
Rylsk (51 'N. 34 'E) in autumn 1989. MOre comprehensive
investigations of our ozonesondes were carried out at Rylsk in
summer 1990. jOintly With specialists from Lindenberg Aerological
[3], Three different eleotrochemical
Observatory (Germany)
ozonesondes (ECC-5. OSE-4 and ECC-CAO) and chemiluminescent one
(CL-CAD) were intercompared. The experiments included 2 launches
of a multiple-instruments gondola and 6 balloon flights (3
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triplets, 2 doublets and 1 singlet). In case of gondola flights,
all the information was obtained directly from the microcomputer;
in case of balloon flights, the results were derived from the
Absolute
diagram tape of the C-band radar "Meteorite-R".
differences between ECC-5a and ECC-CAO data (corrected by the
factor K) are as large as 10 nbars at all heights below 30 km. A
relatively high normalization factor of 1.237 and its standard
deviation of 0.212 for ECC-CAO sonde were obtained; apparently!
it was caused mainly by the drawbacks in manufacturing and/or
pre-fl ight preparation of a pump and partly by an error in
measuring total ozone With the filter ozonometer ~124 (improved
model of ~83), which made about 8 ic. This was taken into account
in improv ing the ozonesonde des i gn.
In 1991-1992, we used modified ECC-CAO sondes in 20 balloon
flights for measuring ozone profiles in Volgograd, Tashkent,
Dushanbe, Khorog, and Dolgoprudny (see Table). Five different
operators launched the ozonesondes. The results were calculated
at CAO, using information from the radar tapes. Total ozone was
measured in Volgograd with the ozonometer ~124; TOMS/METEOR-3 (
data were used for Central Asian sites; at Dolgoprudny, both
kinds of data were used. The average normalization factor and its
standard deviation (1.053 and 0.079, respectively), obtained in
these measurements, are quite satisfactory and consistent with
the routine ECC sonde measurements.
TABLE
Total Ozone Normalization Factors for ECC-CAO Ozonesonde
in 1991-92
station
Volgograd
Tashkent
Dushanbe
Khorog
Dolgoprudny
Average

' N' W
49 44
41 69
38 68
37 71
56 38

Year MJnth Flight
1991 Jun, Jul
1991 May, Nov
1991 Nov
1991 Nov
1992 Nov
1991-92

number R St. deviation
6
1.102 0.079
5
1.056 0.080
1. 012 0.082
4
1.115 0.092
2
3
0.963 0.058

1.053 0.079
20
(
Some examples of modified ECC-CAO sonde's profiles, showing
the ozonesonde efficiency are given in Figs. 1-3.
Fig.1 shows that both temperature and ozone profiles testify
the replacement of air masses, the latter looking more sensitive.
In Fig.2 one can see a good agreement of ozone profiles
obtained simultaneously at sites 300 km apart.
On 11-12 November 1992, when one of the lowest total ozone
values ever registered in MOscow region was observed ( 240 D.U.),
we performed three launches of ozonesonde payload. The payload
consisted of an ECC-5a ozonesonde With a Vaisala RS-80 radiosonde
(Finland) and of ECC-CAO ozonesonde With a MARZ-2-2 radiosonde.
Each sonde had fully independent data acquisition, processing and
transmission systems on the ground. The ozone vertical profiles
obtained With the two ozonesondes were similar for all altitudes;
for altitudes above 20 km they coincided With the CAO's empirical
profile [4] for thiS time period (Fig.3).
The results obtained in these experiments prove that ECC-CAO
ozonesonde can be used on a routine balloon network. The date of
the beginning of regular ozonesonde soundings will strongly
depend on the financial possibilities of Russia and other
countries of the former Soviet Union.
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- 229 QUALITY ASSURANCE PLAN FOR THE WMO GLOBAL ATMOSPHERE WATCH
(GAW)
Volker A. Mohnen, Wolfgang Seiler and Franz Slemr
Fraunhofer Institute for Environmental Research (IFU)
Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany

1. OVERVIEW

The issues of global change and man's influence on the quality of the natural environment
are complex. The chemistry of the atmosphere is changing: a global warming is expected
due to increasing concentrations of greenhouse gases (CH4, C02, N20. CFCs and
ozone) and altered amounts of clouds and particles in the atmosphere; the stratospheric
ozone layer and consequently the surface solar flux of ultraviolet radiation are being
modified; the integrated oxidation rate, loosely referred to as the oxidation efficiency or
oxidation capacity ot the atmosphere is changing and the abundance of trace gases
including those with significant greenhouse warming potential are perturbed. Assessment
of the problems, their impacts and the responses to them occupy a prominent position of
the international agenda today. Finding an ecologically effective and economically
efficient solution to these problems confronts all countries of the world with a challenge of
global dimensions.
The Global Atmosphere Watch (GAW) program of WMO is an integral part of the Global
Climate Observing System (GCOS) established by WMO, UNESCOIIOC, UNEP and
ICSU. GAW is devoted to the investigation of changing chemical composition and related
physical characteristics of the global atmosphere. GAW is a coordinated network of
observing stations, associated facilities and infrastructure encompassing measurement
and related scientific assessment activities. The overall role of GAW is to supply basic
information of known quality indicative of the atmospheric environment that transcends
specific issues.
The GAW measurement responsibilities include:
-

greenhouse gases
ozone (surface, total and profile)
radiation (including UV-B) and optical depth
precipitation chemistry
chemical and physical properties of aerosols
reactive gases
radionuclides
related meteorological parameters.

The data obtained by GAW initially provide:
-

integrated monitoring
scientific assessments
early warnings.

- 230 The GAW-structure calls for (1) up to 30 GLOBAL STATIONS located at remote pristine
locations;
(2) over 100 REGIONAL STATIONS for characterizing the regional
environmental quality away from direct pollution sources; and (3) a mechanism/system of
activities for producing measurements of known quality and of value for making
environmental policy decisions (quality assurance/quality control).

2. IMPLEMENTATION
WMO's strategy for implementing total quality assurance is built around Quality
Assurance/Science Activity (QNSACs); following the recommendations of a meeting of
experts assembled by WMO (March 26-30, 1992, Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany) and
charged with the development of a quality assurance plan for GAW (WMO/GAW Report
No. 80, 1992; "Report of the WMO Meeting of Experts on the Quality Assurance Plan for
the Global Atmosphere Watch".) In June of 1992, the Executive Council of WMO,
recalling previous concerns of data reliability and recognizing the importance of quality
assured data, fully supported the actions taken by the Secretary-General and the EC Plan
of Experts/CAS Working Group and endorsed the structure and establishment of
QNSACs within GAW. The Executive Council requested that the Secretary-General
proceed with this development.

(

Accordingly, the WMO arranged a second meeting of experts (December 7-11, 1992,
Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany) to develop guidelines for the implementation of these
QNSACs (WMO/GAW Report 1993 "Report of the WMO Meeting of Experts on the
Implementation of Quality Assurance/Science Activity Centres for GAW"). The essential
functions of these QNSACs include the preparation and execution of (1) the
comprehensive GAW Quality Assurance Programme for all measurement components,
and (2) a plan for education and capacity building within the countries that have
committed to maintain and operate GAW sites. Building the indigenous technical and
scientific capabilities and infrastructure (particularly in developing countries) is an integral
part of an effective QA programme.

(
The spread of QNSAC activities will be broad, but first steps in their implementation need
to be carefully directed. Contemporary concerns over possible chemical and climatic
effects of the observed increases and decreases, respectively, in tropospheric and
stratospheric ozone have resulted in selection of this issue as an example for describing
the first detailed QNSAe activity.
The overall function of the Quality Assurance/Science Activity Centres (QNSACs) has
been discussed in detail in WMO/GAW/Report Nos. 80 and 92.. The QNSACs provide to
WMO the communications and constructive assistance necessary for maintaining
consistent and known data quality in the Global Atmosphere Watch Programme so that it
can achieve its monitoring goals. They are an essential and integral part of the GAW
network and the operational mechanism for harmonization and coordination of GAW
activities. All GAW participants will abide by the WMO policies and the QNSAC
procedures and methodologies to produce data bases of consistent and known quality.
Although the country supporting the GAW site remains the primary owner of its site's data
and may release it as agreed with WMO, the data can only be accepted as GAW data
after completing the QNQC procedures for GAW.

- 231 The QA/SACs will facilitate transfer of knowledge, experience and expertise within the
network to ensure common practices. While the QA/SACs perform a network-wide quality
review, the site Principal Scientist (PI) has primary responsibility for the quality of the data
generated at his/her site. The QA/SACs will help establish and foster research ties among
site Pis and with users of GAW data bases to ensure relevance to international scientific
and policy concerns.
The QA/SACs will be advised by a policy advisory panel of neutral experts and by
technical advisory panels which include site Pis. The effectiveness of the QA programme
and QA/SAC procedures will be reviewed by WMO on a regular basis, e.g., after three to
five years of operation.

3.

QA/QC ACTIVITIES

The specific duties of QA/SACs include:
•
-

Management of the preparation of the QA plans for environmental variables

ensure the production of specifications to Data Quality Objectives (DQOs), Quality
Assurance Project Plans (QAPjPs), lists of supporting information to be supplied and
the corresponding protocols for flags
perform pilot studies to test QC procedures on a limited scale before full
implementation

-

coordinate activities among all QA/SACs.
•

Quality assurance support

-

design and lead QC tests in consultation with sites to resolve performance questions

-

prepare (or identify existing) QA/QC and data transfer protocols (For many
envirohmental variables, QA procedures are already well established, and recognized
authorities exist within the regions who are likely to be willing consultants.)

-

prepare QC activity schedule, site-visits, expert consultations (performance and
systems audits), calibrations, and intercomparisons

-

promote twinning arrangements between sites

-

identify sources of standards and instructions of usage (provide if necessary)

-

periodically review site adequacy (in specific situations, QA activities may be
delegated to appropriate expert groups outside the GAW network)
•

-

Management review of data and QC products

perform quality checks on data streams and QA products -(primary quality checks must
be performed by the site PI)
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transmit data, metadata, and flags to data centre following review within the specified
period

-

if review has not occurred within specified time, transmit data, metadata, and flags to
Data Centre with a flag indicating that review has been delayed

-

until QA procedures are fully implemented, all data, metadata and flags will pass
through the QA/SAC with flags where appropriate, indicating that the QA/SAC has not
reviewed a part of the data because the QA procedure for that part has not been
elaborated

-

allocate station performance categories.
•

Training

-

develop an ongoing, network-specific educational programme (training courses,
seminars, etc.)

-

prepare (temporary appointments, etc.) and certification procedures to ensure that
only trained personnel are involved in station operations
•

(

Communication and dissemination of information

-

establish a communications network (e.g. e-mail, newsletter, bulletin boards, clearing
house for urgent operational and other information etc.)

-

promote awareness of technological changes (workshops, training, information)

-

arrange periodic review meetings (including scientists, technicians and operators from
GAW and other scientists whose work is of relevance to GAW) to present scientific
results, exchange technical information, and facilitate coordination of QA procedures

-

cooperate with international scientific programs involved in atmospheric research such
as IGBP-IGAC.

The flows of data metadata, and flags, as well as the linkages between the sites, SAC,
and data centers are shown in Figure 1.
Figure 2 provides a pictorial description of the general approach to be applied for qualityassurance and measurement system development. Here it is important to note the
hierarchical decendency of elements from top of bottom, with each function fulfulling the
needs of the function immediately above. Thus the scientific objectives associated with
the measurement of a given parameter (Box 2) are chosen to resolve the issues identified
by the GAW administration in consultation with The Panel. These scientific objectives are
chosen so as to most effectively contribute to resolution of these issues within the
practical constraints of current scientific knowledge and resource limitations. Initial
assignments of required measurement uncertainty levels are established at this point to
guide operations in succeeding boxes.

(
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Figure 1:

Flows of data and flags as well as the linkages between the sites, QA-SAC
and data centers
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Figure 2. Road map for quality-assurance and measurement system development.
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objectives, in combination with the quality-assurance program associated with these
measurements. These are closely coupled because their design is necessarily a joint,
iterative process: the initial scientific design is challenged by the initial data-quality
requirements, with resulting modifications, and the process continues until an acceptable
convergence is attained. Typically the scientific design is conducted by posing a series of
specific questions regarding the appropriateness of the measurement system to satisfy
the scientific objectives.
These usually include (but are not restricted to) questions pertaining to required spatial
resolution, temporal resolution', instrument accuracy, redundance, and ancillary
measurements.

4. CONCLUSION
The scientific input to the debate on environmental issues must derive from an adequate
knowledge base. This can only be achieved through high quality, strategically oriented
observations, and research related to the particular issues. This necessitates the
establishment of proper global environmental observation systems. It is the only effective
way to ensure systematic gathering of data world-wide according to comparable and
clearly defined measuring criteria, to enable coordinated data processing and quality
assurance, and to facilitate the distribution and provision of available information to the
widely varied group of users. This complex international task must be tackled jointly by
international organizations and the scientific community.
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- 237 PROCEDURES FOR RELIABLE EDDY COYARIANCE MEASUREMENTS OF
ATMOSPHERIC HEAT AND CO2 FLUXES
Bert Heusinkveld, Henk. de Bruin, Anne Verhoef, Frits Antonysen, Willy Hillen
Wageningen Agricultural University, Department of Meteorology, Duivendaal 2, NL-6701 AP
Wageningen, The Netherlands
INTRODUCTION
In energy balance studies at the earth's surface, the eddy covariance technique has proved to be the
most reliable. This techniqueean als,o be used to mea~ure CO2 fluxes. The used set-up applies a
'Solent' Sonic anemometer and a 'Licor' closed path infrared gas analyzer. This paper describes
the measurement, calibration and correction techniques 'used during the HAPEX-Sahel
measurement campaign in Niger, 1992.
The HAPEX/Sahel project studies the semi-arid regions on the southern side of the Sahara desert.
The overall aim is to characterise the energy and CO2 exchanges at the earth's surface for global
climate models. Inside the experimental area, a grid of 100 x 100 km square around Niamey, the
capital of Niger, many research groups worked together on different sites. To improve
intercomparison, many research groups used the same set-up to measure the energy balance with
the eddy covariance technique. This technique requirers fast response sensors for windspeed,
humidity and temperature. A new 'Licor' closed path gas analyzer gives the opportunity to
measure carbon dioxide and water vapour fluxessimultaneously. The system has been tested
during a measurement campaign in Niger (August..October 1992).
The set-up uses a Solent ultrasonic anemometer, a Licor gas analyzer and a computer, see figure 1.

Figure 1 Basic set-up of flux station used during the HAPEX Sahel measurement campaign.

The set-up will be described in more detail.
ULTRASONIC ANEMOMETER
The ultrasonic anemometer, made by Solent, measures the 3 windcomponents ata rate of 20 Hz.
The advantage of this sonic is that it can simultaneously measure up to 5 analog inputs (like a
datalogger). The resolution of the built in analog to digital converter is limited to 11 bits. It will
digitize any signal between 0 and 5 voltage. The gas analyzer will be connected to these input
channels of the sonic. The noise of the analyzer is less th~n 0.2 ppmJor CO2 , This means that the
CO2 signal must be scaled in such a way that there is no loss in resolution. Eleven bits resolution
means a digitization into 2048 steps, ,because the noise of the analyzer is 0.2 ppm and we want to
have a safety margin of at least afactor 4 (noise), th~ CO2 signal must be scaled in such a w)lY
that 100 ppm 'fits' on this 0 ..5 voltage input range of the' Sonic. For example 0 volts equals 300
ppm and 5 volts equals 400 ppm CO;. Care must be taken to keep the signal inside this range.
The sonic outputs every 1 second a data record with 20 measurements of the U,V,W and speed of

- 238 sound, and the measurements of the analog channels, 20 numbers per channel. Looking at the
records, it seems as if the analog channels are being measured at a rate of 20 Hz, but this is not
the case, the numbers are 2 by 2 equal.
The sonic must be set perfectly vertical. When a sonic has been set vertical, still corrections are
necessary. McMillen (1986) has found that even for a horizontal terrain, axis rotation is still
necessary to calculate reliable covariances.
The set-up in Niger has used solar energy to generate power for all computers and instruments.
The solar panels (type M55) were made by Siemens. These panels can produce 55 Watt at
maximum each, efficiency reduces when panel temperature increases. The panels were positioned
in a fixed angle. On average, 9.5 Watt/panel power consumption (day and night) is possible.
Remember that HAPEX measurements started during the rainy season.
When connecting instruments together, ground loops can occur. The sonic relates its analog
channels towards ground, the same ground as power ground. To solve this problem, differential
instrumentation amplifiers powered by an isolated power supply (DC/DC converter) were used
between sonic and instruments.
GAS ANALYZER
The gas analyzer is a Licor LI-6262 differential, infrared gas analyzer. The CO2 and H2 0
measurements are based on the difference in absorption of infrared radiation passing through two
gas sampling cells. Due to dependency of concentration on pressure, the pressure inside the sample
cell must be kept constant. To achieve this, the flowrate must be kept constant during .
measurements and the measurements must be corrected for atmospheric pressure.
Calibrating the analyzer with a calibration gas means that the pressure inside the sample cell must
be kept the same as during the measurements. Maintaining the airflow during calibration the same
as during measurements, will consume a lot of calibration gas. To avoid high calibration flowrates,
one can make use of the automatic pressure correction of the analyzer. It is still advisable to
shortly increase airflow and see what the difference is. The gas analyzer was equipped with a
pressure sensor at the inlet of the gas chamber. It was not possible to measure pressure inside the
sample celL
Two gasses were used for calibration, a zero calibration gas and a dry gas with.a concentration
close to average ambient concentration (360 ppm). In eddy correlation applications it is not so
important if there is a small zero shift in concentration, sensitivity must be kept constant. As a zero
concentration gas, dry nitrogen can be used, with this gas, also the watervapour channel can be
adjusted to zero.
The gas analyzer was working under extreme conditions, operating temperatures varying from 20
till 50 degrees celsius. The analyzer was placed hl' a radiation shielded box. Pumps and other
power consuming devices, were placed outside this box. It is advisable to thermostrate the box
with the gas analyzer, but this requires more energy.
.
The offset drifts with temperature, drift in sensitivity was negligible. To measure CO2 fluxes, the·
covariance between the CO2 signal with the vertical windspeed was calculated with the help of a
program of the Edinbrough University. The gas analyzer must have a high enough sensitivity to be
able to see the small fluctuations. The noise is typical 0.2 ppm CO2 concentration (0.01 ., 2 Hz).
Temperature changes have an effect on the offset but not on the span. The temperature effect is a
slow process, this does not effect the covariance (over 15 min.). Detrending the signal can
eliminate any low frequency «0.OO5Hz) noise.
This closed path CO2 measurement technique has advantages over open path systems. Fluctu;nion
in temperature means density fluctuations, this effects the signal (span). The Licor gas analyzer
corrects for slow temperature fluctuations. Short term temperature fluctuations, caused by the
sensible heat flux, are damped out inside the tube. This means that there is no correction necessary
fQr sensible heat flux on the CO2 fll;1x. The gas analyzer has build in· correction routines for
H20/C02 mixing ratios. The correction routines insiqe the gas analyzer will make the C02 flux
measurement not dependent on latent heat flux.
'

{
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The tube material should not interact with CO2 or with water vapour. Polyethylene tubing is most
suitable. The length and diameter of the tube must be kept small enough to prevent smearing of the
signal. Smearing of the signal damps the higher frequency components.
The pump should not contaminate the gas sample, therefore a membrane pump was selected. The
pump was driven by a DC-engine. To maintain a constant airflow, the pump must be kept at a
constant voltage.
According to Leuning and King (1992), the airflow inside the sample tube should be turbulent.
Turbulence prevents flowrate gradients over tube diameter and improves mixing. To achieve this,
Reynolds number should at least be 2300, see figure 2.
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Figure 2 Variation of non-dimensional average pressure gradient with Reynolds number for pipe flow. Dotted lines:
wholly laminar flow and wholly turbulent flow. Full line: example of actual case. Tritton, DJ. (1977) Physical Fluid
Dynamics, p.l?

From this figure it is clear that from a certain range the flow becomes turbulent inside a tube.
Looking at figure 2, the flow becomes turbulent when:

(1)

Where pl-p2 is the pressure drop in the tube (N m·2), d is diameter of tube (m),
viscosity of air (kg m,l S·l),

p

is dynamic

p density of air (kg m,3), I length of tube (m).

The pressure drop can be calculated, this information helps to select the right pump. The airflow
can be calculated according to function· 2, when assuming that the airflow becomes turbulent at
Re=3000.

Re. =
pIp'

pu d
av

p

(2)

- 240 Where uav is the average airspeed inside the tube (m S·I). Table 1 uses these functions to calculate
minimal flowrate and pressuredrop for turbulence in a tube.
d (mm)

1 (m)

(pl-p2) (kPa)

u (m/s)

2.5

8

23.2

18

.5.2

0.46

3.0

8

13.3

15

62

0.55

4.0

8

56.0

It

8.3

0.73

5.D:

8

30:5

8.8

10.3

0.91

6.0

8

17.0

73

12.4

1.1

V (Uter/min.)

time1ag (s)

Table]: Useful combinations for selecting sample tube and' minimaI flowrate

The pump was placed near the inlet, in the top of the mast. The advantage over a set-up with the
pump downstream is the pressure.. The gas analyzer will operate just above atmospheric pressure;
the advantage is that sensitivity wilT be better, more CO2 molecules per volume, and pressure will
be less dependant on flowrate. Another thing which still can not be explained is that the analyzer
should not work with pressures greater than 17kPa. Below this pressure, the automatic pressure
correction does not seem to work for water vapour. Correcting this by hand, Le. using the measure~
ment ofthe pressure sensor and: correcting the signal (PJP~nalyzer)' still gave the correct result.
The (wncIusion is that the automatic pressure correction is limited within a range of +/~ 1:7kPa over
or underpressure. Using the pump at the inlet prevents large pressures inside the analyzeT: Pressure
fluctuations of the pump are sufficiently damped by the volume of the tubes.
SENSIBLE HEAT FLUX CALCULATION
In eddy correlation techniques it is convenient to use the sonic speed of sound to calculate
temperature fluctuations. This techniq)lc does not require delicate instruments like thin wire
thermocouples. The advantage of the sonic temperature is that it is not dependant on radiation.
According to Jacobs and McNaughton (1993), radiation loads on a thermocouple causes errors in
the covariance w'T:' calculation, because of the fluctuating windload on the sensor, causing a
fluctuating radiation error.
The ultrasonic anemometer measures the speed of sound 20 times a second.. This signal can be
used to calCUlate temperature. Speed of sound: depends on temperature and density of the air.

V;M

T=_
v
"iJ;1J'
,,~A'

Where: TS' Sonic anemometer temperature output (K), V~ Speed' of sound in air(m
MolecUlar weight (kg mor l ),

S;I),

M

y R.atio of heat capacities. C~ (at constant pressure) and Cv (at con-

srant volume) (J1 kg-! K"t},R UnfversaT gas constant (J morlK"l}.
When calculating heat fI:uxes by calculating covaFiances .between T' and w' (eddy correlation),
only temperature fluctuations are important. If the water vapour concentration is not taken into
account, the sonic temperature, Tv, may differ from the absolute temperature, depending on the
water vapour content in the air. This difference reaches up to ±O; 7°C at 20°C and increases as
temperature im:reases.

(4)

(

(

- 241 Using sonic temperature without latent heat flux correction will influence the sigma T and sensible
heat flux calculation, because q' is correlated to T'. The explanation is that soundwaves travel
faster in humid air, so this gives an over estimation of the heat flux and sigma T calculation. With
equation 4 and 5 these effects can be corrected.
(5)

A more detailed description is given by Schotanus (1983).
The sensible heat flux (QH) can be calculated by equation 6.
(6)

Especially in semi-arid area's during the rainy season, the dependency of the specific heat (Cp) on
humidity can not be neglected. According to Stull (1988), errors caused by specific heat changes
can give up to 10% error in sensible heat flux calculation.
RESULTS
Figure 3 shows the CO2 flux measurements over several days, just after the rainy season ended. It
is dear that the CO2 flux, or the plant activity, is decreasing in time, because the water content
decreases. During the night the plants are dissimilating.
CO -flux (E.C. method), HAPEX-Sahel, Fa'How, drying out phase
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Figure 3 Graph of CO2 flux in HAPEX Niger
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SCAPP, a Compact Scanning Pyrheliometer/Pyranometer
System for Direct, Diffuse and Global Solar Radiation
Bergholter, U., Dehne, K.
Meteorological Observatory Hamburg, Deutscher Wetterdienst, Germany

1. Introduction
The automatic sunshine sensor SONIe was developed by the Instrumentenamt Hamburg of
Deutscher Wetterdienst to replace the Campbell Stokes sunshine recorder. The SONIe is produced
since 1985 by a manufacturer of meteorological instruments, Siggelkow, in Hamburg. The
principle of measurement is based on continuous scanning of narrow sectors of the sky stretching
from zenith to the horizon. This is materialized by a rotating diaphragm head with a vertically
oriented parallel slit (1,2). Radiant fluxes passing the slit are directed to a photo sensor by a
special beam guide. The electrical signals generated by diffuse solar fluxes are measurable but, as
intended, always very low. Fluxes from direct solar radiation, however, produce distinct signal
peaks indicating sunshine, if they exceed a threshold corresponding to 120 Wm-2 •
From this starting point a feasibility study was performed (3) which will be reported here. It
was the objective to find out whether the SONIe can be remodeled as a scanning sensor for the
simultaneous measurement of diffuse and direct solar radiation, as these two are the main components, allowing to derive global radiation and sunshine duration by simple mathematical operations.
Although the abbreviation 'SCAPP' is inspired by the idea of substituting at least one pyrheliometer and one pyranometer by one scanning instrument, it will hardly be possible to achieve the same
overall accuracy as precision radiometers. In spite of some limitations SCAPP might become a
very attractive system for tasks, where a small 'intelligent' sensor is needed with only little
requirements for installation and alignment.

2. The SCAPP Concept
As the efforts necessary to develop a two-axis-scanner would be considerable, it was decided to
maintain the basic construction of the SONIe with its one vertical axis, allowing azimuthal
scanning only. It was a primary objective of the new design to find the optimal configuration for
the diaphragms and the diffuser/filter/detector-combination, so that the measurement errors of both
diffuse and direct solar radiation would be as small as possible. As far as remaining errors could
be specified, an automatic software correction for the instantaneous values had to be provided
within the system. For the statistical evaluation of correction functions it was necessary to measure
and record simultaneously reference data from 'classical' radiometers.
Fig.1 shows the scheme of the scanning sensor head. The receiving plane is represented by a
horizontally oriented diffuser disc in the center of rotation. The width (B) of the slit diaphragms,
which are shown enlarged for better recognition, is manufactured to follow B:::;::Bo • cos')' for rays
reaching the center of the diffuser under the elevation angle ')'. Bo is the width at the horizon. The
two inner diaphragms are made for stray light suppression within the sensor head. This configuration is the most favorable one for the measurement of diffuse radiation, if combinations of different
shapes of diaphragms (parallel slit, spherical sector) and receiver types (horizontal plane, normal
incidence) are compared. For homogeneous diffuse sky radiance the chosen diaphragm type with
an ideal 'lambertian' diffuser will produce the angular responsivity curve 'C' in Fig.2 which
exhibits nearly the same proportionality with sin')' . cos')' as pyranometers. For the direct solar
radiation it is possible to correct by software the expected errors which depend on the solar
elevation angle (see Fig.7).

- 246 A basic property of SCAPP is full computer controlled operation, especially including automatic
detection and delimiting of a solar peak (signal maximum from direct radiation I), automatic
separation and integration of solar peak and background diffuse radiation D (see Fig.3), automatic
calculation of radiation fluxes and application of correction algorithms.

3. Setup, Measuring Properties, Operation
SCAPP consists of the sensor module to be mounted outside and the laboratory equipment for data
acquisition, sensor control and power supply.
The casing of the sensor module as well as the glass dome (crown glass 70mm dia.) are
original SONIe components. An additional protection against solar heating of the casing was added
outside. The casing contains the newly designed rotating sensor head with original SONIe motor,
gear and heater. The silicon sensor and the preamplifier replace the original parts.
The sector-slit-diaphragm is l.4mm wide at the horizon, corresponding to a central field-ofview of 3.0 degrees, which decreases with increasing elevation angle and is half as much at 60 deg
of elevation. As a diffuser a solid PTFE (Teflon) cylinder of 5mm dia. and 3mm thickness is
used, which extends beyond the optical horizon by 0.2mm. This was the best result so far from (
many experiments to minimize cosine-errors with other shapes, sizes and positions of PTFE
diffusers. The spectral stray coefficient of PTFE decreases strongly towards longer wavelength and
causes an increased spectral dependence of the response (see Fig.5). The straight beam-guide of
3.0mm dia. between diffuser and detector is made from clear acrylic glass. It is fixed in the hollow
shaft which drives the rotating head.
The SONIe driving system uses an unregulated DC-motor with reducing gear to drive an 180degree-shutter directly, whereas the rotating headis driven by an additional 1:2 gear-drive. This
way a scan is divided into a 'light' and a 'darkness' phase of 360 degrees each, the latter being
used for zero offset compensation. The period of rotation is about 2 seconds. The 1:2 step~up-gear
caused unexpected problems, as the angular velocity of driven toothed wheels is variable, oscillating with a constant mean value only. So the rotating head passes the solar peak at different
positions with slightly different speed. As the data acquisition is operating at constant time
intervals, varying integral values of I result. This can be seen in Fig.4 from the relative errors of
I on a clear day, even so in Fig.7, where the values of several days are displayed versus the solar
elevation. A set of data like this was used to derive the correction function for I by regression approximation.
As a photodetector the DV-enhanced type SD-172 DV (3.2' 4.7mm2) of SDC was chosen. (
The resulting relative spectral response of the combination with the abovementioned diffuser is
shown in Fig.5, together with attractive alternatives. The detector output is preamplified by a twostage-amplifier recommended for sunphotometry by WRCP/Davos.
In consideration of the high dynamic range of the sensor output between low diffuse and high
direct radiation the data acquisition was performed using a combination of two lO-bit AID
converters with different input ranges. Data acquisition at 1000 samples per second (and the rest
of the work) was performed by an Atari 1040ST, giving an angular resolution of 0.18 degrees of
azimuth. This means that the transition of a solar peak is recorded by somewhat less than 30
samples. The software was written in assembler for the time-sensitive parts running interruptcontrolled in the background, whereas for the main programme Omikron-BASIC was successfully
used. The computer software was designed to support the experimental work during the development of SCAPP (different modes of operation, a large number of online-adjustable parameters,
protocols, etc.). One of the screens works like a two-channel sampling oscilloscope, showing
operational parameters at the same time (see Fig.6 showing a solar peak).
From the single scans starting every 4 seconds and from the reference sensors means over 2,
4, 10 or 60 minutes were archived on floppy disc, while the daily printouts contain tables of
hourly sums and daily graphs and error curves derived from the reference sensors.

- 247 4. Examples of Results, Accuracy
The overall uncertainty of the SCAPP results can be shown by comparison with reference data
from well maintained pyrheliometers and pyranometers (with shade ring for diffuse radiation). The
SCAPP raw data are subject to errors from spectral selectivity, receiver geometry, gear drive and
temperature dependence. The final values of I scapp are corrected using the regression versus solar
elevation shown in Fig.7, the values of Dscapp are corrected for compensation of a temperature
dependent influence from the old SONIe drive electronics.
Typical relative and absolute deviations of corrected SCAPP values from reference values are .
shown for clear days in Fig.8-1O, where the time scale is true local time.
- The hourly sums of Dscapp deviate within +/-7%; if early morning and late evening hours are
excluded, which exhibit rather large asymmetry. The daily sum deviates by -3%.
- The hourly sums of Iscapp deviate within +/-3%, excluding the first morning hour. The daily
sum deviates by +0.3%.
- For the hourly sums of Gscapp which are calculated from D and I the hourly deviations are
generally less than. 3 %, for the daily sum the deviation is almost zero. Errors in the morning
and evening hours are partially compensated, pointing towards possibilities of further improvements.
For an overcast day (see Fig. 11) Iscapp is practically zero. Hourly deviations of Dscapp range up'to
10% but are averaged to zero in the daily total. The absolute errors of the morning and evening
hours are negligible.

s. Conclusions
a) According to the comparison results the accuracy achieved by the experimental version of
SCAPP described here corresponds to that of a second class pyranometer (after ISO 9060).
b) In 1994 a prototype for later commercial production will be designed with several improvements elaborated by this study (step motor drive, specially filtered silicon detector, quartz or
PMMA diffuser, thermostat, etc.).
c) SCAPP is a multisensor (D,I,G,S) the use of which should be of speciai interest for applications
requiring relatively small sensors, for instance agrometeorological tasks. Due to one-axisscanning the use of SCAPP is impeded in latitudes lower than 30 degrees N or S, if the sun
comes near to the zenith.
d) Due to its multisensor properties SCAPP should evidently be a cost-effective device if the costs
of 'classical' radiometers for the same number of radiation quantities are considered.
6. Literature
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- 251 MAINTENANCE OF RADIATION STANDARDS IN INDIA

V.V. Abhyankar, V.V. Kanade and S.V. Prabhu
Instruments Division, Meteorological Office,
Pune, India.
1
A network of 45 radiation measuring station~ is being
maintained
in
India.
Various parameters
like global solar
radian~
exposure, diffuse solar radiant exposure, direct solar
irradiance and net total ~adiant energy arem~asured in
this
network.
The maintenance of· this network is carried out at Pune
by the Central Radiatio~ Laboratory of the Instruments Division
of Meteorological Department~
This Laboratory ·is designated as
the National
Radiation Centre.
WMO has also designated
the
Laborato~y
as one of the RegioMal Radiation Centres for the RAII<Asia)
Region.
To meet this responsibility,
the
Laboratory
maintains a series of standard pyrheliometers and. pyranometers.
Three cavity Radiometers serve as the primary standards and
a
series of Angstr~m p;rheliometers and NIPs serve
a~
secondary
and transfer standards.
Table I lists the st~ndirds maintained
by the Laboratory.
2.
The maintenance of the standards invPlye periodical
and
regular
intercomparisons.
In view of the heavy clouding that
prevail
at Pune
for more
thah 6 months
in
a
year,
the
intercomparisons are carried out over ·alimited period only.
Within
the existing
facility 4 c~vity Radiom~ters and
two
Angstrom pyrheliometerscan be
intercompared simultaneously.
The. ·standard pyranometers are calibrated with refe~ence to one
of
the standa~d cavity radiometers by shade and unshade method
only.
3.
Of the primary standards; EPAc and PMO-6 have participated
in
IPCs at Davos, Switzerland.
Angstrom Pyrheliometer No. 508
had participated
in
IPC
11
and
IPC
Ill.
EPAC had
also
participated
~s
RA
11 standard
in
the
first
RA-IIFRA-V
comparisons held at Tokyo.
More than 1320 comparative measurements were made during
1993
with
the four absolute radiometer~. Simultaneous measurements
were made by experienced personnel,one individual managing only
one instrument.
The comparisons were carried out only when
the
sky was reasonably stable as seen from the diffuse
irradiance
records.
In analysing the comparison data only EPAC, PMO-6 and
HF were used as the standard group and TMI was not included . in.
the group
as its characterisation data could not be obtained
from TMI despite our best efforts (obviously because TMI had not
carried out the mandatory characterisation). The TMI
instrument
also does not give the direct solar irradiance correct even
to
first decimal.
The data analysis shows
<Fig
1)
that
the
standards are maintaining
their calibrations.
EPAC ha~
a
tendency to read more by 0.31 per cent and HF lower by 0.35 per
cent.
PMO-6 is very close to the mean values of the irradiances
(~0.04 per cent).

- 252 TMI shows mu~h larger deviation,
O~8S per cent.
Fig
1 also
indicates that the standard deviations fo~ all the four absolute
radiometers are significant,
HF having the lowest, viz ~ 0.20
per cent.
The performance history of EPAC
in Pyrheliometer
Comparison~ is given in table 11.
$I

Angstrom pyrheliometer 1\10.8418 (Eppley make) had shown a 2.4
per cent decrease in Its calibration factor after a minor repair
in
1984. The shift has been stable till 1993 when it has again
shown a sharp
increase by about 2.4 per cent.
Further
calibrations are needed to confirm this change.
4
Among the pyranometers CI"I-5 No. 1039 and No. 1154 have a
long history and they had shown excellent stability~ CM-i1 (two
numbers) and the PSP serve as reference standards.
The
results
of
1993 comparisons are shown in Fig 2.
The stability of the
calibration factors of all the instruments, even of CM-~ is
within 1 per cent of the accepted values.
Fig 3 shows th~
cosine
response
of different types of
pyranometers
as
experimentally measured in the Labo~ato~y at Pun-e.
Most of
the
instruments respond well
except
at
very
large
angles of
incidence.
PSP, CM-11 and strangely CM-5 instruments show very
small
deviations.
Fig 4 shows the
tilt effect on
the
pyrano'meters as expe~imentally - determined at Pune.
CM-II
instrument does not show any significant tilt effect while PSP
has a very small effect.
CM-5 shows a moderate effect.
The
studies being carried out at Pune show that the cosine' response
and
tilt effect are quite
individualistic~
Hence where a
serious study of the radiation data is desirable, the p.articular
pyranomet,ers should be characterised individually befo~e the
data collection starts.

(

(
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TABLE =.. !.
RADIATION STANDARDS AT PUNE
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

NAME
PVRHELIOMETER

13219
18742
811106

1- PACRAD
2. HF
3. PMO-6

.,-

4. TMI
0
5. Angstrom6. - do 7.
do
8. - do 9. - do 10. - do . 11- - do 12. - do 13. - do 14. - do 15. Silver disk
16. - do 17. Linke' - Feussner
18. NIP
19. NIP

Eppley
Eppley
C.I.R.

68634
8418
508
501
507
520
540
145
249
72
- SI-T-27

TMI
Eppley
Stockholm
- do
- do - do - do - do - do - do Smi thsoni an

SI - 51
SI - 91

- do - do -

723225
5489
5799A

Kipp 8< Zonen
Eppley
- do -

11919F3
871776871777
1039
1154
2299

Eppley
Kipp 8< Zonen
- do - do do
..:;. do

PVRANOMETER
12.
3.
4.
5.
6.

PSP
CM-il
CM-ll
CM-5
CM-5
CM-5

TABLE

!.!.

RESULTS ON EPAC PtRFORMANCE
---------~---------------------------------~------------~--~-

COMPARISONS

YEAR

RATIOS WITH
STD GROUP

STANDARD
DEVIATION %

---~--~-----------7-------~~--------------------~----- -------

IPC V
IPC VI
I RA-II/RA-V
IPC VII
NATIONAL

1980
1985
1989
1990
1993

0.99532
1.00545
0.99955
1.00088
1.00310

0.12
0.19
0.54
0.27

-------------------------------~---------------~-------------
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A new Approach to Calibrate Eppley PIR Pyrgeometers
R. Philipona and C. Frohlich
Physikalisch-Meteorologisches Observatorium Davos, World Radiation Center,
CH-7260 Davos Dorf, Switzerland.

1. Introduction
A growing demand of reliable measurements of the surface radiation budget more and more emphasizes
the need for improving instruments measuring the terrestrial and atmospheric radiation. At present, in this longwave spectral range, commercially available instruments allow an estimate of the infrared radiative flux with an
accuracy of no better than ±1O Wm-2 . The Eppley Laboratory's pyrgeometer, which has been introduced in
1970, is an instrument designed to measure hemispheric radiation in the 4-50 flm spectral range, and it has ever
since been one of the most investigated and used instrument besides the classical pyrradiometers.
The Precision Infrared Radiometer PIR (pyrgeometer) is a development from the Eppley Precision
Spectral Pyranometer and was ftrst described by Drummond et al (1970). The blackened thermopile originally
was enveloped by a KRS-5 dome with an interference ftlter, vacuum deposited on the inside of the hemisphere.
Early deterioration of KRS-5 under long periods of exposure caused Eppley Laboratories in 1976 to introduce
the pyrgeometer with silicon dome. Transmissivity of silicon domes, with deposited low pass interference
filters, undergoes a sharp transition from opaque to maximal transmission between 3 and 4 flm, and within the
region of 4 - 50 flm it varies between 0.25 and 0.40. Albrecht et al. (1974) found that temperature differences
between body and dome of the pyrgeometer produced perturbing additional thermal radiation and described the
thermal balance of pyrgeometers based on the body temperature Tb (measured at the cold junction of the
thermopile) and the dome temperature Td of the pyrgeometer. PIR's have since then been equipped with a
thermistor mounted at the lower rim of the silicon dome. Enz et al. (1975) reported that dome ventilation
minimizes thermal effects due to differential heating between dome and cold junction. Albrecht and Cox (1977)
identified additional systematic errors due to battery voltage uncertainties and nonlinearity of circuitry at extreme
temperatures. Since air borne measurements, with extreme temperatures involved, were the principle concern in
their paper, nonlinearity of circuitry was of much higher importance compared to earth-bound surface
measurements. The battery voltage problem can easily be overcome by taking it out and instead measuring the
temperature-compensated thermopile output and the temperature Tb at the cold junction of the thermopile in
order to calculate the radiation losses.
This paper presents results of further investigations of PIR pyrgeometers, in regard to their calibration
and to their performance in shaded and unshaded field measurements, including above mentioned suggestions and
improvements. Since movable parts of shading apparatuses are difficult to handle in remote regions with harsh
climatic conditions, it is the aim of our investigation to demonstrate that PIR pyrgeometers can be used in
unshaded mode of operation and measure infrared irradiance with an uncertainty of ±2 Wm-2 .

2. Calibration apparatus
The newly developed calibration apparatus is a black body radiation source which consists of a
cylindrical enclosure with Vd = 3.4 containing a bottom plate with it central entrance hole and a convex shaped
cover (see Figure 1). A helical grove is machined into the cylindrical aluminum body as well as in the bottom
and top plate and acts as a conduit for the conditioning fluid. A powerful fluid circulation system allows to keep
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Figure 1: Calibration apparatus which consists of a cylindrical black body radiation source
(L =610 mm, d = 180 mm) and the housing for the pyrgeometer providing thermal
conditioning and an air flow system.
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the enclosure at homogeneous temperatures in the range of -30° to +60° C. Ten previously calibrated thermistors
are fixed to the inside wall of the cavity which is painted with Chemglaze Z306 black coating. Total emissivity
of the cylindrical cavity has been analyzed by applying radiant flux balances to infinitesimal elements of surface
which finally led to the over-all heat flux at the detector to be calibrated. With an emissivity value of 0.96 of the
black coating of the inside wall and the given geometry of the enclosure, a total emissivity value of 0.9985 has
been determined for this source. With the cavity cooled to O°C a uniform temperature within O.IOC is measured
at the inside wall. The ten thermistors are furthermore weighted in respect to their location and their bearing to
the flux at the detector.
The calibration apparatus is

~so

equipped with a housing for the pyrgeometer which is positioned

underneath the cylindrical cavity. Air flow around the instrument and its hemispherical dome is provided as well
as individual cooling and heating of the pyrgeometer body and dome. This additional cooling and heating
systems allows PIRs to be calibrated at various body temperatures and to hold the instrument at thermal
equilibrium for extended time periods. The sensitivity C of the instrument can also be determined with the
sensor temperature T s equal to the dome temperature Td, and hence avoid the problem of differential heating and
related corrections of thermal effects. A Campbell Scientific Ltd. CRlO datalogger and a personal computer are
used to record the temperatures and the signal values from the calibration apparatus and the instrument to be
calibrated.

3. Calibration and field measurements
Ice cavities and the newly developed calibration apparatus have been used to characterize and to calibrate
PIRs. Ice cavities rely on one single reference temperature, and were found to be difficult to handle during long
term experiments which makes measurements at thermal equilibrium almost impossible. However, dynamic
effects due to thermal unbalance are not negligible during calibration. These problems are easily overcome with
the calibration apparatus with homogeneous black body radiation, and which provides body and dome
temperature control of the pyrgeometer. Important temperature gradients have been measured on the silicon dome
using additional temperature probes. Similar gradients were also observed in field measurements, particularly in
unshaded operation. Hence, inadequate dome temperature measurements and related incorrect dome emission
corrections make accurate pyrgeometer calibration and measurements impossible. A new dome temperature
probing has been installed on PIR pyrgeometers in order to measure a representative mean temperature of the
silicon dome. Dome ventilation is also used during calibration but was found to be of minor importance, since
first, ventilation was inadequate to provide a homogeneous temperature distribution of the· hemisphere and
second, it became irrelevant with the new dome temperature probing system which correctly measures the mean
temperature of the silicon dome. In the thermal balance equation the temperature of the sensor surface Ts is the
relevant temperature and not the temperature of the body Tb which is measured and normally used in the
equation. However the equation can be rearranged for Tb but a temperature dependent sensitivity factor C has to
be introduced. Neglecting this temperature dependence means that C is only valid at and close to the temperature
at which the calibration has been performed. In order to take care of the differential heating of the dome Albrecht
et al. (1974) introduced a factor K to correct the outgoing radiation. This factor is directly related to the physical
characteristics of the dome. However, if the temperature of the dome is not measured correctly the K has no
longer a true physical meaning. If the dome temperature is correctly measured the K factor indeed corresponds to
the physical characteristics of the dome.
Experiments have shown that although appropriate ventilation has been applied, cooling of the
hemispherical dome during calibration is as pronounced as during field measurements. Accurate dome
temperature measurement is therefore crucial not only in field measurements but also during calibration. On the
Eppley pyrgeometer, the dome temperature is measured with a thermistor mounted at the inside lower rim of the
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Figure 2: Daily evolution of the pyrgeometers body temperature and Tdom - Tbody
from measurements at 45° and the rim of the silicon dome.
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- 261 silicon dome. Tests with thermistors fixed on the outside of the dome during calibration showed important
temperature gradients between the lower rim and the apex of the hemisphere. Numerical calculations of the
thermal radiation balance between dome and sensor surface showed that even with gradients of up to 1°C between
rim and apex, measurements at 45° zenith angle are in good agreement with the mean value of the dome
temperature. To account also for azimuthal gradiepts during unshaded field measurements, three thermistors are
fixed at 120° intervals.
Three PIRs have been modified accordingly. Field measurements comparing the new and the old dome
temperature sensing system are shown in Figure 2. The daily evolution of the pyrgeometers body temperature is
shown, as well as two plots of the e~olution of the difference of the dome temperature minus the body
temperature, one plot showing the dome temperature as the mean value of the three measurements at 45°, and
the other plot representing the old measurement at the rim of the dome.
An additional problem of unshaded instruments consists of the fact that a small part of the infrared

radiation of the Sun is included in the measurement. However, pyranometers measuring global short-wave
radiation are calibrated in such a way that the IR part of the Sun is already included. Since the transition of the
low pass filter of PIR domes lies somewhere between 3 and 4 Ilm, the direct solar radiation to be subtracted
needs to be determined. By comparing unshaded and shaded pyrgeometers, a direct sun factor F is determined for
each pyrgeometer. The three thermistors at 45° allow to determine the temperature difference between the Sun
faced and the northern part of the hemisphere. Figure 3 shows the evolution of the global radiation and the
temperature difference between north and south for the same day as shown in figure 2. This temperature
difference following the evolution of the global radiation, multiplied with the direct sun factor F, can be used as
a measure to correct for the direct infrared solar part which has to be subtracted from the measurement. The same
correction could also be made by using the short wave global radiation measurement. Remotely located
instruments will further be equipped with a fixed shadow bar mounted in the south of the instrument. This
shadow bar allows at solar noon to check the reading of the instrument under shaded conditions and to
redetermine the direct sun factor F.

4. Conclusions
The aim of our investigation is to demonstrate that Epply pyrgeometers can be characterized in a way
that also in unshaded operation very accurate measurements can be obtained. During calibration a wide range of
source and body temperature has to be covered to allow accurate determination of C and K. In order to get a
representative average temperature of the dome at least three evenly distributed sensors have to be used. Field test
measurements demonstrate that the problem of differential heating can be overcome by correctly measuring the
dome temperature with three thermistors fixed at 45°. Moreover the difference between the three thermometers
can be used as a measure for solar irradiance and to correct for the infrared part (> 3-4 Ilm ) of this irradiance.
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- 263 BROADBAND INFRARED INSTRUMENTATION PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
by
John J. DeLuisi
NOAA Environmental Research Laboratory
Boulder, Colorado 80303

FOREWORD
The Baseline Surface Radiation Network (BSRN) is a function of the World Climate
Program (WCRP) dedicated to monitoring the surface radiation budget at
nearly 30 sites located around the globe. Uniform operation of instrumentation,
including their calibrations has been a main concern of the network station
managers. The performance of broadband IR sensors such as pyrgeometers and
pyrradiometers has been an issue with the BSRN scientists becaouse of conflicting
information found in the literature and by opinions circulating within the
scientific community. The BSRN has conducted two field tests, one at the
Coffeyville First ISCCP Regional Experiment (FIRE) and the other at Boulder,
Colorado to evaluate the performance of IR instruments. In addition, because of
differences seen between different calibration devices, a Round~Robin test of unique
calibration apparatus at nine laboratories is currently underway. This presentation
will describe the results of the field experiments and the progress thus far
achieved in the Round-Robin test.
~esearch

INTRODUCTION
During 13 November to 7 December, 1991, NOAA hosted a broadband IR radiometer
intercomparison and also participated in the First ISCCP Regional Experiment (FIRE
11) held at Coffeyville, Kansas. The IR experiment was conducted in accordance with
plans that were developed at the end of the BSRN meeting at Davos in August 1991
(see WMO/TD-No. 453, November 1991). The primary objective was to determine the
best method for measurement of broadband IR irradiance for application in the BSRN
network. The approach was by intercomparison of the various instruments used among
participating BSRN labs and by comparison with "official" estimates of the
downwelling IR irradiance that would be provided by the SPECTral Radiation
Experiment (SPECTRE) which also participated prominently in FIRE 11 as an adjunct
experiment. A secondary objective was to assist SPECTRE with trace gas measurements
of COz, CH 4 , NO z , CFCs 11 and 12 and vertical profiles of 03 to improve the accuracy
of the SPECTRE radiative transfer calculations.
As the hosts of the BSRN experiment, NOAA provided a trailer, data acquisition
system, data loggers, many instrument mounts, and a computer. NOAA also provided
personnel to conduct field operations. Seventeen IR instruments, provided by eight
countries participated in the experiment. Table 1 lists the instruments, whether
they were shaded and ventilated, and the participants. Solar radiometers were
provided to supply data for the pyrradiometers which measure all wave (shortwave +
longwave) radiation. The experiment was successfully completed.
Pyrradiometers
were involved in the experiment but are not considered in this report.
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An analysis of the FIRE 11 pyrgeometer intercomparison data has yielded a reasonably
good picture of the performance of shaded and ventilated Eppley pyrgeometers viz.
that under most circumstances, when compared to a reference instrument of the same
type, agreement near the two percent level (6-8 Wem- z ) occurred most of the time.
Effects of dome solar heating and possible solar radiation leakage by the dome
filter were seen during daytime with the unshaded and unventilated instruments.
During periods of sunshine, the dome heating (and possibly filter leakage)
introduced additional noise on the order of two percent (6-8 Wem- z ) to the signals
from the unshaded and unventilated instruments.
Additional analyses are expected from other scientists for a consensus of op1n1on
that will be given at a topical BSRN meeting, being scheduled for the spring of
1994. The conclusions of the Coffeyville experiment will be finalized at this
meeting. The absolute irradiance values of SPECTRE were supplied by the University
of Maryland this past November. These values were derived from IR interferometer
measurements for clear skies with the use of radiative transfer calculations to
convert radiance to irradiance. A preliminary analysis using the SPECTRE results
indicates agreement with a shaded and ventilated pyrgeometer on the order of 5 Wem- z (
which is rather remarkable considering that an estimate of 30 Wem- z was suggested at
a BSRN meeting in Washington, D.C., 1-5 December, 1990 (see WMO KD-No. 406, March
1991).
A paper describing preliminary results of the Coffeyville experiment (DeLuisi et
al., 1992). A formal report describing the efforts of the BSRN will eventually be
prepared for publication, bearing a full complement of participant authorship.
HIGH HEAT STRESS PYRGEOMETER INTERCOMPARISON
During August and September of 1992, NOAA conducted a follow-up experiment of
broadband radiometers similar to the FIRE 11 experiment. The objective was to
determine effects of elevated solar heating of Eppley Pyrgeometer domes because the
Coffeyville experiment was conducted during the cool period of November and
December. Eight Eppley pyrgeometers were used in this experiment. The first phase
of the experiment was to have all instruments deployed without shading or
ventilating. This was done to check the behavior of the instruments during
nighttime when they are essentially in thermal equilibrium and subjected to the same
atmospheric conditions. At nighttime the domes are not being heated by the sun and, (
therefore, the dome correction term is minimized (it may still not be quite 0,
however). A preliminary analysis suggests results similar to those of FIRE 11 (i.e.
12-16 Wem- z ). However, it was noted that when the calibration constants of all
instruments were adjusted to agree with a common value (our choice was the mean),
the disagreement among instruments was further reduced to the level of a few
percent, or approximately 8 Wem- z even during daytime. Since all instruments were
freshly calibrated with the same blackbody source, the cause for the differences
seen among the unadjusted calibrations is not clear and will require further
investigation.
Additional analyses were performed to determine the effects of dome heating during
sunshine hours. Two instruments were shaded and ventilated, two were ventilated,
two were shaded and two were neither shaded nor ventilated. The two shaded and
ventilated instruments were used as reference 'instruments to compare with the
unshaded and unventilated instruments. The results were essentially the same as
those in Coffeyville. The problem with the treatment of dome heating is determining
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equation. There is some indication from this experiment that filter solar leakage
may be involved and this would compound the problem with the dome heating term. An
attempt should be made to quantify the magnitude of the solar leakage problem.
A special comment is in order here. Whereas the BSRN is currently working on
improving the accuracy of the presently available broadband instrumentation by
rather simple means, this is considered to be a temporary solution to a longstanding
problem. That is, the present class of broadband instrumentation is seriously
outdated, and improved instrumentation is urgently needed to meet the new demands
for climate research measurements. The BSRN constituency is dedicated to finding
ways to improve the situation . . Switzerland is developing a broadband radiance
detector that should be ready for testing this summer. Eppley Lab tested a new
pyrgeometer design at the Coffeyville intercomparison, and English scientists have
been working with their own improved version of the Eppley pyrgeometer that performs
quite well on aircraft.
ROUND ROBIN CALIBRATION EXPERIMENT
BSRN scientists recently organized and initiated an important Round-Robin
calibration experiment which has been in progress since March 1993. The variations
in calibrations that were noted in the Coffeyville intercomparison motivated BSRN
scientists to initiate a Round-Robin comparison of calibration devices, all being of
different design since no standard exists. A data logger and computer apparatus
were assembled to accompany 5 pyrgeometers that were supplied by NOAA, Switzerland,
NASA, Canada, and Australia. Nine labs are participating. The labs are located in
the D.S., Australia, Japan, Canada, Switzerland, Germany, and England. From this
experiment, the BSRN scientists hope to derive some insight into the cause(s) for
the differences in calibrations that were encountered in the Coffeyville experiment
(i.e. up to 7%). It is also hoped that this work will lead the BSRN scientists
toward a best choice for calibration equipment that may be used by all BSRN
laboratories. A status update of the Round Robin intercomparison is given in
Appendix 1.
SUMMARY

By performing field intercomparisons of radiometric instrumentation, problems of
accuracy, calibration, and even malfunctioning instruments can be uncovered. A
considerable amount of new information on the field performance of pyrgeometers and
the uncertainties in the calibrations of pyrgeometers has been derived from two
field intercomparisons. It appears that a well maintained, shaded and ventilated,
and carefully calibrated pyrgeometer can provide accurate measurements on the order
of a few percent, approaching 5 We m- 2 for clear sky conditions. These results
should not be misinterpreted with the belief that the measurement of IR irradiance
is without need of further improvement. There still exist a number of questions to
be answered regarding the performance of such instruments during transient
atmospheric conditions and the behavior of the instrument in a non-equilibrium
thermal state. Also in need of further study is the leakage of solar radiation by
the dome. Calibration of IR radiometers is done with custom built devices at the
various laboratories of countries participating in the BSRN. A comparison of these
devices is presently in progress, and it is hoped that a superior method of
calibration will evolve from the effort.
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APPENDIX 1
PYRGEOMETER ROUND ROBIN CALIBRATION STATUS
1. Pyrgeometer Round Robin calibration were scheduled to start in March,
1993. Instruments were shipped to Site 1 Bruce Forgan (March 2,
1993)@ Bureau of Meteorology, Melbourne, AUSTRALIA. Pyrgeometers were
returned to NOAA after calibration and received July 10, 1993.
Problem identified: Logistics for international Shipment
Remedy: Use of a custom shipping agent at each country entry point.

(

2. Instruments were shipped to Site 2 John Hickey (July 22, 1993)@ Eppley
Laboratories, Newport, Rhode Island. U.S.A. Pyrgeometers were
returned to NOAA after calibration and received August 9, 1993.
Problem identified: erratic thermopile, temperature drifts with time
Remedy: Ground was disconnected on instrument.
3. Instruments were shipped to Site 3 Bruce McArthur (September 8, 1993)@
Atmospheric Environmental Service, Downsview, Ontario, CANADA.
Pyrgeometers were returned to NOAA after calibration and received
October 18, 1993.
4. Instruments were shipped to Site 4 Masataka Shiobara (October 18,
1993)@ Meteorological Research Institute, Tsukuba, JAPAN.
Pyrgeometers were returned to NOAA after calibration and received
November 11, 1993.
Problem identified: all computer files deleted
Remedy: Program installation from back up disk.

5. Instruments were shipped to Site 5 Klaus Dehne (November 30, 1993)@
Deutscher Wetterdienst, Meteorologishes Observatorium, Hamburg,
GERMANY. Pyrgeometers are in the process of being calibrated.
Locations Remaining on Calibration Circuit with tentative dates.
1. Atsumu Ohmura (Zurich, SWITZERLAND) January 1994
2. John Seymour (Farnborough, ENGLAND) February 1994
3. Francisco Valero (Moffet Field, California, USA) March 1994
4. Steven Bender (Los Alamos, NM, USA) April 1994
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The ratio of test pyrgeometer data to the reference
pyrgeometer data (ordinate) vs time (abscissa) for
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was from the NOAA pyrgeometer .
DWD: German Meteorological Service
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MNF: French Meteorological Network
UMD: University of Maryland
AWS: Australian Weather Service
* Note the dome breaking effect of the unshaded
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DETERMIIATION OF GENUINE DIRECTIONAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF PYRANOME1ER
HIROSE Yasuo
Observations Division
Obsevations Deparhent of Japan Meteorological Agency, Tokyo

1.

Introduction

The calibration of pyranometer in the Japan Meteorological Agency has been carried out
by outdoor comparison with reference pyranometer for several weeks under various sky conditions. This method has many practical advantages, but an annoying problem arises along with it.
It was the late 1970's when we became aware that the measured values by two pyranometers of the same type calibrated during different seasons did not necessarily agree with each
other under the same measuring condition. By many comparisons and examinations we soon realized on a quantitative basis that the sensitivity of reference pyranometer changed through
seasons and affected the calibration factors of calibrated instruments significantly. It was
due result because the sensitivity of pyranometer takes different values for different conditions in general, but no serious attention had been paid to this problem before those times.
The lack of reliable testing devices might be one of the reasons.
Increasing demands for more accurate solar radiation measurements stimulated us to
endeavour to eliminate the biases caused by the characteristics of reference pyranometer from
the calibration factors. It eventually led us back to reexamination of the shading disk method which was used to determine the sensitivity of reference pyranometer by comparison with
standard pyrheliometer. The conclusion was that the systematic methods and the testing apparatuses should be developed in order to obtain the accurate characteristics of pyranometer and
incorporate them into the sensitivity fuction in an appropriate manner.
In this paper, the procedures to obtain the sensitivity function of pyranometer, brief
descriptions of the testing apparatuses for this purpose, and some outcomes of our methods are
presented. Here we introduced a directional function free of non-linearity in place of cosine
response, and dealt with the static characteristics other than the spectral response because
that might be sufficient for meteorological purposes.
2. Theoretical Bases
The directional nonuniformity of the sensitivity of pyranometer arises from the
refraction and the concentration of incident radiation by the glassdome(s), the directional
dependence of the absorptance of the radiation receiver, etc. Those optical factors are combined to make a function that gives the relation between the incident irradiance to be measured and the absorbed irradiance at the receiver. The output voltage of pyranometer in turn
is basically proportional to the absorbed irradiance, and the ratio may depend on the thermal
state of pyranometer. Thus, on condition that pyranometer is placed horizontally and exposed
to global solar radiation, we obtain a pair of pyranometer equations expressed as follows:

v=

Ko'H(t,A)'A

(l)

J

(2)
A = S'COSz'G(z,sb) +
D(z' ,sb' )'COSz' 'G(z' ,sb' )'d(}
where
(z, sb) : zenith angle and azimuth of incident radiation
S : direct solar irradiance, D( z' • sb' ) : sky radiance by diffuse solar radiation
A : absorbed irradiance, V: output voltage, t: body temperature, Ko: constant
H(t,A) : thermal function,
G(z.sb): optical function,
(}: solid angle of sky

By normalizing as g(z,sb)=G(z, s6)/G(O.*) and a=A/G(O,*), the forms (l) and (2) can
be rewriten
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v=
a

(3)

ko·h(t, a)·a

= g(z,~)·S·COSz +
-

g(z,~)·

where
Eg = S·COSz

U=

{I

+

+

U·Ed

F·( U I g(z,~) -

1)}

(4)

·Eg

(6)

Ed

10 D(z' ,tP' )·COSi' ·g(z' ,tP' )·dO

I Ed

(6)

F = . Ed / Eg

(7)

Eg : global solar irradiance. Bd: diffuse solar irradiance
h (t, a) : thermal function normal ized as h ( to. a 0) = 1.
k 0 : constant
It is clear that the quantity a coincides with the irradiance of parallel beam when it comes
from zenith. and then the constant ko is the sensitivity of pyranometer under the fixed measuring condition of (t =to. a= ao). The ratio F is an index of sky condition. that is. F=l
for overcast sky. The normalized function g( z. ~) represents .the genuine directional characteristics of pyranometer. The weighted mean U depends on the distribution of sky "radiance.
For simplicity and practical reason, let us assume that sky radiance D( z' . tP' ) is uniform
throughout the entire hemisphere. then U becomes again a characteristic value of pyranometer.
The thermal function h( t. a) expresses'temperatur'e response or non-linearity depending on
the parameter taken as variable. Actual sensitivity VlEg under various measuring conditions
can be calculated by determining ko, h ( t • a), g( z. rjJ), and U.

(

3. Procedures
Step 1) Colli.ation Tube
Prior to other tests. absolute sensitivity of pyranometer under a measuring condition
should be known. It is done by comparing pyranometer attached to collimation tube with absolute pyrhel iometer using the direct sun as radiation source (Fig. I). The tube is 1.0 • long
and has the opening half angle of 2.8· which is close to that of absolute pyrheliometer, for
example. Eppley HF. The outer wall is painted white and equipped with carefully aligned diopters. The inner wall is furnished with thirty-nine diaphragms and coated with matting black
paint. The tube is mounted on sun tracker and continuouslY driven during the comparison.
About thirty sets of comparison data are obtained in a relatively short time of. say, one hour
under clear and steady sky.
yeti,S,) = ko·h(t,.S,)·Si
where
S, : direct solar irradiance.
t,; body temperature of pyranometer

(8)

Body temperature is measured with thermopile sheet (Phi lips PR6452A) attached to pyranometer
and covered by aluminum foil to shade it from the sun.
diopters
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PHanometer
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Fig.! Collimation tube.
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- 271 Step 2) Thermal characteristics
As hCt. a) is two d-imensional function, the testing apparatus has the facilities to
change t and a simultaneously (Fig.2). Ambient temperatures and the changing rates can be
arranged arbitrarily by programmable controller. The incident radiation is dimmed by a set of
rotating sectors. Each sector. having the radius of 175 mm. has four fan-shaped windows
opened regularly and rotates at 1.200 RPM. The transmittance of rotating sector is calibrated
accurately by using compensation pyrheliometer and absolute pyrheliometer. The radiation
source is SOO Wxenon lamp which generates the irradiance of about 1 ki/. 2 • The infrared part
of the radiation is cut well.
High stability under 0.1 ~ of irradiance is attained by
optoelectronic servomechanism. In our case four points for temperature and five points for
transmittance are chosen. namely t J !=r +50. +25. O. -25 "C and Pm = 1.0000. 0.8898. 0.6667.
0.4440. 0.2212 which are normal ized by 90 ~-sector in order toel iminate the fringe effect of
rotating sector. Accurate body temperature is measured with thermopile sheet in the same way
as mentioned in step 1). It takes about ten hours to complete the whole test.

V( t J. Pm' So) = ko' h( t J. Pm' So), Pm' So
where
So: irradiance dimmed by 90 %-sector

-

(9)

radiation
source

-

z.

radiation
sourqe

e
,/'" pyranometer

~

turn table

\

-~==+==~'Y

Fig.3 Directional and tilting

Fig.2 Thermal test.

test~

Step 3) Directional characteristics
The test comprises obtaining the cosine responses at various azimuthal angles (Fig.S).
The radiation source is the same as used in the thermal test. Parallelized and spatially uniform radiation beam is obtained by parabolic reflector and collective lens. The whole optical
system in the lamp house is fixed tightly to prevent the distortion by tilting which tends to
cause the variation of the spatial distribution of irradiance. The change of the irradiance
at the center of the turn table is kept under 0.1 % during the test. The angles are selected
as follows: Z J= O. 10. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60, 70. 75. 80. 85° ; if>m= -180. -150..... O. +30. +60,
•••• +150. +180° (= -180' ).
.

V( t c. So.

Z 11

h (t c,

if> m)

V(tc.So. o. *)
where
So: irradiance for

/

COS Z J

g ( Z J.

if> m)' So' COS Z J) • g (

Z 11

h (tc. So)
Z

= 0°.

f/J m)
(l0)

-

t

c

:

body temperature of pyranometer

The left side of (l0) is the definition of cosine response for if>=f/Jm •

- 272 Step 4) Tilt effect
The tilt effect of pyranometer is tested by using the same apparatus as used in step 3).
The turn table is united to the rotating axis of radiation source rigidly by a coupling rod.
Every 10· of tilt angle from horizontal to vertical the output of pyranometer are measured for
the two azimuthal angles of rp=O· and rp=+90· . The tilt effect ~(e) is defined as follows:
~(e)

where'

=

v(e) /

(11)

V(O)

e : t i Itang Ie

Step 5) Calculations
On the results obtained through the preceding steps. we can determine all the quantities necessary to establish the sensitivity function of pyranometer. From (B), (9), and (10 it
fo 11ows that
So =

. h *( titS i)' S i
V(ti.SI)/7:1

where
h*(t.a}: tentative thermal function normalized as h*(tl.So) = 1
'~i : tilt effect for the comparison data of collimation tube

(

From (9) we have
V( t

I.

So)

Pm

Assuming that So = 0.9 klf/. 2 we obtain the first approximations of h*(thPm'SO) at 4X5
grid points by (13). Linear interpolations or extrapolations make h *( t i. S i), and by substituting them into (12) SOi can be obtained for each data of collimation tube. They are averaged over i and substituted again in (13) as the second approximation of S o.By repeating
these procedures So and h*(thPm'So) converge to fixed values. Thus h(t.a) normalized
as h(+20"C,lkW/m 2 )=1 can be determined at 4X5 grid points. The sensitivity ko I is calculated by (B) for each data of collimation tube. By averaging them over i we obtain the final
value of ko with the standard deviation of 0.2-0.4 % depending on the sky condition.
Next, we determine So for the test of directional characteristics using the same procedures as mentioned above, and calculate the values of g( Z j , rpm) in (10) by iterative method, then obtain the directional function g(z.rp) at llX12 grid points. Finally, U can be
calculated by (6) assuming that D(z' • rp' ) is constant.
4. Applications
Once the sensitivity function of pyranometer is established with sufficient accuracy,
following applications become possible: (1) accurate measurement of diffuse solar radiation by
a shading pyranometer (2) accurate measurement of direct/ diffuse/ global solar radiaion by
using a pyranometer and a pyrheliometer (3) calculation of the sensitivities of pyranometer
through seasons at a fixed measuring site. As our purpose was to determine unbiased global
solar irradiances for calibration, we take up the examples of the application (3) mentioned
above. In Fig.4 the sensitivity curves of three actual pyranometers, namely two of EKO MS801
now used as calibration reference and an EPPLEY PSP used as calibration reference before 1984,
are shown. They are the six-hour daytime means calculated under the typical temperatures and
irradiances at the calibration site ( TSUKUBA(TATENO), +36 0 03' N. +1400 08' E. 21 mMSL ).
The seasonal change and the F-dependence of the sensitivity of EPPLEY PSP are chiefly due to
the strong directional dependence of the sensitivity. In our case the average of the sensitivities for F=0.3, 0.5, and 0.7 is adopted as the sensitivity of the calibration reference and
changed everyday through seasons along the sensitivity curve, thus eliminating the biases of
the reference values caused by the characteristics of reference pyranometer.
The availability of our methods, including the accuracy of the determined characteristics, is verified fairlY well by comparing the global solar irradiances obtained by different characterized pyranometers under various measuring conditions.
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THERMAL DELAY OF PYRANOMETERS .
Bingzhong Wang
(Chinese Academy of Meteorological Sciences, Beijin& 100081, Chin~
Guoquan Qiu 1 Bhenohell Li
~parbDent of Physics, Capital Normal Uni,erlit~ Beijing 100031, Chin~

I.

INI'~ICI1

In accurate determination of solar radiation, it is often necessary to take
the 'zero reading' at first, and then take the normal reading of output. It is
only the difference of these two readings corresponds to the actual radiation
output. For example, it is customary to do this during caliberation of 8
pyranometer or determinat ion of its performance parameters, such IS cos ine
response and az imuth response. In general eases, the pyranOOlehr has a cover, the
problwn is how long time should be waited to take the readings. We find in our
experiments that if we take readings according to conventional 'time of response'
of pyranmnehu, even if as long as 99.6% of the response time, it is still not
enough for sufficient response of the pyranomeiers. Of course, this phenomenon
is occured because there has no unified method for determining the actual response
time of pyranOOleters.
According to the conventional understanding of response time of pyranOOleters,
it is assumed that the variation ()f its output with time is f()llowing the simple
exponential laws of charging and discharging of a RC circuit.
But the
experimental results showed that this understanding is oversimplified Hence some
attentions were paid by several scientists, [1. D) and S<We of them han proposed
the idea that there would be two time constants of pyranOOleters. [a] They were
concentrated in the error of determinations caused by the rapid variation of
irradiation and the time delay of response of sensors. We have performed some
exper imental studies about the effect of pyranOOleter output under constant
irradiation with different time since 1990, (4) and several new results were
obtained which is the main content to be considered in this paper.
2. EXPERllfENI'AL DEVICE
The experimental device for measuring the response time of different models of
pyranometers is shown in Fig. 1.
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screen

solar simulator

. ~~. L]·I
pyrheliometer
pyranometer

. Fig. L Experimental device for measuring the response time of pyranuneters
Light Source System
A solar simulator of Model 1lJi-300OA is. used as the light source, ih
irradiation is nriable between 0.7 and 1.6 solar constant, and its stability can
be maintained as <+ L ffIJ/hr. A metallic reflective mirror tilted at an angle (6°
in front of the solar simulator can assure the incident light reaching the surface
of pyranOOl8ters perpendicularly with almost constant intensity dur ing the
experimen t.
Recause it can not be made sure absolutely that the intensity of the light
source remains stable during the whole process of measurement, so a pyrheliOOleter
fac ing directly the simulator is used to monitor the small variat ion of the light
source. Both outputs of the pyrheliometer and the pyranometer under mersurement
are in voltage signals, and two digital voltmeters with high accuracy

(

(6-! digits)

and IEEE-(88 interface are used and controlled lutCllDlticaHy by 11 micro-cClDputer
to take the readings s imultaneous1y. All data If8 .tofttl au'ttIrR1tically in the
diskettes.
Screening System
To avoid or reduce the interference of other diffused I ights, the door and
windows of the lab are screene~ the device is put in a ~ll dark cabinet of Irel
4mB , wi th double-layer black cloths surrounding it. Hence, there is no other light
source except the solar simulator.
Temperature Controlling System
.To reduce the effect of environmental temperature to the measuring results, an
air-conditioner is used. To avoid the temperature rise in the 8O.tall dark cabinet
due to long time irradiation, a fan is used at the lower corner of the light
source side to make forced ventilatio~ and an exhaust gap is set at the upper
corner of other side. The temperature in the mnall dark cabinet is read by

(
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a digital thermomter made of platinum resistance. The temperature control is man
-made, Ind the range of the temperature varid ion is within ±.o. ere dur ing 8. day.
3. PROCEIXJRE OF MEABUlUlfOO AND TREAOOM' OF EXPERIMmI'AL
, DATA

At the 8ame ti~ to 8tart the irradiation source,
the cover of. monitoring
pyranometer (A) is taken off to preheat and all the electric instruments are
switched on. Put the pyranometer under test ill) on a horizontal table and its
face of sensor is placed at the center of luminous disk to anure the uniformi iy
of irradiance. But the cover of B is not taken off yet, so it is not exposed to
irradiation. Take off the cover of B after 30 min. and start the progrwm of
a microcomputer to assure the collection of output foltages of A and B
continuously snd simultaneously. The number of collected data Ir8 800 pairs in
total for single test. The time interval of successive data collection is about
2s, so the time needed to achieve a complete Bet of measurement is about 80 min..
The collected data are automatically input into di.kettes.
Then pick out experimental dl~a in order, and tu06 pairs 18 11 Bublet, Ba
there are 160 Bubsets in a complete .et. The ayert,. falue of e'~fJ aubaet i.
calculated by following formulas:
1 6
An ==-6~ AI, n

-

0)

1=1

llnd

At the beginning of data collection, A is suffieientlyexposed to irradiation
and preheate~ while B is just subjected to irradiation. The thermal aspects of A
and B are different, it is the main factor that produces the difference of the ir
outputs. As the time duration is elongate~ the difference between the two outputs
decreases gradually and approaches the same value finally. We take the data of
last 40 subsets (i. e. fren 121st to l60th subsets) as baaic data to determine the
qUllntitative relation between the outputs of A and ~ and to calculate the
proportionali ty ratios according to convent ional method:

B

=K 133,

=K ulI

AU1

Buo

RU3

U1

=K 180•

... ''',

Aua

llnd
-l
40 (K1:U tK 132 t·..... tK160)-K
-

Hence the following relation can be obtained:

A.. 0
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A

Substitute the mell8ured values of AI.

A~,

"', Auo

A

A

in formula (6), then the
A

corresponding accurate outputs of B, 1. e., BI , Ba, ... , Buo can be obtained.

By

A

cOOlparing Rn and Rn (n=1,2, ''',120) one by one respectively, then the relative error
of measurement of every 8ubset Rn can be calculated from following equation:
A

-

B..-Rn

:----x 100rlJ

AND DISCI.SSI~
Fig. 2(~ repre8ents the experimental result of one TBQ-2 pyranOOleter and the
imitative curve of experimental data. The time interval between two adjacent
points on the curve is 10s. Fig. 2 (b) represents the experimental results of three
TBQ-2 pyranometers by several measurements and their corresponding imitative
curve8. We can obtain following conclusions from the figures:
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(b) Three mt-2 pyrancmeiefB

Fig.2 Experimental reBults of TBQ-2 pyranuneters and their
corresponding imitati'8 cur,es
(nEor pyrananeters of same model, there are defini te differences between
different individuals, but the tendeneie8 of variation of their outputs with time
are almo8t the same in general.
(2) For the same pyranometer, there are only. very small differences between
different measuremenh, and these differences are apparently smaller than that of
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different individuals.
(3) For puct ied applicat ions, if exper imental error of the order less than
1% is considered to be corresponding the calibrated error and the intrinsic
accuracy of the instrwments used and can be neglecte~ then for TBQ-2 pyranameter,
at least 3 min. must be waited after the covers are taken off, and then the output
readings can be considered as creditable. But the 99.6% response time of this
model is only 10-20s conventionally.
The above phenomenon is not only for pyranometers of TBQ-2 model. We have
performed several measurements with same procedure for pyranometers of different
types and models, and the results are listed in Tab. 1. The data show that above
phenomenon is not accidental but existing generally. The reason of this is that
pyranometers have not been exposed sufficiently to irradiation and have not enough
tima to establish stable thermel eguilibriwa We propose to call this phenomenon
as "thermal delay" of pyranometers.
Tab. 1.

Thermal stable time of Sil conventional pyranometers

Type
Model
Manufacturer
Thermal stable time (s)

All black

Blaci and White

TBQ-2 DFY-4 Eppley PSP
China China
USA
180

19

23

T~2

DFY-2 Eppley 848

China China
9

38

USA
90

Although this phenomenon would not occur in caB~ that pyranoroaters are 8lpbsed
continuously to irradiation, thus the output data would not be affected But the
thermal stable time should be certainly one of the essential indices for
international standardization of pyrancxneteu, and in SOOle special cases would
cause significaut error if we do not take it into einsideration. Therefore,
attention must be paid, to it if accurate measurements and eredi table experimental
data are required
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Calibration Procedures for Relative Humidity Sensors
Jitre P. van der Meulen and Andre van Londen
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute,
de Bilt, Netherlands
Abstract
Frequent calibrations of relative humidity measuring instruments is a strong constraint to fulfil the stated accuracy
requirements. AB a consequence the procedures to calibrate these instruments should be well defined and reliable. It
is a common experience that calibration of.humidity sensors needs special care and quality control to ensure
appropriate adjustments of the transmitters.
This paper will describe and discuss in some detail the recommended procedures and with respect to other, more
commonly accepted procedures.
1. Introduction.
Since 1987 KNMI uses polymer based sensors to measure relative humidity. These types of sensors have the
advantage that the dielectric constant is linear with RH but rather independent of temperature. Alternatives like
psychrometers or dew point mirror based systems need frequent maintenance, which makes them unsuitable for
automatic remote measurements.
However, experiences with these types of polymer sensors are not completely satisfactory until today. It is found
for a number of types that the low term stability and the temperature independency does not meet the stated
accuracy requirements within a calibration interval of half a year. Moreover, frequent appropriate calibration and
adjustment is a basic requirement for operational use.
2. Use of filters

In a previous paper [1] attention was drawn to the appropriate use of filters. Two types of filters may be
distinguished:
Type I :
Type II:

Hydrophillic depth-filters (e.g. sintered bronze).
Hydrophobic membrane filters (e.g. PTFE layers, manufactured by Gore & Co. or Schleicher &
Schiill).

It is demonstrated that both types of filters does not influence significantly the response times of the sensors (see
ref. [1]). Both types of filters have their own advantages and disadvantages. In summary the following aspects are

relevant:
Type I:

+

Aerosols and spray are captured by the filter. In case of pollution by salt, etc., the vapour pressure will be
influenced, reducing the measured RH.
The filter may collect an amount of water during period with 100 % RH, which will take time to evaporate
when RH drops.
When t drops to tdew ' vapour will condense on the filter and not on the polymer sensor.

Type II:

+ Membrane filters do not capture (polluted) condensed vapour; it rejects water droplets and aerosols
When t drops to tdew ' vapour will condense inside the filter tube and on the polymer sensor. The condensed

[1] Van der Meulen, I.P. (1988): "On the Need of Appropriate Filter Techniques to be Considered using Electrical
Humidity Sensors", in: Instruments and Observing Methods Report No 33 (WMO/TD-No 222), pp. 55.
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water may contain polluted gasses: The sensor may be contaminated aml an offset ~y be introduced.
After a period of condensation, it will take much time for the condensed water to evaporate and pass through
the filter, leaving behind any contamination inside the polymer sensor.
In summary we may state that type I filters introduce micro-elimates, due to pollution of the filter, whereas type 11
filters do trap water vapour, catching chemical aggressive gasses which will deposit in the sensor material. As a
consequence, calibration and maintenance procedures should include appropriate care for the filters.

3. Temperature dependency
Polymer sensors are more or less independent of temperature. However to meet the WMO accuracy
requirement within a temPerature range from -30 o e to +40 o e temperature compensation is necessary. Some
manufacturers provide their transmitters with temperature sensors for compensation purposes. An advantage of
transmitters producing both temperature and RH is the possibility to calculate tdew '
However, temperature tests on RH-transmitters has demonstrated significant temperature dependencies for a number
of instruments.
It was found that the same temperature dependency holds for sensors manufactured from polymer material from the
same batch. As a consequence manufacturers should test the temperature in dependency of the material first before
producing any RH sensor. Fig. 1 shows a typical example of the results we have found. Note that these results are

(
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Fig. 1, Calibration curves for 5 series of transmitters.

based on calibrations of series, just arrived from the manufacturers. Due to this experience it is recommended to
perform a temperature dependency test first before declaring a transmitter to be suitable for operational measurements.
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4. Calibration procedures
The most popular method to calibrate polymer based sensors is by using the so-called LiCl method: Inside a
small box a tissue is placed and wetted by a solution of LiCl in water. Above this tissue and in this box a well
defined vapour saturation pressure will arise. Then the sensor is screwn into this box, but without the filter.
Although this method is quite efficient, a number of disadvantages should be noted:
1) Before and after use, the box should be cleaned thoroughly. Residues of LiCl after use may influence following
calibrations. Neatness is a first requirement.
2) The stated RH is defined for a certain temperature (22°C). Temperature measurements are necessary to be
aware of a correct temperature, or for use of correction tables.
3) The transmitter is calibrated without its filter and no experience will be gained concerning contamination.
4) There is no direct control on the quality of the LiCl solution and consequently on the reference RH.
5) Screwing and unscrewing of box and filter may damage the sensor by touching it.
Because of the disadvantages and the need for fully automatic calibration and adjustment procedures at the
calibration facility of KNMI, we have developed an automatic calibration and adjustment system based on clear
procedures. To be able to perform automatic adjustments KNMI has chosen for the Vaisala type 233 programmable
humidity transmitter. This transmitter has an RS 232 interface for computer communications and a "flash eprom",
in which calibration parameters may be stored and kept even if the power supply will be cut off. For analog output
of data also two programmable channels are available (e.g. for RH and for temperature). A brief overview of the
system is presented in fig. 2.
Use is made of a Weiss climate chamber (type 500 ABT/30J4), controlled automatically by a computer. Even
the flow over the cooling baths are controlled by the computer with stepping motors. With this climate chamber any
RH can be stabilized within -20°C to +40°C.
As references use is made of a PtSoo temperature sensor, calibrated with a WECC certified temperature needle
(accuracy: 0.01 CC). The dew point temperature is measured with a Michell type 4000 dew point mirror system
(also WECC certified). This system is mounted inside the climate chamber on such a way that with the help of an
ocular it is possible to control the mirror from outside. Since pollution will affect the measured tdew ' use is made of
two back-up sensors (Vaisala 233) for real-time control purposes.
With the help of the computerized system it is possible to calibrate and re-program the humidity transmitters on
a uniform manner and with only minor human effort. Moreover a whole series can be calibrated together in the
climate chamber. A major advantage is the possibility to test the temperature independency of the transmitters as
part of the total procedure.
A standard procedure for calibration and adjustment of humidity transmitters (Vaisala 233) is as follows:
1) Instalment of the humidity transmitters in the climate chamber (maximum: 6).
2) Control (visually) of the dew point mirror; cleaning if necessary.
3) Start computer programme by entry of sensor identification number and other information.
4) Computer system orders the climate chamber to install at 20°C and 17%RH and waits until stabilization. By
automatic fine tuning of air flow, the RH inside the chamber will keep stable within ± 0.25% RH.
5) If the system is found to be stable during 2 minutes within ± 0,25%RH, data is collected from references, subreferences and RH transmitters. (Sub-references are used for contamination control purposes, tolerance:
0,5 %RH). RH is calculated from t and tdew using the formula recommended by CIMO-X.
6) actions 4) and 5) are repeated for 8 other values of RH (27 %, 37 % '" 97 % RH) providing 9 calibration data
points.
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7) If one of the nine data points differs more than 0,5 %RH from the .reference values a fourth order polynome fit
is calculated through the correction data points q == U j , ref - U j (i = 1 ,,9). The resulting parameters of this
fit are programmed into the flash eprom of the transmitter.
8) For control purposes actions 4) and 5) are repeated for U = 97 % and 67 % (accepted tolerance: 0,5 % RH).
9) After acceptance, parameters and data are stored in the database of the computer system to be able to evaluate
the long term behaviour of .the transmitter.
If, after control, any transmitter does not meet the stated tolerances it will be redrawn from the total collection of
operational instruments.

New instruments are controlled for temperature independency (-10°C, O°C, ". 40°C).
The calibration interval is chosen to be 6 months during which an accuracy of ± 3,5 %RH is guaranteed.
A benefit of this procedure is the ability to calibrate sensors with and without filters. As a consequence it is
possible to distinguish drifting phenomena caused by degradation of the sensor or by contamination of the filter.
5. Summary

(

Use of PTFE membrane filters may cause degradation of the polymer sensor during periods with strong
condensation caused by temperature drop and in regions with polluted air.
For calibration purposes, the use of an computerized automatic climate chamber has great advantages above the
LiCI-method. To gain optimal benefit, references should be WECC certified and careful maintained.

(
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Fig. 2, General overview of the automatic
calibration and adjustment facility.

- 287 CALIBRATION OF FIELD BAROMETERS
THERMOHYGROGRAPHS, RAIN GAUGES AND
LIQUID IN GLASS THERMOMETERS
G. M. MUCHEMI

KENYA

,1.0

INTRODUCTION

Calibration is a process of ascertaining that an instrument
indicates measured valu~s as close as possible to Internationally
agreed true values for the quantity or parameter being measured.
2.0. FUNDAMENTAL UNITS AND STANDARDS OF MEASUREMENT

2.2.1. The International System of units (5. I.) recognises unit
of Length as the metre (m), unit of time as the Second(s), unit of
Mass as the Kilogram (kg) and unit of temperature as the
kelvin (k) •
The Considines, Ref (1) and The Guilde Ref (2) define
these units as follows:
.2.2. The metre (m) .is the Length' of a path travelled by light
in vacuum during a time interval of 1/299 792 458 of a second.
The time of flight is measured by frequency comparison with laser
radiation of krypton 86 as the Standard.
Im = 1000 millimeter
(mm)
2.3. The second (s) is the duration of 919 263 1770 cycles of
the radiation associated with a speci.fic transmission of the
cesium atom.
2.4.
The Kilogram (k) is the mass of Plantinum Iridium alloy
cylinder (Standard) that attains a speed of 1 metre per second
when acted upon for one second by a force of 1 Newton(N).
Pressure is defined as Newton per square metre and the 5.1 unit is
the pascal (pa). A hectopascal (hpa) is now the unit of pressure
in meteorology. 1 hpa = 100pa
2.5.
The Kelvin
(k)
is
the fraction 1/273.16 of the
Thermodynamic temperature of the triple point of water under
1013.25 hpa pressure. The degree. celsius is equal to the kelvin.
The kelvin scale has zero temperature at absolute zero, while
celsius scale has 273.16°k as its zero.
,2.6. These
are
some of base units whose Standards of
measurement are kept at National bureau of standards and must be
traced to as a requirement.
3.0

TERMS AND CHARACTERISTICS

3.1. The curve traced by an instrument pointer from zero to
maximum indication and back to zero is known as the instrument
characteristic.
3.2. The terms range and span describe the region over which. an
instrument is to measure the variable.
Instrument accuracy,
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readability and repeatability depend on these two terms.
_ 3.3. Accuracy is either rated against span, or range or reading
e.g. 0.01% of span or ±0.01 mm of reading.
3.4. The difference between Instrument Indication and the Ideal
Value is known as Instrument Error.
Error = Indication - Ideal value.
2.3.5.
The correction is the quantity added to the Instrument
Indication to get Ideal Value.
Correction = Ideal Value - Indicated Value •
Damping is a p'rogressive reduction of oscillation in a
. 3.6.
measuring Instrument.
The response to an abrupt change in the
measurand is: critically damped, if the response is fast and
without overshoot; under damped, if overshoot occurs; and over
damped if response is slower than critical.
These terms are
specified under Damping. factor on a specific Instrument.
'
3.7.
Rise time is time required for an Instrument to indicate
90 to 95% of a known steady state increment.
2.3.8.
Settling time is time required for an instrument to
indicate and remain within a specified narrow band centred on the
steady state value after initialisation of a step change.
3.9. Time constant (T) is the time required by an instrument to
register 63.2% of the total rise for a step change.
2.3.10 Generally, all types of instruments should have very short
time constant, but some are deliberately' given long time constant
(e.g. Symon type earth thermometer) to allow for reading.
4.0.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

4.1.
Barometers used at Meteorological Stations are either
mercury or aneroid types. The principle of a mercury barometer is
that atmospheric pressure balances against the weight of a column
of mercury. Aneroid barometers consist of a closed metal chamber
(capsule), completely or partially evacuated and a strong spring
system to prevent chamaber from collapsing due to atmospheric
pressure.
The spring force is at equilibrium with atmospheric
pressure force, thus affording the measurement of the later.
Mercury Barometers read true pressure only under standard
conditions.
Methods of reducing read pressures to standard
conditions are outlined in reference (2) paragraph 3.2.6.

,4.2.
Thermhygrographs record both temperature and relative
humidity (R.H.) against a time scale provided by a mechanical
clock. A bimetallic element moves temperature recording pen with
changes of temperature while a hair strand control R.H. pen with
changes of humidity •
. 4.3.
Rainfall recorders in use here are of tilting siphon or
Natural siphon or tipping bucket type. Recording charts are diven
by mechanical clocks.
Tipping bucket types found here are
accumulative type.

I
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4.4.
Percentage RoB., vapour pressure, Dew point temperature,
maximum and minimum temperatures are measured with Liquid in glass
thermometers. Minimum thermometer is filled with alcohol and all
others are filled with mercury.
5.0.
5.1.0

CALIBRATION PROCEDURES AND FIELD CHECKS

Calibration Equipment

5.1.1. Hass Instrument company Primary and Secondary Barometer
Mark 11, scale 0 ±1050 hpa is a laboratory standard against which
kew barometers and Aneroid Barometers are compared. An automatic
gravity
correcting
~cale
is
incooperated.
Pressure
is
controllable from zero to 1050 hpa within the calibrating system.
5.1.2.
Froilab temperature and Humidity Chamber with relative
humidity controllable from 0 to '00% and temperatures controllable
from below O°c to over 50°c calibrates Lambrecht, Joules Richard
and Casella Thermohygrographs.

(

5.1.3.
Raingauges are calibrated with a standard camdem rain
measure and a standardised dispenser.
The dispenser calibrates
the tipping bucket raingauges.
5.1.4.
A Vibrograf Timer establishes correct timing
mechanical instrument clocks.

for all

5.1.5. Liquid in glass thermometers are compared with Platinum
Resistance (pt) thermometer Bendix PT - 1m-S-Sp in a constant
temperature oil bath under full Immersion conditions. A standard
bridge model 9S0l - T with mirror galvanometer model 9462A from
Guildline Instrument Company reads the resistance of pt at null
point or at balance.
5.2.0

Calibration Procedures

5.2.1

Barometers

(
Two aneroid barometers are used for field checks of barometers.
The barometers are calibrated against the Hass barometer in the
range SOOhpa to 1020 hpa for both increasing and decreasing
pressures at 10 hpa intervals.
From the average of up and down
scale readings at each set pressure, a correction factor is
established. This method checks the instrument against hysteresis
error.
Mercury barometers of kew type are calibrated to establish Index
errors at 50 hpa Intervals for both up-and' down scale set
pressures. When gravity and temperature correction are subtracted
from set pressures as read from Hass barometer, the remainder
constitute an Index error.
The computation of gravity and temperature corrections is done in
conformity with instructions in reference (2) page 3.6 paragraph
3.2.6 and respective smithsonian tables-reference (3).
The two aneroid barometers are taken around meteorological
stations by a qualified Meteorologist to compare field barometers
at 2 years interval.
After the field inspection a check is
carried again.
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Thermohygrographs

The instrument clock is adjusted with the help of vibrograf
against gain or loss of time. During assembling process a check
is made on pen pivots and all lubricable points and adjustment
carried to reduce friction as much as possible.
The pen moving
elements are adjusted so that the pens indicates ambient
temperature and 50% relative Humidity
respecitvely.
The pen
pressure on the chart is also adjusted. The instrUment is forced
to draw a short horizontal line, then put in the chamber and
chamber
is
tightly
closed.
The chamber temperatures and
Humidities are varied from ambient to minimum and maximum chart
indications at 10°c and 10% R.H. intervals. About 30 minutes are
allowed for each setting.
Average results obtained for up and
down scale settings are plotted against those of setting. These
should lie within SOc and 10% R.H. tolerance as shown on diagram
(8) .
The results will show whether range and span are to be
adjusted or the instrument requires zero adjustment or its good,
and subsequent remedia~. measurer are carried.
5.2.3

Raingauges

Raingauge calibrating measures are matched with catch area of each
type of gauge. The rain recorders check points are zero, maximum
point on chart, time of siphoning and the actual 5 mm interval
accurcay as shown on diargram (9).
5.2.4

Liquid in Glass Thermometers

Maximum temperature indicating thermometers are calibrated or read
against standard pt when the bath temperature is rising, and the
corrections established for all set points.
Minimum temperature indicating thermometers are compared during
falling temperatures.
Hence the bath is heated to 40°c.
There
after cooling is done at interval of 10°c.
Ordinary temperature thermometers are read for set temperatures in
both· rising and decreasing temperatures. The average of the two
reading constitute an error and corrections are computed from
these values.
A zero correction curve is drawn as shown on
drawing (l0) •
.6.0

Conformity Requirements.

6.1.
Both mercury and Aneroid barometters accuracy is
hpa. Reference 2.P.3.3 •
.6.2
Thermohygrographs
temperature.

tolerances are t5% R.H.

to. 3

and t2.5°c for

6.3 Rainfall recorders accuracy must remain at to.l mm at all
calibration intervals.
6.4
Thermometers
accuracy
requirement
are
explained
in
reference (2) P.4.7, but at Kenya Meteorological services, we
prefer to.loc, because experience show that corrections are
sometimes ignored.
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Calibration of electrical Sensors for Temperature, Pressure,
Humidity and Wind

Olbriick, G.
Deutscher Wetterdienst
Instrumentenamt Hamburg
Frahmredder 95, D-22361 Hamburg 65

1.0

Introduction

The increasing use of electrical sensors in automatic meteorological weather stations brings
about that the calibration procedures are carried out with an electronic equipment which has
to allow for the connection of different types of sensors with different kinds of signals and
data formats. Besides, routine and environmental measurements have opened a wide market
which is served by manufacturers with a wide-ranging offer of different sensor types.
Therefore, the user is facing an extensive offer of meteorological sensors from which he has
to lay down a standard if he will not fall a victim to this diversity. The Instrumentenamt of
the German Weather Service in Hamburg accepted this challenge by mounting a
programmable system for short- and long-term tests of individual adapted meteorological
sensors.

2.0

System for short- and long-term tests of individual adapted meteorological
sensors

2.1

System design

The METEOROS-System serves for the calibration and testing of meteorological sensors
using reference sensors for each parameter. These references are secondary references which
in most cases have been calibrated with locally available primary standards described in the
following chapters.
An essential characteristic of the METEOSROS-System is a multi-purpose software for data
acquisition, processing, analyzing and displaying. As can be seen from figure 1 the master
station serves two slave stations, the laboratory places for pressure and humidity tests as
well as sensor calibration. The whole system consists of three IBM PS/2 stations, the cabling
and the signal boxes with special interfaces for the connection of different sensor types.
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According to this structure the system provides the user with a multitude of connection
facilities.
Analog inputs/outputs Today the system has -16 analog inputs and additional 7 inputs for Pt 100; the number of
analog inputs can be increased up to 64 inputs, those of the Pt 100 up to 16. Besides, there
are two analog outputs for recording purposes controlled by the user software. The input
amplifier is programmable between again of 1 to 500' ac~ording to the specific channel.
Digital inputs There are two serial inputs for different pulse sequences, 12 serial inputs RS 232 and 4
serial inputs RS 422.
Data processing An IBM PS/2 extended by a 486 DX 33 microprocessor used as a master station serves two
slave s.tations by a duplex RS 422 data line each. The data are stored on a 240'MByte fixeddisk.

(

1'0 overcome the problem of multi-tasking when using DOS as an operating system the

product family of the IBM Realtime Interface Coprocessors (RIC) was installed. The RICproduct allows multitasking, real-time processing and communication with different
controllers and instruments. The RIC-card installed in the IBM PS/2 uses the INTEL 80186
micro-processor; so, configuration corresponds to a processor in a processor.

2.1.2 Software structure
Data processing runs with the operating system DOS 6.0 and WINDOWS 3.1; therefore, a
mouse can be used to pick out all functions, even those of the IMC-Software FAMOS which
is used for the Fast Analysis and Monitoring Of Signals. The data acquisition is carried out
with the MS-C/C ++ user software which allows for the connection of different types of
sensors to the system.
The analog data acquisition is executed with a maximal accuracy' of 12 bit binary
corresponding to 0.025 % of the final deflection and the digital data acquisition guarantees
a 32-bit floating-point accuracy. The normal measuring frequency is 0,1 Hz, whereas an
analog signal transfer can be operated with a maximal scan of 1 kHz.Up to 6 groups of
measuring data can be processed each containing the signals of 8 analog/digital - pure and
mixed - sensors. The transfer rate ranges from 50 to 19.200 Baud using the serial data
channels (RS 232/422).
Data processing is carried out in this way that all digital signals collected faster than 0,1 Hz
are averaged over 10 seconds automatically. The conversion of the raw data from sensors
for different parameters in physical mks-units is also done automatically. The running data
of a special sensor can be displayed on-line.

(
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Reference sensors

2.2.1 Pressure
The main reference for the calibration of pressure sensors is the regional standard mercury
barometer which shows an accuracy of +/- 0,02 hPa. A secondary reference is the SPERRY
Air Data Pressure Standard type ADT-321 with a pulse output. The integration time for each
value is 10 s and its accuracy +/- 0,002 hPa. Besides, the DRUCK, Precision Digital
Barometer type DPI 141 is used as a secondary standard with an accuracy of +/- 0,025 hPa.
10 seconds averages are processed and transferred via the serial output.

2.2.2 Temperature
The calibration of reference thermometers is carried out with the ISOTECH Triple-Point
Calibrator which uses water (Triple-Point: 0,01 QC, accuracy: +/- 0,0001 K), DiphenylEther (Triple-Point: 26,869 QC, Accuracy: 0,002 K) and Ethylene-Carbonate (Triple-Point:
36,315 QC, Accuracy: 0,001 K) for the appointment of three fix-points in the positiv
temperature scale. Triple-points are ideal fix-points for the calibration of thermometers,
because they can be produced precisely and maintained over a long time.
2.2.3 Humidity
The calibration of humidity sensors in the climatic chamber is done with an ASSMANNAspirator using quartz sensor QUAT 200 from HERAEUS as dry and wet thermometer with
an accuracy of +/- 0,03 K. Additional, especially for the negativ temperature area, a dew
point mirror type S 3000-Special from MICHELL is used in the range -30°C to +40 °C
with an accuracy of + /- 0,15 K
2.2.4 Wind
The Instrumentenamt Hamburg operates a return-flow wind-tunnel with an elliptical crosssection (a: 1.03 m, b: 0,66 m). A wind velocity of 0,2 m/s to 50 m/s can be generated
which is made available on a test section of 1,28 m. The horizontal air flow in this section
is defined by a TSI type 8530-1/8470 in the range 0,05 to 5,0 m/s and by a BetzMicroanemometer in the range 5 m/s to 50 m/so
In the past no primary reference systems for the calibration of wind sensors have been
available. Therefore, the calibration of wind sensors in the wind-tunnel was only sufficient
for network sensors. Today, a Laser-Doppler Anemometer (LDA) is a suitable instrument
to carry out a highly exact determination of the velocity of flow using liquid particels
generated by an aerosol generator and sprayed into the flow as a tracer. A calibration of the
LDA is not necessary, because the system can be explained by physical constants and system
parameters like the wave length of the laser light and the optical geometry of the laser
beams. The measuring-range extends from -40 m/s to 200 m/s subdivided in smaller ranges
specific for the system. Therefore, a resolution of 3 mm/s is available in the lower ranges for instance: - 0,2 m/s to + 0,6 m/so
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3.0

Conclusion

The above METEOROS-System represents a solution how to use analysis software
developed for the DOS operating system in a multitasking environment. As it was not
possible to buy such a system on the market a lot of user software had to be written to make
the system as universal as it works today.
The high resolution in the data acquisition brings about that the phases of icing and deicing
in the climatic chamber as well as the behaviour of sensors especially in the negativ
temperature range can be displayed in detail. Thus, the quality of meteorological sensors is
to be increased in close cooperation between the user and the manufacturer. This is one of
the main tasks in quality controlling since the national meteorological service has decided not
to develop sensors by itself.
At a time of strong business there is hardly time to read large articles, therefore, the
presentation of measuring results on a monitor or as a hard-copy from a colour printer is the
quickest and sometimes most impressive way of information. In this regard the FAMOS
analysis software provides the user with an extensive parcel of tools especially for editing in
a natural science vocabulary with the use of mathematical functions. In this respect the
conversion from DOS to UNIX is not a question of the hardware but has to be answered if
these powerfull analysis software modules will be provided for a multitasking operational
software.
4.0

(

Recommendation

With an extension of the I-dimensional LDA-System one will be able to make more accurate
and efficient flow measurements. With an advanced flow measuring equipment there is the
possibility to analyse the quality of the velocity distribution in a special cross-section of flow
over the entire measuring range without affecting the actual conditions of the measurement.
On the other side, one will be able to measure the turbulence in the distinct environment of
a mechanical or electrical wind sensor or different kinds of meteorological screens.
A further extension with a phase Doppler opens the possibility to detect the distribution of
particel sizes and numbers which are passing a special measuring volume, that means
calibration of rain gauges and particel collecting instruments. Particel concentrations are
analized with a data rate about 100.000 particels per second.
In this regard the laser technique provides the user with a powerful tool for the calibration
of wind sensors as well as particle collectors. A disadvantage of the system is the high
capital expenditure which forces the services to decide on the cost effectiveness of such an
investment.

(
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FIELD EXPERIENCES LR UNMANNED METEOROLOGICAL DATA COLLECTION
by
R.D. Vashisths. If.S. Raft/at and R. Pratap
lfeteoroJogicaJ Office.Pune. India
1.

I NTRODUCT ION

The Indian Peninsula has varied weather conditions over
an year.
I t has its own pecu I iar phenomena of summer and winter
monsoons.
Quite a few cyclonic storms frequent the region each
year
resulting
in enormous
loss to life
and
property.
Collection,
processing
and dissemination
of
real
time
meteorological
data pertaining to disturbed weather conditions
in the Indian Peninsula is therefore of paramount importance for
disaster warning and cyclone havoc mitigation.
The availability
of
the
Indian National Satellite System has opened up a
very
high potential
for
the
continuous
monitoring
of
the
meteorological
conditions over the land and surrounding ocean
environment.
2.

INSAT - DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM CONCEPT

As
part of
the overall
meteorological
application
programme
under the
INSAT project,
India
Meteorological
Department (IMD)
has established 100 weather data collection
systems, in different parts of India, in remote and inaccessible
places.
The system consists of the following components.
(i)

Sensors and signal conditioning unit.

(ii)

The electronics package consisting of Data Conversion,
Storage and Transmission System (DCSTS).

(iii) Antenna.
(iv)

The power supply system.

(v)

Weather proof housing for enclosing the
power supply.

(vi)

The onboard DCP transponder (DRT).

electronics

and

(vii) Ground receiving and data processing system.
3.

PERFORMANCE OF DCP SYSTEMS.

Transmission of
real time meteorological
data through
satellite was started in India with the launch of
INSAT-IB
in
1982.
The
electronics package like
DCSTS
and
signal
conditioning units of DCP
system have been designed and
fabricated by using high quality components.
Both these units
have worked up to the required
levels of expectation.
The
technical
characteristics of
the various components of
the
systems are given in Table 1.
The performance of power supply
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system has been of prime concern in operating and maintaining
these systems in India.
Most of the breakdowns were due to
battery
rundown caused by the frequent failures
in
the
commercial
ac supply on which these systems were operating in
the initial
phase.
To overcome this, photovoltaic charging
sources are being provided at most of the DCP sites in a phased
manner.
4.

DATA QUALITY

The evaluation of DCP data with ground truth from colocated observatories have been carried out.
Intercomparison
of data from three co-located DCPs have also been carried out.
The overall accuracy of the data from the DCPs was found to be
mostly within the required
limits specified by WMO
for
acceptance of data from automatic type of weather reporting
systems.
With uninterrupted power supply by using solar panels,
it
is observed that 19 of these stations have given troublefree
operation without a single failure for more than 400 days of
continuous operation.
The one failure was due to antenna
connector/cable shorting.
The quality of DCP data from these
stations has been within the specified limits on most of the
occasions.
Fig 1 presents the deviation of DCP temperature,
pressure and dew point from the surface observatory data for a
typical month at a typical unattended site.
It is observed that
tempe~atu~e and p~essu~e values ag~ee within l o C and 1 hPa
for
more than 95% of the observations.
Dew point, however, agrees
within 10C for 65% of the observations only.

(,

5.
Every effort is being made to bring all the 100 stations
to the high level performance of the presently 20 stations.
Continuous experimental
studies are being made to achieve a
better performance level and repeatability for
the dew point
measurements.
The present system reports only the instantaneous wind as
against the averaged wind needed for
the synoptic purposes.
Hence the relative performances could not be compared.
However,
an identical
wind system used in aeronautical
meteorological
observing stations has given an excellent performance.
Rainfall
data are not compared here for want of enough comparative
measurements.

(
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TABLE - I
Technical Characteristics of Data Collection

PARAMETER
I.Air temperature

SENSOR USED

MEASUREMENT
LIMIT

Thermistor

2.Wet bulb temperature Thermistor
3.System Housing temp. Thermistor
4.Wind speed

Cup Generator
Anemometer

BASIC
ACCURACY

O-SOoC or
0.20 0 C
0
(-20 to +30 C)
O-SOoC or
0.20 0 C
0
(-20 to +30 C)
O-SOoC or
0.20 0 C
o
(-20 to +30 C)
0-100 KNOTS
lKNOT

5.Wind direction

Potentiometric 0-360°
wind - vane
0.3hPa
6.Atmospheric pressure Potentiometric 0-100 hPa
aneroid capsule above a fixed
datum
Humicap
0-100%
10%
7.Relative humidity
8. Ra i nf a I I

Tipping bucket 0-10239 mm
raingauge

1 mm

DATA TELEMETRY LINK CHARACTERISTICS
(a)
(b)
(0)

(d)
(e)
(f )
(g)
(h)

Carrier Frequency
Data Coding
Data rate
Data Band width
Frequency stability
An tenna.
Transmitted Power
E I RP

402.7S MHz
PCM-NRZ
4.8 kHz
6 kHz
±..1 ppm/year max
Left hand ciroularly polarised
tapered helix having
a 12db gain and 40° beam width
SW to lOW variable
16.5 dbW.

POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM
(a)
(b)

Lead acid batteries of + 24V/100AH with an automatic
arrangement for charging by ac main chargers.
Maintenance free batteries
of ~24V (100AH) with an
arrangement of automatic charging by employing photovoltaic
modules of 30 W capacity.

TOTAL SYSTEM POWER CONSUMPTION
Total power consumption (+ve)
(ii) Total power consumption (-ve)

(i)

=
=

50 W
15 W

DATA TRANSMISSION TECHNIQUE
Pseudo Random Burst Sequence
giving three messages every hour.

(PRBS)

mode of transmission
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Performance of DCP system at Pune w.r.t. synoptic observations
Month : June 93
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,\0B3JP KA1£ECTBA HA3EIV1HI:nC METEOPOJIOr:wmCKVlX
IlPl1EOPQB M METOJlOB HAEJIIO,I(EHIDI ID BIiETHAME

YnpameHHe

ceTH

"tJaH BaH maIl
IlmpoMeTeopo.JIOrIlIqeCROH

C1I~6I:I

B&eTHaMa.
OVillRVIEW OF' StJR]lAO.IiJ ME fr150ROLOGIGAL INS:~RUtjililln~
fiiUALI'l'Y AND l'IJ.E'l'aODS 01' OBSBRVATION IN VIETl'i.Mt

l1'ran Van Sap
Network operation Department ofH[V1S of Vietnam
!1'he meteorologic al network .in Vietnam was mainly e stablished in the years 60-70 of this century. In Southern part
of the country, before 1975, the network was supplied with
11 We at 11 meteoJ:<ological instru{nen t s and methods of ob servation ( 1'ii Li:iO ), while the Northern part ml.3inly used the for[;1e1" Soviet and European ones.
Nowadays, ML'v'lO in Vietnam has changed very slowly. Most
of instruments are absolei::e • 'rile calibration s:rstem has
not been improved. Sa the quali t:/ of some inst1"t4"llents has
not bceL1 ·;:If international level and not met the 114'110 req uireraent.
Vietnam is hoping to cooperate 'with all country-members
of ViJ:O and to be helped by the YlilO jCUviO in the field of
instrument development, so that in near future, it can attain the regional a.nd international level.
,
This s first ti~lle an expert of Vietnam attends the CIMO/
1'300 with the hope to exchange views and experience s \"!i th
other det'egate s and through the ME i.fEOHEX...94 he'll get more usefull info~"\1Iation on recent development of hlThiO and
find opportl.i:tri tie sofcooperationand development.
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OeTb MeTeO]O.rrOr~eCKHX CTaHaHH B BLeTHaMe B HaCTO~ee
BpelVlf.[ . EMeeT

1€O

CTaHIIlm,

pacnQ,lIOJIteHlilliX Ha He 601I:bllIOH TeppH-

16

TOpUi, HO paCTRHyrrOH Ha

rpa.n;ycax cerepHO:a WHp:>T:Jl.

RvIeIOTCfl

1il CTaHlHUI Ha p9BHl1H8X, Ha BbICO:rtmC ropax, Ha .6eperax MOps: H
TaIQKe Ha OT,IJ;8JIeHHJIX OCTp:>:sax EOCT01lliOrO
BLeTHaM HaXO.n;RTC.ff B

~pfl.

TpDrrHtIeCEOM MyCOHOM

p8:aOHe.

3.eCb

lilMeIOTCfl.n:m cyxoro liI . n:OiK,I(eroro ceSOHOB, H Ta~e RBJI.ff£OTCfl

RPRO OT·lI~arom1ilIVll1: XQ,lIO.n;HHM lil TeIDIHM
6eper MOpE raCT.HHYT Ha 600ee lIeM
Haxo.n;~llliCR

B

ceso HaMH.

3000 KM

co

B:neTHaMcKl1f;i

ceBepl Ha IOr :K

paRoHax aKTHBHHX .n;e:acTBHlil TaMWYHOB,

lIeCRliIX UHRJIOHOB H .n;pYrHx

EOsMylUeHIDr,

'l'pOUliI-

BHShIBaIOII{RX eJKerOJJ;HhIe.

onaCHhIe RB1!eHHE noro.n;H.
n03ToMY'MeTeOpOlIOr~eCRaRpa60Ta B BLeTHaMe BCTpelIaeT 6onL-

Tpy;n;HoCTL B BhI60pe cII{pTa. HHCTpYMe~'J'g:B

wyro
IDlE

,~lIE

(

H MeTo.n;OB Ha61.rIO,n;B-

06ecnelIeHHfl RalIeCTBa Ha61IIOJJ;eHH.fI liI ' 113MepelfIDt.

CeTL

MeTeopo.lIOrHQeCRHX CTaHTIHl1 B BLeTHaMe B OCHOBHOM
HX
6H1Ia OCHOBaHa B nepHO,n; 6O-70
ro.n;OB sToro CTOJIeTH.ff. :E13ROTopue CTaInIHH B B8JKHhIX penIB3eHTaTHBHhIX ueHTpax 6hIJIH OCooBaHH WpaHTIY3CRHMl1 MeTeopo.[OraMH B H8lIalIe

ro

-ora CTO.lIeTH.fI

Ha

npo.n;OlIiKaIOT .n;e:aCTBOB8TL B HaCTOJ:Imee BIBM.fI.

H

MeTeopll:l1I0rHQeCRHe CTaHIJHH

.n;~'

0 cro60JImeHH.fI MaR

1975

IOre CTp3.ffil

nOlITH 6H1IH OCHOBaHhI TOJILRO IIOCro.n;a.

IT09TOMy MeTeopo~OrHtIecRHe HHcTpyMeHTH H MeTO.n;u

mm

Ha6nIO.n;e-

B BLeTHaMe EMeIOTC.fI c.lIe.n;yroume OC06eHHOCTH :

- Rl

lOre CTp9HH.n;O 1~;75 ro.n;a,

HHcTpyMeHTaMH H

nOJILSOB8lIHCL

B OCHOBHOM

MeTQuaMH Ha6mo.n:eHH.ff CTpaHH -

sanana, ItaR

AM8 pHRa H '1?P=lHIJ1UI.
-

Ha

Cempe co .n;HfI 06pasOBaImJ1 H Ha lOre nOClIe 1975 ro,n;a

nOJILSO B8lIHCL HHcTpyMeHTaMlil H M8Ton;aMlil Ha61IIOJJ;emIR

Co OOTcROro

CbIOsa H . n:pyrliIX CTpaH IDCTO~H

o6];)a60TKe H

EB,POnH.

o~.n;alIeHHO:a TpynHOcr
CpameHmi ,n;aHHblX li onpe,n;eJIeHWl ltalIeC-

TaRCe nOlIO}KeHHe;IJ;en:
TlI EO

61:lBlIero

npl1OO.n;HT It

Tffi .' Ha61.rIO.n:eHM.

KIOMe

TOro, no.n;

BlIRHHeM 3O~7IeTHei1: OOHHhI H Hs-sa Hl:l-

HeIIIHHX .. HsMeHeHHH Mem..n;ympo.n;HhlX sROHOMHlIeCKKX

OTHOWeHHl/[,

o6ecne~mme E:' ne p306ecneQe'lme''MeT-001JQJIOrKlie OImX :HH'l'pyMeHTO.B

(

- 309 no CO~MeHIDMyHanpaimeHmO'IfBEieTHaMe Me,1t1IeHflOeae~~eTB7IeHO.
MomHO yKasaT:bC1Ie.IJ;~lie

CTIen:li~RKH 13 067!aCTH llliCTpyMeHTOB

11

MeTQIJ;OB

1.

M3-'1'eop11IOrWlecrore TIpli60pu

Ha61IIo;n;emIJI:'..
liIsMepeHH.ff OCHOBaHll

o6paSOBaHHm cTaHIllfti, ID . o CID BIDM C

B

25-30

.co ·.IJ;Hfl:

.1IeT TOMy Ha.S8,D;.

TOM "tIlirure H liMelOTC.ff IIJ?li60pH, .n:eifCTBYIqllUIe .IJ;O _?aCTOJIII~erO

B:[:eM3HR. Oop1'

n:p~poB

Mooroo6paseH 11:

RCTO'tIHl1:ROB K liS paS1IHtIHbIX CTpaH.
:ro6lIf3M;

npk'!:OO~-

O'1'Mmmx

't1yCTBHTB1I:&roCT:& TIpH60poB,

He BB1IliRa.

O::>CTamme Ra"tIeCTBa HeKOTopbIX OCHOBHHX TIpH6oPOB ~1IJI HaaeMooro Ha61Ilo,n;eHH.fl,

+

C1Ie.n;Y1OO{ee

:

TIp:a60PbI .IJ;JIR KSNBpeHIDI BeTpa

Ha60.lIee

"tISM

repl:l Bmr:o.n;a.

£0'%

Ha

:

CTaHlIllli HCTIOJI:DSyroTCJI TpmHUHOHHlle c))lIIO-

Ha6epeJl\HhIX H OCTp:>BbIX CTaHUH.HX, gprIOrepl:l .

ml¥J:a o."tIeHl> 6HCTpo 13I:lXO.n;flT HS CTPOfl,
.IJ;OCTaTO'tJRO oIIpe,n;e.1IeHI:l, OCOOOHHO 13
pOCTei1.

B

CROpe CTK reTpa He'

.n;nanaSOHe 13bICOKHX CKO-

c1IytIae yparaHNX BeTPOB 13blIIIe 4) Mic, m61IIQD;eme

MeTo.n;OM EowopTa flBJIBeTCfl OCHOBHblM.

B

m;n;amee B.PeMSI, MU BHe;n;pf.DIH H ycnelIlHO rr01I:bSo B9JIHC:b

HBROTOpblMH COEpeMeHHllMVl npH60paMH H3Mep8HHfl 13eTp8,

TaKH-

MM RaK ITpH60pH 13 ROMIlllece amOMaTH"tIeCRDH MeTeopoJIorn1JecROM CTaHUHK clMPNiail

87

I

WpaHIJHH

Pesy.rr:&TaTI:l

I,

BAMllIAJIA

I

.IJ;HCTaUHOHHHe

i~hrn1IflImHH I
.IIp116opu EJI

TIpH60pu

H

EY - 1

TABij:(-

IKriLTafl/.

TI07I:&30BaHHfl IIORa3HBa.IOT, "tITO 9TH npn60pI:l fl137Ifl-

IOTC,fl COB:PeMeHHWVlH, C 13IICORDM TO"tIHOCTIO H
30HaMH H3MepeHI1fl CKOpoCTH. OBH

HRHM H3MepeHHH
TBYIOT H

,

6o.7I:bllIUMH )J;Harra-

y,n:OB7IeT:tnpmoTCR Tpe6o:sa.-

CROpoCTH yparaHUX BeTpoB.

nro67IeMI:l, RDTOpbTe T:[:e6yroT

mlll111Mep HCTOlIHIDW
TIHTaImR .D;7I.ff
,
TpaHBHHe IDyrvTa
p;m~orreJ.:x3.n;a1rn: Ha

O.nHam cymec-

.n;a1I:&Hei1mero pemerrn.H,

OT.TI;a1IeHbIX CTBIDIHH,

ye-

113MepJIeMyIO CROp:>CTE,

>KpaB"tIHHa 8JIeMeHTOB npH6op3. li3-3a. co.7Ieirnoro B:>s.ny:xa Ha OCTIOBHX H Ha6epeiKHWC CTaHIlHRX H.T .rr.
o

B C1Ie,n:yIOmeM

2-.1IeTHe~ n7IaHe .::;' 6H1.IO 3aruraImpOBaHO ,( liOJIll-

IDCTiL~ !,' H3M3HeHIre
CO:s,PeMeHHMH

BCex !PlIIOrepOB Bv17I:o,n;a 6o.7Iee HOBHMH.

rrpl!I60paMH

KHT.8fl, ~raHI1.EH H

AHrJIHl!I,

no

...
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HanpaBlIemno Ca.M>SaTI110H H

. + 'CaM>3aTIHOTIJ;J ~1I.f.l
121 IllTyEy o11M@'Horo

,n;HOTaUHOHIDro H3MepeIrn:,fI.

perHOTpaIXHH

TmIa, 6bIlI11 o.n;e.lIaHHOO B 6HRIIeMOOlBTC-

ROM OOlOsa 11: nOlI:OSOBaHH, no

B

Th:uo-

KpaMHeH Mepe, YiKe Z) JIeT.

BHorpaWH OMMIoHoro TIDla, KaR
R0.1111'IeCTID

OCa.n;RO B BKJIIOllaroT B oe6.f.l

H3000HC, TOlIHO perliICTpHpYJQT

OOa,n;ROB B ClIyqae clIa60ro 11

yMepeHHoro

.

,n;01K1J;eH.

ClIytIae OJrllI:OHbIX ;n;OJKI(eH, .1lTO 'IaCTO BCTpelIaeTC,fI B 6-MeO.f.l'IIDM

.1:1; OJKI(e EO M.

oe so He B B:oeTHaMe, 0 EH

npO.f.lBJI.ffiOT He 6o.1I :omyIO acM>e IV-

THBHOCT:o. JIi1:ID:I,fI SaTIHOH ill .JIeHTe, B TaROM ClIytIae,

06hfqID

TIp.RMO.llHHeHHH HS-S8 HeCJIIma ro,n;lI H3 co oYJJ.a np1160pa. Kp:>Me TO.ro,

C1Ien;yroll.{Me

ClI:HBH, KaR

06hllIHO OTCTynaIOTCg OT lQ-oH

TO'IRH.

I

IIpOCTbIe

;n;OiKI(eMepH /nnoma,n:o celIeHH.fl 2)0 CM2 /

paonpoCTpaHeHHHM np1160pOM Ha 60JIee

760

.f.lBJI.ffiOTCfl

CTaWI1.HX H TIOCTax

OOTH. O.n;Ha.RO p8sy.rr:OTaTH :VIsMep3Ium no aToMy npH60py
11

(

·yrepaHhJ

cpaBHMMH C pesy.rr:OTaTaMH ,n;pyrHX TIpliI60pOB.

+ ,UlIR

H3MepeHHfl

aTM:> $pooro .I(aBJIe!.iliR Ha

TIpHMeH.fIIOTC.f.l pT·YTHHe 6apoMeTpbI' THTIa
T8HRf!

/9

mTyE/.

00,%

meM COBeTCKOM ColOse,

STIDC

KIOY /49

re

C'l'aHQI11'I,

lliTyK/}1

~op

6aIX>MeTp0B 6H1IO c,n;enaHO B

6:bI:&-

OCTalI:OHHe 6H1IJrl c.n;61IaHH B KHTafl, ~:raH

llH11: R IIo.lI:ome. ORaJIO

70%

TIpaBK11: MelHi:OIIIe 'IeM /

0, 3/Rpa, 30·%

.n;eHCTBYJOUlIDC 6apoMeTpElB RMeeT TIO0 CTaBmIDC RMeeT

nonpaBKK

BHllIe 'IeM .I(OTIycT11MOro TIpa,n;e.lIa. KaJIR6IDBRa ,n;eliOTByrou:uiX 6ap:>MeTp0B B HallieH CTpaHe TaR ~e BCTpe'IaeT

60JInlliHe TpynHOOTH

HS-3a OT.JJ;aneHHOCTH MeCTOHaXOJKI(eHHR CTaHUIDI, HH3KOro YPOBHJi
pa3E1TH.fl TpaHonopTa B ropHIDC paMOHax.
BaporpaWbI /

syeMOO

a TaR me 11:

(

Te pvt>rpaWH H I'HI'PQrpag?H /

Ha oeTH, 6w.rH c.n;e.lIaHll TaR me

B

llO.lII>-

COBeTCROM CC)l()se

ro

.1IeT

TOMY Hasa,n;, HO eme He lllIOXO pa60TaIOT. 0006eHHOCT:bIO STll npHOOpOB flB1IfleTCB MexaIm'IeOFafl yCTOH'IHOOCT:O, TO'Im CT:O R y;n;060TEO
·nOJII>30mBafl.
OCIDBHHM He;n;OCTaTROM Tpa,n;m:rHOHHHXNETeopo.lIOrR'IeCKIDC ca.M:>niineB flBlIBeTCfl 6yMmKHafl .1Iema.
/60.rr:ome£O%1 H B

.eT· OIl;

B

YClIOBH.flX BbIOOOOH BlIa)KHOCTH

o6:wmo C1IltD3a- .
]30 6pa60TRe .neHT C Tpe6yemE:

.nP:m.n;eroe BpeMJi, . JIRIDUI SaImCH

::qTQ,.ltpJI1:o.1(E.T K'TpY:U;HOcTR

TO'IHO CTIO •

+ :CeT1>:..pqI];It!8.IJHOHHHX
.1f)IJI l!3Me]!91:UIB -

CTam.um: B BneTHaM3

He OOJIHRa. IIpHoopH

CO BeTC1CkIe .-O;n;mRO Ba;n;.n:RTe.lIBHHkI

neJTItI0.n·: sItcmry-

aTaUIDiI, OID! yY!..e CTaJIH MalIOYCTOHliHBBMH; HH3I<OKalIeCTBeHHI:IM:H: R

.. .
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+

rrOrepxHOCTH BO;a;08Ma RB7IR-

lTp11dopaMH H3M8peHH.fi 11CrrapeHH.fi C

lOT-OR COB8TCKl1e ITH-3000 11 aMepHKallClWe roIACC__A.·

000. STIdX IIpK60poB

.n;aroT XOJX)IIlHe H. COIlOCTaBJIBeMl:lfJ pe3y.JI:OTaTH l'tBMepeHWI.

+ ~7IH

H3MeP6HHSf

.n;yxa 11 nOtIBI:l,

.n;pyrKX

na:paMeTpOB, TaRne KaK TelVlIIepaTytaros-

B1I~,HOCT1'1 B03.IJ;·yqa •.•• nPIM8HmoTC.ff

Hm pTyTHHe H

06WIHhle rronYJIRp-

CIrnpTHhIe TeplVDMeTpll H OIm: Bcer.n;a .n;amT yrep3HHbI8

pe3y.7II>TaTll;

Ha

HeROTOpHX MeToopoJIOrHtIecrorx: H arIOMeTeopoJIOrlPIeCKRX CTaH-

IlHJ1X, 6bI7IH ITpENIeHJIeMH IIpH60pH .IJ;HCTaIIHOHHOraI' H3M3peHHSf TeMlIepaTyphI
ITOlIBH, ITpOH3oo.n;eHHW HaIlIl1MH crrelJ;IiIa7IHCTaMH, TO)Ke .IJ;aIOT

y;n;OB1IeTBO.~

p.ffeMHe p83y.JI:OTaTH. B HOCTaBInee BpeMR, TaRDe HaTIpaB1IeH1'1e' paSWTIHI
y Hac 3aClIY'!WBa8rr ocodoe BHHMaHHe 1'1 .fIBlI.HeTCH

2.

BTOIDH

nepCrreICl'HBHbIM.

OC06eHHoOTIO .HBlIHeTCH TO, tITO CHCTeMa

RalIH6JX)B1UI He

,1(0 CTaTo-qHO E: KOMtI7IeCHO ITOCTpoeHa .I'Iw;POMeTClIJ1jK6a B:oeTHazvra B HaCTOHmee BpeMH MO)KeT

KalIH6JX)BaT:b TO.1I:ORD npH60pH .1t7I.fi: H3M8peH:wI TeMIle-

paTypH, BJI~HOCTH BOS.IJ;yxa H

aTMO$pHoro .n;aBJIeHHH.

BHJI

3an1IaHH-

JX)BaH rrJX)eKT nOCTIX>eHH.fI CHCTeMH Ka7IH6poBKH TIpH6opOB li13MepeHlUI BeT];a
H OOJIHJIlffiOH pa.n;HalJHH 3a nepHo..n:

1994-1995

lIac .HB7I.fIeTC.fi BH60p COTffiTCT:BYJOmRX H
Tp300BaHHeM, npH60poB H M3TO~OB

rr. B9JKmM nJX)61IeMOH ceM-

ynoB7IeTIDp.HlOumx TeXEH-qeCK11M

RaJIH6poBRH.

I1cxoJJ;.fI H3 BHIIIe CKa3aHHOro, lVD)KHO CKa3aT:O, lITO TIpH60pIiI H3MepeIm..fI
H COOTBeTCTffiHHhB
~...

.

..

C HHNJl.r MeTO,D;H

Ha61II<meHHB B B:oeT RaMe eme

c7Ia600, OCTaJIOO 1'1 HM3RORa.-qeCTffiHHHe H
Hoo Tpe60BaIDIS
Mhl m,e.7IaeM H

nORa re OTre-qaroT Me)RI(yHapo.n;-

H cTarmaPThl.
peIillITe.JI:bID CTapaeMCR TaR, lITo6H 3a He ,I(a7IerROe

Bp3MH MeTeo HHcTpyMeHThI 11

MeTo,n;hI Ha6JIIQn;eHHR }J;OCTMI:'aIOT perHOHa1IJ:,-

Horo H Mem.n;ymap0n;Horo ypOBHB.
,II.7I.fJ .n:ocTIDKeHlf.fJ 3TOM: Ue7IH., MbI C'IIiTaeM, O,n;HHM H3 Ba.JKHhIX YC7IOBMH
.fIB7IRHTCR COTpy,nHMl'tIeCTBJ M8iKI(y B:oeTHaM:>M 11 BCeMH ,I(pyrHMH cTpaHaMH
'WI9HaMH BID.

MH

J::e.7IaeMTaroKe nO,7Iyq11T:b

BcecToIOHYIo nOMOUrE>

KVJNIH

ID

o6JIacTR HHcTpyMeHTOB H MeTo.n;OB HaomOn;eHHR,. OCHOBHOM Ile.1IIO Halliero
npH6HBaHM Ha 3TOM cooorn:aHHH

KI1MH,

B TOM -rmC7Ie Ha 3TOit Ko$:Pe HIlHH

HB[ HeTC.ff 06MeHa onhlTaMH H -qepe3 METEOPEX-94, 1i3yqeIme HOBHX .n;OCTIi)KeHI1H7J;pyrl:'IX -q1IeHOB BC 06JIaCTH HHCTpyMeHTOB H· MeTOnOB Ha6JIIQI(eIDI5I 11
HCKamIe :E03MJ)KHOCTH COTpy,IJ;Im-qeCT:Ea 11 paSBHTIIH.

(

(

- 313 THE ELECTROMECHANICAL MACHINE SHOP AT STRA
OF THE NATIONAL HYDROLOGICAL AND MARIGRAPHICAL
SERVICE OF ITALY
ANTONIO RUSCONI
NATIONAL HYDROLOGICAL AND MARIGRAPHICAL SERVICE, ROME, ITALY
ABSTRACT

In Italy the Hydrological and Marigraphical Service has used
its own Electromechanical Machine Shop at Stra (Venice) since
1908 for the construction, the repair and the calibration of the
main measuring instruments which the Service itself and numerous
other users need.
This paper illustrates the main instruments
constructed and their evolution over the years thanks to the
experience gained and the gradual transformation from the
electric to the electronic field.
1) INTRODUCTION - The first Hydrological Office, in the modern
sense of the word, was established in 1908; it had become
necessary in the Veneto regions where the "Magistrato alle Acque"
with an ancient and famous tradition dating back to the times of
the Venetian Republic, had just been reconstituted with the
principle task of managing and regulating the waters of the
rivers and of the sea around the Venice Lagoon.
The Hydrological Office, having the responsibility, on
behalf of the Magistrato alle Acque, to deal with the orderly
and methodical collection of the hydrological and meteorological
observations regarding the rivers and their mountain basins, the
Lagoon and the sea of Venice, began to install several monitoring
networks opportunely located in the Department. At first these
were equipped with measuring instruments acquired from abroad,
seeing that, at that time, there were no specialised firms in
Italy for the construction of hydrological instruments.
Later, the increase in number of the observation stations
showed up the need for an autonomous organism able to take care
of the maintenance, the management and repair of the ever more
numerous meterological and hydrological instruments installed, so
that in 1911 a precision mechanical Machine Shop, directly
responsible to the Hydrological OffiCe, was established and
located initially in some of the premises of the famous National
Villa "Pisani ll at Stra, an important and active town not far from
Venice, on the way to Padua, along the famous "Riviera del
Brenta". At the same time an agreement was stipulated with the
Hydrological Institute of Padua University aimed at scientific
co-operation in the hydrotechnical field through an optimal use
of the installations of the Machine Shop.
In 1915, with the acquisition of new premises and special
machine tools, the Machine Shop began the study and the
construction of its own instruments needed by the Hydrological
Office; in 1919 it began to mass produce hydrometrographs and
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established in 1917, and for the other offices of the Civil
Engineers, for the Land Reclamation Consortium and for other
public and private agencies.
At a distance of almost 80 years from the establishment of
the Machine Shop, a recent State Law (n.l83 of 1989) has forseen
the re-organisation and the strengthening of the National
Hydrological and Marigraphical Service (S.I.M.N.).
The new
regulations, forseeing the re-organisation of the complex sector
of soil defence in Italy, has re-organised the Natioanl Technical
Services making them responsible to the President of the Council
of Ministers, thus renewing the need for the State Machine Shop
at Stra, currently being strengthened and re-organised, taking
particular care of the transition from an exclusively
electromechanical sector to one which is also electronic.
indicates the importance attributed to the role and the
of the Machine Shop for the calibration, the control, the
validation and homologation of the hydrological instrumentation
produced both in Italy and abroad, either by public bodies or
private companies, acording to the criteria laid down by the
World Meteorological Organisation.
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2) BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE MACHINE SHOP - The Machine Shop at
Stra, currently situated in Via Nazionale, is formed of a group
of premises of about 800sq.m. as well as about 1600sq.m. of open
area and 300 sq.m. of terrace.
It includes an entrance;
fundamental services; two laboratories, one mechanical and one
electronic; a room for the permanent display of the
instrumentation; the office; store-rooms for material, samples
and stamping molds; store-rooms for new instruments, those
repaired, to be repaired, to be tested, etc. There is also the
laboratory for the assembly and testing of clock mechanisms and
the calibration of instruments; the premises dedicated to sanding
work; painting and, finally, welding either oxyacetylene, arc,
tin or soldering and the tack welding machine. The instruments
are tested in the external space and on the terrace.
At present the main machine tools installed, which are used
for the working of the materials and for the construction of all
the components of various dimensions which make up the
instruments, include four precision lathes; an assembly table;
two prisms; two mini-drills; a precision angular drill; a milling
cutter for gears; a heavy-duty drill; a cutting-off saw; a hacksaw; a cutting-off machine of large dimensions; a press for
stamping; a manual guillotine; a fly press; two lathes of large
dimensions; a tapping machine; a pantograph; a medium-size drill;
three springs for sharpening; two electric belts for cleaning the
materials, and lastly, various electr~~ and electronic material
such as an oscilloscope; a frequency gauge, etc.
For the calibration of current meters, the Hydrological
Office once used the pool in the park of "Villa Pisani",
opportunely equipped with a mobile trolley. Some years ago, the
pool which was constructed in the XVII century was reintegrated
into the monumental complex and therefore the calibration of
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- 315 current meters is now carried out at the Hydraulics Laboratory of
Padua University.
3) THE TRADITIONAL PRODUCTION OF THE MACHINE SHOP - The main
instruments constructed by the Machine Shop at Stra are:
- PRECIPITATION GAUGE C.lO which constitutes the simple, exact,
classical instrument for measuring the depth of precipitation,
and comprises a cylindrical recipient of terneplate, mounted on a
special stand, whose upper rim is a brass ring with a sharp edge
bounding an area of 0.1 sq.m. The bottom of the recipient is a
reversed cone so as to reduce loss by evaporation and also for
this reason a cone-shaped lid is placed at 10 cm. from the upper
rim, with a small central hole for the passage of the rainwater.
- SOUNDING LINES F.lO and G.20 are generally used for measuring
the level of water in wells for the altimetric survey of
subterranean waters, that is to determine the level in the shafts
of hydrometrographic installations. The two instruments are
substantially similar, for example, sounding line F.lD has a
measuring tape with a cylindrical brass weight at the end, hollow
inside and constructed in such a way that on meeting the surface
of the water the air inside is forced to hiss out.
- WINCH M.40 facilitates volume measurements in fluvial sections
where it is not possible to use the customary current meter
mounted on shafts. The headpiece is furnished with a metercounting device and can also be used as a simple sounding-line
for direct depth readings.
The functions of this winch can be
compared to those of a cable-way since, in the case of flow
measurements, a weight of about 25 kg with a rudder ensuring
constant countercurrent orientation is applied. The drum of the
winch can hold up to 40 m of bearing cable inside which electric
wires trasmit the impulses of either the current meter or of the
bed-sweeping device.
-TURBIDIMETER - BORE C.M.l is a simple and practical instrument
for sampling water to measure turbidity, salinity, etc. It can be
used with both a rigid system fixed to lenticular rods like those
used for the current meters, or with a suspension system fixed to
a light steel cable. The bore is immerged open and horizontal
often with a weighted direction rudder, and a few seconds are
sufficient to activate a regular flow through the cylindrical
body of the bore which is closed by a slip hook system operated
by the fall of a weight running along the suspension cable.
- HYDROMETROGRAPHS NT 225 and G 440 for the automatic recording
of the level in a basin or water-course or the sea on graph paper
around a revolving cylinder by means of a clockwork mechanism at
a daily or weekly speed.
In particular, G 440 has a cylinder 44
cm high, twice that of NT 225, and with a level excursion from
0.45 m to 9 m. G 440 has been used for more than 80 years to
measure the sea level at Punta Salute, Venice.
- CURRENT METERS U.25/50, A.lOO, A.50 to be applied to the
winches or the river cable-ways, to be used either forded or on a
stand, each furnished with one or more propellers of different
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propeller rotations can be varied as desired every 10 or 20
rotations for model U.25/50 and every 25, 50 or 100 rotations for
the other types. A.lOO is very sensitive and, thanks to the
particular care given to the profile and the propeller so as to
obtain the maximum quality and the minimum inertia of the
rotating system, responds well at speeds from 0.05 to 4.00 m/s
-PLUVIOGRAPH M.20 is of the balance type and represents the most
well known product of the Machine Shop.
It consents the
recording of the depth of rain on the soil, tracing the relative
diagram in time on a specially prepared chart around a rotating
cylinder. Every impulse of the writing point corresponds to 0.2mm
of rainfall, but lesser depths of precipitation are not lost
because they are retained by the instrument until the next
rainfall.
The rotation of the cylinder can be weekly or daily
but,in any case, the winding of the clock mechanism lasts 8 days.
The instrument is subjected to scrupulous calibration with a
water jet corresponding to precipitation of 50 mm/hr; for much
stronger or much weaker intensities the instrument makes an error
in deficit or in excess respectively which, however, is not
greater than 1%.
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Other instruments traditionally produced by the Machine Shop
are, for instance: - THE FLUVIAL CABLE-WAY BE/80, THE TOTALISING
PRECIPITATION GAUGE and the SNOW WEIGHING INSTRUMENT C.N.l.
4) NEW PRODUCTS - Recently the remarkable experience and skill
acquired by the staff of the Machine Shop has made possible the
design, experimentation and construction for use of a new type of
instrumentation which, although maintaining the traditional
format, thanks to several new improvements, often extremely
clever, makes them more precise and to be preferred even to those
designed with completely more "modern" criteria.
This is the case, for example, of the PLUVIOGRAPH P.E. in
which the recording of the snow-rain precipitation is the same as
the classical mechanical pluviographs, that is, by means of a
tracing on a weekly chart. Whilst, however, in the traditional
method the tracing is in the circumferance arc, instead in the
Pluviograph P.E. the tracing is a straight line because the
writing point is connected to a trolley moving on a vertical
threaded rod which, rotating, causes straight vertical movements
of the trolley and, therefore, of the writing point. The
advantage is a greater legibility of the pluviographs. The
recordings of the precipitations is done traditionally on weekly
graphs but in this case the recorder is located inside the
observer's house: therefore, he can check the correct working of
the instrument more frequently and more easily. Lastly, as the
instrument is indoors where the temperature and the humidity are
subject to weaker variations than outside the electromechanical
equipment guarantees a more regular function, the tracing by the
writing point is no longer on a damp or dry chart but one with
constant humidity and thus the tracing is clearer. Finally, a
refined evolution of the balance results in an increased
precision compared to model M.20 in the cases of heavy rainfall
allowing the recovery of the very small quantities of water which
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before it is intercepted by the rising empty cup.
Other important instrumentation of the new type are, for
instance, the BORE FOR THE SAMPLING OF WATER AT ANY DEPTH formed
of a cylindrical brass tube 6 cm diameter and 50 cm long composed
internally of movable piston-type sections closed by special
load-and-hold mechanisms, always full of water in descent because
communicating with the exterior. At the pre-establsihed point,
by means of a trigger command, the movement of one section expels
the water which was above and, at the same time, loads through
holes the water to be analysed; THE CURRENT METER FOR VERTICAL
FLOWS IN WELLS, for the measurement in artesean wells of possible
intakes of water between one water bearing stratum and another
with possible measurement of volume, supplied with an extremely
sensitive propeller and an internal electronic water-proof
apparatus which, on the surface, allows the visualisation of the
direction and number of rotations in a pre-established time; the
ELECTRONIC CURRENT METER WITH WATER-PROOF LIQUID CHRYSTAL LED and
finally the TIDE GAUGE ME 1 installed in several points of the
Venice Lagoon for the reading of the tide, also by the general
public (in St. Mark's Square, near Rialto Bridge, etc.), in which
the parts for measuring and recording sea level and those for
tracing the weekly chart on a scaled index so as to be understood
by the general public (written in several languages) are 1000 m
apart; the instrument is also furnished with an alarm which turns
on a flashing red light in conditions of "acqua alta".
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- 319 VALIDATION AUTOMATIQUE LOCALE DES INFORMATIONS
D'UNE STATION METEOROLOGIQUE

J. Pilon
Meteo-France

'']1 est possible d'exiger des observations exactes d'instruments
meteorologiques tels que barometres, thermometres, hygrometres,
anemometres, mais, des qu'U s'agit de !'etat du del, des apparences
du temps, des appreciations correctes et partout comparables sont
presque impossibles a rea/iser, et l'on ne peut pas compter que les
observations locales serontfaites partout de la meme fa~on. Pourtant
cette appreciation locale des caracteres du temps, en ce qui
concerne la prevision a courte echeance, a, sinon autant, mais
presque autant d'importance que la carte synoptique. "
Jean Rouch - Les methodes de prevision du temps, 1924.

Introduction
Meteo-France a lance il y a quatre ans le projet SOLFEGE, destine acompleter le programme d'automatisation
de l'observation de surface par la caracterisation du "temps present".
Dans ce cadre, plusieurs systemes specifiques ont ete definis puis developpes et industrialises. lIs viennent
comp16ter la panoplie des equipements classiques sur les sites d'observation. Chacun de ces nouveaux
instruments prend en charge un aspect du temps present et etablit un diagnostic primaire qui est transmis a la
station automatique.
Cette derniere, dotee d'une puissance de traitement renforcee et d'une capacite de memorisation adequate,
elabore a partir de l'ensemble des informations dont elle dispose, les differents diagnostics du temps present
utilises pour le codage de l'information meteorologique des messages reguliers ou de signalisation.
Cette elaboration repose sur la possibilite -nouvelle- de combiner les mesures des capteurs traditionnels et les
diagnostics primaires issus des equipements observant le temps present ; en meme temps, elle accredite
I'ensemble des informations disponibles et fournit des estimations sur la qualite de leur contenu.

Contenu de I'observation automatigue locale
L'automatisation de l'observation locale, meme au terme de developpements instrumentaux importants, ne
permet pas d'apprehender tous les ph6nomenes meteorologiques, tels qu'ils sont decrits par exemple dans
l'Atlas international des nuages. 1I serait d'ailleurs inutile qu'il en soit ainsi: l'observation des nuages depuis la
surface et le codage precis de leurs differents types, genres, particularites, etc. , sont moins necessaires que par
le passe, du fait de la mise en place des moyens d'observation a large couverture spatiale que sont les radars et
les satellites. 1I serait irrealiste de chercher a detecter, par voie automatique, certains ph6nomenes tres
particuliers tels l'arc en ciel ou le rayon vert ; cette detection serait d'ailleurs sans grand interet dans la pratique
quotidienne de l'exploitation meteorologique.
D'autres elements, comme la trombe, se soustrairont sans doute longtemps a toute velleite d'observation
automatisee ; il est vrai que celle-ci, a cause de son caractere tres localise, echappe souvent a l'observation
humaine.
Enfin il semble difficile d'apprehender par voie automatique des evenements (autres que les orages) se
produisant au voisinage de la station, mais non sur son site lui-meme.
Pour quels ph6nomenes est-il absolument necessaire de maintenir -grace
observation locale depuis la surface?

a des systemes automatiques- une
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conditions climatiques qui sont celles de l'Europe occidentale, on estime qu'il est imperatif de savoir restituer
les elements suivants :
•
•
•
•
•

precipitations convectives ou stratiformes : nature, caracteristiques et intensite qualitative
alterations de la visibilite : cause, importance
presence et nature de depots d'hydrometeores sur le sol
nebulosite totale et hauteur du plafond nuageux
evolution convective orageuse, occurrence d'orage avec ou sans precipitation

D'autres phenomenes du temps present, comme le transport de particules (chasse-sable, chasse-neige,...)
presentent un interet certain pour la comprehension d'une situation meteorologique, mais ont ete juges moins
prioritaires et n'ont pas fait l'objet de developpements instrumentaux specifiques.

Choix instrumentaux ; informations restituees par les capteurs temps present
Plusieurs dispositifs instrumentaux ont ete etudies. Certains ont ete definis et developpes par Meteo-France,
d'autres ont ete choisis parmi des equipements commercialement disponibles.
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De far;:on generale, ces nouveaux equipements delivrent leurs informations a la station automatique une fois par
minute. Ces informations sont constituees d'un diagnostic primaire relatif a l'aspect du temps present explore
par l'equipement (par exemple, l'identifieur de precipitations fournit : "Pluie", "Bruine", "Neige", "Grele",oo.).
Ce diagnostic primaire est parfois accompagne d'un indicateur sur sa plausibilite (de "tres credible" a "tres
douteux"), et d'informations quantitatives specifiques.
Le tableau suivant precise pour chaque equipement, le principe de mesure mis en oeuvre, le diagnostic primaire
qu'il fournit et son statut (commercialise, prototype industriel ou recherche).
Equipemeot

Principe mis en oeuvre

Identifieur de precipitations Diffusion laterale micro-onde
Mesure Doppler des vitesses de
chute des precipitations par
radar a 25 GHz
Diffusion et retlexion d'un
Estimateur d'etat du sol
signallumineux sur une cible au
sol
Diffusion d'un signallumineux
Visibilimetre
sur les suspensions
d'hydrometeores
Separation ciel bleu I nuages sur
Estimateur de nebulosite
images video de la vofite celeste

Detecteur d'orage

Suivi du champ electrostatique
local par moulin a champ (si
capteur local) ou localisation
des eclairs par interferometrie
(si reseau a large couverture
spatiale)

Diagnostic primaire (lmo)

Statut

Occurrence d'une precipitation,
nature des hydrometeores
presents et intensite qualitative

Prototype industriel

Prototype industriel
Nature du depot
d'hydrometeores sur le sol
, lRech. et develoP.l
lHauteur de neil!e1
Occurrence de brouillard ou de Systeme commercial
brume - visibilite
Nebulosite totale qualitative ou
par octas.
[Nebulosite des differentes
couchesl
Occurrence d'orage et intensite
qualitative.
[Risque d'orage].

Rech. et develop.
[Rech. et develop.]
Systeme commercial
[Rech. et develop.]

Equipe de ces capteurs complementaires observant les phenomenes du temps present, un site d'observation et de
mesures meteorologiques possede un systeme d'informations disponibles en permanence. L'exploitation
judicieuse de ces informations permet de restituer la plus grande variete des situations meteorologiques,
d'affermir la qualite de cette restitution, et en meme temps, de surveiller le fonctionnement des capteurs euxmemes.
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La simple juxtaposition des informations produites capteurs ci-dessus n'est pas suffisante pour delivrer des
messages ayant un sens meteorologique.
Dne premiere raison est que ces capteurs n'ont, individuellement, qu'une "vue" partielle des differents
ph6nomenes et de leurs manifestations.
En second lieu, les diagnostics qu'ils delivrent portent sur des durees d'analyse relativement courtes,
d'environune minute.
Pour nombre de ph6nomenes du temps present, tels qu'ils sont presentes par exemple dans le manuel des codes
de l'O.M.M, il est necessaire de pouvoir associer des diagnostics primaires issus de capteurs distincts ; c'est le
cas par exemple des temps presents : "Pluie se congelant, moderee" ou "Orage fort, avec averses de pluie et/ou
de neige".
Par ailleurs, il faut souvent avoir recours aux diagnostics anterieurs (de quelques minutes a plusieurs dizaines
de minutes) pour pouvoir caracteriser tel ou tel phenomene ; par exemple : "Brouillard devenant plus dense" ou
"Pluie intermittente".
Enfin, les messages meteorologiques synoptiques sont diffuses a un rythme bien plus lent que la cadence de
production des systemes d'observation automatiques; il y a done lieu de synthetiser ces donnees trop
abondantes, de fa~on a ne pas encombrer les reseaux de transmissions meteorologiques d'informations souvent
largement redondantes. Dans le meme temps, l'evaluation continue du temps present est necessaire, de fa~on a
pouvoir delivrer en temps voulu des messages de signalisation de ph6nomenes particuliers ou dangereux
(premiere chute de neige de lajoumee, orage...).

La determination automatique du code decrivant le temps present repose sur un algorithme qui, supposant que
les diagnostics primaires et les mesures sont dignes de confiance, explore la table des codes temps present a la
recherche de la ou des entree(s) candidate(s). Au cours de cette exploration, on utilise d'abord les indications
foumies pour la minute courante, quand celles-ci expriment une detection positive d'evenement (par exemple :
"Chute de neige"). On examine ensuite les diagnostics des minutes ecoulees, qui ont ete enregistres. Ils
permettront soit d'apporter une precision sur le caractere du ph6nomene courant (precipitation continue ou
intermittente, brouillard s'epaississant), soit de determiner le temps caracteristique au cours de l'heure
precedente, si aucun phenomene particulier n'est en cours.
Ce processus est declench6 dans la station automatique a chaque minute ; il conduit a la fourniture d'un ou
plusieurs codes candidats. On selectionne alors en general celui dont le code est le plus eleve. C'est le
diagnostic initial du temps-present.
Ce mecanisme repose done sur deux hypotheses : les informations en entree doivent etre suffisamment
nombreuses et diversifiees pour permettre la distinction entre tous les types de temps possibles ; ces
informations doivent etre exactes. Or aucun systeme n'etant totalement fiable, il y a lieu de se premunir contre
l'eventualite d'informations erronees en entree. Pour les systemes de temps present, cela signifie que l'on doit
controler le bien-fonde des diagnostics primaires.

Controles et validation
Dans le cas -de plus en plus frequent- Oll un contrOle humain ne peut etre effectue au niveau de la station
automatique, on utilise la base d'informations disponibles localement.
Cette base d'informations contient, outre les mesures et diagnostics primaires provenant des differents capteurs
et instruments constituant la configuration de la station, les elements suivants :
- des informations de fonctionnement ("correct", "hors service", "degrade"...) fournies par certains
equipements,
- des valeurs de precision de mesures et de conditions nominales de fonctionnement,
- des indications sur la plausibilite de leur diagnostic primaire, delivrees certains systemes de temps present.
S'y ajoutent egalement :
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30 mn, 60 mn...),
- les donnees climatologiques du site : normales saisonnieres, extrema, frequences d'occurrence des
phenomenes,
- des reperes temporels (heure dans la journee, heures de lever et coucher du soleil, jour dans l'annee, saison,
date de la derniere intervention d'entretien sur le site ),
- les valeurs prevues de certains parametres, calculees a partir des donnees anterieures par des formules
empiriques ou des modeles numeriques locaux, activables dans certaines situations specifiques, tels certains
modeles d'evolution nocturne de la temperature de l'air en l'absence de nebulosite et par vent calme (par
exemple: [Cellier, 1993]).
A tout instant -a chaque pas de temps d'une minute-, l'ensemble de ces informations doit posseder une certaine
coherence, dans la mesure ou elles sont representatives de la situation meteorologique en cours. Ainsi, en ete, a
l'arrlvee d'une perturbation non orageuse, il sera "logique" d'observer de la pluie, et en merne temps des
quantites de precipitation non nulles, un sol mouille, un ciel totalement couvert, une insolation nulle, une
temperature de l'air positive, pas d'orage, etc. Un diagnostic initial teI que : "Pluie continue moderee au
moment de l'observation", aura pu etre forme a partir des diagnostics primaires suivants :
-(identifieur de precipitations)- "Chute moderee de pluie ininterrompue depuis plusieurs minutes"
/1/
-(estimateur de l'etat du sol)- "Sol mouille depuis plusieurs minutes"
/2/
-(detecteur d'orage)- "Pas d'orage en cours ni dans l'heure precedente".
/3/
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Chacun des diagnostics primaires intervenant dans le diagnostic initial est confronte au reste de la base
d'informations. Cette confrontation s'exprime par des regles d'evaluation associees au diagnostic initial, dans
lesquelles on exprime le degre de renforcement (ou d'atIaiblissement) d'un diagnostic prirnaire en fonction
d'une partie -pertinente- des autres parametres. Pour poursuivre avec l'exemple ci-dessus, on peut extraire les
quelques regles suivantes :
-(nebulosite)- le ciel est totalement couvert depuis le debut de la precipitation (renforcement de /1/, moyen) ; le
ciel n'est pas totalement couvert depuis plusieurs minutes (atIaiblissement de /1/ et /3/, moyen) ; la nebulosite
est nulle ou tres faible (atIaiblissement de /1/, important)
-(visibilite)- la visibilite a moderement baisse et reste a une valeur stable depuis le debut de la precipitation
(renforcement de /1/, moyen) ; la visibilite a beaucoup baisse ou subit des variations erratiques
(atIaiblissement de /1/, important)
-(pluviometrie)- aucun basculement d'auget n'a eu lieu depuis le debut de la "precipitation" (atIaiblissement de
/1/, important, atIaiblissement de /2/, moyen)
-(pression)-: la pression est tres elevee (atIaiblissement de /1/, moyen) ; elle vient de subir une baisse ou une
baisse suivie d'une hausse (renforcement de /1/, important)
Le fait de disposer des diagnostics primaires provenant des capteurs de temps present permet d'aller plus loin
que les quelques verifications formelles en vigueur sur les stations automatiques actuellement en exploitation
(du type "Td :s; T", etc.) [Acheson, 1987] et de s'appuyer sur une "approche physique qualitative adaptee au
raisonnement temporel multi-variables" [Chavaux, 1991].
Apres confrontation aux autres elements de la base d'information par le biais des regles associees au diagnostic
initial, un diagnostic primaire peut subir un atIaiblissement ; la cause en est au dysfonctionnement soit du
capteur de temps present a l'origine du diagnostic primaire, et dans ce cas l'atIaiblissement sera tres important,
soit d'un autre capteur, auquel cas seul un nombre limite de regles sera concerne.
Le dysfonctionnement d'un capteur peut avoir une cause interne : panne subite (par exemple : blocage de
l'identifieur de precipitation sur "Pluie") ou progressive (degradation de la mesure de pression), ou bien une
cause externe, avec l'intervention d'elements non meteorologiques, qui vont atterer le milieu dans lequel sont
realisees les mesures et observations: chute de feuilles mortes, systeme d'arrosage automatique a proximite d'un
parc a instruments, presence d'oiseaux et d'insectes, pollution radioelectrique, etc.
La validation repose sur le mecanisme suivant : a partir du diagnostic initial, on determine par application des
regles d'evaluation si les diagnostics primaires sont renforces ou atIaiblis.
Si, au terme de cette application, on a obtenu uniquement des renforcements de coherence, le diagnostic initial
est retenu et sera fourni aux utilisateurs cornme diagnostic definitif.
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Si, en revanche, il y a affaiblissement, il y a lieu d'en determiner la cause, de declarer invalide la source
d'information et les valeurs qui en decoulent, de ne plus explorer (provisoirement) les regles qui les
mentionnent, puis de recommencer la determination du diagnostic. 11 y a alors revision du diagnostic. A son
terme, ce processus permet de conclure en faveur soit d'un diagnostic definitif, soit d'une absence de diagnostic
parce que les informations des divers capteurs sont trop contradictoires.

L'utilisation d'une base de regles dans la station automatique permet de prendre en compte facilement l'ajout ou
le retrait de regles, a la suite d'un apprentissage sur des situations meteorologiques de plus en plus variees ; elte
autorise l'existence de variantes dans les configurations de capteurs entre differents sites d'observation ; enfin,
cette base de regIe reflete aisement l'evolution de l'etat de fonctionnement des capteurs presents sur un site.
Cette approche a suggere d'articuler le mecanisme de validation autour d'un systeme expert, inspire de
systemes avocation predictive ([Brion, 1992]).
La necessaire gestion de l'incertain y sera assuree par la mise en oeuvre ducalcul flou et de la logique floue
(voir par exemple [Bouchon-Meunier, 1993]), techniques qui permettent de traiter des premisses, des regles et
des conclusions "non precises", de la forme:
"Dans le contexte de tel diagnostic initial,
le renforcement/affaiblissement de tel diagnostic primaire est: limitetmoyen/important
si telle valeur est: tres-peu/peu/moyennement/beaucoup/tres elevee/faible"

Par exemple, on acceptera des conditions comme : "la force du vent est moderee
tres basse", etc.

a forte",

"la temperature est

La realisation d'un tel systeme de controle et de validation est en cours.

Conclusion
Avec l'apparition de nouveaux capteurs meteorologiques, dedies a l'observation du temps present, il devient
possible aMeteo-France d'envisager l'automatisation integrale de l'observation depuis la surface.
Ces systemes, pOUf etre veritablement integres aux reseaux operationnels, doivent etre accompagnes, au niveau
des stations automatiques, de la mise en place d'un logiciel de controle et de validation fiable.
L'emploi de techniques comme la logique floue et les systemes experts, permettant de raisonner sur des
informations non absolument certaines, autorise la realisation d'une telle application.
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- 325 SUIVI QUALITE DES MESURES DAMS LES RESEAUX DE METEO-FRANCE
M. LEROY, METEO-FRANCE/SETIM

FRANCE

1 - INTRODUCTION

L' amelioration et la connaissance de la qualite des mesures meteorologiques
necessitent un travail permanent de suivi. La realite des mesures sur le terrain
est souvent tres differente des recommandations d'implantation et de precision
requises par lea utilisateurs et exprimees en particulier dans le guide CIMO.
Meteo-France redefinit les procedures du suivi qualite de son reseau de mesure :
documentation de l'exposition des mesures, connaissance des caracteristiques des
instruments utilises, recette technique de ces instruments, etalonnage et mise
en oeuvre des controles metrologiques reguliers, formation des observateurs.
Apres quelques considerations generales, nous donnerons quelques exemples
appliques a des mesures de base en meteorologie.

2 - CONSIDERATIONS GENERALES
2.1. EXPOSITION DES INSTRUMENTS
Sauf cas particuliers, les mesures meteorologiques ont generalement une vocation
synoptique, l'implantation d'une station de mesure et de ses capteurs doit donc
suivre certaines regles garantissant leur representativite vis-a-vis de cette
echelle synoptique.
Ces regles ideales d'implantation sont bien connues des services meteorologiques
et pratiquement identiques d' un service a l' autre. Certaine d 'entre elles,
l'implantation de la mesure du vent par exemple, sont malheureusement difficiles
a suivre et la realite peut s'ecarter notablement de la theorie. Dans ce cas,
frequent, il serait interessant de corriger les mesures des effets perturbateurs
d'implantation. Ceci impose deja de documenter le site, de connaitre les effets
perturbateurs theoriques et d'appliquer des methodes connues de correction. Une
enquete recente a ete conduite par Mr J. EHINGER pour la CIMO. Cette enquete
montre l'homogeneite des regles d'implantation, l'absence quasi-generale de
corrections operationnelles de mesures et la rarete meme d' une documentation
precise et codifiee d'un site, permettant a l'utilisateur final de connaitre la
validite de la mesure.
Ainsi un premier pas vers l'amelioration de la qualite des mesures vis-a-vis de
leur exposition, serait de definir une classification d'un site en fonction des
regles ideales d'implantation et des ecarts aces regles, quantifiees en terme
d'effet si possible.
Pour sa part, Meteo-France n'en est qU'a ses debuts vis-a-vis de cette
documentation. Un role normalisateur de la CIMO dans ce domaine est fortement
souhaitable.
2.2. CARACTERISTIQUES METROLOGIQUES DES INSTRUMENTS
2.2.1. Connaissance des caracteristigues
Les diverses commissions de 1 'OMM se sont reunies les annees passees pour
aboutir en 91 a des tableaux unifies, vis-a-vis des diverses utilisations, des
precis ions requises pour les mesures meteorologiques. Ces specifications sont
necessaires
aux
"instrumentalistes"
et
aux
gestionnaires
des
reseaux

- 326 meteorologiques. Elles sont malheureusement souvent fort eloignees des realites
et de l' etat de l' art dans le domaine instrumental. Ainsi, elles courent le
risque d'etre considerees comme utopiques et donc inutilisables. Pour limiter ce
risque, il convient d'entamer un dialogue entre les utilisateurs et les
responsables des reseaux de mesure de fagon a etablir le meilleur compromis
entre le besoin et les possibilites techniques,
sans negliger l'aspect
economigue, qui en final est un element determinant de choix. Cette demarche est
en fait une analyse de la valeur. Elle necessite d' abord une connaissance
prec~se
des caracteristiques reelles des instruments meteorologiques. Les
caracteristiques annoncees par les fournisseurs sont souvent tres optimistes et
demandent a etre controlees. Une difficulte reside dans le fait que pour
certaines mesures, il n'existe pas de reference metrologique (la visibilite par
exemple). Cela rend donc la "vraie" valeur inconnue. Les intercomparaisons
internationales d' instruments organisees par la CIMO ou les divers services
meteorologiques sont un moyen privilegie de connaitre les caracteristiques des
instruments et de s'approcher de cette "vraie" valeur.
2.2.2. Cahier des charges
Les cahiers des charges destines a l'approvisionnement des instruments de mesure
doivent bien sur etre realistes et controlables. Si les performances requises
d 'un
instrument
ne
sont
pas
controlables,
elles
sont
theor iques
et
eventuellement sans interet. La connaissance ou l'estimation de la "vraie"
valeur est donc necessaire pour qualifier un instrument.
Certains capteurs (mesures de pression, temperature, humidite, •• ) offrent
l'avantage de pouvoir etre relies a des references metrologiques et testes dans
un environnement controle de laboratoire. Les specifications sont alors
relativement faciles a exprimer.
Il faut tenir compte des facteurs d' influence intervenant lors des mesures
operationnelles,
effectuees dans des conditions exterieures souvent fort
eloignees des conditions de laboratoire. Un moyen de contourner la difficulte
est de tenter d'identifier a priori les facteurs d'influence possible et donc de
specifier l'influence individuelle de ces facteurs, qui deviennent alors parfois
verifiables en laboratoire.
La connaissance des caracteristiques des instruments est evidemment une grande
aide a la redaction de cahier des charges realistes et controlables. Elle peut
etre insuffisante, par exemple vis-a-vis de nouveaux instruments de mesure, de
caracteristiques eventuelles inconnues.
Dans l' absolu, un cahier des charges ne devrait etre que fonctionnel, sans
imposer de contraintes techniques particulieres. C'est generalement le cas des
cahiers des charges d'equipements nouveaux pour lesquels il n'est pas
souhaitable
d' imposer
des
solutions
techniques
qui
pourraient
s ' averer
restrictives. A l'issue d' une phase de test et apres le choix de 1 'instrument
retenu pour une application donnee, il est hautement souhaitable de rediger un
"cahier de specifications techniques" decrivant des caracteristiques techniques
et metrologiques verifiables.
2.3. ETALONNAGE ET METROLOGIE
Les instruments meteorologiques sont des instruments de mesure pour lesquels
l' aspect metrologique est primordial. Il existe donc generalement dans les
services meteorologiques une chaine metrologique plus ou moins bien organisee,
permettant de "garantir" (ou tenter de garantir) la qualite metrologique des
donnees sur le terrain.
Ceci necessite des references metrologiques de
laboratoire, des etalons de travail transportables sur site, des methodes bien
definies.
Meteo-France, pour ses besoins propres et dans le cadre du Centre Regional
d' Instrument
de
l' AR VI,
a
fait
un gros
effort
d' investissement
et
d' organisation dans ce domaine. Ainsi, pour son reseau de mesure, tous lea
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- 327 instruments classiques tels que thermometres, barometres, hygrometres subissent
des etalonnages en laboratoire.
2.4. RECETTE TECHNIQUE DES INSTRUMENTS
La disponibilite de cahiers des charges realistes et controlables, ainsi qu'un
service technique et un laboratoire de metrologie, permettent d' effectuer des
recettes techniques des materiels approvisionnes. Meteo-France travaille a
formaliser
ces controles par des documents appeles
"cahier de recette
technique". L'experience montre que ces recettes sont indispensables et sont un
facteur essentiel de la qualite des instruments de mesure. Elles sont une
contrainte pour le fournisseur et doivent done etre acceptees et negociees avec
celui-ci. Elles peuvent s' averer un facteur d' accroissement de la qualite des
prestations du fournisseur, grace a des controles independants.
2.5. PROCEDURES REGULIERES DE CONTROLE
Les caracteristiques d'un instrument ne sont malheureusement pas stables dans le
temps. Elles peuvent aussi etre degradees par le transport, l'installation, des
erreurs humaines.
Pour certaines mesures, des controles de coherence spatiaux-temporels peuvent
etre appliques. Les ecarts par rapport a l' analyse ou au "first guess" des
modeles numeriques sont parfois utilisables, bien qu'assez peu adaptes pour les
mesures au sol, fortement influencees par des phenomenes geographiques de petite
echelle, encore mal apprehendes par les modeles.
Des controles croises de capteurs sont souhaitables pour detecter d'eventuelles
derives ou anomalies. 11 faut toutefois etre prudent dans l' interpretation de
tels controles, la reference exacte de la mesure n'etant pas connue ; mais cela
permet d'alerter les services de maintenance sur des anomalies.
Des etalonnages reguliers, soit sur site, soit en laboratoire, sont necessaires
pour controler la stabilite des capteurs dans le temps. La tendance actuelle de
Meteo-France est d' effectuer ces etalonnages en laboratoire par permutation de
capteurs. Enfin, des procedures de maintenance preventive doivent etre definies
et appliquees.
2.6. FORMATION, DOCUMENTATION
L'automatisation des mesures dans les reseaux meteorologiques ne necessite plus
l' intervention reguliere d' un observateur. La surveillance des capteurs doit
done etre organisee car elle n' est plus indispensable au travail quotidien de
l'observateur.
Dans une station meteorologique de Meteo-France, les postes d' observateur a
plein temps sont de plus en plus rares. Le temps est part age entre observation,
climatologie, renseignement et si l' on y prend garde, le controle des mesures
automatisees peut etre neglige. 11 est done important de fournir a la station
une documentation sur les caracteristiques des instruments, leurs problemes
potentiels et les procedures de controle et d'entretien. Cette documentation est
indispensable a la bonne motivation de l'observateur.
3 - EXEMPLES DE SUIVI

3.1. HUMIDITE
Meteo-France vient de renouveler les hygrometres de son reseau a la suite d'un
appel d'offres et de tests de longue duree en exterieur. Un des problemes
majeurs des capteurs d'humidite est leur comportement a saturation. Ces
conditions sont difficilement controlables en laboratoire et la plupart des
capteurs d'humidite utilises dans l'industrie ne fonctionnent pas sur une gamme
aussi etendue qu'en meteorologie, d'ou l'importance des tests en exterieur.
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individuellement par Meteo-France (SETIM, laboratoire de metrologie)
contr6le
fonctionnel et metrologique. Les limites de rejet fixees sont de ±4 % sur la
gamme de mesure de 10 a 90 %, a temperature ambiante. Les capteurs sont changes
annuellement pour ajustage eventuel chez le fournisseur, le SETIM se contentant
de contr6ler ses prestations. La bonne qualite de ces prestations conduit le
SETIM a pratiquer une procedure de contr6le sur echantillonnage.
Sur le terrain, des comparaisons sont effectuees avec les psychrometres equipant
encore les stations de mesure. En France, les psychrometres sont installes dans
des abris a ventilation naturelle qui peuvent donc conduire a une nette
surevaluation de l' hygrometre calculee a partir du psychrometre, lorsque la
vitesse de ventilation est faible (la vitesse de ventilation a I ' interieur de
l' abri est voisine du dixieme de celle a I ' exterieur). Les observateurs ayant
par habitude tendance a considerer le psychrometre comme une reference, une
large campagne d'information (exposes oraux et documentation) a ete menee aupres
des stations d' observation pour informer les observateurs et les utilisateurs
des incertitudes de mesure liees a chaque instrument. Les utilisateurs sont
particulierement sensibles aux performances des instruments au voisinage de la
saturation, comme cela apparait d'ailleurs dans les souhaits de precision requis
par l' OMM (1% au voisinage de la saturation). Or, l' incertitude de mesure des
capteurs de type capacitif est plus grande au voisinage de la saturation et par
ailleurs
les
humidites
tres
fortes
sont
difficilement
contr6lables
en
laboratoire. La aussi, l' adequation entre l' etat de l' art et les performances
requises reste a faire.
Dans un proche avenir, Meteo-France va supprimer les psychrometres et thermohygrographes de secours de station. Une station Automatique de Secours va etre
installee avec acquisition directe de la temperature et de I' humidite. Ce
doublement des capteurs va autoriser leur contr6le et la detection d'eventuelles
derives.
Le changement des capteurs utilises, les nouvelles procedures de contr6les et de
renouvellement des capteurs ont conduit a une amelioration significative des
mesures d'humidite dans le reseau. Ces mesures restent delicates et generent des
couts de fonctionnement relativement eleves mais necessaires. Ces couts de
fonctionnement sont une cause potentielle de non qualite, la tentation de faire
des economies est grande
il est toujours plus facile d' investir pour la
premiere installation que pour le fonctionnement courant.
3.2. PRESSION
Ce parametre est un exemple typique de l'inadequation entre les souhaits
annonces des utilisateurs (0.1 hPa pour les besoins synoptiques ! ) et les
performances obtenues en operationnel. Une telle precision ne peut-etre obtenue
qu'en laboratoire.
Les performances requises par Meteo-France sont une incertitude inferieure a 0.5
hPa sur une periode d'un an. Le probleme principal des barometres numeriques de
reseau est la derive dans le temps qui doit rester inferieure a 0.2 hPa/an.
Tous les capteurs sont recettes individuellement au SETIM. Sur la gamme de
temperature 5 a 40°C, les limites de rejet ont ete fixees a ±O. 4 hPa. Ces
limites sont theoriquement en-de9a des performances annoncees par plusieurs
fournisseurs et ne devraient donc pas poser probleme. L'experience a montre le
contraire et renforce la necessite du contr6le metrologique.
La nouvelle procedure mise en place par Meteo-France impose un changement et un
etalonnage (avec ajustable eventuel) annuel. Profitant des moyens de mesure de
son laboratoire de metrologie, ces etalonnages sont effectues au SETIM.
Les services regionaux disposent d'un etalon de laboratoire, d'un generateur de
pression/depression et d 'un barometre de transfert permettant de contr6ler les
capteurs avant leur mise en place et d' etalonner localement les barometres
holosteriques de moindre precision.
Le laboratoire de metrologie du SETIM dispose d'un etalon primaire (balance de
force Desgranges et Huot) permettant l' etalonnage des capteurs du reseau (via
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- 329 l' utilisation de barometres numeriques de travail) et l' etalonnage d' etalons
nationaux d' autres services meteorologiques. Ce laboratoire n' est pas encore
reconnu par les laboratoires metrologiques internationaux. Notre objectif est de
le devenir. dans les prochaines annees ; nos methodes, notre personnel et notre
equipement devraient le permettre ; le processus formel d'habilitation est long.
Un controle spatial base sur le monitoring du modele de prevision est en cours
d' experimentation. La pression est un des rares parametres mesure au sol qui
devrait pouvoir etre controle par ce moyen. La qualite du monitoring pour les
radiosondages a fait ses preuveset a deja permis de mettre en evidence des
anomalies ou des erreurs d'exploitation sur les barometres de stations de
radiosondage.
Certains sites de mesure fort ventes peuvent etre perturbes par les effets
dynamiques du vent. Par ailleurs, de nombreuses stations du Sud de la France (et
Outre-Mer) sont climatisees. Un soin tout particulier doit donc etre apporte aux
prises de pression, soin qui n'a pas toujours ete apporte dans le passe.
3.3. MESURE DU VENT
La mesure du vent est celle pour laquelle les contraintes de degagement sont les
plus difficiles a respecter (10 fois la hauteur des obstacles environnants).
Ainsi, l' exper ience montre que de nombreux points de mesure ne respectent pas
ces contraintes. Il est souvent difficile, voire impossible de trouver le point
d'implantation ideal. Souvent, sur aerodrome, les lieux degages tombent dans les
zones de servitudes de l'aeroport et ne sont donc pas utilisables. Par ailleurs,
un lieu degage est souvent situe a grande distance de la station meteorologique.
Le terrain n'appartient plus alors au service meteorologique, la distance
conduit a des couts d'installation tres eleves. La tendance est alors grande et
malheureusement souvent suivie,
de privilegier l'aspect economique a
la
representativite de la mesure. Toutes ces raisons conduisent souvent a une
implantation fort perturbee. Il est donc important de veiller, tant que faire se
peut, au respect de regles minimales d' implantation. L' experience de MeteoFrance montre que ce processus est difficile, puisqu' il se confronte a des
problemes de logistique et de cout
la tendance des gestionnaires est de
minimiser ces couts.
Un moyen de contourner cette difficulte, sans la resoudre, est de caracteriser
le site de fa90n a informer les utilisateurs des donnees de sa representativite.
Les codes internationaux actuels ne permettent pas cette caracterisation et
devraient conduire a interdire la diffusion de certaines mesures du vent sur les
canaux internationaux. La aussi, une telle proposition se heurte au desir
general de disposer d'un maximum de mesures.
Une classification des sites de mesure du vent est proposee dans les normes de
l'ASTM et meriterait d'etre discutee et normalisee par
la CIMO.
Cela
autoriserait unedocumentation internationale des sites.
Aux effets d' environnement immediat se rajoutent les effets orographiques. Un
exemple typique en France est la mesure du vent dans un semaphore, station de
surveillance marine aux bords des cotes. Ces stations de part leur situation
sont souvent les premieres stations d' observation des perturbations venant de
l'ouest. Elles BOUt souvent en bord de falaise et subissent une acceleration du
vent pouvant atteindre un facteur 1.7 d'apres les diverses etudes sur le terrain
et en veine hydraulique. Un deport du pylone vers l'interieur des terres s'avere
souvent impraticable et est rejete pour des questions financieres. Des formules
de correction pourraient etre apportees apres une etude detaillee du site en
veine hydraulique. Mais, de fa90n operationnelle, aucune correction n'est
appliquee en France. Est-ce le cas ailleurs ?
L'aspect
etalonnage
des
anemometres
pose
moins
de
problemes.
Les
caracteristiques des capteurs sont generalement determines par construction et
peuvent sans trop de difficulte suivre les recommandations de la CIMO. La
recente intercomparaison anemometrique montre que dans des conditions courantes
(hors givrage severe) les informations issues des capteurs differents sont
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moulinet ou helice.
Un point a surveiller est le seuil de demarrage, susceptible d'augmenter dans le
temps a cause de contraintes mecaniques. Une verification bi-annuelle est donc
recommandee. Cette verification n'est pas aisee, les souffleries classiques ne
sont pas adaptees aux basses vitesses, inferieures a 5 m/so L'utilisation d'un
mesureur de couple est possible. 11 doit prealablement etre etalonne avec les
anemometres utilises pour etablir la correspondance couple-seuil de demarrage.
Le SETIM vient de realiser une petite soufflerie permettant de generer de
faibles vitesses de 0.1 a 3 m/so Le seuil de demarrage peut etre determine avec
une incertitude de 0.1 m/so
Les moulinets d'anemometres, en matiere plastique, vieillissent et doivent etre
remplaces tous les 2 ans, sous peine de devenir cassants et donc fragiles aux
fortes vitesses.
Par leur situation elevee sur un py16ne generalement metallique, les appareils
de mesure du vent sont aussi particulierement sujets aux surtensions generees
par la foudre. Ces surtensions peuvent provenir des cables de mesure et
d'alimentation. 11 est done fortement recommande d'utiliser des capteurs
modernes dont la conception autorise une transmission numerique des informations
et done un isolement galvanique grace a des modems. Meteo-France met en place
des capteurs entierement numeriques (DEOLIA 92) qui possedent meme leur propre
alimentation par panneau solaire pour disposer d'un isolement complet.

(

CONCLUSION

L' amelioration de la qualite des mesures meteorologiques passe d' abord par une
adequation reel le entre les performances des appareils (et donc l'etat de l'art)
et les precisions requises. Cette adequation doit etre formalisee par des
cahiers des charges realistes et contr6lables.
De plus,
les conditions reelles d'implantation des mesures sont souvent
eloignees des recommandations. Une classification normalisees des sites est donc
souhaitable.
Sur ces deux points, une coordination de la CIMO parait necessaire. Le SETIM, en
tant que Centre Regional d'Instrument pour l'AR VI,
espere amener une
contribution utile dans les prochaines annees.
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1.

INTRODUCTION.

The Israel Meteorological Service (IMS) is operating presently an
Automatic Meteorological Station Network (ASMN) consisting of about
40 stations. The synoptic and special purpose stations (e.g. air
quality control, agrometeorological etc.) are interrogated every hour,
or more frequently upon request, by a central computer facility located
at the Central Meteorological Institute in Bet Dagan. Online data
quality control is carried out by running an "Interactive Verification,
Administration and Correction" (INVAC) programme, developed at the IMS
for a 486 IBM PC. The algorithm of the INVAC programme is presented.
Suspected data are screened out and flagged. The INVAC reports are used
as feedback for maintenance and fast troubleshooting at the stations.
The preliminary checked data are available in real time also for the
Forecasting Center, for the issue of adverse weather conditions
warnings, intermittent control of emissions of pollutants from major
pollution sources, forest fire warnings, frost risk warnings, etc·.
2.

DATA QUALITY CONTROL - THEORY.

Data quality control procedures are based on physical consistency,
as well as on the sequential and statistical features of the various
meteorological parameters.
For given geographic location, climatic region, month and hour of the
day, each parameter can be assigned certain acceptance limits on both
sides of a central tendency typical for most meteorological parameters.
These limits can be deterministic on one side, both sides, or can be
determined in statistical terms only, e.g. as the predetermined lowest
and highest percentiles of the actual distribution (not necessarily
normal).
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3.

DETECTION OF COARSE ERRORS - GROSS LIMITS ACCEPTANCE TEST.

This is a simple and fast screening procedure aimed to detect
coarse measurement errors in the process of station interrogation.
For each station and each parameter some simple and deterministic,
gross limits are determined, based on physical and climatic consistency
of the measured data. In table 1 an example of such "Gross Acceptance
Limits" is given.

Table 1.

Example of deterministic acceptance limits.

Parameter
Temperature (T)
Precipitation (PPT)
Global radiation
Sunshine duration
Relative Humiditv
Dew point (OP)
Wind speed
Wind direction

4.

Acceptance limits

(

-10 - +50
o mm
PPT >0 - 1350 W/M2
n ::S N (max possible)
0% - 100%
OP -<: T
0 - 200 kt
0° - 360°

STATISTICAL LIMITS ACCEPTANCE TEST.

Let Xp be the value of a parameter measured at a given station, hour
and given month of the year.
Let F(p) be the actual frequency distribution of the parameter for the
given hour and month, showing some central tendency.
As the probability that Xp will be at the tails of the distribution
is small, the tails can be used as statistical acceptance limits.
The 1st and 99th percentiles of the distribution can be used:

1st percentile -<: X p -<: 99th percentile
Data outside these limits will be flagged for further exploration
and subjective judgement.

(
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5.

SEQUENTIAL QUALITY CONTROL TEST (SQCT).

The basic assumption underlying SQCT is that a time sequence of observed
values of a parameter is expected to exhibit a certain measure of
persistence (coherence), depending on the value of the standard deviation
and the autocorrelation function:
The following "Threshold Equation" is tested:

[X T
Where:

6.

XT-d --< aaV2(l-r)

parameter value measured at time T
parameter value measured at time T-1
standard deviation of the parameter X
autocorrelation coefficient of X with lag 1
a constant selected empirically.

Z-SCORE RUNNING SUM TEST.

This test is used to detect systematic, relatively small errors
caused by calibration offset of measuring instruments, or zero drifts.
For a given hour and month of the year it is assumed that the parametr
value, exhibiting a distribution with a central tendency, should move
randomly around the median value, and given enough time, the algebraic
sum of these deviations should be zero, or at least not deviate strongly
from zero (should remain within several st. dev.):

If a tendency shows up for the Z-Score Running Sum to increase steadily, .
an offset error should be suspected.
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ISO STANDARDS FOR METEOROLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS
Thomas J. Lockhart, CCM
Meteorological Standards Institute
Fox Island, Washington 98333, USA

BACKGROUND
There were eighteen participants at TECO-92 who expressed an interest in the formation of a committee or subcommittee within ISO to consider international standards on meteorological instrumentation. This was in response to a paper (Ref. 1, 1992) describing the
proposed process by which such a subcommittee was being formed. Another five names
were added by the author to make a mailing list of twenty three.
Letters were sent to this mailing list in March of last year describing the application to
ISOITC 146, Air Quality, to form a subcommittee on meteorology. Since TC 146 was meeting
in Philadelphia, PA, USA, at ASTM (American Society for Testing and Materials) headquarters during October 4-8, 1993, an organizational meeting for the proposed new subcommittee
was scheduled.
The application was sent to the 22 participating countries and 30 observer countries of
TC 146 by Dr. Klaus Grefen, Secretariat, Kommission Reinhaltung der Luft, im VDI und DIN,
Postfach 1139, 0-4000 Dusseldorf 1. It is necessary for five member countries to agree to an
active role in the new subcommittee for the formation process to proceed. This requirement
was satisfied with the responses from France (AFNOR), Germany (DIN), Poland (PKNMiJ),
Turkey (TSE) and USA (ANSI).
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
The minutesof the organizational meeting of October 4-5, 1993, show the following persons present:
The MEP Company
Lou Shenfeld, P.Eng.
Canada
METRO FRANCE
Michel Leroy
France
VDIDIN
Harald Srunger
Germany
DWO (Nat. Wea. Ser.)
Ernst Dittmann
VDI DIN, Sect. TC 146
Klaus Grefen
VDIDIN
Rolf Kordecki
Fed. Enviro. Agency
Werner Rudolf
Chairman,
TC 146
A.
Aronds
Cornelis
Netherlands
W.G. Cummings
UK
Inspectorate of Poll.
D.D.S.H. Munns
ASTM 0-22
Carlton O. Hommel
USA
ASTM 0-22
S.D. Alien Iske
Meteor. Standards Inst.
Thomas J. Lockhart, secretary
USA TAG for TC 146
Clayt Matthews
NIST, ASTM 0-22
Harry L. Rook
Purdue University
John T. Snow, chairman
NOAA/NWS
Richard Thomas
World Weather Watch
Klaus Schulze
WMO

- 336 Examples of meteorological standards were distributed to those present. It was stated
that the German standards would soon be translated into English.
Copies of ASTM 0-22.11 standards were distributed.
Standard Test Method for Determining the Performance of a Cup Anemometer or
Propeller Anemometer (0 5096-90)
Standard Test Method for Determining the Dynamic Performance of a Wind Vane
(D 5366-93)
Standard Practice for Measuring Surface Wind and Temperature by Acoustic
Means (draft 9, 8/24/93)
Copies of the cover page of three VDI standards were distributed.
Meteorological Measurements Concerning Questions of Air Pollution (VDI 3786,
Part 2)
Determination of the vertical wind profile by Doppler SODAR systems (VDI 3786,
Part 11)
Turbulence measurements with sonic anemometers (VDI 3786, Part 12)
The title "Meteorology" was chosen for the subcommittee after a discussion which
included the suggested title "Environmental Meteorology." This suggestion, with its implication that there was some sort of meteorology that was not associated with the environment,
was not accepted.

(

The scope of the sub-committee was defined. It is:
"The subcommittee is concerned with the standardization of the definition,
measurement and application (for example models) of meteorological
variables with respect to air quality and other environmental purposes. "
The example of models was used because it is an important application for air quality measurements. It was acknowledged that, while a "standard model" would be difficult to define,
the effort to do so may suggest model elements or attributes worthy of standardization.
Model validation methods would be an example.
The purpose and justification for establishing a subcommittee on meteorology was discussed at length. A consensus was reached for the following:
"There is a need for extension of existing meteorological guidelines into
international standards. A strong relationship exists between air quality
and meteorological variables. There is, therefore, a need for standardization of the definition, measurement and application of meteorological variables with respect to air quality and other environmental purposes. ISO is
the proper body to establish international standards because of the nature
and methodology of this organization. A new subcommittee, SCS, is proposed because the subject is not covered in the scopes of the existing
subcommittees of Te 146, and expansion of their scopes is not practical
because of the nature of the subject. "
There was considerable discussion of the role of the World Meteorological Organization
(WMO) and its Commission for Instruments and Methods of Observation (CIMO) in establishing meteorological standards. The value of the Guide to Meteorological Instrument and
Observing Practices (WMO No. 8, 1983) was acknowledged. Differences in the structures of
ISO and WMO were discussed.

(

- 337 ISO abides by the traditional values of a standards organization. Its members, some 90
countries, consist of national standards bodies (ANSI, the American National Standards Institute, is the member body from the United States). Membership is open to all interested parties who may wish to volunteer their expertise toward a consensus standard. Due process is
applied through balloting draft standards. Negative votes must be acknowledged and
satisfied by one of several acceptable methods. Memberships are balanced so that no one
organization, be it governmental, industrial or societal, is able to dominate the process for any
purpose. All recognized standards-writing organizations apply these practices.
WMO is a body of government meteorological services. It provides advice to member
countries through reports, instrument intercomparisons, guide documents and meetings for
the purpose of standard meteorological practice. It was recognized that a close relationship
between WMO/CIMO and ISOrrC146/SC5 will be to the advantage of both organizations. It
is hoped that ISO standards will strengthen WMO documents and practices through reference.
The program of work listed general areas of meteorological measurement. It will be the first
task of the new subcommittee to make this list specific with work groups and their leaders
identified. The initial list was:
Surface wind
Air temperature
Humidity
Solar and terrestrial radiation
Precipitation
Atmospheric Pressure
Surface Characteristics
A list of some existing standards was compiled. A more comprehensive list is in order
before the "harmonizing" processes of finding international consensus begins. The initial list
follows:
AS 2923 Ambient Air - Guide for Measurement of Horizontal Wind for Air Quality
ASTM D 5096 Standard Test Method for Determining the Performance of a Cup Anemometer or Propeller Anemometer
ASTM D 5366 Standard Test Method for Determining the Dynamic Performance of a Wind
Vane
SS 185 Meteorology
SS 692 Specification for meteorological thermometers
SS 2520 Specification for barometer conventions and tables, their application and use
SS 3883 Specification for drum chart mechanisms for meteorological recorders
SS 5284 Specification for aspirated hygrometer
SS 7527, Part 1 Environmental parameters and their severities
SS 7527, Part 2 Environmental conditions appearing in nature
SS 8104 Code of practice for assessing exposure of walls to wind-driven rain
VDI 3786, Part 11 Determination of the vertical wind profile by Doppler SODAR systems
VDI 3786, Part 2 Wind, Meteorological Measurements Concerning Questions of Air Pollution
VDI 3786, Part 12, Turbulence measurements with sonic anemometers
The initial membership list for TC 146/SC 5 shows five participating "P" members and
seven observing "0" members. Some countries expect to become active members after the
subcommittee is formally created.

- 338 P-Members
ANSI (USA)
DIN (Germany)
TSE (Turkey)
PKNMiJ (Poland)
AFNOR (France)

O-Members
BSI (United Kingdom)
ON (Austria)
SCC (Canada)
SABS (South Africa)
NSAI (Ireland)
Inst. o. Environm. Health?/New Zealand
Uni Leuven/Louvain?/Belgium

A letter from Steven P. Cornish, Program Administrator, Standards Technology for the
USA Member Body of ISO, dated October 5, 1993, was received and reviewed. It requests
that the secretariat of the proposed ISOITC 146 subcommittee on meteorology be allocated to
ANSI. It also nominates Dr. John Snow of Purdue University to serve as Chairman of this
subcommittee.
It was considered important for an official liaison be established with WMO. The fact
that a request for WMO liaison already exists was noted.

FUTURE ACTIVITIES

(

There is a continuing need for unambiguous consensus standard methods and definitions for most meteorological variables. Whenever an instrument, sensor or system is accompanied by a set of specifications, there needs to be a recognized method by which it can be
determined whether or not the specifications are met, as advertised. The measurement
process is largely independent of the application of the data. Siting and summarization methods are often designed for specific applications. The work of ISOITC146/SC5 will concentrate
on the measurement process.
For the goals of this new subcommittee to be reached and to be valuable to air quality
and other applications, a membership of experienced meteorologists and engineers is essential. We encourage all who feel they can make a contribution to this process to contact the
leader of the delegation to TC 146 from the member organization in your country. In the
United States the process would be as follows.
Contact the Chairman of ASTM 0-22.09, the Technical Advisory Group (TAG) to
TC146, and ask to join this TAG. The contact should be made through
Mr. George A. Luciw, Staff Manager for 0-22
ASTM
1916 Race Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103-1187, USA
(215-299-5571) or (fax 215-299-2630)
It is not necessary to be a member of ASTM to be a member of the TAG, but it is customary
to be a member of 0-22.11 on meteorology to participate in the standards writing activities of
ASTM.
Meetings of ISOITC146/SC5 will be called by the Chairman, Professor John T. Snow.
US delegates to the meeting will be designated by ANSI upon recommendation from the US
TAG. Only delegates from member countries may attend and vote at meetings. Most of the
business of a subcommittee is conducted by mail.

(
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A parallel process will exist for all member countries. What the process is can be
learned from the leader of the TC 146 delegation. Members of delegations to 180rrC146/SC5 need not be expert in air quality applications. They should be expert in the field
of meteorological measurement.

It takes a minimum of four months to call a meeting for a subcommittee. An informal
meeting of "friends of ISOrrC146/8C5" is planned for March 1, 1994, from 14.00 to 17.30 in
the vicinity of METROEX-94. If you are interested in learning about this standards program or
participating in it, please attend or send a representative. All of the attendees of the organizing meeting in Philadelphia will also be invited to attend.
For any further information or help in joining the ISOITC146/SC5 activity, contact:
Thomas J. Lockhart, CCM
Secretary, ISOITC146/SC5
Meteorological Standards Institute
P. O. Box 26
Fox Island, WA 98333-0026, USA
(206-549-2179) or (fax 206-549-2758)

REFERENCES
Ref. 1 Lockhart, T.J., 1992: International Instrument Standards for Comparability. WMO
Technical Conference on Instruments and Methods of Observation (TECO-92), Vienna,
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A NEW CLOUD HEIGHT INDICATOR USING A SINGLE PULSE EYE -SAFE
ERBIUM GLASS LASER

J.L.GAUMET, O.PEYRAT, M.CLUZEAU
METEO-FRANCE
7 rue Teiserenc de Bort
78190 TRAPPES FRANCE

P. PIEEUtAJUD, J. PEaElnR
SOPELEM/SOFRETEC
53 rue Casimir Perier
95872 BEZONS FRANCE

I - INTRODUCTION
The French aeronautical station network is still equipped with spark flash lamp ceilometers. New
instruments derived from LIDAR technologies with Gallium Arsenide laser transmitter are
progressively remplacing these old equipments.
These laser ceilometers, also called cloud height indicators, however, provide good measurements
but do not present sufficient eye-safe protection for maintenance operations.
For these reasons, the SOPELEM-SOFRETEC, in association with METEO-FRANCE, has
decided to develop a new cloud height indicator using a solid-state Erbium Glass laser which
offers absolute eye-safety.
Moreover, this company has a great experience in military laser range-fmders and can propose
high quality and low cost equipments.
IT - METHODOLOGY.
1°) LIDAR principles.
The monostatic LIDAR principles are similar to those of conventional RADAR. The transmitted
beariI is attenuated on its path, backscattered at range. R and again attenuated on its return path to
the receiver. The power peR) arriving at the receiver is given by :
_ 2,/~('l-)dJv

P(R) ::: ~~(R) B

0

Ri!

Where ~(R) is the backscatter. coefficient at range R.
cl{ .CR) is the extinction coefficient which is range dependent.
K.,the apparatus constant.
The two unknowns in the lidar equation are BCR) and o(R) and both are dependent on the nature
of the scattering particles. They .are related atcording to a power law of the form:·
~ .=

/(0<

Vl

where k depends on Wavelength and size distribution of particles.
and n ..... 1.
2°) LIDAR inversion.
KLETT has developed the backward inversion method using the analytical solution of the LIDAR
equation. The solution is written as :
( )
cx~==

1?(R).R~

~R

(£?(RoJ R~)/D/o -.t

£?('t.)'V'-cLt..
. where c(o, the extinction coefficient at a reference range Ro is the integration constant.
This equation is known to become unstable with increasing range because the denominator is a
small difference between two increasingly large numbers.
KLETT avoided these instabilities by choosing the boundary value at the far end Rm of the range
interval, thus inverting the equation in the backward instead of the forward direction. The new
solution becomes :
Ro
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3°) Principle of the ceilometer.

The cloud base can be defmed as rapid transition within few tenth meter between a clear
atmosphere and a dense droplet medium. The cloudbase is then identified by a sharp increase· of
backscattering signal when the laser beam penetrates inside the cloud.
In order to become independent of the high signal contribution from the near-range part of the
lidar return which can mask cloud peaks, the range-fmding will be perfonned by processing
profiles of the extinction coefficient calculated by KLETT's inversion method. As with the
backscattering signal, the cloud base will be identified by detection of a sharp increase on the
extinction profile.
.
Cloud height is then detennined by measuring the time of flight of a single laser pulse to reach
the cloud and return to the ground.
Moreover, clouds frequently display variations in the height of the bottom in time and space.
These variations are commonly observable by eye from the surface as texture in the appearance of
cloud bottom. Consequently, for low ceiling , the pulse repetition rate must be relatively high, (
around 4 pulses per minute.
ID - DESCRIPfION OF TIlECEILOMETER.
1 0) - Laboratory and prototype equipment.
The transmitter is a highly reliable Q-Switched optically pumped solid-state laser. The laser
amplifier media is a glass rod doped with Erbium generating a stimulated emission at a
wavelength of 1,54 r-m. Due to the wavelength and the high power laser, the receiver head is
greatly simplified.
The infrared range also has the advantage of being in the wavelength where sun noise radiation is
lower.
A low cost InGaAs PIN photodiode with a sunlight filter gives good perfonnances of the
equipment. The signal collected by the photodiode is then amplified, digitized and processed via a
specific software.

TRANSMITIER
WAVELENGTH
OUTPUT ENERGY
PULSE WIDTH
.!:69ER SAFETY CLASS
PEAK POWER
DIVERGENCE
RECEIVER
LENS DIAMETER
FIELD OF VIEW
PHOTODIODE
MINIMAL DETECTABLE
POWER
PROCESSING UNIT
SAMPLE FREQUENCY
PROCESSOR

Table 1

EXPERIMENTAL
CEILOMETER
Er:Glass LASER
1.54 urn
12 mJ
30 ns
CLASS3A
400 kW
4 mrd

PROTOTYPE
CEILOMETER
Er:Glass LASER
1.54 um
8mJ
30 ns
CLASS 1
260 kW
1.5 mrd

30mrn
5 mrd
PIN (InGaAs)
100 nW

65 mm
3.5 mrd
PIN (InGaAs)
60nW

PERSONAL
COMPUTER
50 MHz
i 386 - 33 MHz

SINGLE BOARD

(

I

14.98 MHz
M68302

: Technical characteristics of the experimental and the prototype ceilometers

- 345 The basic element of the experimental equipment is a modified SOPELEM-SOFRETEC rangefmder used for artillery. There are no changes' in the Erbium : Glass single pulse laser head and
the receiver and transmitter optics. A very low noise logarithmic amplifier is used to compress
the received signal. A fast digital oscilloscope remote-controlled by a personal computer is used
to record and memorise backscattering.. This experimental equipment has been used to collect the
data of one or several layers of clouds over a range of 1500m. The prototype has enhanced
technical characteristics (Table 1) and can measure clouds up to 3000m. It is a self-contained
compact ceilometer comprising a single board with a microprocessor. The figure 1 represents
maximum range versus visibility for the experimental and the prototype ceilometers.
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- ... - experimental and -prototype ceilometers.

Figure 1 : Range versus visibility for experimental and prototype ceilometers

2°) Eye-safety priPciple.
Laser equipment with full eye-safety is now available for installation, operation and maintenance
phases. In the Infra-red band, the wavelengths between 700 and 1400 nm are transmitted through
the ocular media, as shown in figure 2.
This range can cause maximum retina injury. The diameter of the spot, formed by the few
milliradian divergence of the collimated laser beam is a few tenth of a micrometer, therefore the
retina destruction threshold is reached with very low input energy.
Beyond 1400 nm laser energy is absorbed by the internal media: cornea, vitreous humor, lens.
The retina is no longer a critical factor for the acceptable input energy. The Maximal Permissive
Exposure (MPE), specified by the laser standards at each wavelength, can be used to calculate
the Nominal Optical Hazard Distance (NOHD) at which exposure to a laser beam begins to be
safe. The NOHD for a Neodyme : YAG, a Er : Glass and AsGa diode laser are described in
Table 2.
1.0

::crnea~~

Transmiss~on

_ _ _ _(

of h'..lman eye

..

~

.

et~na

0.8
V~~reous

AaGa laser
O.S

1

numor

Nd Y.l\G Laser

0.4

Erbium qlaSS laser

0.2
0.3

C.~

0.7

0.9

1

t

1.3 1.~
;';avelengtht'm

Figure 2 : Eye transmission versus wavelength

- 346 NACKED EYE MAGNIFYING CHARACTERISTics USED
ENERGY/ MPE */
OPTICS X 10 DIAM.
PULSE
PULSE
BEAM
(J/cm 2 )
(mJ)
NOHD
(cm)
NOHD
OUTPUT
LASER DIODE
160 m
AsGa (0.9 IJm)
(class 3) .
1400 m
Nd YAG (1.06IJm)
(class 3)
Er :Glass (1.54J.1m) Om
(class 1)

REPETITION
RATE (Hz)

2500 m

5

1.5 10-3

510- 7

2000

> 10000 m

1.5

20

510-0

1

Om

1.5

8

1.0

1

Table 2 NOHD for Nd: YAG, Er: Glass and AsGa diode laser
* Freq < 10 Hz, e = 0.5 mrd, 1:1 t < 100 ns.
Data standard: ANSI-Z-136.1 and IEC 825.
IV - FIRST EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
1°) Baekscatter and extinction profiles from cloudy atmosphere.

(

The backscattering signal per) is obtained by direct measurement of the light which reaches the
detector.
The extinction profileo«(R) is determined by a signal inversion using the KLETT method. The
cloudbase can be identified on the direct or inverse signal, indifferently. The inversion eliminates
the strong part of the signal backscattered by low atmospheric layers and consequently improves
the cloud height determination in this part the of atmosphere. However, the inversion method
needs significant signal to noise ratios and the knowledge of a boundary value in altitude of the
extinction coefficient tXm.Difficulties may exist to evaluate this boundary. The figure 3 shows an
example of basckatter and klett s inversion profiles.
I

2°) Cloud base height comparisons.
The figure 4 represents cloudbase height comparisons between the laboratory equipment and the
spark flash lamp ceilometer of the French meteorological network (TNA). These measurements
show a good correlation of 787 points (r = 0.82) between the two ceilometers, despite the very
different techniques. Moreover, these cloud base heights are obtained from the backscattered
signal without application of the inversion method.

v - CONCLUSION
The laboratory equipments do not provide optimum characteristics to obtain high signal to noise
ratios. These first results will be improved by the characteristics of the prototype and the new
laser range-finder algorithm with better signal to noise ratios.
SOPELEM-SOFRETEC, a french optronic company, has long been deeply involved in the
designing and the manufacturing of range-finders based on the technology of laser ceilometers.
This long acquired experience and know-how has now been applied to design a new ceilometer.
The main advantages of such Erbium: Glass ceilometer are:
- Always eyesafe even for maintenance.
- Modular design offers easy and low cost maintenance.
- Enhanced performances despite smoke and dust.
- Production of low cost effective equipment.
- Possibility to design a compact and low weight equipment.
The next work of METEO-FRANCE is the improvement of the inversion algorithm for a better
cloud detection.
VI-REFERENCES
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Figure 3 : Backscatter and klett 's inversion profiles
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Comparison of windprofiler and rawinsonde measurements
Neisser,J.i

u.

Gorsdorfi H. steinhageni Deutscher Wetterdienst,

Meteorologisches Observatorium Lindenberg, Germany

1 Introduction

Routine balloon soundings from several hundred location around the
globe provide a very important part of the meteorological data input
into the analysis and the forecast models. This network of radiosonde
stations is able to resolve the synoptic-scale structure of the wind
and temperature fields with a temporal resolution of 6 to 12 h. But
an other measuring technology is necessary for the betterunderstanding of mesoscale processes and with it of the improvement of weather
forecasts.
Therefore during the last 20 years a large progress has been made in
the development of wind-profiling technology using clear-air Doppler
radar techniques. These wind profilers are appropriate tools to
measure the vertical profiles of the three-dimensional velocity
vector with high temporal (~1 h) and vertical (~300 m) resolution
into the troposphere and the lower stratosphere (Rottger and Larsen,
1990., for a review). The installation of the NOAA 30-stations Wind
Profiler Demonstration Network in the central United states was a
first step to incorporate the high time-resolution radar-derived wind
data in operational meteorology (Serafin, Dabberdt, 1990). This
network provides improved horizontal and temporal resolution in
comparison with the rawinsonde network.
Before wind profiler data can be used in operational service as a
matter of routine, however, comparisons with standard rawinsonde data
should be conducted in order to assure that wind profilers will
constitute a consistent and reliable addition to the existing array
of observational technologies used to provide data for model input
(Weber and Wuertz, 1990). These comparisons may be based upon field
campaigns, or on long-term observation programs if feasible.
A number of comparisons of wind profiler and rawinsonde data have
been carried out to date in a variety of locations, including Arecibo
(Fukao, 1982), Poker Flat (Larsen, 1983), Denver (Weber and Wuertz,
1990), and Saipan (May, 1993). In Europe, comparisons between wind
profiler and rawinsonde measurements have been generally succesful
but limited in excent (Czechowsky et al., 1984; RUster et al., 1986,
Yoe et al., 1993).
The purpose of the present paper is to compare wind profiler data
with corresponding rawinsonde measurements as a preliminary step
toward the eventual operational use of profilers by the German Weather Service and as a representative example for Central Europe. For
this purpose a field campaign has been carried out from 26 Oct. to
the 7 Nov. 1992 using the SOUSY-VHF-Radar of the Max-Planck-Institut
fUr Aeronomie and a mobile rawinsonde station of the German Weather
Service deployed in the Harz Mountains near Bad Lauterberg.
2 Measuring program

continuous measurements of the wind field were made over a period of
12 days during the field campaign with the SOUSY-VHF-Radar. The main
parameters of this system are listed in Table 1:
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I

SOUSY

-

VHF

-

I

Radar

operational frequency
Pulse peak power
Effective antenna area
Altitude range
Range resolution
One way beam width
Number of beams
zenith distance
Minimum time resolution for
one wind profile
!ncoherent averaging time

53.5 MHz
600 kW
3150 m2
2 to 25 km
300· m
5°
5
7°
1 minute
20 minutes

The backscattered power was measured in the altitude range from 2 to
25 km with a range resolution of 300 m. The radar beam directed first
vertically, then was tilted away from vertical at an angle of 7°
toward the north, east, south and west. The coherent averaging time(
was approxima.tely 1/6 sand 64-point complex time seriesweremeasured for every range gate along each beam. Thus a complete profile of
5 radial velocities at a given height was obtained about every minute. To eliminate outliers and reduce the data volume to manageable
amount, the raw radial velocities have been averaged for a period of
20 minutes. From these, complete averaged wind profiles have been
calculated.
An important factor for the comparison of radar and rawinsonde data
are differences arising from the actual spatial variation of the wind
field. Therefore, a mobile rawinsonde station was deployed and operated only 5 km from the radar site at the place called Stoberhai. The
wind measurements were accomplished using a wind finder radar which
tracked balloon-borne and targets. The wind data were determinated
for 300 m height intervals. The other meteorological parameters (P,
T, H) have been received from the Vaisala Radiosonde system RS 80 /
PC-Cora. Rawinsonde launches were performed every 12 hours (12 and
00 LT). During some special measuring periods the launch interval was
decreased to 2 and 3 hours. The local rawinsonde data have been (
supplemented with the standard measurements of the aerological station Hannover.
3 comparison of windprofi1er and rawinsonde measurements
3.1

Methods of comparison

To make the comparison of wind profiler and rawinsonde data as meaningful as possible, differences in their respective measurement
principles must be considered. The rawinsondes data are got at various heights at different times and locations due to finite ascent time
and advection of the target, whereas the wind profiler provide wind
velocities over a single site while probing all ranges quasi-simultaneously. Furthermore, the two systems sample on different spatial and
temporal scales. Therefore, it is expected that the differences
between wind profiler and rawinsondes results ~v are produced not
only by measurement errors of both systems ~ve' but also by the
spatial ~vs and temporal ~Vt variations of the wind field:
~v == ~Vt + ~vs + ~ve
The random terms of these differences can be neglected by averaging
over a large number of measurements. The temporal and spatial separations of the measurements respectivly the instruments were small by
special adaptation procedures of the data sets of the different kinds
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~v

depends on

~ve

only.

3.2 Results
During the campaign a total of 36 rawinsonde balloons were launched
successfully. The comparison were made for a height interval from 2
to 20 km. In contrast to the standard analysis a modified algorithm
for the calculation of wind data was used. Based on the raw rawinsonde data measured every 10 sec, the wind velocity was calculated for
the same 300 ID height intervals as for the SQUSY-VHF-Radar. Therefore
the time averaging interval depended on the ascent rate.
The time averaging interval of the wind profilerdata was centered
on the middle time of a rawinsonde flight. The mean differences of
all 36 soundings are presented in Figures 1 a, b. No editing of the
data has been performed. It is readily seen that the rawinsonde
measures 0.5 to 2.0 m/s larger values than SQUSY-VHF-Radar throughout
most of the troposphere. In the region of the wind maximum near 10
km, these differences increase to about 2 to 4 ms-I. These large
differences correspond to larger wind speeds, those in excess of
about 30 ms-I. In the lower stratosphere the differences tend to be
scattered about around zero with maximum absolute values of 3 ms- l
(Fig. la). The standard deviation is 1.5 to 3.5 m/s in the troposphere, 4 to 6.5 ms- l at heights between 10 and 13 km and 2 to 5 ms- l above
13 km.
The wind direction differences (Fig. 1b) are small with a maximum of
5° in the troposphere and 12° in the stratosphere, although the
rawinsonde values in the troposphere show a systematic clockwise
shift relative to the profiler data. The corresponding standard
deviation is 17° at a height of about 3 km, decreases to 4° at 5 km
and increase gradually to a mean value of 12° at 20 km. Similar mean
differences were found between the radar wind measurement and the
rawinsonde data of the station Hannover, but the standard deviations
are even found to be even larger.
The rms-differences of wind speed in dependence on the temporal
separation between the two kinds of measurements show for the lower
and middle troposphere a marked minimum for small temporal differences whereas for the higher levels no dependence was found. A temporal
seperation up to 60 minutes have no significant influence on the rmsdifferences for all hight levels (Fig. 2 )
considerating the spatial separation of the measurements the horizontal wind gradient was estimated as well from profiler beams pair as
from the gradient between the measurement of several neighbouring
rawinsonde stations. For both methods the spatial adaptation shows
no clear improvement in the statistical characteristics of the comparison as can be seen in following Table 2:
"temporal adaptation"

I

11

Height
revel [m]

1

BIAS
[m/s]

STD
[m/s]

RMS
[m/s]

"temporal and spatial
adaptation"
BIAS
[m/s]

STD
[m/s]

RMS
[m/s]

5000

0,4

1,8

1,8

0,5

1,7

1,7

10000

2,9

5,4

6,0

2,9

5,3

5,8

16000

-1,2

4,4

4,3

-1,3

4,4

4,3

-
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The possible reasons for this result are the different scales and the
random errors of the measurement systems ( s. following Table 3).
Large scale gradient calculated
from estimated
wind gradient and
the distance between windprofiler
site and rawinsonde position
[m/s]

Mean random
measurement
error of rawinsonde
[m/s]

variation of 5
minutes averaging
wind speed
measured by
SQUSY-VHF-Radar
[m/s]

50000

0,19

1,35

3,47

10000

0,57

3,31

6,06

16000

0,19

4,08

4,22

Height
level
[in]

The result of the statistics of the comparison of the wind profiler
data and the data of collocated rawinsondes indicate a good agreement
as well for the wind speed and as for the direction. The differences
are statistically not significant when the relatively large standard
deviation are considered.'
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A UHF Wind ProrIler with RASS for the Boundary Layer:
System description and preliminary results
H. Steinhagen, A.Christoph, W. Christoph, U. Gorsdorf, J. Lippmann, J. Neisser, Deutscher Wetterdienst,
Meteorologisches Observatorium Lindenberg, Germany
J. W. Neuschaefer; K.R. Peterman, G. Pratt, C. Schneider, Radian Corporation, Boulder, USA.
1. Introduction
The measurement of vertical windprofiles by the use of pulsed Doppler radars (wind profilers) is well
established for meteorological research as well as for operational applications in the field of meteorology
(Rottger and Larsen, 1990; Gage, 1990). The three main types of wind profilers operate typically at
frequencies in the region of 50, 400 and 1000 MHz. Depending on these operating frequencies the wind
profilers can measure the wind in different stories of the atmosphere. With the 50 MHz wind profiler it is
possible to measure from 2 to 30 km. The 400 MHz wind profilers can acquire data from 500 meter to 16
km (Martner et. al. 1992). But these wind profilers do not allow to measure wind data in the first 2000 m
of the atmosphere with the necessary height resolution of:50 to 100 m. The mesoscale forecasting models
as one of the most important user of the new data sources require however height resoluted data, especially
at the lowest 2000 m, since one-third of the model layers typically are located below 2500 m. Therefore the
boun~ary layer wind profilers play an important part in cthe meteorological research as well as in the
operational use of corresponding wind data.
The solution of the frequency allocation problem is a chief'prerequisite for using wind profilers owing to
the dense occupancy of the frequency bands especially in Europe. For the boundary layer wind profilers
there exists not one homogeneous solution all over the world. In the USA the boundary layer wind profilers
operate at a frequency of 915 MHz (Ecklund et al. 1988, 1990). In France a frequency of 961 MHz
is used (petitdidier et al. 1990). In German as well as in other european countries it was not possible to
obtain a frequency allocation for one of these frequencies. After profound investigations the most european
countries have decided,that boundary layer wind profilers ought to work at 1290 MHz. On the basis of this
decision the German Weather Service began its research program by means of a boundary layer wind
profiler at the Meteorological Observatory Lindenberg. The purpose of this research program is the longterm and profound preparation to use remote sensing methods in the field of the operational meteorology.
In this paper it is described the new wind profiler at 1290 MHz and initial results. One importent question
is, whether the higher operating frequency is suitable likewise for the acquisition of boundary layer wind
data. Beyond it the research program of the Meteorological Observatory Lindenberg required some special
features of the wind profiler.
2. Special features of the wind profiler
The main points of the first phase of the research program are:
1. The determination of the accuracy and the reliability of the wind data.
2. The estimation of meteorological and other influences of the wind data and their correction
3. The estimation of the real measuring limits (for example height coverage) depending on the meteorological. conditions, which predominate in Middle Europe.
These main points lead to requirements oian universal and flexible boundary layer wind profiler, which go
beyond an operational system. With such an extended system the possibility is given to optimize the
prototype of an operational wind profiler, which will be used in the future for wind profiler networks.
These requirements are:
.
1. The complement of the boundary layer wind profiler with a Radio-Acoustic Sounding System (RASS)
to measure also the temperature profile,
.
2. The arrangement of the wind profiler antenna and the acoustical source on a turntable to optimize the
RASS,
3. The acquisition of the meteorological surface measurements near the profiler,
4. An extensive 'and well planned quality control and data evaluation,
5. The flexible variation of the system parameters.
The position of this wind profiler at the site of the Meteorological Observatory Lindenberg was decisive,
because being an operational rawinsonde station with four ascends per day. By it the possibility is given to
compare the different measurements over a long period during different meteorological conditions.

- 356 The wind profiler with RASS was developed by the Radian Corporation on the basis of the requirements of
the German Weather Service.For it a lot of research results of, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration and the National Center of Atmospheric Research and also Sonoma Technology was used.
The turntable, the turntable control and the surface measurements were the design of the German Weather
Service.

3. System description
3.1 Block diagram
A block diagram of the boundary layer wind profiler is shown in Fig. 1 The antenna of the profiler and the
acoustical source of RASS are erected on a turntable being controlled by the turntable processor. The
transmit/receive unit convert the 1290 MHz transmitted and received signal to an intermediate frequency of
60 MHz. In this way the transmission cable losses on the 60 ID cables between the antenna and the
shelter containing the radar processor and the transmit/receive interface can be kept small. The transmit/receive interface is controlled by the radar processor, which also makes available the signals for the
acoustical source by an acoustical amplifier. The radar processor calculates the spectral, moment, wind and
temperature data. The wind and temperature data are transmitted by an optical cable with a length of800m
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Fig. 1: Block diagmm of the 1290 MHz Boundary Layer Wind Proftler

to the gateway processor, which performs the quality control, the data presentation and output.
The sensors of the meteorological surface measurements are situated near the profiler and connected with
a datalogger. The surface data are transmitted from the datalogger to the turntable processor and from here
to the radar processor. There the wind and temperature profiles measured by the profiler are complemented
by the corresponding surface measurement.

3.2 Wind profiIer .
The wind profiler LAP-3000a can operate unattended and provide continous real-time atmospheric wind data
with different vertical resolution of 50, lOp, 200 or 400 m, reliably to 3 km. The microstrip antenna of the
wind profiler consists of nine panels, each with 36 antenna "patches" (EckIund et al. 1988). The microstrip
antenna pointing direction is controlled by phase into five beam directions, one vertical and four 15,5 0
oblique beams. The size of the whole microstrip antenna is 2,7 m x 2,7 m (Effective antenna area: 6,8 m~.
Around the antenna a clutter fence is arranged to minimize the sidelobe level of the antenna radiation.
The backscatter signals are received by the transmit/receive unit and interface to the radar processor. The
operator can select on the radar processor all the different parameters of the data processing. The most

(

- 357 important are the height resolution (50, 100, 200, 400), the number of range gates (maximum 40), the interpulse period(minimum 20 p.s), the number of coherent and spectral averages, the number of points of the
Fast Fourier Transform (maximum 2048), the,number of pulse code cells (0 - 16) and the beam sequence.
The calculation of the wind data is carried out based on the consensus average algorithm (Brewster, 1989),
which is very useful by the processing of disturbed data. This algorithm allows to select· the size of a
window including the further processed data and also a percentage set of data which must fall in this
window. With all these possibilities the operator can optimize the wind profiler for different applications.

3.3 RASS
May et al. (1990) showed, that the use of a RASS in combination with a wind profiler is very favourable.
To measure simultaneously the vertical velocity and the speed of sound the radar processor has the
possibility to realize the power spectral analysis with 2048 complex time series points and a Nyquist velocity
of about 350 m/so In this way, both the clear-air signal near zero velocity and the RASS signal near the
speed of sound (330 m/s) can be measured during the same time. Therefore the RASS temperature
measurement can be corrected for the influence of vertical wind. For a good RASS measurement it is
crucial, that the wavelength of the acoustical signal is matched to half of the wind profiler wavelength
(Bragg condition) and that the backscattered signal is focused onto the wind profiler antenna (May et al.
1988). For the first requirement a frequency modulated continuous wave (FM.,CW) as a linear sweep or as
a pseudo random signal is generated. Since the wind leads to a drift of the acoustical wave the backscattered
spot must be focused onto wind profiler antenna depending on the wind speed and direction. For it the
profiler antenna and the acoustical sources are arranged on the turntable. In this way the RASS can be
optimize by rotation of the turntable corresponding to the wind direction and by moving the acoustical
source on the turntable corresponding to the wind speed.

3.4 Data evaluation by the user
The user can carry out the evaluation of wind and temperature data with the so called gateway processor
located 800 meters away from the radar'processor. The gateway processor can perform four separate tasks.
1. Remote control of the wind profiler. This includes turning the profiler on and off, checking the status
of the profiler, changing-the parameters using the profiler and retrieving wind and temperature data.
2. Converting wind and temperature data into a user-friendly format written in daily and hourly files for
each sampling parameter set with unique filenames.
3. Creating of screen and paper displays of the horizoritaLand vertical wind components, temperature and
also refractive index structure constant Cn2 • This allows the user the fast 'access to the data and also the
editing of the data files. Wind speed and direction are displayed in time-height cross-section using the
standard wind barb convention or color conto~trs; Vertical profiles of virtual temperature data are
displayed in line profiles or color contours.
4. The Quality Control algorithms developed by Weber and Wuertz (1989) check the data consistency in a
time-height-window py, comparison of each datum wlthhis.neighbouring data in the time and height
scales. If the differences between one data pointand his neighbouring points is greater than a definable
value this point is recognize as suspect. Depending on the difference each data point is flagged up
operationally with one of thr.ee identities: valid, suspect or invalid.

4. Preliminary results
The wind profiler was put into operation on 07/10/93.~Since then the normal operating procedure is
determining by incoherent averages of the wind for 50 min periods at each of four azimuth beams separated
by 90°, and the vertical beam, and of the temperature for the remaining 10 min. of each hour at the vertical
beam. The first results ought to presented by measurements of the 15/11/93.
During the meaSuring period a Iow pressure area extending to high levels moved over North Germany from
west" to east connected with a large precipitation area. The centre of the cyclone passed the measurement site
during the morning of the 15/11/93 as it can be seen on of wind shift of 180° in Fig. 2. On the backside
of the Iow pressure area colder and more dry air streamed from Scandinavian to Germany demonstrated
with the hourly temperature profiles in Fig. 3. The high time resolution allows a detailed analysis of such
mesoscale processes.
The comparison of the profiler measurements with the operational rawinsonding shows a good agreement
by the wind data as well as the temperature data (Fig. 4). The differences are lower than 2 m/s (wind
speed), 10° (wind direction), and 1,1 °C (virtual temperature) respectivly. This differences can be explained
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with the accuracy and with the different averaging time of the both measuring systems.

5. Conclusion
It was described the components and the properties of a boundary layer wind profiler at 1290 MHz with
RASS in an operational application of the German Weather Service. This wind profiler installed at the
Meteorological Observatory Lindenberg provides wind and temperature measurements in the first few
kilometers of the atmosphere with a minimal height resolution of 50 meters and a time resolution of about
1 to 60 minutes. The properties and capabilities of the system are demonstrated by some first wind and
temperature measurements. The comparison with rawinsonde masurements shows a good agreement.
In the future it is planned to compare operationally the wind profiler data with other data (rawinsonde,
tethersonde, SODAR), to test the different measuring possibilities of the profiler, to optimize the system for
the use in Middle Europe and to find an optimal system configuration for futher operational applications.
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INTRODUCTION

The Joint Acoustic Propagation Experiment (JAPE-91) was conducted at White Sands Missile Range,
New Mexico during July 11-28 and August 19-29 of 1991. Two Doppler sodars, a 924 MHz wind
profiler, and a Radio Acoustic Sounding System (RASS) were deployed by the U.S. Army Research
Laboratory to collect boundary layer wind and temperature data in support of the experiment. Upper-air
wind, temperature, and humidity data were also collected by periodically released rawinsondes.
This information was later analyzed to evaluate the capabilities of the four remote sensors. Wind
data from the UHF profiler and temperature data collected by the RASS were statistically compared with
concurrent rawinsonde measurements. Similarly, simultaneous measurements from the two sodars were
compared with each other and with concurrent wind profiler data. The percent of the time that data
were successfully measured at each sampling height was also calculated to determine the functional
vertical range of each remote sensor.

INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION

The sodars transmit one vertical and two tilted acoustic beams. Changes in the acoustic refractive
index caused by temperature fluctuations scatter some of the transmitted energy back to the antennas.
Doppler shifts in these backscattered signals are used to derive the wind velocities along the three beam
paths. Horizontal wind speeds and directions are then computed from the radial velocities. The sodars
are used to measure winds between 50 m and 750 m above the surface.
Both sodars were manufactured by REMTECH, Inc. The older AO model uses a trailer-mounted array
of three acoustic antennas, two of which are tilted 18° from the vertical, and the newer PA2 uses a
single phased array antenna with three electronically steered beams, two of which are directed 30° from
the vertical and 90° from each other. Frequency coded transmissions are propagated at frequencies
centered at 1600 Hz with an acoustic power of 60 W by the AO and at 2100 Hz with an acoustic power
of 140 W by the PA2.
The wind profiler transmits three 924 MHz beams, one vertical and two tilted 15° from vertical, from
3 antennas. Doppler shifts in the backscattered signals are used to derive the wind velocities along the
beam paths. One-hour averaged horizontal wind data was computed from the radial velocities using a
random sample consensus technique. The maximum measurement height is a function of the intensity
of the backscattering and the vertical resolution of the wind data, but is usually between 2 and 4 km.
Peak pulse power is 500 W.
The vertical radar antenna is also used to track 2000 Hz acoustic beams transmitted by the
conjunctive RASS. Doppler shifts in the backscattered energy determine the speed of the acoustic signal
which is proportional to the virtual temperature of the medium. Maximum measurement height is about

- 362-1 km. Both the wind profiler and the RASS were developed by the NOAA Wave Propagation Laboratory.
Different radiosonde systems wp,re deployed for the July and August phases of JAPE-91. In July,
a system manufactured by Atmospheric Instrument Research, Inc. (AIR) was used, consisting of a
1680 MHz sonde tracked by an automatic radio theodolite using a phase array antenna. Height,
temperature, humidity, and balloon-to-ground azimuth and elevation angles were recorded for every 4-5
seconds of flight. In August, a Omega Navaid system using equipment manufactured by Vaisala Oy was
substituted to collect data at greater heights. Vaisala RS-80 radiosondes tracked by a Vaisala Digicora
ground station provided measurements for every 10 seconds of flight.

DATA COLLECTION

JAPE-91 was conducted in the extreme southeast corner of White Sands Missile Range in south
central New Mexico, USA. This is an arid region situated in a broad basin between two mountain
ranges. The nearest significant feature is the 300-m high Jarilla Mountains which are approximately
4 km to the east. The test area slopes from an elevation of 1275 m to 1254 m above sea level from
south to north.

(

The AO sodar, the wind profiler and RASS, and the radiosonde station were located at the same site.
The PA2 sodar was situated approximately 4.5 km to the south next to a 40-m hill. Other than the hill,
there were no significant terrain features in the vicinity of the two locations.
Fifteen-minute averaged wind data were collected by the two sodars every 50 m above the surface
between July 21-29. PA2 data were collected at 15 heights between 50 m and 750 m; Concurrent
AO winds were measured at 15 levels between 50 m and 750 m from 0245 on July 21 to 211 5 on
July 27 GMT and at 12 levels between 50 m and 600 m the rest of the time.
Two sets of 1-hour averaged UHF wind profiler data were collected. Winds with a vertical resolution
of 101 m were measured at 25 levels between 167 and 2601 m, and 203-m resolution winds were
measured at 24 levels between 246 and 4911 m. The profiler was turned off during several testing
periods to avoid interfering with other instrumentation. A total of 84 hours of data were collected in
July.
Five-minute averaged virtual temperatures were collected hourly by the RASS between 127 m and
1283 m above the ground at 12 equally spaced heights. Forty-five hours of data were collected in July,
and 144 hours were collected in August.

(
Thirty-three AIR radiosondes were flown during July and tracked to 5 km above the surface. Seven
Vaisala sondes, tracked to 15-20 km, were released during August.

DATA COMPARISONS

UHF Wind Profiler

In most cases, the wind profiler does not successfully collect data at all of its programmed altitudes.
The strength of the returned signal is a function of the intensity of the turbulent scattering in the region
being probed and is often too weak to be interpreted. Lower resolution winds are measured with greater
success since longer pulse lengths and more energy is transmitted. The profiler height range, therefore,
is dependent on both the state of the atmosphere and the resolution of the measurement. The percent
of the time that 1-hour wind profiler measurements were successfully collected in July were computed
for each interrogation height and plotted in Figure 1. At 2 km, for example, 101-m and 203-m resolution
winds were collected about 55% and 90% of the time, respectively.
To investigate the accuracy of these measurements, low-resolution (203-m) wind profiler data
collected in July was statistically compared with data from 20 rawinsonde soundings that were launched
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Figure 2. Rms wind speed differences (solid line)
and vector wind differences (dashed line) of
concurrent UHF wind profiler and rawinsonde
data.

Figure 1. Percent of the time that horizontal
wind data were successfully collected by the
UHF wind profiler at 101-m (solid line) and 203m (dashed line) resolutions.

within 30 minutes of one of the profiler interrogation times. The rawinsonde winds were calculated for
200-m layers and interpolated to the profiler heights so that both data sets had approximately the same
vertical scale. There is still a rather large temporal difference, however, since the profiler winds are
averaged over 1 hour and the rawinsonde winds were computed for approximately 40 seconds of flight.
In addition, the balloon drifts away from the site as it rises. Nevertheless, the agreement between the
rawinsondes and profiler was fairly good as shown in Figure 2 where the rms wind speed and vector
wind differences are plotted versus height. The latter were calculated by taking the square root of the
sum of the mean square differences in the east-west and north-south component winds and are,
therefore, a function of the differences in both wind speed and direction. Most of the rms vector
differences were close to 2.5 m S·l. This is not much larger than the 1.5-2.0 m S·1 vector differences
that were found between the same radiosonde system and a reference high-precision radar during a
radiosonde intercomparison experiment (Olsen et al., 1991). These statistics also compare favorably
with the results of a study by Weber and Wuertz (1990) in which the standard deviation of the
differences in the east-west and north-south wind velocities measured by a wind profiler and
rawinsondes were found to be about 2.5 m 5. 1 •

Sodars

Since the strength of the backscattered sodar signal is largely a function of the intensity and scale
of the temperature fluctuations in the region being probed, the sodar height ranges vary greatly with
atmospheric conditions. Using 15-minute averaged wind data collected by the AO and PA2 sodars
between July 21-29, the success rate of data collection was computed as a function of altitude and is
shown in Figure 3. The PA2, as expected, had a greater range. At 600 m, for example, the AO and
PA2 sodars obtained a measurement approximately 40% and 85% of the time, respectively.
Using this same data set, the comparability of the two sensors was studied by calculating statistics
of the differences between their simultaneous measurements. The number of concurrent data points
ranged from 616 at 100 m to 300 at 600 m. The rms wind speed and vector wind differences, plotted
in Figure 4, were close to 2 and 3 m S·1, respectively, at all altitudes. Means and standard deviations
of the differences in wind speed and direction were also calculated for comparison with the results of
an earlier analysis of 20-minute averaged wind data collected by two collocated AO sodars
(Chintawongvanich et al., 1989). The standard deviations of the differences were 1.7-1.8 m 5. 1 and
41-54° at JAPE-91 and 1.1-1.4 m S·l and 22-32° in the earlier study. Mean differences were about a
tenth as large. The poorer JAPE-91 statistics may be partially due to the 4.5 km separation of the two
sodars.
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Table 1. Sodar-UHF Profiler Rms Differences

AlT
(m)

268
369
471

WIND SPEED
AO-UHF
PA2-UHF
(m S·l)

1.5
1.5
1.4

2.0
2.0
1.9

VECTOR WIND
AO-UHF
PA2-UHF
(m S·l)

1.9
1.9
1.7

2.5
2.5
2.5

NPTS

25
15
13

Both sodars were similarly compared with concurrent wind profiler measurements. The sodar data
were first averaged over 1-hour periods and vertically interpolated to the profiler heights. Statistics of
the differences between simultaneous 1-hour sodar and profiler data were then calculated using only
those periods when data were available from all three sensors. The rms wind speed and vector wind
differences are shown in Table 1. The AO sodar, which was at the same site as the wind profiler, was
found to be in better agreement with the profiler than the more distant PA2.

Radio Acoustic Sounding System (RASS)

The height range of the RASS, which consists of a sodar and a radar, also varies with atmospheric
conditions. The data collection success rate, calculated with measurements from both the July and
August phase of JAPE-91, is shown in Figure 5. Almost no data were obtained above 652 m.
Measurements up to this level were statistically compared with virtual temperatures computed from 22
radiosonde soundings which were released within 30 minutes of one of the RASS interrogation times.
Means, standard deviations, and root-mean-squares of the differences are printed in Table 2. The rms
differences of .7-.9 °C are comparable with those found by May et al. (1989).

(

- 365 Table 2. RASS-Radiosonde Differences in
Virtual Temperature
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548
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MEAN

.0
.3
.6
.5
.4
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RMS
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.7
.7
.7
.6
.7

.7
.8
.9
.8
.8
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Figure 5. Percent of the time that temperature
data were successfully collected by the RASS.

CONCLUSIONS

Statistical agreement between the radiosonde data and the wind profiler and RASS measurements
collected at JAPE-91 was comparable with the results of other similar studies. The rms temperature and
vector wind differences between concurrent measurements were approximately .8 °C and 2.5 m S-1,
respectively. Standard deviations of the differences in the sodar wind speeds and directions were
somewhat greater than those that were found between two collocated sodars in a previous study,
however. This may be partially due to the 4.5 km separation of the two sensors. The sodar rms vector
wind differences were about 3 m S-1.
Data were successfully collected at least 50% of the time at all heights below 600 m by the AO
sodar, below 652 m by the RASS, and below 2.3 and 4.3 km by the UHF wind profiler at 101-m and
203-m vertical resolutions, respectively. More than 85% of the PA2 data were collected at all altitudes
up to 600 m.
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REPLACING BALLOON-BORNE METEOROLOGICAL SYSTEMS
Robert E. McPeek 1 and Mary Ann Seagraves
U.S. Army Research Laboratory
White Sands Missile Range, NM, USA
1.

INTRODUCTION

Marksmen through the ages have known that they have to account for "windage"
to hit their targets.
However today's artillerymen know that they need more
information about the atmosphere than just windage to accurately fire their
cannons.
The range of artillery fires has steadily increased during the last 50
years, with current estimates that the range of cannon artillery will exceed 40 km
in the near future.
Deep attack weapons are being planned that will be launched
into the enemy's territory, called the target area, as deep as 500 km.
Wind,
particularly at the projectile apogee, is the major meteorological (met) factor in
artillery aiming accuracy.
Temperature, pressure and humidity also affect the
ability to hit the target. vertical profiles of met data to apogee are required
to adjust the direction of fire so that the target will be hit. Current requirements are for vertical spacing of data points, or resolution, that varies from 500
m near the ground to 2 km at 20 km altitude.
To collect the needed met data profiles the artillery has developed several
systems over the last 50 years that are based on instruments measuring met profile
data carried aloft by helium-filled balloons.
These instruments, called
radiosondes, collect the met data and radio it to the ground as they ascend.
Typically, over 2 hr are needed for an instrument to ascend to the required 20 km
altitude, with a new balloon being launched, on average, about every 4 hr.
The
Army Materiel Systems Analysis Activity has conducted studies that correlate the
artillery aiming accuracy in terms of miss distance from the target to the time
between when the met data was taken and when it was used. These studies have shown
that, in general, the miss distance of an artillery shell increases exponentially
as the met data get older.
A potential solution to this met data timeliness problem that holds great
promise is a data-merging concept that combines data from state-of-the-art sensors
based on the ground and on meteorological satellites.
This solution takes
advantage of the real-time capability of the ground-based sensors to measure met
profile data, while the extended areal coverage of the met satellite provides met
data profiles deep into the target area. This concept is being implemented in the
Army's Mobile Profiler System (MPS), which is planned to be a product improvement
to the AN TMQ-41 Met Measuring Set.
The U. S. Army Research Lab Battlef ield Environment Directorate at White Sands
Missile Range, NM, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
Environment Technology Laboratory in Boulder, CO, are developing the MPS as
illustrated in figure 1. The MPS is designed to satisfy Army target area met data
requirements for vertical met profiles to an altitude of 30 km across a front 100
km wide and out a distance of 500 km. Profiles will be spaced approximately 40 km
apart over a complete satellite swath, about 1800 km wide.
The Army Program
Executive Office for Intelligence and Electronic Warfare through the Program
Manager for Electronic Warfare/Reconnaissance Surveillance and Target Acquisition
(PM EW/RSTA) is sponsoring the MPS development as a product improvement to the
balloon-based systems now in use.
2.
2.1

METHODS

MPS Sensors

The MPS uses satellite-borne and ground-based state-of-the-art remote sensors
as shown in figure 2 to derive the required met profiles.
The satellite-borne
sensors include infrared and microwave sounders flown on the NOAA TIROS and Defense
Meteorological Satellite Program polar-orbiting met satellites. Not to be confused
with the more familiar satellite imagery, these sensors measure radiometric data
in many channels of the visible, infrared and microwave bands of the electromagnetic spectrum. The data are converted using radiative transfer inversion algorithms
to wind, temperature, pressure and humidity data for the region from approximately
3 to 30 km altitude. Data are measured at 400 meters vertical resolution.
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The MPS uses a variety of state-of-the-art sensors.

- 369 The ground-based sensors are organized around a 924 Mhz phased-array windprofiling radar that measures winds to approximately 6 km altitude.
Winds are
measured every 100 m vertically.
Temperatures are profiled at 100 meters
resolution from the surface to 1 km altitude using a Radio Acoustic Sounding System
(RASS) and from 1 km to 6 km every 400 m using a 4-channel passive microwave
temperature profiler. Pressure is also profiled using this sensor from the surface
to 6 km or more at the same resolution as temperature.
Humidity profiles are
provided with a 2-channel water vapor radiometer.
Surface wind, temperature,
pressure and humidity are measured using standard surface met sensors. Also, the
MPS uses an on-board Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver to provide highly
accurate position location information.
2.2 Data Merging Algorithm
The concept of merging satellite and ground-based sensor sounding data to
produce combined atmospheric profiles is at the heart of the MPS.
Ground-based
sensors provide atmospheric profiles every 2.5 minutes to 6 km altitude. However,
they are limited in areal coverage (i.e., point measurements) and altitude range.
On the other hand, satellite sounder instruments in both the infrared and microwave
frequencies provide profiles with wide areal coverage (the full 1800 km swath
width) from about 3 km to 30 km altitude.
The atmospheric profiles are of low
temporal resolution (a pass approximately every 3 hr) and lose required accuracy
below 3 km.
The MPS merged satellite and ground-based sensors sounding concept 2
provides integrated atmospheric profiles by synergistically combining the best
capabilities of each system while avoiding their negative consequences. The
resulting combined atmospheric profiles, as shown in figure 3, are of high
resolution and accuracy, extend from the surface to an altitude of 30 km or more,
and can be derived over the full width of a satellite pass.
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2.3 ComputersjNowcast Met Model
The MPS is built on Army Command and Control System (ACCS) Common Hardware
and Software (CHS) computer equipment. Two Hewlett Packard 700 series workstations
(a primary and a backup) along with a single 80486-based PC are used in the system.
All functions, including sensor operation, integration and control, data base
management, product generation and display, and external communications are handled

- 370 by the computers. The workstations are used to derive wind, temperature, pressure
and humidity data from satellite data. Also, they are used to run a regional-size
area nowcast model that is used to adjust the upper level (3 km and above) met
fields between satellite passes. In this way 3-dimensional profile fields are made
for the entire target area every 15 minutes.
3. DISCUSSION
The feasibility of the MPS has been established by continuously operating the
system in a laboratory mode since February 1993. While the MPS is operating fulltime, the sensor integration and control program has been the subject of on-going
software modifications and upgrades to make it computer hardware independent. The
MPS has under-gone shake-down testing in the Los Angeles, CA, basin as part of a
South Coast Air Quality Management District air quality study. An example of wind
data collected during this period may be seen in figure 4, where the wind direction
is indicated by the direction of the shaft of the wind barb and speed is shown by
the indicators attached to the shaft, the longer lines indicating 10 m/s each and
the shorter ones 5 m/s of wind speed.
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MPS wind data

The MPS will undergo additional testing at White Sands Missile Range, NM, to
collect data for determining reliability, availability, and maintainability
baseline metrics. A formal technical demonstration is scheduled for April 1994.
The technical demonstration will be fully documented, along with the complete
system hardware and software specifications. These documents will be transitioned
to the PM EW/RSTA by the end of FY94.
The MPS provides real-time vertical and 3-dimensional met profiles to satisfy
deep attack target area meteorology applications.
It uses state-of-the-art
satellite and ground-based sensors to profile the target area atmosphere from the
surface to 30 km across a 100 km front out to a distance of 500 km to provide data
needed to successfully execute the Army's cannon artillery and deep attack
missions. A data merging algorithm that uses all available data is at the heart
of the system.
The use of ACCS CHS and a computer nowcast model rounds out the
formidable capabilities of the MPS. The fielding of the MPS will solve many of the
data timeliness problems of the balloon-based systems, while reducing the total

- 371 amount of equipment needed to make vertical profile measurements on the battlefield.
In addition to the artillery applications, the MPS is an ideal platform for
monitoring the atmosphere for air quality regulatory compliance and emergency
pollution episodes.
With the addition of appropriate particulate and gaseous
pollution sensors the MPS role can be expanded to include both civilian and
military environmental cleanup and pollution monitoring functions.
The MPS can
also provide essential met data for war-time use of chemical agents and support to
aviation units.
Real-time met vert~cal profile data is needed by both the Army and civilian
communities. The MPS is being developed to satisfy these many needs well beyond
the turn of the century.
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The Operation of the DWD Weather-Radar-Network
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1.0 Introduction
Weatherradars are employed in DWD since several tens of years. During the continuous evolution
some major steps can be marked. The first generation of Weatherradars was completely analog.
The antenna could be positioned by hand or be put into continuous azimuthal revolution. The
display was an analog RHI, PPI and A-Scope. The development of fast digital circuits lead in the
70es to the 2nd generation of Weatherradars: the analog signals from the receiver are digitized and
processed by computers. These computers also control the antenna and submit the radarproducts
to lots of users at any distance from the radar. A computer-controlled automatic radar is
prerequisite for the 3rd generation of weatherradar: the Weather-Radar-Network. In a well shaped·
network the distance between the radars is so small, Le. the coverage is so good, that the products
can be computed independent from the radar-sites.
At present the stage of the DWD-Weather-Radar-Network is between the 2nd and 3rd generation.
It consists of 5 operational systems (intensity only) and one research-system. Until spring of 1995
five more systems (with doppler) will be installed. The final number will be about 15. The
locations are given in Figure 1. The systems on site produce 2D and 3D products witch are
distributed to the users. At the DWD-center a 2D Composite is created and spread.

2.0 Recommendations and system-design
The recommendations for the Weather-Radar-Network are derivable from requirements from the
users. At the moment the users can be divided into two groups: forecasting personnel and
hydrologists. The first group is interested to get a 3D radar-picture with a high resolution in space
and time. The hydrologists need the precipitation at the ground over the whole area with a
maximum accuracy. All users ask for a continuous availability, homogeneity and optimum
cluttersuppression.
The use of radar-data as input for numerical models is in Germany still under development.
A sufficient coverage is achieved by installing enough systems and by choosing optimum sites for
the radars. This should also take into account the fade-out of the radar-beam by obstacles and the
raise of the radar-beam with distance due to earth-curvature. Here should be noted, that a radarbeam with .5-degree elevation points at a height of approx. 1.5 km. So the siting of the radars is
important especially for hydrological use of the data.

The other recommendations lead to radar systems as shown systematically in figure 2. The
computer-controlled C-Band radar consists mainly of the analog parts transmitter/receiver and
Servo and the digital part signal-processor and radar-computer. To get a considerable time
resolution the antenna is able to run at up to 6 rpm and the signal-processor can compute up to
2048 data per pulse (at 1200 Hz PRF). The systems runs automatically a 3D cycle every 15
minutes, i.e. data are taken with a range of 230.km at 19 elevation angles, and a 2D cycle every
5 minutes at the lowest possible elevation angle with a range of 100 km. On the way of dataprocessing between raw input data and user,.disseminated-products the amount of data is
continuously reduced, while keeping nearly all meteorological information for the special user.
Clutter suppression is done in different ways. All systems use cluttermaps, Le. at a weather-free
situation all elements with non-zero signal are marked in the data-volume. All these elements are
disregarded at future computations. The new doppler-systems allow for clutter cancelation by
filtering, Le. elements with velocities near zero are disregarded. With the new signal-processor
RVP-6 additionally a statistical clutterfilter can be employed. It removes all targets with a
spectrum typical for clutter targets.
Homogeneity is very important for a network. In DWD this is achieved by running mostly
identical systems and calibrate them in the same way. So the existing systems are upgraded with (
the same signal-processor and data processing as the new systems (as far as it is possible with
intensity-only radars). In a network the homogeneity must be combined with an optimum accuracy.
To reach the goal of an overall absolute accuracy of about 1 Db a combined service/calibration and
monitoring system was introduced.

3.0 Maintenance and Monitoring
The technical staff for the weatherradar-service is situated at 5 locations in Germany to minimize
traveltime, -expenses and stoppage of a system in case of failure. The coordination is at the
operational center in Hamburg. At this point it should be noted that a great part of the radarsystem-functionalism resides in the built-in computers. Therefore, radar engineers and computerspecialists work close together in the project. Without a strong teamwork it is impossible to keep
a modern radar system at work.
There are several tools used to keep the systems in an optimal operational state.
3.1. Built-In-Test-Equipment (BITE)
At all important parts of the systems there are sensors which measure analog values or the status
of components. These messages are collected by a small computer. It's reaction is twice: first, it
checks wether there is danger for the hole or part of the system. In this case the endangered parts
are shut down. Second, a message is send to the host-computer. So the service-staff gets soon
knowledge on system-problems.
3.2. On-Line Calibration
In the past the drift of the analog parts of transmitter and receiver could only be taken into account
by monthly checks and recalibration. The new systems have a built-in calibrated (better than .5
Db) test-signal-generator (TSG), whose output is feed into the receiver-system automatically by the
software of the radarcomputer. The results are used to compute new calibration-constants. Because
the drift of the TSG is much smaller than that of the very sensitive receiver system this procedure
prevents from drifts in the receiversystem.

(

- 375 3.3. On-Site-Systemcheck and Repair
All systems are checked on-site at fixed time intervals by specially trained personnel. This is
necessary though the systems are running automatically. Experience shows that the reliability of
the radars is continuously improved so that the checking-intervals can be enlarged. Nevertheless,
the systems should be checked and recalibrated if necessary at least every two weeks. Another
aspect is the training-on-job of the staff. Especially when components fail the technicians need
experience with the system. This can only be achieved when they work regularly with the system.
We also got to know that every system tends to develop it's own life, Le. it differs in some kinds
from the other systems in it's behavior. Even if a lot of account is put on homogeneity this is a
matter of fact. This has also a consequence for the participation of companies in the overhaul of
the systems. In Germany the manufacturer is included in the repair of the systems at the weekend
and in complicated situations. To make this possible over a longer time the company must be
informed about any change of the system. For this reason it is connected to the Weather-RadarWide-Area-Network (WAN), so information can be easily send to everyone.
3.4. Monitoring / Operational Center
To achieve and keep a homogeneous network it is necessary to create one operational center. The
center for the DWD is situated in Hamburg. It is responsible for:
- daily monitoring of all systems via remote access (Datex-P)
- keep the education of the whole DWD-technical-personnel at a high level
- help the local technicians with problems
- keep the systems at an actual state (see also 3.5)
At the operational center radar- and computerengineers work very close together. An optimum
performance is only achievable if the radar is regarded as a system and not as a summary of
components. A lot of attention has to be put on the well "co-operation" of the components.
3.5. Upgrading of the Systems
Experience has shown that it becomes very expensive to keep systems, especially data-processing
systems, on a fixed release. The older the systems the more the firms increase their prices for
spares and support. So it is absolutely necessary to keep all components at an efficient actual state.
At the moment DWD is introducing a new type of weatherradar, please contact the author for
more information.

4.0 Future Developments
The past has shown that the recommendations from the users changed significantly with their
knowledge of the system. Up to now only DWD-forecasting-personnel and -hydrologists use the
data operational. The next years will bring at least two steps: first, it must be assumed, that the
radar products will become more popular and will be made available to more direct users. Second,
the hydrological users will become more in the same way as the on-line calibration with groundstations is improved. Research in the field of weatherradar is very active. New methods and
algorithms will be available for operational use. They must be implemented into the systems as
soon as they are fully tested. With respect to the european-radar-composite maintenance policies
of the associated countries should be harmonized.
A modern weather-radar-system is very dynamic and of great value for meteorology and hydrology
if it is kept on an actual state.
Reference:
Clift, G.A. 1985: Use of Radar in Meteorology; WMO Technical Note No. 181, 90p.
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Figure 1: Locations of waetherradarsystems: solid - existing, dashed - until spring 1995, open planned. The circles mark 100 km distance from the site.
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Figure 2: Data-flow in the DWD-Weather-Radar-Network. Supply of users is presented in the
lower left. Monitoring equipment is shown at lower right.
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DEVELOPMENT OF NEW SYSTEM FOR DETERMINING CENTER OF
TYPHOON USING WEATHER RADAR DATA IN JMA
Tatsuo Yokoyama and Kota Nakai
Observations Department, Japan Meteorological Agency
1-3-4, Otemachi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, 100 Japan

1. Introduction

Weather radar observation is indispensable for accurate
detection of the location and the strength of a typhoon, which
leads to improvement in the accuracy of typhoon forecasts and
warnings. At the Meteorological Agency (JMA), the center and the
moving direction and speed of a typhoon and developing/decaying
process of radar echoes are determined on the PPI scope manually
by an expert and the information is reported to neigh boring
countries with the code form of FM-20 RADOB through the GTS. The
accuracy of the center of a typhoon depends on the experience of
each expert.
The JMA has been operating the Rac}ar Echo Digitizing and
Disseminating System (REDIS) since 1983. the REDIS is similar to
the DVIP (Digital Video In te grator and Processor). The digitized
data obtained from the REDIS are shown on the color display.
The new system using the personal computer (PC) for determining the center of a typhoon from the REDIS imagery has been
developed in the JMA. Fig. 1 shows the radar system of the JMA.
This system reduces operation time and burden on experts determining the center of a typhoon.

RADAR

REDIS

00 •••

Fig.l

Rc,1.dar system of the JMA

PC

- 3802. Algorithm for determining the center of a typhoon using the PC
2.1 Radar data used for determining the center of a typhoon
Reflectivity data, which are divided into six levels with 15
dBZ interval and are indicated on the color display, are used for
determining the center of a typhoon. An example of displayed
image is shown in Fig.2. The area of this image indication is
500km squared and the image is constituted from 2.5km squared
grid data. The image is renewed every seven minutes.
2.2 Algorithm for determining the center of a typhoon
Radar echoes with a typhoon and a tropical cyclone vary according to their scale, stage of development, features of structure, topographical influence, etc. In case of a typical typhoon,
precipitation echoes observed by weather radar are called, from
outer of place, "precursor band", "outer band", "inner band" and
"eye wall". In case of a decayin g typhoon, the eye wall may not
be observed clearly.

(

The center of a typhoon analyzed from radar data is usually
the geometrical center of empty area surrounded with the eye wall
echo or the inner band echo.
(1) Approximation to a logarithmic spiral
Inner bands are divided into two kinds, "spiral band" on the
echo near the center and "rain shield" on the echo apart from the
center. A typhoon has many band echoes from the eye wall to outer
bands, which look like logarithmic spirals whose cross angles are
ten degrees to twenty degrees. Therefore, the name of spiral band
is generally used for expressing band echoes outside of eye wall.
The system for determining the center of a typhoon described
here uses the property that band echoes outside of the center can
be approximated to a logarithmic spiral.
The procedure for determining the center of a typhoon
man-machine interaction is as follows.
(i) The operator displays several kinds of
spiral on the radar echo imagery on the color screen of the PC.

by

logarithmic

(ii) He/she moves and rotates those logarithmic spirals
all directions with lise of the mouse or from
the key board
the PC.

in
of

(Hi) A spiral best fitting to
the eye wall is selected by the operator.

of

the

band

echoes

outside

(iv) The PC recognizes the center of its spiral curve as the
center of the typhoon and computes its geographical position.

(
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In case of determining the center by man-machine interaction, the time req uired for deter mining a best fittin g spiral an d
the accuracy of the typhoon center position depend on how much
experience an operator has on typhoon observations by the weather
radar.
Therefore, the following algorithm for determining the
center automatically was developed.
The procedure for automatic fitting is as follows.
(i) The operator specifies
band echo with a typhoon.

several

points

on

a

noteworthy

(ii) The PC decide"s the most suitable spiral using the least
squares method and indicates the position of the typhoon cent er
(see Fig.2).

The position of the typhoon center is estimated
method in shorter time than by man-machine interaction.

by
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Fig.2 Reflectivity imagery of T8911 ob~erved at 0200JST on 28
July 1989 by the weather radar and indication of the best fitting
logarithmic spiral. Symbol +(small) is a point on the noteworthy
band echo marked by an operator; +(large). the center of T8911
determined by the best fitting spkal.
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(2) Approximation to a circle or a ellipse
In case that the echo of eye wall is shaped like a circle or
a ellipse, the
best fitting circle or ellipse is selected making
use of man-machine interaction described above. The center of the
circle or the ellipse is recognized as the center of a typhoon.
In this case there is no great difference between in the accuracy of the center determined by different operators because they
select the same circle or ellipse as the best fitting one.
3. Accuracy of determining by this system
To evaluate the accuracy of the center determined by the
methods shown here, they' are compared with positions of the
center by the conventional method sketching
PPI imageries with
regard to several typhoons which passed through Kyusyu district
of Japan from 1989 to 1991. And both of the two are compared with
the best track positions which are synthetically analyzed using
surface weather observations, marine weather observations, GMS
imageries besides weather radar imageries by the JMA forecasting
department. Results are shown in Table 1 and Table 2.

(

Table 1 shows positions determined by each of the three
methods on TYPHOON 8911 JUDY (T8911) and Table 2 is on TYPHOON
9119 MIREILLE (T9119). In both cases, the logarithmic spiral
approximation method is applied for determining th~ center.
Table 1

Positions of center of T8911 determined by each method

Time of
observation
27 July 1989
19J5T

Center determined
by PC method

Center determined
by sketcing method

Center determined
by synthetic analysis

(30.6' N. 131. 9'

E)

(30. 5" N. 131. 8"

E)

(30. 6· N.q1.9"

E)

20

(30. 6· N. 131. 6·

E)

(30. 6' N.131.S·

E)

(30. 6· N,131.7"'

E)

21

(30.7' N. 131. S'

E)

(30.8" N. 131. 4'

E)

(30. 7" N, 131. 5·

E)

22

(30.9' N.131.2·

E)

(30.9" N. 131. 2'

E)

(30.9' N,131.2"

E)

23

(31. O' N. 131. 2'

E)

(31. O· N. 131. 0"

E)

(31. 0" N. 131. 0"

E)

(31. 1· N. 130. 9"

E)

(31.1" N.130.8·

E)

(31. I" N. 130.8·

E)

01

(31. 2" N. 130. 7"

E)

(31. 2" N. 130. 7"

E)

(31.2" N, 130. 6"

E)

02

(31.4· N. 130.4"

E)

(31.4" N. 130.4"

E)

(31.4· N. 130. 4"

E)

03

(31. 6· N. 130.3"

E)

(31. 5· N. 130.3" E)

(31. 6" N. 130. 2"
'.

E)

04

(31. 7" N. 130.2"

E)

(31.7· N. 130. 2·

E)

(31. 7" N.130.1"

E)

OS

(32.0" N. 130. 0"

E)

(31.9· N. 130. 0"

E)

(31.9" N. 130. 0" E)

06

(32. I" N. 129.

a" E)

(32. 1· N.129.8"

E)

(32. I" N. 129. 8"

E)

07

(32.4· N. 129.7"

E)

(32.3" N.129.6·

E)

(32. 3· N. 129. 6"

E)

08

(32.6· N. 129. S"

E)

(32. 5" N,129.4· E)

(32. S" N. 129. 4"

E)

09

(32.7" N. 129. 2"

E)

(32. 6" N. 129.2"

E)

(32.7" N. 129.2"

E)

28 July 1989
OOJST

(
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Table 2 Positions of center of T9119 determined by each method
Tille of
observation

Center determined
by PC .ethod

Center determined
by sketcing method

Center deter.ined
by synthetic analysis

27 Sep. 1991
12JST

(31. 1- N. 128. 4- E)

(31. 2- N. 128. 2- E)

(31. 2- N.

13

(31. 6- N. 128. 6- E)

(31. 6- N. 128.7- E)

(31. 6- N. 128. 7- E)

14

(32.0- N. 129. 0- E)

(32. 1- N.128.9- E)

(32. 0- N. 128.9- E)

15

(32. 5- N. 129. 3- E)

(32. 4- N. 129. 2- E)

(32.S- N. 129. 3- E)

16

(32.8- N. i29. 8- E)

(32.8- N. 129. 7- E)

(33. 0- N. 129. 6- E)

17

(33.2- N. 130. 3- E)

(33. 2- N. 130. 2- E)

(33. 3- N. 130. l- E)

18

(33.6- N. 130. S- E)

(33.7- N. 130. 3- E)

(33.9- N. 130. 6" E)

19

(34. 2' N.131.0- E)

(34. 2' N. 131. 0' E)

(34.S- N. 131. 2- E)

09

(32.7' N. 129. 2' E)

(32.6- N. 129.2- E)

(32. 7- N. 129. 2- E)

~28.

4- E)

There is no great difference between positions of center of
T8911 at each time determined by three methods, namely the PC
method, the sketching method and the synthetic analysis (best
track). In case of T9119, the result is almost same as T891l.
The time required for determining the center of a typhoon by
the PC method is less than ten minutes, On the other hand, the
conventional sketching method requires at least fifteen minutes
even if an expert of radar observations analyzes. Therefore, the
PC method is more effective than the sketching one.
4. Concluding Remarks
The JMA Observations Department is improving the system for
determining the center of a typhoon using the PC, especially the
algorithm to determine the center of a typhoon which has neither
a distinct eye wall nor strong spiral band echoes_ And the programs for making the message with the code of FM-20 RADOB automatically after determining the center of a typhoon. The new
system is planned to be put into operation in 1994.
Detailed information
partment of the JMA.

is

available

at

the

Observations

De-
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- 385 PROBLEMS OF METEORSAT IR IMAGE CALIBRATION FOR RAINFALL
ESTIMATES IN KENYA

Stephen H. Mwandoto
Kenya meteorological Department
P.O. Box 30259
NAIROBI,
KENYA
INTRODUCTION

since 1960, the potential has existed for rain estimation
from satellite imagery.
Several schemes using visible
and infrared imagery or a combination of both; from geosynchronous
or
polar-orbi t±ng
satellites
have
been
devised and these may be summarised in four bround
groups:
(a)
Cloud life history techniques; which are appropriate
for severe storm forecasting (e.g scofield and oliver,
1977) .
(b)
Threshold techniques; which are appropriate for
estimating daily· rainfall
in similar cl.im~tological
regions (e.g. Negri
et al. 1984) or. for obtaining
monthly rainfall over large regions of the globe (e. g ..
Motell and Weare, 1987).
(c) ·Cloud indexing techniques, which are appropirate for
estimating rainfall in regions of agricultural interest
or for use in water resources and stream flow prediction
(e.g. Barrett and Martin 1981)
(d)
Pattern
recognition
technique~;
which
are
appropriate for delineating regions of rainfall within a
cloud mass and for estimating instataneous rainfall rates
(e.g. Lovejoy and Austin, 1979; Tsonis and Isaac 1985 and
O'Sullivan et aI1990).
This paper gives results of an IR image cloud pattern
recognition technique used to estimate rainfall using 3
images and 13 synoptic stations for ground truthing .

.

The pattern recognition techniques used in this study are
preferable to the cloud indixing; cloud-life history; or
thresholding techniques for the following reasons:
(i)
Cloud
indexing
techniques
require
subj ective
interpretation of satellite images; thus the resulting
rainfall; estimates are not available in real time.
(ii)
Cloud-life history techniques require extensive
computer time and mUltiple satellite images in order to
make rainfall estimates; thereby making their use in real
time analysis difficult; and

- 386 (iii)
Threshold techniques ·are restricted to decision
boundaries parallel to VIS and IR co-ordinate axes
(Lovej oy
and
Austin,
1979) i
Hhereas
the
decision
boundaries for pattern recognition techniques have no
such restrictions.
DATA
SURFACE DATA

13 synoptic stations in Kenya giving hourly records of
rainfall 'dere used for ground-truthing for a period of
two years, 1989-1990.
The periods of interest were
l1arch-Hay and October-November, which represent the two
rain
seasons
in
Kenya,
the
long
and
short
rains
respectively.
Cloud

observations (type, amount and
from the same period of time.

~btained

height)

were

also

IR Image data

(

IR Satellite imagery was obtained .from a primary Data
User Heteosat receiver (PDUS) located in Nairobi.
IR
image statistics for 12 hours (1500 GMT to 02 GMT) formed
a composite cold cloud duration image.
The individual
images used in this work wen~ those obtained at 16QO,
1800
and
2000GMTi
and
these
were
analysed
using
temperature threshold~ -15 C, -35 C and -60 C.
The spatial resolution fo~ each pixel of the IRimage is
5 x 5 km at the point of Nadir.
The pixel at each of the
13 stations used were sampled rtsing a 20 x 20 pixel array
defined here as a "Window".· This represented an area of
100km
on the ground.
A total of 11,700 records of
rainfall arid IR ifuage dat~· w~re analysed.
Figure 1 shoHs the locations of the 13 synoptic stations
in Kenya where the pixel arr~ys were sampled.
HETHODLOGY
Analysis of IR image data
Two methods were used to analyse the data:
(a) Using simple contigency tables
(b) Using principal component analysis (PCA)
Analysis using contingency tables:
The IR image patterns. def ined as SHALL, l1EDIUN, LARGHE
CELL EDGE
and UNIFORN i
\Vere classif ied
into
three
rainfall categries of No rain, Rainfall «lOmm) and Heavy
Rain (>10mm); according t6 the temperature thresholds of
the cloud-top at -15 C, -35 C and -60 C.

(
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- 388 Results apd Discussion

% Probability of rainfall occurence from IR image cloud
patterns.
From the analysis of the data in table- 1 -,- ,it is clear
that the medium
and large cell edge patt~'rns are the
most frequent in all the rain seasons.
These; two storm
cells
also
register
the
higher amount
of' rainfall
irrespective of when this rainfall is recorded - before
or after IR imagetim~.: It can also be observed from the
same table that',' more' r.ainfa1l events are recorded at the
temperature thresholds of
< -15 C and
<-35~.
However,
- , since most of Kenya, with the exception of a. few places ,
particularly
along
the
Coast;
experi~nce
heavy
thunderstorms at
<-35 C, the later appears the bette:r;
temperature threshold for rainfall estimat_es.
I~

image cloud pattern Analysis using PCA.

Table

2a~b

r~infall

belovl gives FA results for the March-May
season during 1989-199G:

(

From Table 2a, at temperature thresholds
<-35 C to
<- 6G C, the five factors explain between 15 to 6G% of the
variance in the diurnal rainfall regime in Kenya for the
two year period of the data analysed.
The spatial
cluster of the March to May rainfall variance is further
depicted by the map patterns of the five (5) FA modes
(table 3 and figure 2).
DT SCUSS IONS

For the March-May rainfall season (1989),
the eigen
vector
which
best
represents
the
diurnal
rainfall
characteristics is in the two temperature thresholds <-15
C and < -35 C used in the FA analysis af IR image cloud
derived rainfall- (table 2a)
At the temperature threshold
<-15 C the synoptic stations clustering at factor 1 lies
within the region in the west of' Kenya where significant
rainfall is received from late afternoon through early
evenin g and part of the night.
Using the temperature
threshold of
< -15 C the south-eastern highlands of
Kenya
including
Nairobi
are
included - in
the
same
category.
These
results
are
replicated _ using data
for
1990 I
although the variance ,which describes this
rainfall
character is lower (i. e:, "factor 2 instead of 1).
At the lower temperature threshold used in the FA «-60C)
only Nakuru and Kericho are shown to be grouped together
under the sam'e ra'infall regime' (Factor 1 - 1989 season,
Factor 4 I 1990 season)
This shmys that only in this
region are precipitating storms able to develop at
temperatures below
<-60 C.
These diurnal rainfall
regimes at the various eigen vectors can be seen in
figure 2a - b below.
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From the IR image patterns obtained from the 1989 and
1990 data the associated rainfall 1-hour before and after
IR image time was calculated from the rainfall record
charts for each station, image, temperature threshold and
each season.
The rainfall was lagged for 1-pour centered
on the IR image time to take into account the 'lifecycle' effect of a develop~ng--thllnde:rstorm.

I

The 'life-cycle' effect generally causes the area covered
by an individual cloud as detected by satellites to log
its rainfall.
Table
la + b- ,:
shows
the calculat.ed
probabilities of
rainfall occurancefor the analysed'IR images for the two
seasons in 1989
These %probabilies were
ca'rculated only from rain events.
0

Analysis of IR
Analysis (PCA).

image

Data'

Using

principal

component

The
p~incipal
component
analysis
(PCA)
and
Factor
analysis (FA) are some of the models that can be d'erived
trom the empirical orthogonal solutions~
The basic
principles of such analyses are derived from the concept
of variance.

(

The FA Ii.odel can be represented matherna-tically as below:

zi

=

ail F1

+ ai2 F2 + aim Fm + dilli

i = l" 2', • • • • •• ro1 i
where zi is the variable i in the standardised form,
Fi
represents
the
factors,
while·. "ail
is
the
standard
mUltiple
regression
coefficient
of
th~
variable
i;
whereas di an9, ui are the 'unique factor and regression
loading of the unique factor respectively.
The loadings can be obtained from the correlation and
covariance matrices of the variables (e.g Richman 1981).
The principal components (Factors) are always extracted
in the descending order of eigen values.
This means that
only a few of the factors which, explain the highest
proportion of the variance are
considered.
Thus under
PCA, variables or locations which are interelated cluster
together on to similar vector spaces (factors).
In this paper, the data used
correlation metrix consisted of
for, each season at 1600, 1800
derived' using the 3 temperature
and -60 C.
Re~ults

to generate the spatial
time series of rainfall
and 200 OGMT from storms
thresholds
-15 C, -35 C

from these analyses will be discussed next.

(

- 391 For the short rain season (October
November)
the
temperature threshold
<-15 C and
<-35 C similarly
describes adequately the rainfall regimes in Kenya.
For the season in 1989 and 1990, the South-eastern
highlands including Nairobi and the Central region .are
best characterised by factor 1 at the lower threshold«3 5 ).
The western areas (mainly ares ,around Kericho,
Narok, Nakuru and Kisumu) are still in the same grouping
albeit at low variance (factors 5 and 6 (1989), 2 and 4
(1990))
stability of peA patterns:
The question of whether the patterns derived from"PCA are
physically realistic and climatologically stable has been
raised by many researchers (e. g. Ogallo 1989, B?rnston
and Livezey (1987) etc.)
.

.

In this study, the stability of the PCA patterns was
investigated by comparing the patterns of the PCA modes
derived from the March-May IR image data and lagged
rainfall with
interstation correlations.
Thus
the
correlation between this (highest loading) station and
itself is taken as 1.0 and plotted at the station
location.
The correlation between this" station and all
other stations was then plotted.
Figures 3a + b· shows
the interstationcorrelations for the dominant modes at
the· 3 temperature thresholds in the long rains and at 2
thresholds in the short rain season.
The spatial PCA patterns of the mapped correlations and
those of loadings were found to be consistent.
It is important to note that the rainfall character iced
. by the hormogenous zones discribed above is derived from.
the medium and large cell· edges, which ar~ prodominant in
both the long and short rain season.
It ·is also
reasonable to suggest that the temperature threshold <~35
C effectively described the observed diurnal rainfall
regime and also· its spatial character in Kenya.
Only a
few stations .in western Kenya (Kericho, Kisumu, Nakuru)
have shown the precipitating storms colder that -60 C can
be identified using meteosat TR Imagery; in both the long
and short rain season.
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TABLE 2A Dominant Eigen vector obtained by peA: March-May 1989.
TEMPERATURE,
THRESHOLD
VARIANCE, ( %.)

FACTOR

DC 2

3

to-35 DC 2
3
.4
5:1

TLess or Equal :to-§ODC;

2

22.2
9.5
9.2

2.09
1. 35
1.15
1. 07
1. 03

1

TLess or Equal

16'~'1

1. 50
1. 36'

3' .
A
5

22.2
31.7
40.9

1.18
1.12
-1. 02

10·.-3·
8.9
8.2
7.9

16.1
26.4
35.3
43.5
51.4

13.7
12.4
10.7
10.2
9.2

13.7
'26.1
36.8
47.0
56.2,

Table 2b Dominant, Eigen vector Obtained by peA: March.,..May (1990)
TEMPERATURE
THRESHOLD
-15 DC

-35

-60

DC

DC

FACTOR

EIGEN
VALUE

VARIANCE
. EXTRACT:ED ( %)

1
2
3
',4

, 2.07
' 1-036
1.16
1. 07

1
,2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4

5

I

EIGEN VARIANCE
COMMULATIVE
VALUE
EXTRACTED(%)
2.9
1.2
1.19

1

TLess or Equal to -,-15

i

COMMULATIVE
VARIANCE (%)

16.0
- -10.4.
7.0
8.2:

16.0
26.4
35.4
43.6

2.0
1. 23
1.18
1. 09
1. 01

15.2

9.0
8.4
7.8

15.2
24.7
33.7
42.1
49.9

1. 62
1. 36

13.5
1t.3
10.4
9.7
7.9

13.5
,24.9
35.1
44.8
53.9

1. 24
1.17
1. 08

~.5

(
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Table 3a. station clustering - March - May 1989.
Temp.Threshold/Factor

1

2

Kericho
Kisumu
Narok
Nakuru

-15 QC

-35 QC

Nakuru
Kericho
Moyale
Table 3b

Q

C

4

3

5

°

5

Nairobi
Makindu
Voi

Garissa

Mombasa
Embu
Nairobi

4

Kisumu.
Moyale
Kericho Garissa
Meru
Nakuru
Narok

Embu
°Makindu
Nairobi
Voi

Mombasa
Nairobi
Voi

3

2

1

1

-60 QC

4

Voi
Mombasa ° Lamu
Kisumu Garissa

Meru
Embu
Kisumu Narok
Makindu

·2

1

-35 QC

3

2

Kericho
Kisumu
Meru
Embu

station clustering - March -May 1990

T-Threshold/
Factor

-15

5

0

2

1

4

Meru
Mombasa
Embu
Garissa
Moyale Voi
LOamu
Nairobi
Makindu

1

Makindu
Nairobi
Kericho
Narok
Nakuru
Kisumu
-60 Qc

3

Meru
Embu
Narok
2

Narok
Kisumu
Voi

Lamu
Mombasa

3
4
Moyale Makindu
Garissa Lamu·
Nakuru Kisumu
3

Meru
Makindu

4

Kericho
Nakuru·

5

Kericho

5

Moyale
Garissa
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The results from t~is study have indicated that meteosat
IR image data can successfully be utilized for many
purposes.
In this particular instance the obj ecti ve was
to devise a simple and non-expensive methodology whereby
rainfall estimates in near real time using infrared
images could be done ..
'To a great extent, the obj ecti ve has been met.
The
temperature threshold of
, -35 C effectively describes
the observed diurnal regime
and also
its spartial
character in Kenya.
Only a few stations in Western Kenya
(Kericho, Kisumu and Nakuru) have shown precipitating
storms colder than -60 C in both the rain seasons.
These results can further be confirmed using radar data
as a comparison.
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1.

GENERAL

The 714CD is 5cm wavelength doppler weather radar which
is the
first doppler weather radar made in China. It applies to the
State Meteorological Administration and others.
The 714CD has the advantage of the earlier meteorological radar
both in engineering technology and in meteorological measurement.As
a
coherent "Doppler" radar, It provides riot
only
accurate
reflectivity measurement,
but also measurement of the radial
component of motion of the targets. It requires high speed data
processing for signal analysis and man-machine interface.
2.

BASIC UNIT DESCRIPTION

For descriptive purposes the 714CD unit can be divided into three
parts:
.Radar made up of antenna,transmitter,receiver and the associated
support circuity.
. Singal processor gave reflectivity, velocity, data formatting
and antenna control •
. Data processing terminal made up of proudcts generator and
color display.
The radar is designed with a coherent "phaselock" technique.
It
is maintained by very stable-oscillator and
reference signal
sources which kept same phase as transimitted frequency.
These
sources are used as reference in extracting the doppler frequency
shift of the return signal which is proportional to the radial
motion of the target. The transmiter part adapts to the coaxial
magnetron ~nd phaselock technique. Transmitted peak power is 250
kilowatts. The antenna has a center feed parabolic reflector with a
diameter of approximately 4 meters.The beam width (on one way 3 dB)
is 1.0 degree. The diameter of radome is approximately 5.6 meters.
The receiver uses two frequency mixers to down convert the received
signal to video signal. The signal has an amplitude proportional to
radar reflectivity and contains a frequence componet equal to
doppler shift. The receiver outputs three signal: reflectivity,
inphase(I) and quadrature (Q) having a phase difference of 90
degrees. The effective dynamic range of the linear receiver is
controlled by AGC.
The signal processor extracts meteorological information from the
returned signal. These are: the equivalent radar reflectivity, Ze,
the radial velocity , i.e, the componet of motion of the reflecting
particles toward or away from the radar. Reflectivity is estimated
by a linear average and exponential integral of several return
pUlses. Velocity is estimated from several return pulses. The signal
processor also outputs the time series of I,Q data on single bin.
The data analysis and display are completed by a PC-386 computer.
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The PC-386 computer controls the antenna through
a single-board
computer. The PC-386 processes echo data and displays products on
VGA cardbase.Three scan modes are PPI,RHI and Volume scan.
The
products include PPI, RHI,CAPPI, ETPPI,VAD and storm tracking etc ..
The products can pe-distributed to the users outside through a
satellite and wireless communication system.
This radar has been working three years and supported our
experiment in summer. The data are very useful to the mesoscale
analyses.
714CD Dopple Radar Characteristics
Antenna Subsystem
Antenna
Polarization
Reflector diameter
Gain
First sidelobe level
Beam width

Paraboloid of Revolution
Horizontal
4 meters
40dB
-25dB
1.0 degree

(

Transmitter and Receiver Subsystem
TransmitterFrequency range
5420MHz to 5440 MHz
Peak power
250KW
Pulse width
1 us (coherent) , 2us
PRFs
1000Hz (coherent),200Hz
Receiver
Dynamic range

80dB

Signal Processor Subsystem
Velocity calculation
Complex Covariance Argument
Algorithm
Pulse-Pair Processing
Estimate accuracy
1 mjs
Range increment
0.25KM ,0.5KM
Azimuth increment
1 degress
Intensity calculation
Algorithm
Estimate accuracy
Range increment
Azimuth increment

Return Power Average
Linear average and exponential
integral
1 dB
0.25KM ,0.5KM,1.0KM,2.0KM
1 degress

Data processing Terminal
PC-386
Computer
.
Display resolution
640x480x4bit
Communication between
signal processor and host
DMA, RS232C
400KM and 200KM (Reflectivity)
Display range
100KM,50KM (Reflectivity and
Velocity)
PPI,RHI,CAPPI,ETPPI,VAD,VCS etc.
Products

(
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Ge Runsheng and Xu Baoxiang
Institute of Mesoscale Meteor.
Chinese Academy of Meteor.Sci.
46 Baishiqiao Road,Beijing 100081,PRC
1.SEVERE CONVECTIVE RAINSTORM EXPERIMENT(SCREX)
The main goal of a proposed coopperative project, SCREX,
is to
much improve our understanding about the nature of disastrous
rainstorms by means of intensive observations based on an advanced
mesoscale network with high resolution in temporal and spatial
domains and further modeling studies in detail.
Beijing area is one of the main regions of summer storm in China.
According to historically statistic meteorological data around
Beijing, 75% of total precipitation amount of whole year was
produced in the months from June to August, and about 50% rainfall
of the storms, which participated more than 100mm rain one day had
been fallen within six hours.It is clear that the heavy rainfall in
Beijing is closely related to the development of severe convection.
On the other hand, the topography around Beijing ("horn" like
ground feature,facing sea towards east and surrounding by mountains
from north and west sides) strongly affect the precipitation in the
area. This greatly stimulated meteorologists for research on the
phenomenon and its generality.
Since 1989 the Institute of Mesoscale Meteorology has organized a
series of field experiments and theoretical studies for preparing
the SCREX experiment. Upon these efforts we do gain more and more
knowledge and are planning to conduct the SCREX experiment in
Beijing area between 1994-1995 (Ge,1991).
2.

OBSERVATIONAL NETWORK FOR SCREX

During the last decade an advanced mesoscale meteorological
experiment base has been built in Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region ( Ge
and Wang, 1991). The observational network consists of two Doppler
weather radars, two digitized weather radars, one UHF wind profiler,
one microwave radiometer,one LLP lightning location system (3
stations) one single station lightnig location system, 21 automatic
meteorological surface stations
and GMS satellite
reception
equipment. The conventional upper air sounding data and surface
data are available, special, meteorological data can be sampled
every hour, parts of them may be got continuously or at every 5
-minute period.
Among the facilities in the network,
the two Doppler weather
radars played very important rule.
For the planned SCREX, the observational network will be much
improved. In addition to Intensive Operational Period
(IOP)
observational requirments,3 UHF wind profilers and one more Doppler
weather radar are expected. The GMS-4 and possible FY-2 Satellite
data will provide high quality background for SCREX.
A brief
description of the planned network is show in Figure 1.
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3. DOPPLE WERTHER RADAR IN SCREX
There are two Doppler weatner radars in the existed network. The
basic radar performance presented in table 1 (Ge and Liu, 1989iWang
et al.1993)
----------------------~-~----~---~-------~.

Model
CAMS
"10.7
Wavelength(cm)
Peak Power(kw)
500
sensitivity(dBm)
-107
Phase Noise(degree) 1.1
Beam Width(degree) 1.0
Manufacture
USA

714CD
5.6
250
-106
2.5
1.0
:pRC

------------------------------------------

Table 1. Doppler weather radar performance

Now, we are developing retrieval technique from single Doppler
radar data and asking for a third Doppler radar for overcoming the
difficulty, 100 km apart of the two Doppler radars, which is not (
favorable of dual Doppler radar analysis. Furthermore,we pay more
attention to improve our radar software package and study how to
put Doppler radar data into mesoscale model.
"
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Fig1.Planned observational network for SCREX
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G.Shchukin, N.Popova and I.Tarabukin
Main Geophysical Observatory, St.Petersburg, Russia
Passive-active method for radar evaluation of clouds
water content's density and precipitation's intensity

ABSTRACT
Passive and active radar methods are applied succesfully
in a number of cases connected with remote sensing of convective clouds and precipitation. But none of these methods used
separately gives full information on physical conditions in
clouds systems. Only complexing of different methods allows
it, to eliminate this deficiency to a big extent. Such complexing can be optimally realized through development of radiotechnical instruments allowing synchronous measurements of reflected radar signals and cloudy atmosphere's own radiothermal
emission coming from the same direction. By joint application
of passive and active radars it is possible to determine the
water content and precipitation's intensity distribution along
the sounding path.
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IIACClIffiHO-AKTl1BH1Ill PA,1lYIOJI0KA.J.110HHbIM lJIETOJ( )lJIH
OUEHKI1
BJIArOCO)JEp.lKAH11H·OEJIAKOB 11 ~JHTEHC:VJBHOCTH
...
'

' -

.

.

-

OCA.UKOB.

r. r .l.UYK~ffi, H. J(~ 110110BA,

11. A. TAPABYKMH

Me TO,II,bI 8KTMBHOH .0 naCC.0BHOH pa,I1JtJOJIOEaWJ.0 ~crreIllHo rrpMMeHIDOTCR: ,If,JIR: peIlleH.0H IJ;eJIoro PH,II,8 38,If,aq,

CBJl38HHbIX C ,If,l1CTaHIJ;MOHHhIlVl 30H-

Hki

,If,l1pOBaHl1eM ROHBeRTMBHhlX OOJIaKOB M OCa,If,ROB.

O,If,MH 1'13 8TMX MeTO-

,II,OB B OT,If,SJI:DHOCTM He rr03BOJIR:eT nOJIyqaT:D ,If,OCTElTOqEO rrOJIHyIO MH~OP
MaIJ;l1IO 0 cIJM3ItJqeCROMCOCTOHHI-1M OOJlaqHhIX GMCTeM. JI.0·Ill:D IlJX ROMrrJIeRC11pOBaRIlJe B 3Haq11Te.lIE>HOH CTsrreHl1 yCTpaH.fIe'l' STOT He,rr,OCTaTOR.
.

.

.

B

HaItJOO-

JIee 110JIHOM BM,If,e YKa38HH08 ROMIIJIeRCIlJpOBaHMe 3aRJlIOqaeTCH B C03.II,aHUM pa,If,MOT8XHMQeCR.0X Cpe,ILCTB,

rr03BO~ll{l1X

rrOJIyQaT:D o.n,HOBpeMeHHO

(

H IlJ 3 O,If,Hl1X 11· Tex me HarrpaBJI8HIlJH OTpa}I{eHHhIH pa,If,MOJIORaIJ;110HHhIH· C11rRaJI IlJ co6CTBeHHoe pa,If,110TerrJIOBOe IlJSJIyQeHM8 OOJIaQHOH aTMoc~ephl.
COBMeCTHoe npMMeHeHMe rraCCflBHo-aRTl1BHOH pa,If,L10JIOR6IJ;MIlJ rrOSBOJIR:eT peIllBTh CJIe.n,yIOll{IlJe sa,rr.aq.0:
-Orrpe,If,8Jl8HIlJe BO,II,OSarraca

(YJHT8rpaJI OT npOWIlJJIR: rrO,If,HOCTIlJ) OOJIa-

K OB M oca.u.K OB ,
-OIJ;SHKa Cpe,II,HeH BO,If,HOCTI1 no BhIopaHHoMy HarrpaBJI8HIlJIO,
-OIIpe,If,SJIeHIlJe rrpOW.0JIR: Ros'IxI?.0IJ;PJ8HTa rrOrJIOmeH.0H B,If,OJIb HarrpaBJIeHMR: SOH,If,IlJpOB8HMR:,

-IIOJIyqeHIlJ8 OIJ;eHOR IIOJIHOrO CO,If,eplKaHvJR: lKIlJ,If,KORarreJIbHOH BJI8rIlJ B
KOHBeKTIlJBHbIX HqeMRBX,
-Orrpe,If,8Jle HM e n POW.0JIR: BO,II,HOCT It] OOJIaROB B HarrpaBJIe HM IlJ BI13.0pOBaHvJH,

-OIJ;eHR8 IlJHTeHC.0BHOCTM iKL1,II,KI1X OCa,If,RpB,
-I1CCJIe,If,OBaHM8 M3MeHeH11R: YK8saHfillX xapaRTep.0CTMR BO BpeM8HM B
rrpoIJ;eCce eCTe CTBeHHOH 8BOJlIOIJ;vHtJ ROHBeRT.HBHhIX OOJIBROB L1 rrpM MCRyCCTB8HHhIX B08,If,eHCTB.vJHX Ha HJilX.
PesyJI:oTaTbI COBMeCTHbIX rraCCIlJBHO-aRT.0BHbIX pa,If,110JlOR8IJ;L10HHhIX 11SMepeHIlJH MoryT ObIT:D I1CrrOJI:oSOB8HbI IIpM OIJ;eHRe YCJIOB.0H BOSMO}I{HOrO 06JIe,If,HHeHMR: BOS,TI,yIllHbIX Cy,If,OB.

,UJr.fI

pSIlleHJ7.lH YRc'S8HHbIX BbIwe sa,If,aq B

rro

IlJM.A.11.BoeMRoB8 OhIJI

COS,If,aH MaReT rraccMBHo-aRTMBHoM pa~IlJOJIORaIJ;110HHoM CTBHIJ;l111

(r~PJIc)

Ha oase IIO~Bl1nrnoro Bap11aHT8 MeTeOpOJIOrl1qeCROrO pa,If,MOJIOKBTOpa
MP1l-2 11 MO,rr,yJIHu,110HHoro CBq-pa,rr,MOM6Jpa HB ,If,JIMHy BOJlHbI

A=3.2

CM

(
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2.

/1,2/.

~ rro~oro COBMSW;SHMH pa~Mo~oKa~oHHoH M pa~MOTSrr~O~OK8

IJ;UOHHOH I1HWOpMa~M BO BPSM8HM M B rrpOCTp8HCTB8 H806xo~MMa O,ILHOBpeM8HHaH pa60Ta pa~MO~OK8TOpa M pa~110M8Tpa Ha O~HY 8HT8HHY. ~
odeCrreqeHMH s~eRTpoMarHMTHoH COBMSCTMMOCTM STMX yCTpOMCTB dH~a
rrp8~OMOTpeHa paSBHSKa M8~Y HMMM, oooTaB~lqaH He MSHee 140 ~E.
llpeMMyw;ecTBaMM llAP]C HB~TOH: rrpOCTOTa KOHOTpyRIJ;MM, BHOORMM
ypoBeHL pasBHsRM p8~MOMeTpa M MP], rrpMHIJ;MrrMa~LHaH BOSMOmHOCTL MOrrO~SOBaHMH B ROMrr~eKce ~6oro pa~110MeTpa TpexcaHTMMeTpoBoro ~M8
rraSOHa. K HeAOOTaTKaM c~8~yeT OTHSOTM dO~LlliMe rroTepM B BO~HOBO~
HOM TpaRTe MPJI, rr'pMBo~HW;MS R saMeTHoMy rra~eHl1IO pea~HoM qyBCTBI1TeJILHOCTI1 pa~I10MeTpa, BbICOKMe Tpe6oB8Hl1H R cTa6M~LHOCTI1 wasH orropHoro HarrpH~eHI1H paAI10MeTpa, CHI1~eHI1e Aa~HOCTI1 ~SMCTBI1H MPJI ~o

90

KM.
n~

WyHRIJ;I10HMpOBaHMH ROMD~eKCa dH~ p8spadoTaH p~ rrporpaMM:
-nporpaMMa BBOAa I1HWOpMaIJ;I1I1 0 8RTI1BHOrO 11 rraCOI1BHOrO KaHa~OB,
-rrporpaMMa.OTo6p8iKSHMH l1ml10pMa~M Ha .IJ;BeTHOM 8KpaHe,
-rrporp8MMaAoRyMeHTl1pOBaHI1HM apX0BaIJ;1111 rro~yqa8MHX ~aHHHX,
-rrporpaMMa 06w;eHI1fl C orrepaTopOM.
lipOMe Toro oos~aHH rrporpaMMH ~iff P8S~l1qHHX Sa~8q 1100~e~OBaHI1H
Od~aIWB L1 008,IT..KOB.
OOHOBHOM MeTOAL1ROH Had~AeHMM KOHBSRTI1BHHX HqeSR C ITOMOW;LIO
lIAPJIC HBMSTCH BHITO~HeHI1S aSI1MYTa~HHX (rOpL1S0HT8JILHblX) paspeSOB
o "BblXOAOM" Ha yqaOTKM HOHoro Heda, HaXO~Hml1SCH PMOM 0 Mco~e~ye
MblMM HqeMK8MM. 38 HOHoe Hedo rrpI1HL1M8IOTCH yq80TRl1,KOTOpHe HS ~8IOT
P8~M08xa. llpM I10ITO~LSOB8HI1I1 STOM MeTOAMKI1 orrpe~e~eTcH HeITOCpeACTBSHHOBeJII1QI1Ha OrrTl1QeCIWH TOJIml1HH OdJI8Ra ITO wopMy~e:

Z'/A,8) = -

en,

tI ~n

-

tI ( A, 8 )

OT OITTMQeCIWM TO~I1HH od~aRa 0 ITOMOW;LIO COOTHOillSHMH:

MOiKHO rrepSllTl1 K Bo~osarr80y 1Af B Hanp8B~SHI1I1 (A,B). OUSHRI1 nOK8S8JII1, gTO OTHOCl1TSJILH8H cpe~HHH RB8~p8TMQeCR8H rrorpeWHOCTL OITpei~eJIeHI1H Bo,nOS8n8C8 OOOT8BMeT 20-30 %.

~

I
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3.
KaR Y~8 OTMeq8~OCn, p83Y~nT8TH M3M8P8HMM, no~yqeHHHe rrpM rroMorYT 6hITn McrrO~SOB8HhI )~JlF.I:

MOlllM

IIAPJlC,

T.8.

BOCCTaHOB~SHMH rrpoWM~sH Rosqj{lItJUM8HTa rrOr~OllleIrnJI

B 30H,TI,MPySMOM 06~aqHOM· C~OS,

P61ll8HMH

06P8THhIX S8,ILSq,

M BO,Il;HOCTM

El TaR)l{e OnpS,IL8~8HMH MHT8HCMBHOCTItJ

,IJ;mK;rJ,JI. )lJrH P8UISHMH STItJX S8,D;aq paSpa60T8HhI M8TO,TI,MRM, KOTOpbIe IIJCrrO~b
SyIDTCHB

a~rOpIIJTM8X

rrpOrpaMM rraCCIIJBHO-aRTMBHhIX

13/.

MCC~8,ILOBaHMH 06~8ROB M OC8,ILROB

ITPM

pa,ILIIJO~ORaUMOHHHX

0U8HRS ROsWWMUMsHTa rror-

~OIll8H.IlJH M BO,If,HOCTM 06~aROB M OCa,II,ROB pa,TI,MO~OK8UI10HH8H

OTp8li'~a8

MOCTn HCnOJlnSy8TCJI B R8 q8CTB8 B8COBOH Xap8RTSpMCTHKItJ npH paCnp8,TI,8JIeIUm OIITHQ8CIWM TOJDl{MHH .IIJ~M BO,ILOssnaca no HanpaB~8HMIO SOH,TI,MPOB8HJiJJI.

OCHOBaHM8M ,ll,M TaRoro nO,TI,XO,I!.8 rrOC~Y'KItJ~

P8 SY~TaThI q.IiJC-

~8HHoro SKcn8pMM8HTa, ROTOphIM IlORaSa~,qTO, H8CMOTjJH Ha 3H8qMTS~n-

H08 P8S.lliJq1'J8

B8~J.ijqMHBR~a.ILa'l

Ren8~ Ra.RorO-~M60

yqaCTKa

cneFTpa B p8,TI,110JIOH8I.U10HHylD OTP8li\B8MOCTn I1 BO,ILHOCT:b (ROStMJvJUM8HT
norJIOIll8HMH), OTMeqaSTCH KOHC8pBaTMBHOCTn nap8M8Tpa
IVI8H8HM.IIJ crr8RTpB KanSJIn .STO nOSBOJlF.l:8T np11HHTn, qTO

t
ITP.IlJMSfp/tz

M I1cnOJInSOBaTn 'pa)~MOJIOR8IJJtJOHHYIO OTp8~aeMOCTb B Raq8CTB8BSCOBOM
XBp8RT8pMCTMRM rrpv.J oueHRe
,UJrH on'p8~SJISHItJH

fI,."

4?-

M

KOS~ItJUJ.ijSHTa

/3 I.

nOrJIOlll8HMH 06JI8qHOM aTMOC~S'phI

no~yqeHO BhIpB~8HMe:

sj ~le)'

t.
r.I~e

7:

.

tit

-

OIITItJq8CR8iI TO.m.qI1HB B HIT,
6 S
>Ka8MOCTn B NJM /M ,
0<. - E'08~V1UH8HT

)

Z - P&.TI,vJOJIOIWUI10HHaH
nOrJIO~eHv]JI B EM-,' t -

OTp8pac-

CTOHJI1'l8 B KM. ITo m:di.TI.8HHbIM SHaqSHHHM R08wlmIJ;I1SHTOB IIOrJIOlll8HItJH
lVlOlKHO rrp0I1SB8CT.M OIJ;€HEY 130,~HOCTIIl

~

~=3 CM COOTHOilleHItJ€ ,IL~~ BO,ILHOCTItJ I1M88T BM,TI,:

tIf( l)
3,n,€Cn

06~aROB l~ MHTSHCvJBHOCTM OCa,ILKOB.

bJ- (1) -

=

91.833
~8---·· ~,Jl) ..

BO.TI.HOCTn BriMs,

rrSJIn. TSMnspsTypHhIH ROS:W1iJIJ;IIJ8HT

. (t,~"J

t~(~ -

TeMnepaTyp8

06~aqHbIX

K8-

8('r~~lMSST CJIS,ILYlOI.l{IIJS SHaqSHMH:

(
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tQe

4.
-10

B(~)

2.51

0

10

20

1.7

1.27

1.0

IIpH l1CCJIs,n,OBaHMl1 oca.n;ROB ,ILJLH IISpSXO,TI,a OT BO.nHOCTId .nOat.!!.fl R l1HTSHCHBHOCTH CJIS,ILY8T ItlCnOJIb30BBTb COOTHOlllSHl1.fI

I
I
HB

Raz

= 3. 4 £lJ" I. 33
= 2.8 W 1.17

I

3

I:

IIp11

.0.32. r I M 3

IIPl1

0.32 r /

8

I

11800pmKsHo JiJ 8MSHSH11S PB,IL110JIORaIJ;110HHOH OTpa}K8SMOCTH
0
B O,ILHOlVl H8 HanpaBJISH11M (B811MYT 327.5 ) ,IIOJIyqSHHOe II.p1180Hp11C.

,II,11POBBHl1l1 ITO)]; yrJIOMMHCTB

fi

=5.4°.

IIoCROJIbRY

JUIA

IIepeC8KBJIa

80H,IL11.pYSMbIM CJIOH Hl1>KS HYJI8BOM !180TSpMhI, 'l'O lVIbI IIOJIBraSM, qTO ocymSCTBJI.fIJIOCbIIpvJ STOM 80H,II,l1POBBHJ.1S CJIO.fI OCB.n;ROB. Ha STOM p11CyHRS
rrps,n,CTaBJISHhI BOCCTBHOBJISHHbIS IIpoqmJI11 ROS~l1IJ;l1SHTa IIOrJIO~SHl1JI 11

(

BO,II,HOCTM B.nOJIb HanpaBJI8HM.fI BJ.1811pOBSUIMI. MaRC11MBJIbH1Ie 8HBqSHM.fI
STHX IIapBMSTpOB nOJIyqSHlil Ha yqaCTRBX ,ILaJIbHOCT11 I8-22RM,
01'BSTCTByST BbICOTS 1.7 -

~. I

EM.

qTO CO-

PaCqSTHOS 8HaqeHIde IdHTSHCl1BHOC-

TId OCa,ILROB Ha"ST11X BbICo.:raXCOCTaBI1JIO OROJIO

60

MMI qac •.

IIpoBe.n;sHlls CSPI1M a811MYTBJIbHbIX pa8ps30B IIO,II, PB8HbIM11 yrJIBM11
MSCTa .n;aST IIpOCTpBHCTBSHHOS H8MSHSHMe IIBpaMeTpoB OOJIBqHOCT11. PS8p800TaHHbIe IIporpBMMbI n08BOJl.fIIDT IIOCTPOl1Tb BSPTl1R8JIbHbIS IIpOWl1JIM
,Il,JI.fI MHTSPscYIO~sro

HBC y,Il.BJISHlI]fl OT IIAPJIC.

pl1c.2 11800PB>KSHH IIPO(Vl1JIM

Ig

Z

B

KSqSCXBS IIpl'lMSpa Ha

ltf BO.nHOCTM B

80H,IL11pYSMOM oOJIa-

R8 Ha y,ILBJISHMM 20 EM 01' rryHETa HaOJIro,ILSHI1M. Ha STOM iKe pMCyHKS YRa-·
8aH OOJIaqHbI:[;! CJIOM, B RO'l'OpOM CyrqSCTByIOT yCJIOBl1fl B03MO>KHOrO OOJIe-

(

,II,8HSHM.fI.
M8 aHBJI1188 IIOJIYQSHIThIX PS8YJIbT8TOB CJIS,II,yST,
MbIS rraCCMBHO-BETl1BHbIM pa.n~OJIOKBIJ;MOHHHS MSTO~bI

qTO pa8paOSTbIBBSMCCJIS,ILOBSHM.fI OOJIB-

EOB M OCa,ILEOB l1M8IDT IIspcnSRTMEH ,Il,8AbHSMwsro paSBMTl1.ff.
JiMTspaTypB.
I.illyKMH r.r.,EOOHJISB

JI.TI.

1.1 .np.

KOMIIJISKCHOS BKTMBHO-IIBCCMBHOS

30H,II,MpOBBHMS OOJIaqHOCTH.-T.pY~H rrO,I978,BHII.4II,c.3-12.
2.IToIIoBa

H•.I.L.

,tUyln~H r. r.

OnpSASJIeHMS BC,ILHOC'I'11 OOJIBROB M }JHTSHCIiiB-

HOCT11 oca.nKOB MSTO,Il.aMl1 nBCCl1BHO~BRTl1BHOM pa,n,110JIOR8IJ;1111.-MsTSOPO..7IorItlJI 1'] r11.TI:pOJI0P11.ff, 1989, }~8, c. 3-7 •
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THE METHOD AND TECHNIQUE fOR REMOTE MEASUREMENTS
OF BOUNDARY LAYER TEMPERATURE PROFILE

A. Ivanov. E. Kadygrov
central Aerological Observatory, Russia
1. INTRODUCTION
The atmospheric boundary layer plays an important role in the
int.eract.ions between t.he atmosohere and t.he Earth surface. There
~'e extremely wide variet.y o~ po?~ible.temperat.ureprofi~es T(~)
1n the bOWldffi~y layer-usual ~j1abat1c. 1sothermal wIth 1nverS1on. with elevated Inversion. For meaSurements of the boundary laver temperat.ure profile possible to use different methods~ in"situ
measurement.s wit.h radiosonde,tethered balloon meteorological tower,
remot~ sensin~ measuremeQts with SODAR, ~wit.h microwave r~jiometers.
~~~t.h:s~:~~~:t :isu~~s :t'_qe:~l?~~:~t ~~ m:thod~ ~~~:~~12~ent~~or

1 dllOte. .:.;eIJ::Jlllg Ul.
t.ri'=- buUllQar y l.oyer t.erllper atur,=- pr Ul. l.l.'=- Dy u.:.;lng
microwave r~diomet.ers with working frequency in moleculffi~ oxygen
absorption b@ld center at 608Hz are described.

2. CONCEPT

There are some met.hods of remote troposphere temperature sensing, using the wing of the molecular oxygen absorption band at
frequencies f=53-58 8Hz [1.2J. But measurements of atmospheric boundary laver temperature profile had some particulffi~ difficulties.
The variat.ians in radiat.ion int.ensitv of a boundary layer are
small ~ld the sensitivit.v of a miorowave rajiomet.er must be very
high (better than O;1K).- And for this purpose t.he microwave r~jio~
r~~~~-'~: measur~~en~~ ~?cu~'as~ _.~t.-.lo~~.e~evation :mgles ~ec~me insuf:
t It,,I._.Ilt due tu .:.;ld._.lobe et t eL-t
antenna must have sldelobe as
less as possible [1-3J. The measurements must be not sensitive to
air .humidity and fog so neccesary to use frequency in the center
of the molecular oxygen absorpt.ion band near 608Hz.
The radiometer band width must be wide (about. 2+3 8Hz) for receiving the high sensitiVity. Boundary layer temperature' dependence
T(h) has fast dvn~nics so measurements can be done automatically
earch 5+10 minutes with automatically calibration by using inter~
n~l, no~se gene~-'ator: Also t·here are some difficul t.ie~ in obt·ail}in~
Tlh) wnen solVIng tne retrIeval problem. Methods 01 statIst10al.
regularisation [1,2J difficult to use due to extra~rdinary spatial
and time variet.y of T(h) from wich impossible practically to extract @lY representative statistioal ensemble with a stable covariat.ional bindings [4, 5J.
.
.::;[j

3. RETRIEVAL METHOD
The technique that we use for microwave remote sensing of the
atmospheric boundary layer temperat.ure is based on measuring therrnal radiat.ion of at.mosphere in the center of t.he molecular oxygen
absorption band near 608Hz, where the skin depth is about. 300 ID
[3~5J. By definit.ion the skin dept.h is equal to the height Hb where optical depth
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Tb (8) =1/oos8~T(h)ktCh, T)8XP [ -1/ OOS8~kf Ch' , T) dh > ] dh=~T(h)~)(h, 8) dh
(~

.

where W(h,S) - weighting fW1ction; H~3 km - upper limit of integrat.ion.
For retrieval processing we used itteraetion method of Chahine
wit.h orig.'inal algorithm. Vie made cornparizcm wit.h radiosonde, than
with recieving by radiosonge temperature profile count absorption
coefficient [6 ] and weighting funct.ion. At t.he next. st.ep we used
different.ial weight.ing function for different angles:

for boundary
layer
microwave radiometric
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Fig. 1
~
.The hi~h-sensitivitv a~l,solid stat.e s~perhet.erodvne receiver
(radl0met.er) at. t.he cent.ral trequencv f:10 8Hz was developed in t.he
Space Research Inst.it.ute (Moscow) as by - product of the Relict.-2
mission [7J. The sensit.ivit.y of t.his radiometer (Wit.hout. cooling)
is O,04K wit.h an int.eg.'rat.ion t.ime ~ sec. The ant.enna is a scalar
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of 0.8W @ld relatively high efficienty of 3%. Transistor If
pTfl'nl ifipr ha~ ~ pnwpi~ rE:p'.ain
of 45 dB.
noise t.empierat.ure
70K@ld
.
.
t
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least one addit.ional point must be known. This known point was the
radiat.ion t.emperature at. horizont.al direct.ion, which equals t.o t.he
air temperat.ure near t.he eart.h surface To. for beam sC@lning we
used rot.ating mirror in discret.e sC@lning mode with variable
reflect.ion angle
(11
st.eps).
The durat.ion of temperature
mea3urernent. cycle is about 3 minut.es in complete automat.ic mode.
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5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
.
Several instrilloent.s was const.ruct.ed for cheoking this methods
@ld equipment in field condit.ioDs. The experiments was conducted
in 1989-1993 in Moscow region (56N. 35E). in Kursk region (52N.
35E) , ne~r ~he ~ake Im@ldr~ (67N,h 32E) , in'Iakutia (67N 125E). in
11 e:.;""""
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me3:3Urement.s at 10 :t'lxed angles t'rom horIzon t.o zenIth was
repeated every 10 minut.e in wide r@lge of out.side t.emperat.ure from
218K up to 308K. The cant.act. measurement.s was carried out.
sirnu.l t.aneousl v in some select.ed t.imes bv radiosonde. t.et.hered
balloon 5 meteorolog:ical t.ower with t.emperature sensors. 'According
t.o comparison it. was shown t.he possibility t.o real ice ret.rieval
error of T(h) 052-0~3K for flat profile @ld 0,4-0.5K for profiles
wi t.h t.emperat,ure inversion in height. from t.he ground up t.o 600 ffi.
Differenoes between data of
two simult.eneonsly operating
radiomet.ers was less t.har) 0, iK. for ecological tasks t.wo set or
equinment now is working more t.h@l one year in aut.omat.ioal mode in
Iakul.ia and in Moscow. At. Fig.2 is shown results of comparison
radiomet.ers dat.a and radiosonde dat.a which was made in t.he Cent.ral
Aerological Observatory in Sept.ember-Oct.ober 19 'd3 (71 set).
6. CONCLUSION
Developments method @ld equipment for remot.e sensing of atmospheric temperature at. t.he cenfer- of moleoular oxygen barld at
60 GHz (5mm) allows;
- t.o CarTV (';Ut. sounding of t.emperat.ure profile up to CiOO m with
vert.ioal resolution 30T50 m~
- to realise a retrieval error of t.emperature profiles not great.er
t.han O. 5K~
- to record'reliably t.he main features of t.emperat.ure profiles and
t.heir dynamics;
.
.
- t.o oarry out. measurement.s in all weat.her condit.ionsexcluding
st.rong rain.
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REMOTE SENSING OF AIRCRAFT l.CIH6 ZONES PARAMETERS

M.N. Haikin, A.V. Koldaev,
Central Aeerological Observatory.. Russia
INTRODUCTION

The forecast of aircraft icing is very actually problem
especialy due to great dangerose of the flights through such
zones in clouds in start/landing regimes. It is well known. t.he
presence of super cold liquid water in clouds is main reason of
aircraft icing The remote measurements of liquid water drops
temperature and liquid water content in clouds can give
possibility to estimate a probability of aircraft icing risk.
The method and equipment described in this report is based
on the simultaneous measurement of . brightness temperature by
means of two ground based microwave radiometers With wavelength
n
q . 0 mm.
?-'. '7 mm an d c
I

TIlE llIEORY OF MEllIOD

The expression . for
bri.ghtness temperature of clear'
at.mosphere measured by microwave radiometers is given by rtJ

To(l) = Te f(l)·rl-exp(-to(l)]

(1)

where To(l) - bright.ness temperature of clear sky on wavelengh 1;
tQ(A) ~ OP&;i.ty of clear atmosphere on wavelengh 1; Tef(l)
effectIve temperature of clear atmosphere.
For cloud atmosphere brightness temperature Tw is given by
TwCl) = Te f(A)'[l'-exp(-t(l)]

where Tef(l) - effective temperature of cloud atmosphere.
small errores we may suppose Tef=Tef.
tell =

~O(A)

+

~w(l)

(2)

With
(3)

where

'twC\) - opacity of cloud.
The clouds with drop size less than 100t-t is possible to
consider a'3 pure absorption medium and, applying Rayletgh
approximation we C~I write.

Lw(l)

=

a(A,Tlw)·W

(4)

where W
Integrated Liquid Water (ILW) of cloud [kg-1m 2 ];
aeA, T1 w) ... coeffIcient. depending from wavelength and temperature
of 1 iquid water drops in the cloud -- T1 w
From Eqns. (3), (4) by substituting

we can recetve
T(ll)=R(Tl w) 'Lz(l)+C(Tl w)

where C(Tl.) =

LO(Al)-R(Tlw)'~o(12)

(6)
('7)

- 414 _ 1 w') :0
;
• 1 . TI W +
Rl('f

A £0
no
ll.

(13 )

The coeff1cients R(Tl w) and G('f}w) in (6) is calculated from
regression . tusk solution for a set of 1:C\) mea-surement in cloud
zone in wich Tlw=const ts supposed. After that we can recetve
temperature of liquid water drops in cloud from (8) and determine
coefficient a(A.'f}w) in (4). The calculation of 'to(:'\)
for
A1=2.7 mm and A2=8.0 nun_. based on radiosond date received in
Dolgoprudny.. wa.s made ::111CI it is shown, that the connection of
these values can be approximated by expression:

to(8.01 = u·'to(2.7) + b

(9)

Where Ci=U.12?; b=0.03. So, from (6) and (9) we can obtain

From

.
/ n (J'
TOto.
)

= (R(Tlw)·b-C(Tlw)J/[R(Tlw)-U]

(10)

T:;,0 (0)
£,. r,)'
(

= [b-C(Tl w)J/[R(Tlw)-uJ

(ll)

(4)~

using calculated

lO(A)~

(

we can obtain W:

W = 1: (A) --LO (A) /a(A,'f1w)

(12)

MEASlJREMENTS

The determination of
integral liquid
water
(I LW)
and
temperature of li,quicl water drops (Tlw) in clouds were executed
in July-August
1993
in
Central
Aerological
Observatory
(Dolgoprudny. Moscow region). The main parameters of microwave
radiometers, used in this experiment., are shown in table 1.
Table 1
The main parameters of microwave radiometers
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or building on height 22 m over the ground. The system operat.es
ill3 non-service equipment , appropriate for use under field conditions in temperat.ure range --60C - +40C. The measurements were
carred out in ~lt~natic operational mode. The data received were
registrated by means of IBM PC/AT with special card.
Interactiv regim of express data processing is available in
duration of measurements. Brightness temperature measured by each
radiometer is drowed on the computer screen by two calor line in
time of measurements. Liquid water zone existance is detected visualy when brightness temperature is 0.3K more than clear sky
one. Each zone is defined as a local for the part of brightness
temperature record from one deep minimum to outher. Deep minimum
means value of signal in the local minimum is more than two time
less than in the local maximum. The local zone is marked immideately after registration and 4 steps express evoluation of the data is performed.
1. Production of the cloud trasfer velosity( from standart
weather radar net) on the measured duration time of the zone is
calculated. Result is equal to horizontal dimension of the zone.
2. Solution of regression task, as described above, is made
t.o estimate mean temperature of cloud water drop.
3. Knowledge of hight profile of atmosphere temperature( obUUled from radiozond or aircraft data) allows to associate of 1iquid water zone With the concret hight.
4. By use of results of regression task solut1.on~ the Integ'ral Liqutd Water content is calculated.
The data obtaned by the above procedure can be very useful
for duty meteorologist in an airport in case the same microwave
system is jnstalled near the start/landing track. In addition ,
on t.he base of this data it is possible to estimate t.hickness of
liquid water layer by dividing of ILW on mean value of LWC for
t.he observed type of clouds. Estimation of expected rate of isinlI
for each type of airerafts can be sufficiently improved by use of
determined temperature of cloud drops.
RESULTS.

Examples of ILW and Th( determination in clouds 27 July 1993
are shown in figures 1 ana 2. The solid line in fig.1 indicate
the change of ILW. received 08/27/93 from 10 to 11 GMT. In fig.l
is indicated three cloud zones in wich Tl w was calculated. These
zones are drowed by horizontal dashed lines. Near them are shown
the value of temperature and hight, wich was received from radiozond temperature profile. oIhe mean Il w in the first cloud zones,
10:15 to 10:1~ is equal -2 C. The mean value of ILW in this cloud
was 0.18 kg/m' and horizontal size was about 2 km. In t.he second
zone registrated from 10:28 to 10:34 , we alsow observed cloud
with Tl w=-2 C. The mean ILW=O.16 kg/m 2 and horizontal size L was
equaled about 1 km. In the third zone, registrated from 10:36 t.o
14:54 mean Tl w andctemperature in separate clouds was the same
and WL1S equal ed +2 )0.
A case of observation clouds on two levels is indicated in
f ig. ;~~.
In the first zone, registrated from 13: 03 tg 13: 15 me~
~);~_~ld.~),w'lin e~oud ~t~:_05~13~08) were_ equa~ed_ ~~ C and__ +~ C
J/,;-;;Pt~yt~~~~J/2
ITl t~e . _,~~oTld ,,-,one .. (tIme ~3.23 1._-:>.33) !lW:::: 3 0 0,
lL.. =U.l..: .j·,gim<), L==4--LJ
km.
In
t.he thIrd zone
fl w--4 C.
rLW=O. 1 £~kg/m'<-- and L=6'- '7 km.
j
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The lidar measurements of bottom level of clouds. made in
have showed. that there were presented two levels
of clouds. one on hight 1-1.5 km. and the second onhight
'1.8-2.5 km.
CAO 08/27/93.

CONCLUSIONS

- Two-wavelength automaticaly operated radiomric system for
simult.aneous determination of Integral Liquid Water content and
mean temperature of cloud drops was created.
- Two month experiment for determination of ILW and mean
temperature·-into non-presipitable clouds was done. This work
shown the usefulness of application of the radiometric system as
a sta.rldart tool for airport meteorologoeal service for use in
aircraft ising forecusting.
- The procedure developed for data.evoluation can be simply
modified to perform data processing in comletely automatic mode.
- The t.heoretical method developed for radiometric data perf(irrnanCe by means of regression task solution can take wide app-lication in different part of remote sensing of atmosphere.
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